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6 versus, : AT LAW NO. 29822 
7 BRIDGESTONE FIRESTONE, INC., et al., 
8 Defendants. 
9 -------------------------------------x 
10 Manassas, Virginia 
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12 The above-entitled action came on to be 
13 heard before the Honorable Richard B. Potter, a Judge in 
14 and for the Circuit Court of Prince William County, in 
15 courtroom· 3, Judicial Center, 9311 Lee Avenue, Manassas, 
16 Virginia 22110, ~eginning at approximately 9:00 o'clock 
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1 P R 0 C E E D I N G S 
2 (The Court Reporter was sworn by the 
3 Clerk.) 
4 THE COURT: We're here in Law Number 
5 29822. The style of the case is Prince William Square 
6 Associates, a Virginia General Partnership, versus 
7 Bridgestone Firestone, Inc., trading as Firestone 
8 Building Products Company, a division of Bridgestone 
9 Firestone, Inc. The parties are present again together 
10 with counsel. 
11 The plaintiff ready to proceed? 
12 MR. BLANCHARD: No, Your Honor. I left a 
13 message at chambers this morning. I've been here since 
14 about 8:00. My last witness, Mr. Skillman arrived in 
15 town last night. I left a message with his office that 
16 he had to be here by 9:00. We've been monitoring his 
17 progress this morning. Mr. Shuffleton is outside. He 
18 has been monitoring with a car phone. At 8:50, I'm happy 
19 to report, he had broken through the logjam and is across 
20 Cabin John Bridge and on his way here. So I have a 
21 feeling he'll be about 15, 20 minutes late. 
22 Counsel for Firestone have suggested that 
23 perhaps with a proffer of his testimony we could at least 
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1 fill the time while he's arriving to arguing the motion 
2 to strike. 
3 THE COURT: I don't have any problem 
4 proceeding in that fashion if you don't. 
5 MR. RUTLAND: No. 
6 THE COURT: No objection by the parties? 
7 MR. RUTLAND: I don't have any. 
8 MR. BLANCHARD: If I may proffer, Your 
9 Honor, that Mr. Skillman's testimony will be that he has 
10 inspected the roof and measured the roof and, in 
11 accordance with Mr. Shuffleton's opinion that the roof 
12 needs to be replaced, has rendered an estimate for 
13 replacement of the roof, which involves removal of the 
14 ballast, removal of the membrane, removal of the 
15 fasteners, replacement of any saturated insulation that 
16 is necessary, and then a reroofing of the project, 
17 placing down the new membrane and the ballast and that 
18 the cost will be $516,000 to effect the repair of the 
19 roof and to eliminate the problem. 
20 And, basically, in a nutshell, I believe 
21 that's what his testimony would be. 
22 
23 
THE COURT: All right. That completes the 
plaintiff's case, then, at this point? 394 
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1 MR. BLANCHARD: Your Honor, it will. I 
2 mean, he may have some comments about the patches that he 
3 saw and some other things, but, in essence, that's the 
4 purpose -- his last purpose is to testify what cost of 
5 the damages are. 
6 THE COURT: All right. 
7 MR. BLANCHARD: And there will be a 
8 foundation. And I don't think -- he used to be a 
9 Firestone applicator, so I don't think there's a question 
10 about his qualifications to render an opinion for the 
11 cost of repair. 
12 Is that correct? 
13 MR. RUTLAND: That's correct. 
14 THE COURT: Okay. Mr. Rutland, do you 
15 want to respond now? 
16 MR. RUTLAND: Yes, Your Honor. 
17 For purposes of our motion, we'll be 
18 assuming plaintiff's case is concluded on that proffer. 
19 We would move to strike the evidence and we would move 
20 for summary judgment at this point on the issue of 
21 liability. Into evidence is the Firestone limited 
22 warranty upon which this suit is based. It is our 
23 position that the terms of the limited warranty are clear 
Anita B. Glover & Associates, Ltd. 
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1 and unambiguous as a matter of law and that it is for the 
2 Court to determine in the first instance whether or not 
3 there is any ambiguity which should be resolved by the 
4 jury. 
5 Firestone in this case has specifically 
6 warranted the plaintiff as follows: Firestone guarantees 
7 to the building owner above that, subject to the terms 
8 and conditions 
9 THE COURT: Let me interrupt you for just 
10 a minute, if I might. I didn't know I was going to have 
11 the motion to strike. But I need to get those documents 
12 that were filed. 
13 MR. BLANCHARD: I've got a copy of the 
14 warranty, Your Honor. 
15 THE COURT: All right. I've got to get my 
16 own. I made some notes myself. 
17 (Pause.) 
18 THE COURT: All right. Go ahead. 
19 MR. RUTLAND: Firestone the only cause 
20 of action is breach of the written warranty, which is in 
21 evidence, at this time. That's the only claim that has 
22 been asserted. 
23 What Firestone agreed to do in this case 
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1 was to repair leaks caused by workmanship or defects in 
2 Firestone materials, subject to the terms, conditions, 
3 and limitations in the warranty. Specific limitation is 
4 as follows: If upon inspection Firestone determines that 
5 leaks are caused by defects in the Rubbergard roofing 
6 system material or workmanship of the applicator, except 
7 as provided in numbers 3 and 4. So Firestone has said 
8 that we will pay for leaks caused by defects in 
9 workmanship subject to this limitation. Number 4, 
10 Firestone shall have no obligation under this warranty in 
11 the event that the roof is damaged by use and materials 
12 not furnished by Firestone. 
13 It is our position that plaintiffs are 
14 attempting to rewrite the terms of the warranty. Mr. 
15 Shuffleton agreed, on my question, that, in fact, the 
16 fasteners are cutting the membrane, but they wouldn't cut 
17 it if there was an adequate overlay. That doesn't change 
18 the fact that the fasteners are, in fact, cutting the 
19 membrane. There's no dispute that the fasteners are not 
20 Firestone material. Whether or not the jury could find 
21 that there was improper workmanship is irrelevant in this 
22 case because Firestone specifically excluded the cause of 
23 the damage in this case. 397 
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1 As the warranty is unambiguous as a matter 
2 of law, we suggest that the plaintiff has failed to prove 
3 a breach of this warranty by Firestone and that we are 
4 entitled to judgment at this point. 
5 On the issue of damages, we feel that the 
6 limitation -- number one, all we did was, Firestone 
7 agreed to repair leaks. In evidence are repair invoices, 
8 a number of which were paid by Firestone, a number of 
9 which were paid by the owner. The total of the owner's 
10 invoices was $17,478 submitted, of which $2,006, Mr. 
11 Shuffleton submitted were not problems caused by 
12 fasteners, which came to a total of $15,472. That is my 
13 calculation of the plaintiffs exhibits. I added them up. 
14 It is our position that under the terms of 
15 the warranty, at most Firestone could be liable for the 
16 owner's cost to repair those leaks, plus whatever the 
17 jury would determine would be incurred to repair leaks 
18 over the final two years of the warranty. It is our 
19 position that plaintiff's testimony on the replacement of 
20 the roof, the consequential damage, which is specifically 
21 excluded, which limitation is valid under Virginia law in 
22 the warranty, so that plaintiff is not entitled to the 
23 cost of replacement of the entire roof. 39S 
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1 We do not believe the plaintiff's evidence 
2 is sufficient to support an award of replacement of the 
3 entire roof. 
4 And, finally, it is our position that the 
5 limitation in the warranty that Firestone's repair 
6 obligations shall in no event exceed the original cost is 
7 a valid limitation of remedy which must be upheld. There 
8 was a stipulation that the cost of the roofing system was 
9 $292,000, I think, $500. 
10 MR. BLANCHARD: Whatever it is. 
11 MR. RUTLAND: And that it is our position 
12 that is the most the jury would be entitled to under the 
13 warranty. So our position at this point is that we are 
14 entitled to judgment as a matter of law, but if the case 
15 proceeds at this point it should the jury should not 
16 be allowed to award any more than $292,000, but should, 
17 in fact, be limited to only the cost of repairs of leaks 
18 in the past, in which the jury may find would be the cost 
19 to the owner over the following two years -- the 
20 remaining two years of the warranty. 
21 THE COURT: All right. As I see it, then 
22 there are really two issues in the motion to strike, 
23 perhaps three. one is that the plaintiff has failed to 
Anita B. Glover & Associates, Ltd. 
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1 demonstrate that it has complied with the terms of the 
2 limited warranty and that the limited warranty provides 
3 that if upon inspection Firestone determines that the 
4 leaks in the roofing system were caused by defects in the 
5 Rubbergard roofing system, material or workmanship of the 
6 Firestone-authorized roofing applicator, except as 
7 provided in paragraphs 3, 3 apparently is not at issue, 
8 but 4 is, Firestone shall have no obligation under this 
9 warranty in the event that the roof is damaged by use of 
10 materials not furnished by Firestone. So the defendant 
11 takes the position what the plaintiff has shown is that 
12 the damages in this case have been caused by materials 
13 not furnished by Firestone and, therefore, does not come 
14 under the limited warranty. 
15 Number two, there's an issue with regards 
16 to the -- whether the cost of the replacement roof is, in 
17 fact, a repair cost or whether it's a consequential 
18 damage which is excluded also by the limited warranty. 
19 And number 3 is this concept of an 
20 exclusive remedy and cap, if you will, in that liability 
21 shall be limited to Firestone repair of the leaks, 
22 subject to the cost limitation as set forth above. 
23 So it seems to me we have those three 
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1 issues addressed in the motion to strike. 
2 MR. BLANCHARD: Yes, sir. If I may take 
3 each of those in the order the Court has raised them. 
4 Your Honor, first with respect to 
5 liability, I don't agree that this warranty is absolutely 
6 clear on it's face. In fact, the case law that I 
7 submitted to the Court yesterday, there were two that 
8 dealt specifically with issues exactly such as this where 
9 there are terms of art somewhat used in the profession, 
10 whether it be insurance, accounting, or, in this case, 
11 the roofing industry. 
12 And I think that evidence is necessary 
13 surrounding the interpretation of the words and the terms 
14 as to what is covered and what is not covered. And I 
15 think that the defendant itself, in it's questions to Mr. 
16 Shuffleton on cross examination, raised that issue and 
17 said that because we had claimed that there were some 
18 clarity issues they were entitled to ask questions based 
19 upon what the language meant. And I think that evidence 
20 now has come before the Court, and that is, you know, 
21 definitions such as roofing system, roof, and I think 
22 whether defects fall within the terms of warranty and 
23 those definitions are questions of fact. 
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1 And, again, if I could point the Court to 
2 the cases that I had submitted yesterday, the Court's 
3 language in those were that those were classic cases of 
4 whether or not certain acts fell within the terms of the 
5 warranty and therefore they were questions of fact to be 
6 determined by the trier of fact or to be determined by 
7 the jury. And I think that's exactly what has to be done 
8 here. 
9 The jury has heard the plaintiff's 
10 evidence. It will hear the defendant's evidence. And it 
11 will decide whether the defect in this case is one which 
12 is covered by the warranty or excluded by warranty. And 
13 they will apply those facts to the document to make a 
14 determination. So I think that this is a question of 
15 fact and not one of law. 
16 Let me also say, Your Honor, that the 
17 evidence here is unrebutted, at this point, that the use 
18 of fasteners has not caused damage to the roof. The 
19 defendant has asserted that the plaintiff is attempting 
20 to rewrite the warranty, and I think that's a 
21 misstatement. What the defendant is saying is, is that 
22 we contend this warranty says that if the Firestone 
23 membrane is damaged by fasteners that we didn't -- if 
Anita B. Glover & Associates, Ltd. 
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14 
1 Firestone -- the membrane is cut by fasteners which were 
2 not manufactured by Firestone, it's excluded under the 
3 warranty. And that's not what this says. This says the 
4 roof is damaged by the use of materials not provided by 
5 Firestone. 
6 Mr. Shuffleton has testified that the use 
7 of fasteners did not damage this roof, that the use of 
8 fasteners is in accordance with the National Roofing 
9 Contractors Association standards and that the use of 
10 fasteners is specifically provided for and allowed under 
11 Firestone's own architectural specifications for the 
12 installation of this roof. And the documents, the 
13 architectural specifications of Firestone, have been 
14 admitted into evidence and are part of the record. 
15 So the use of fasteners in an of itself 
16 does not cause damage to the roof. The testimony from 
17 Mr. Shuffleton was, was that the absence of a protective 
18 layer is causing damage to the roof because fasteners are 
19 allowed under Firestone specifications. They tell the 
20 instructor if you use fasteners, or the installer, put 
21 down a protective layer, their own instructions. Had 
22 that been done, and his testimony again is unrebutted at 
23 this time, had that been done, the roof would not be 
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1 having the problem. 
2 So did the use of the fasteners, not the 
3 fasteners themselves, but the use of the fasteners, cause 
4 this damage? And I think the answer to that is no. I 
5 think they can argue this to the jury if they want, but 
6 the fact of the matter is, Mr. Shuffleton's testimony is, 
7 is that the absence of the protective layer is causing 
8 the damage to this system, not the use of the fasteners. 
9 The next point I would make, Your Honor, 
10 is, my understanding is, is that -- an exclusion, whether 
11 or not something falls within an exclusion of the 
12 warranty is the burden of the defendant to prove, not the 
13 plaintiff. I have to prove that it falls within the 
14 terms of the warranty. I have proven by Mr. Shuffleton's 
15 testimony that there is a defect in the workmanship. I 
16 have gone on to prove through the rendering of his 
17 opinion that it is not caused by the use of the 
18 fasteners, but by the absence of the protective layer. 
19 I think that's just the burden at this 
20 point to the defendant in its evidence to show that this 
21 is covered by the exclusion. I think it's a question of 
22 fact to be determined by the jury. Again, I think if the 
23 Court had an opportunity to review the cases that I had 
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1 submitted, especially the Grow versus Viking Jaw. Inc., 
2 237 Virginia 442 and Fidelity Guaranty Insurance versus 
3 Allied Realty Company, 238, 458, the exact type of issues 
4 were at hand in both of those cases. The Virginia 
5 Supreme Court said these are questions of fact to be 
6 decided by the jury as to whether or not they fall within 
7 the terms or exclusions of the particular documents that 
8 were in question. And I can cite the language. 
9 I think, for example, the Fidelity case, 
10 ¥our Honor, there was a question of whether the loss in 
11 this case, which was related to property damage in some 
12 construction, was the result of earth movement or earth 
13 pressure, and that was a question of fact for the jury to 
14 resolve. If it was earth movement, if favored the 
15 plaintiff. If it was earth pressure, then it was 
16 excluded under the policy. And the experts had differing 
17 opinions as to what caused that problem. 
18 In this case, I think the same issue is 
19 going to come up. Mr. Shuffleton is going to say the use 
20 of the fasteners didn't cause the problem, the absence of 
21 the protective layer, I envision that they will now put 
22 on evidence to the contrary. I mean, I don't know that 
23 that would be their position, but it seems to me that 
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1 they need to rebut that issue and that issue of fact will 
2 be one for the jury to decide. 
3 Was it the failure to put in the 
4 protective system or was it the use fasteners that caused 
5 this problem? I don't think Firestone could say to this 
6 Court, nor to the jury, in good faith that the use of 
7 fasteners is inherently defective when it is approved 
8 under their own specifications and under the National 
9 Roofing Contractors Association specifications. 
10 So I think we have to take this document 
11 as it's written. I think that the rules of construction 
12 will be that this document was prepared by Firestone, it 
13 has to be construed strictly against them if there is a 
14 question as to what that term means. And I don't 
15 again, Your Honor, frankly, I just don't think it says 
16 what they think it says. They're saying it says if the 
17 roof membrane, it doesn't say the roof membrane, or the 
18 membrane, it says the roof itself, is damaged by non-
19 Firestone materials. And they want that to say -- or the 
20 use of non-Firestone materials. They want it to say the 
21 membrane is cut by non-Firestone fasteners, and I think 
22 that's just not what it says. It says the use of the 
23 material has to be the defect for which they would be 
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2 I think, Your Honor, it has makes sense in 
3 determining the other evidence which is before the Court 
4 at this time as to why that's so. And the reason is 
5 because this is was their applicator. There is no 
6 question, Mr. Furman admitted, their applicator, they 
7 approved him, they didn't inspect the warranty because 
8 they relied on his ability to do what he was supposed to 
9 do, they guaranteed his workmanship, they accepted this 
10 roof into it's warranty program upon their inspection 
11 after it was done. The advertisements which were read in 
12 terms of their own interpretation of the warranty and 
13 which went to the jury, they said we do a final stringent 
14 inspection to make sure it's in compliance with all of 
15 our warranty requirements before we issue the warranty. 
16 They did that. They issued the warranty. 
17 For them to come back four to eight years later and say, 
18 well we've now taken a second look and we decide it 
19 doesn't meet our warranty standards, I think they just 
20 can't do that and I think the evidence is completely 
21 inconsistent with that. 
22 Your Honor, I think the other question 
23 that the Court has to decide on this issue, as a matter 
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1 of fact, is why did Firestone, the evidence again is 
2 unrebutted that for at least two years, from 1988 to 
3 1990, Firestone authorized payment for what they felt 
4 were repairs for patching of this roof for fasteners 
5 backing up through the membrane. Again, Mr. Furman 
6 testified that, yes, we got documents; yes, those 
7 documents said the fasteners were coming through the 
8 membrane; and, yes, we approved payment under our 
9 warranty program for it. 
10 I think their conduct clearly shows that, 
11 at least for two years, they interrupted this warranty as 
12 covering this defect. And, again, in the record before 
13 Your Honor are voluminous repair records from 1988 to 
14 1990 which have on them stamped Firestone Warranty Claim 
15 and which have handwritten on them from Firestone 
16 employees approved for payment. So I think for Firestone 
17 to say, well, it's not an issue of fact whether or not 
18 this is covered is somewhat disingenuous when they 
19 themselves covered it as a warranty item for two years. 
20 And, again, that evidence is before the Court. 
21 So, taken as a whole, and clearly in the 
22 light most favorable to the plaintiff, as a motion to 
23 strike, I just -- I don't think that the liability issue 
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1 is one that -- if anything, it seems to be it's clear at 
2 this point that the only evidence before the Court is the 
3 absence of protective layer caused this problem, that 
4 that is a defect in workmanship because Firestone's 
5 applicator didn't follow Firestone's own specifications 
6 and that that's what is causing the damage to to roof and 
7 that Firestone for two years itself approved, at least 
8 for two years, approved payments under the warranty for 
9 this exact defect. 
10 If I can move on to the damages issue, 
11 Your Honor, I think, again, the cases I've submitted, 
12 especially in this instance, the C&P Telephone versus 
13 Sisson and Ryan is directly on point. And they said in 
14 that case if a contractor fails to follow specifications 
15 and it should be -- and, in so doing the building 
16 collapses, it should be expected that that's what might 
17 happen, that you would have those -- those instructions 
18 to prevent exactly what happened from h~ppening, and that 
19 is a direct consequence and therefore that is a direct 
20 damage. And the Court in that case awarded the cost of 
21 rebuilding the structure that had collapsed. 
22 In this case, the evidence is clear before 
23 the Court at this point that the defect that we have 
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1 alleged, and I would submit proven, is the failure to put 
2 a protective layer, the protective layer which was 
3 required by Firestone's own specifications. The 
4 protective layer is designed to prevent the fasteners 
5 from cutting the soft rubber membrane which covers the 
6 roof. 
7 By failing to put in the membrane, what is 
8 the direct result that you would expect? Exactly what 
9 happened here, the fasteners popping up through the 
10 membrane. So I would submit that the damages we have put 
11 forth are clearly the direct damages and not 
12 consequential. 
13 The other issues of fact that relate to 
14 this question, Your Honor, is if Mr. Rutland's position 
15 is, or Firestone's position is, is that it's just the 
16 cost of sending these people out to repair or put patches 
17 over the leaks, the unrebutted testimony from all 
18 witnesses in this case at this point is is that those 
19 repairs have not worked. And what Firestone guaranteed 
20 was they would repair leaks and they would stop leaks. 
21 And what you have before Your Honor is, again, in the 
22 forms of four representative tenants in the shopping 
23 center from four different locations throughout the 
I 
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1 center saying leaks have occurred, continue to occur, and 
2 continue after roof guys go up and do the patching repair 
3 method. They have said that -- Mr. Bacile from Padrino's 
4 has been in the center from day one, says the problem 
5 started at day one. So we've tracked it from 1986 to 
6 today in the Court from the testimony of Mr. Bacile and 
7 the others, Mr. Tucker, who talked about having the 
8 ceiling tiles replaced as little as two months ago and 
9 now, two months later, having bins, sweater bins, in the 
10 ceiling and stains throughout the store because the 
11 repairs have not worked, the water still keeps coming 
12 down. 
13 The other thing is, Your Honor, I believe 
14 one of the documents that we have submitted, I think it 
15 was Plaintiff's Exhibit, I forget the exact number, but 
16 it's a leak investigation report prepared by Firestone 
17 itself. It is Plaintiff's Exhibit Number 14, which calls 
18 when Firestone went up there and found fasteners popping 
19 through, their own work people and their leak 
20 investigation said we put a temporary pa~ch over it. 
21 And that is simply our position, that 
22 these temporary patches have been shown not to work. 
23 They don't solve the leak problem. 
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1 We have the testimony of Mr. Shuffleton 
2 saying that this inherent defect and the systemic defect, 
3 qiven the nature of the construction of the roof and the 
4 soft membrane and the absence of the protective layer has 
5 quaranteed that the leaks will continue to occur and has 
6 condemned this roof of failure. 
7 So I think the argument that somehow the 
8 only damages we should be allowed to recover are the 
9 damages which have been incurred trying to maintain the 
10 status quo while we get to Court with Firestone about 
11 this issue is not well-taken. The fact is that the 
12 evidence has shown the only way to repair these leaks, 
13 unrebutted at this point, is to replace the roof. 
14 I also believe, as Your Honor probably 
15 knows from last Friday, there has not been anybody 
16 designated by Firestone, an expert, to testify as to any 
17 other method of repair. They just designated experts to 
18 say it's not their fault and then they desiqnated one 
19 other person, who I don't know if they intend to call, 
20 last week who could say that he could do the work of the 
21 replacement, according to those specs, for less money 
22 than our expert. But no one, in their discovery, 
23 interrogatories, or evidence has come forth and said that 
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1 any method of repair short of replacing this roof is 
2 going to stop these leaks. 
3 So I think it's clear that's the direct 
4 damage. Firestone -- when you look at this and say what 
5 did Firestone really do, they agreed to repair leaks. 
6 When they walk off and say they won't -- and, again, in 
7 the stipulation before the Court, the letter from 
8 Firestone in 1990 saying we're suspending -- the primary 
9 cause of these of leaks is the fasteners backing up 
10 through the membrane, they also say we're suspending this 
11 warranty. That is before the Court. When they say we're 
12 not going to take responsibility for it and if that is, 
13 as we content, is a breach of the contract, what is the 
14 measure of our damages? The measure of our direct 
15 damages is what do we have to pay somebody else to repair 
16 the leaks. And what our evidence is that the only way 
17 we're going to repair the leaks is to replace to roof and 
18 we have eight years of history to show that the patching 
19 method does not work, and we have expert testimony that 
20 says the only way to do it is to replace to the roof. 
21 So I don't think there is any and 
22 counsel has not cited any case law that says those are 
23 consequential damages. He cited case law that says 
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1 consequential damages may be -- an exclusion of 
2 consequential damages can be recognized and is valid in 
3 Virginia. And I don't have a question about that. 
4 That's not my point. My point is, why are they claiming 
5 that these are consequential as opposed to direct·and 
6 what support or authority do they have for that 
7 proposition. 
8 I think the only case that has been 
9 submitted to the Court on all four squares, and that 
10 case, or on that argument, is the Sisson and Ryan case 
11 that I submitted to the Court that said if you don't 
12 follow specs and exactly what happens -- should happen if 
13 you don't follow them happens, then your direct damages 
14 are what it costs to fix that. And that was rebuilding 
15 that structure. 
16 And, in this case, the same argument that 
17 was made in that case by the grading contractor, hey, 
18 that's not our fault, we didn't build the structure, we 
19 just graded the property. The Court said if you didn't 
20 grade it correctly you can expect that the roof would 
21 fall. Firestone is here saying we just did the membrane, 
22 we hired this other guy, he's our authorized guy, but we, 
23 you know, if he didn't do what he was supposed to do and 
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1 the roof failed, that shouldn't be our responsibility, or 
2 we don't have that's not a direct damage of what we 
3 guaranteed, I don't think that makes any sense. I think 
4 it's clear that the only option we have direct is to 
5 repair the roof, repair the leaks. The only evidence of 
6 the way to do that before the court is to replace the 
7 roof. 
8 Finally, with respect to the limitation 
9 issue, Your Honor, I just don't think it applies 
10 factually. Again, before the Court, in the record, at 
11 this point, is Firestone's statement in 1990, they 
12 conducted -- if we look at paragraph 2 and it says, if 
13 upon inspection Firestone determines that the leaks in 
14 the roofing system are caused by defects in the 
15 Rubbergard roofing system material or workmanship of the 
16 Firestone applicator, owner's remedies and liabilities 
17 shall be limited to the Firestone repair of the leak, 
18 subject to the cause limitation above. 
19 My point is, is that didn't happen. As by 
20 the stipulation and by the letter that's in effect, 
21 Firestone came out and inspected and said it's not our 
22 fault and we're not going to repair it, and then said 
23 anything else you spend now, owner, you're going to have 
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1 to pay for it. It's in the letter. They said it's your 
2 responsibility, we're leaving. 
J If you look at the first paragraph where 
4 it says Firestone repair or the -- it says Firestone's 
5 repair obligations over this life of the guarantee are 
6 limited to the owner's original cost of the Rubbergard 
7 roofing installation system. Again, it's Firestone's 
8 repair obligations. In that paragraph, they didn't put 
9 Firestone's liabilities, they just said Firestone's 
10 repair obligations. 
11 I've always felt that if Firestone came in 
12 and said, yes, we will honor our -- we've determined this 
13 is a defect in our workmanship or a defect of our 
14 authorized applicator's workmanship and we are therefore 
15 going to fix this roof, once they hit that $292,000 
16 figure of their own expenditures, they were free and 
17 clear. But what they can do, and why this limitation 
18 doesn't apply when they walk off, is Firestone can do 
19 this for less expense than we can because Firestone has 
20 the material. Firestone doesn't have to pay profit and 
21 overhead. Firestone doesn't have the pay -- they have a 
22 network of approved authorized contractors with whom they 
23 have relationships to do the work. They can get this 
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1 work done for a whole lot cheaper than we can. Again, I 
2 think that point has been demonstrated to Your Honor by 
3 Firestone's supplemental designation of an expert, which 
4 I raised to the Court last Friday, which in and of itself 
5 has that this roof to be repair for $233,000 by Rayco 
6 Roofing because Firestone is going to provide them all 
7 the material free. 
8 We could get the roof replaced if 
9 Firestone honored its warranty within the warranty 
10 limitation. We cannot do it when they walk off and we 
11 have to pay someone outside. And that's our expert 
12 testimony here, is an independent roofing contractor who 
13 looks at this and says what you will pay to get this 
14 to get these leaks repaired is $516,000. So the 
15 limitation upon which Firestone relies is misplaced. 
16 I've also cited to the Court, I think, the 
17 authority, the general authority in Amjur which says a 
18 seller who fails to comply with it's obligations under 
19 the warranty, such as its repair or replacement duties, 
20 cannot receive the benefit of the other provisions, 
21 which, in part, are at least premised upon the assumption 
22 that the seller would fulfill it's obligations. 
23 That's exactly what this is. Firestone 
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1 said to my clients in 1990, goodbye, we aren't going to 
2 do it, we're out of here. Now they're cominq in and 
3 they're sayinq it's not our warranty, it's your fault. 
4 Now we're here four years later before a jury, ready to 
5 have the jury decide, and Firestone is standing up and 
6 saying, well, we want the benefit of this warranty we 
7 suspended or canceled, we want you to give us this 
8 limitation, even though we didn't do what we were 
9 supposed to do. 
10 And, if the jury finds that this was a 
11 defect in their workmanship which is covered under this 
12 warranty, then their failure to honor it precludes them 
13 from claiming the benefit of the repair limitation. 
14 And, again, I would point out to Your 
15 Honor that paragraph 2 does not apply in this case 
16 because they didn't do an inspection and determine it was 
17 there responsibility. Uncontroverted evidence is exactly 
18 to opposite, that they did an inspection and said it 
19 wasn't their responsibility. The other uncontroverted 
20 evidence is, is that they didn't repair the leaks. They 
21 had not honored that warranty, therefore we were required 
22 to go outside to get somebody to do it and that's the 
23 cost of the damages. So I would simply say that the 
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1 limitation is not applicable. 
2 THE COURT: All right. Any response? 
3 MR. RUTLAND: Yes, Your Honor. 
4 First of all, the reference to Amjur, that 
5 was a discussion of UCC and that provision which he cites 
6 was specifically rejected in the Virginia Envirotech 
7 case. They noted there was a split of authority on the 
8 issue of whether or not a breach of one part -- if a 
9 remedy failed of its essential purpose, could you still 
10 enforce a limitation of consequential damages and they 
11 said, yes, in Virginia, although there are cases which 
12 cite otherwise. 
13 What he has cited in Amjur is the other --
14 the other view, which was specifically rejected. That's 
15 not the law in Virginia. 
16 In this case, number one, contracts have 
17 to be -- it's an objective standard for the Court to 
18 apply, it's what a reasonable person would interpret the 
19 language to mean, and it can't be any clearer. When they 
20 say the use of materials not supplied by Firestone, the 
21 plaintiff's position is if they had simply said caused by 
22 materials not furnished by Firestone that is somehow 
23 different than saying the use of materials. I suggest to 
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1 the Court that that is an unreasonable interpretation and 
2 not objective. 
3 In every contract case, there's always two 
4 parties disagreeing over the terms of it. The Courts 
5 uniformly upheld that whenever the language is 
6 objectively unambiguous, it is for the Court to determine 
7 as a matter of law. 
8 And our position in this case is, 
9 anybody any objective person reading this would say 
10 the use of materials, the use of a screw cutting the 
11 membrane is a use of non-Firestone material and it is 
12 definitely not covered. 
13 We also disagree on burden of proof. It 
14 is our position that the plaintiff bears the burden of 
15 proof that the elements of damages he is seeking are, in 
16 fact, covered under the warran~y. We don't have to prove 
17 that they are excluded under the warranty. It is the 
18 plaintiff's burden to show that what he is claiming is 
19 something that was that Firestone had agreed to do in 
20 this warranty. 
21 On the limitation, I don't think there can 
22 be any question, again from an objective standpoint, when 
23 Firestone said the owner's remedies shall be limited and 
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1 Firestone's liabilities shall be limited, there's only 
2 one way to interpret that, and that is, our obligations 
3 under this are limited to that cost; that is, if you have 
4 to sue us for it or if under those circumstances, this 
5 is the most we'll have to pay. There are certainly sound 
6 reasons behind that. When Firestone sells materials, 
7 which in this case, may have been worth $50,000, with a 
8 small profit margin on that, when they're looking at 
9 potential liability for replacement down the road, 
10 they're going to go out of business if it's unlimited 
11 liability for some of these systems, so the limitation is 
12 in there. It makes sense. We did not install it. We 
13 have no control over that. We'll come out after it's 
14 down and look it and we'll take -- and we'll repair 
15 problems as outlined in the warranty. That's what our 
16 obligation is. So the limitation is not unreasonable and 
17 should be enforced on that. 
18 As far as the patches and repairs, we 
19 disagree the plaintiff's evidence is such that the 
20 patches have failed. Their own evidence was that the 
21 fasteners are coming up or cutting it and that the water 
22 can travel. I don't believe plaintiff's evidence is 
23 sufficient to show that these continued leaks have been 
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1 coming from the same parts that have already been 
2 repaired and that the repairs that have done have been 
3 insufficient. Their own evidence was that, yes, the 
4 reason it all has to be replaced is that it can happen 
5 here and here and keeps happening in different places, 
6 not that these same repairs have been causing these 
7 repeated leaks. 
8 So we disagree that the plaintiff's 
9 evidence is such that the repairs have not worked and the 
10 patching is not appropriate. 
11 We did agree to repair leaks and it is our 
12 position that that is an enforceable provision of this 
13 contract and that if a leak does occur for a matter the 
14 jury finds is under warranty, then that would be our cost 
15 and that would be plaintiff's remedy in this case. When 
16 we say we will repair leaks caused by -- or covered under 
17 the warranty, that's the direct damage, the cost to 
18 repair that leak which we said we would repair. Anything 
19 else is a consequential damage, including replacement of 
20 the roof. And that's the basis of our position. 
21 I had one other matter which I neglected 
22 to bring up. I think it's probably a matter that can be 
23 easily remedied. At this stage of the case, the 
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1 plaintiff has never proved that they are a proper party. 
2 They haven't proved that they purchased it. We have 
3 assumed that they are the property party. No one from 
4 the owner testified. There was no stipulation that they, 
5 in fact, purchased it. There has been some confusion as 
6 to when they actually purchased it. We assume that that 
7 can be remedied. 
8 MR. BLANCHARD: Your Honor, that could be 
9 remedied, but I asked counsel yesterday before we started 
10 if there was any question that we were the owners and the 
11 people entitled to remedy. 
12 THE COURT: Well, I thought you did and I 
13 thought you did for the record. He acknowledged that you 
14 were --
15 MR. RUTLAND: Yeah, I just want to get the 
16 date down, when they purchased it. ours is June 22nd, is 
17 the assignment we have. 
18 MR. BLANCHARD: I guess my question is, 
19 why is that relevant when we purchased it? I mean, I 
20 think we're the people entitled to the benefit of the 
21 warranty. That's immaterial. And I surprised by this 
22 argument. 
23 THE COURT: All right. Let's complete the 
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2 MR. RUTLAND: That is -- I think I've just 
3 about concluded on -- again, on the issue of liability, 
4 it has to be -- it's not what some expert can find as a 
5 way around the language in here by saying, no, it's not 
6 caused by these fasteners, but because it was a failure 
7 to prevent the leaks, not -- that's Mr. Shuffleton's 
8 opinion that an overlay could have prevented it. Well, 
9 that's not what the language of the warranty says. It 
10 says leaks caused by non-Firestone materials. And that's 
11 why it's our position that they're attempting to rewrite 
12 the agreement. It's clear and unambiguous as a matter of 
13 law. 
14 THE COURT: All right. When you start, of 
15 course -- and I'm going to rule on the first two issues 
16 and I'm going to reserve on the third issue, but let me 
17 address the first two issues. 
18 You start with the basic language, as 
19 counsel as represented, in terms of contract 
20 construction. The Court clearly has before it the expert 
21 of the Firestone limited warranty number 010489 that was 
22 issued in this case. 
23 I'm going to start with the general 
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1 principles of contract law. It's the duty of the Court 
2 to construe contracts as they are made by the parties 
3 thereto and to give full force and effect to the language 
4 used when it is clear, plain, simple, and unambiguous. 
5 Courts cannot make a contract for the parties which they 
6 did not make for themselves and never intended. There 
7 are, of course, exceptions to this rule when a contract 
8 is ambiguous. 
9 The other rules of construction have to do 
10 the fact that the whole contract should be considered in 
11 determining the meaning of any or all of its parts. The 
12 presumption always is that the parties to a contract did 
13 not use the words aimlessly and that no provision is 
14 merely superfluous unless it is plainly a repetition. 
15 And then there are other terms of 
16 construction with regards to the duty of the Court or the 
17 jury in order to construe the contract. Ordinarily, the 
18 construction or the interpretation of a written contract 
19 is solely to function of the Court, and the exception to 
20 that, of course, are where there are mixed questions of 
21 law and fact or whether there is factual conduct is 
22 dispute. 
23 In terms of the issues as they are raised 
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1 before me, then, and the facts as presented to me by the 
2 plaintiff, I address the first issue, whether or not the 
3 plaintiff has carried the requisite burden at this point 
4 in terms of the issues of liability. And what we find 
5 is, as I said, a limited warranty issued by Firestone to 
6 the successor-in-interest, Jamestown Properties, back on 
7 March 4th, 1986, that provides in terms of the warranty 
8 itself, in the body, that Firestone repair any leaks 
9 caused by workmanship or Firestone-supplied materials in 
10 the Rubbergard roofing system at the above building. 
11 Firestone's repair obligations over the life of this 
12 guaranty are limited to the owner's original cost of the 
13 Rubbergard roofing system installation. 
14 It goes on, in terms of terms, conditions, 
15 and limitations, and under paragraph 2 provides, if upon 
16 inspection Firestone determines that the leaks in the 
17 roofing system are caused by defects in the Rubbergard 
18 roofing system material or workmanship of the Firestone 
19 authorized roofing applicators, and that is except as 
20 provided in paragraphs number 3 and number 4, owner's 
21 remedies and Firestone's liabilities shall be limited to 
22 Firestone repair of the leak subject to the cost 
23 limitation set forth above. 
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1 Paragraph 4, as argued by counsel, 
2 provides, in 4, Firestone shall have no obligation under 
3 this warranty in the event that subsection C, the roof is 
4 damaged by use of materials not furnished by Firestone. 
5 The Court finds that the limited warranty, 
6 the language, is clear. The only ambiguity might be in 
7 defining the roofing system, but I don't think anyone 
8 could dispute the facts are related to the Court at this 
9 point that there are leaks are in the roof. 
10 Now, what constitutes to roofing system or 
11 the roof, it seems to me, may be a matter of argument, 
12 but clearly there's a leak in this roofing system. 
13 What this warranty does, though, is 
14 provide protection to the purchaser of the roof in two 
15 forms: First, as to defects in the Rubbergard roofing 
16 system material; second, as to workmanship of the 
17 Firestone-authorized roofing applicator. The facts in 
18 this case then are, factually on the first issue, turns 
19 on the issue of causation and what caused the leaks as 
20 testified before this Court thus far was, in fact, not 
21 the screws, but the failure to apply the protective 
22 layer. And, in fact, when cross examined, the expert 
23 witness testified that the protective screws weren't 
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1 moving, that actually the material, insulation, aground 
2 the protective screws was depressing, which would 
3 obviously cause the membrane to lower, if you will, or 
4 depress around the screws. 
5 So the issue becomes what really caused --
6 that's a factual issue, it seems to me, for the jury and 
7 not for this Court. Defendant may argue that it's the 
8 screws that caused the hole to go through the membrane. 
9 The plaintiff has presented evidence that it's the 
10 failure to put a protective material or layer between the 
11 screws and the membrane. In fact, the evidence I have 
12 before me by the expert is that's the cause and not the 
13 screws, because the screws aren't moving, the material, 
14 being the insulation, is compressing, which is a material 
15 required, as I understand it, by specifications of 
16 Firestone, whether it's supplied by Firestone, it was 
17 part of their specifications. Indeed, no one has argued 
18 with the fact that that insulation meets with the 
19 specifications. 
20 So I think factually that issue of 
21 causation is one for the jury. The Court can't res~lve 
22 that based on looking at these documents or hearing the 
23 evidence that I've heard. The plaintiff has carried its 
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1 burden with regards to that fact. 
2 But there is a second issue as well, 
3 because this particular limited warranty is formed with 
4 an or, the word or. It also has to do with workmanship 
5 of the authorized -- Firestone's authorized roofing 
6 applicator, in this case, the Cole Company, and the issue 
7 becomes whether or not this was poor workmanship by the 
8 Cole Company, a Firestone authorized applicator, because 
9 Firestone has agreed to repair if that's the case. 
10 The plaintiff argues that it was poor 
11 workmanship not to apply the protective layer and it was 
12 poor workmanship because the protective layer was 
13 required by Firestone's own specifications and 
14 requirements. And there's evidence that has been 
15 presented to that effect. 
16 Whether or not it's poor workmanship, it 
17 seems to me, is a factual issue for this jury. 
18 Secondly, with regards to the issue on the 
19 replacement of the roof being a repair, here you have 
20 testimony in terms of damages where the -- and the expert 
21 testimony is that the way to repair this roof, and it may 
22 be the terminology they used, but the way to repair to 
23 roof is not to repair the individual leaks, but to repair 
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1 the entire roof, to actually take up the ballast, take up 
2 the membrane, install a protective layer, replace the 
3 membrane, replace the ballast, and that would repair the 
4 entire roof. Whether or not the entire roof has to be 
5 repaired, it seems to me, is a factual determination to 
6 be made by the jury. The evidence they have before them 
7 is extensively it's throughout the shopping center 
8 buildings, throughout each of the individual units of the 
9 tenants, there's no simple location. 
10 So, in terms of the notes I took as those 
11 witnesses testified, I was struck by several categories. 
12 One is the frequency of the leaks and the testimony that 
13 one person said, and I quote, whenever it rains, closed 
14 quote. The second is the extent of the leaks. And I 
15 think clearly of all these stores, there's some 31 
16 tenants, some 15 arguably may not have been affected, but 
17 of all who testified, clearly they were affected. And I 
18 think the testimony is there is extensive leaks in these 
19 buildings, at least the jury could find that. 
20 Thirdly, in terms of the tenants' 
21 complaints, as I say, of the 31 tenants, some 15 have not 
22 complained, arguably, based on the documents that were 
23 presented. 430 
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1 And, finally, with regards to the -- not 
2 so much the effect of the leaks, because I don't that's 
3 relevant, I think I clear~y instructed the jury to that 
4 effect, but the solution for the problem, based on the 
5 expert testimony, is not to repair these individually, 
6 but to repair the roof as a whole, and the way you do 
7 that is to replace the put in, install, if you will, 
8 the protective membrane. 
9 And it seems to me the jury could find 
10 that that's the case given the plaintiff's evidence thus 
11 far, that's the case, that, in fact, there is a defect in 
12 the Rubbergard roofing system and material and, in fact, 
13 there is a defect or a failure of workmanship, good 
14 workmanship, on the part of the Firestone authorized 
15 roofing applicator. If the jury were to find either of 
16 those issues, they could also find that the solution to 
17 either one of those issues would be the repair of the 
18 entire roof, as opposed to a spot repair. This is borne 
19 out, as I say, by the extent of the repairs, not only in 
20 terms of the leaks and areas of the leaks, but also the 
21 time in which you have leaking, because they've gone on 
22 -- those leaks have gone on for years now. 
23 So I don't see this as a consequential 
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1 damage. I think the jury could find that it's a direct 
2 damage in that not only have there been extensive 
3 leaking, but at least continued. I think someone 
4 testified as of last week they're still getting leaks. 
5 And the question is how you prevent these leaks and 
6 whether or not Firestone as complied with it's warranty 
7 of repair. Those are issues I think factually have to be 
8 turned over to the jury. 
9 But, with regards to the motion to strike 
10 on the first ground, I'm going to deny that. I think 
11 given the evidence I have before me that those issues 
12 have to go to the jury. 
13 With regards to the second issue, likewise 
14 I think the manner of repair is an issue the jury will 
15 have to resolve. Whether they're obligated to repair it 
16 for the leaks or whether they are obligated to repair the 
17 entire roof is something this jury is going to have 
18 resolve. 
19 The third issue is the issue of the caps. 
20 There are two arguments, it seems to me, on the issue of 
21 the caps. One is that Envirotech is a controlling case 
22 in this matter. And I'm going to reserve on this issue 
23 and I'll come back to it in the future. I think that the 
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1 problem I have with the Envirotech, I'm not sure 
2 Envirotech is on point, quite frankly. The problem I 
3 have with this warranty is that it is a warranty of 
4 that these materials, the Rubbergard roofing system , 
5 will be free of defects and that they will repair the 
6 defects. 
7 What the warranty attempts to do is two-
s fold. First of all, it attempts to limit the obligation 
9 of Firestone and the remedy of the owner. The remedy of 
10 the owner, according to the warranty, is that Firestone 
11 will repair the leaks. The second limitation in the 
12 warranty is the limitation of Firestone's liability. And 
13 the limitation is the same, which is that liability is 
14 limited to Firestone's repair of the leaks subject to the 
15 cost limitation as set forth above. 
16 So it really says two things, Firestone is 
17 obligated, one, to repair and Firestone's obligation to 
18 repair shall not exceed the original cost limitation set 
19 forth above, which above refers to the owner's original 
20 cost of the Rubbergard roofing system, which has been 
21 testified some $292,507. And those are -- those are the 
22 limitation within the warranty. 
23 It strikes me that the limit of the cap is 
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1 directly related to Firestone's repair obligation. 
2 counsel for the plaintiff argues that if Firestone 
3 refuses or fails to repair then the whole purpose of this 
4 limitation has been done away with and the owner ought to 
5 be able to recover his full damages. In fact, that's 
6 what he cited in terms of the Amjur cases to me. 
7 As cited in the case out of -- I think 
8 it's a case out of Idaho, 581 Pacific Reporter 2d series, 
9 page 796, there remains two material issues of whether, 
10 one, the repair or replacement remedy provided in the 
11 warranty was the exclusive remedy and, two, even if it 
12 was exclusive, whether the limited remedy had failed of 
13 its essential purpose. The Court goes on on page 798 to 
14 say that the purpose of the exclusive repair or 
15 replacement remedy is to ensure that the purchaser 
16 receives a product which conforms to the express 
17 warranty. 
18 And I think that's the purpose of this 
19 limited warranty in this case; i.e., that the product is 
20 free from defects. That would be the case in this case 
21 that the Rubbergard roofing system material is free from 
22 defects. 
23 And, if the product proves defective 
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1 within the warranty period, the seller is obligated to 
2 cure the defect within a reasonable time. If, however, 
3 the Court says, the seller is subsequently unable or 
4 unwilling to repair or replace a defective part within a 
5 reasonable time, the buyer is left with a defective 
6 product not conforming to the warranty and the limited 
7 remedy has not achieved its purpose. 
8 It seems to me if you allow Firestone to 
9 gain the benefit of the limited warranty, to take the 
10 position that their obligation is to repair, and then 
11 just sit back over the years and watch the owner have his 
12 property damaged by virtue of repeated leaks and then 
13 come into Court and say now, years down the road, where 
14 we once refused and failed to repair, we're now taking 
15 the position of the benefit of the other clause of the 
16 agreement, which is we're going to put a cap on our 
17 liability even though we failed to repair, or refused to 
18 repair, I don't think that's proper. I just don't think 
19 it's proper for Firestone to gain the benefit of that. 
20 It seems to me the whole purpose of this limited warranty 
21 has been lost. 
22 In the Georgia case, which is also cited, 
23 you have a similar case, and I recognize that these are 
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1 UCC sale of goods cases and the ucc is controlling, but I 
2 think the common law would take the same position in 
3 terms of contract construction. The defect in that case, 
4 the warranty in that case, was any part of this vehicle 
5 found defective under the conditions of this warranty 
6 will be repaired or replaced at Chrysler's option without 
7 charge at an authorized Imperial, Chrysler, Plymouth, or 
8 Dodge dealership. This warranty is the only warranty 
9 applicable to the vehicle and it's expressly in lieu of 
10 any warranties or conditions otherwise implied by law, 
11 including, but not limited to, implied warranties and 
12 marketability or fitness for a particular purpose. I 
13 underline this portion, the remedies under this warranty 
14 shall be the only remedies available. The Court said in 
15 the statement the remedies under this warranty shall be 
16 the only remedies to the owner of the vehicle or any 
17 person refers to remedies upon discovery of a defect and 
18 not remedies available to the purchaser after the seller 
19 has breached its warranty for a refusal or by a 
20 refusal to repair. A refusal or repair or an 
21 unsuccessful repair is such a breach. 
22 Now, I understand that counsel is of the 
23 opinion that the Envirotech case rejects that argument 
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1 and takes the position that Virginia law under simple 
2 contract construction provides that -- that the two 
3 limitations, the limitation that the owner's remedy is 
4 that of Firestone's repair and the limitation that 
5 Firestone's liability shall be limited to the dollar 
6 amount as set forth above, the original cost, are 
7 ~eparate provisions of this agreement and, therefore, 
8 should be read separately and so that the cap should be 
9 imposed even if they have that liability. 
10 And I'm not going to rule on that. I'm 
11 going to reserve on that issue until we take some 
12 additional evidence. 
13 But it seems to me unfair, in the overall 
14 light of it, for a contractor to build a roof, to warrant 
15 the repairs, and to build in that limited warranty a cap 
16 for those repairs, for the warranty is 10 years old, to 
17 function under that warranty for some 4 or 5 years, and 
18 at the end of that period of time, within the term of the 
19 warranty, to then say I'm not going to repair anymore, I 
20 refuse to repair, to fail to repair, in the terms of that 
21 warranty, just sit back and watch the damages to the 
22 owner exceed the cap and then come into Court four years 
23 later and say, well, if we damaged then the remedy was 
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1 this, number one, we would have repaired, or since we 
2 didn't repair, we can put $292,000 on the table and walk 
3 away from it and take the position that that's our 
4 obligation. 
5 There is a patent -- it seems to be a 
6 patent unfairness in that position. But I want to hear 
7 the additional evidence on behalf of the defendant and 
8 I'll entertain some more research while we have some 
9 time. So I'm going to deny the motion to strike at this 
10 time. 
11 All right, do we have our witness here 
12 yet? 
13 MR. BLANCHARD: He's here, Your Honor. 
14 THE COURT: Okay. Do you want to -- are 
15 you ready to proceed? 
16 Bring the jury in. 
17 MR. RUTLAND: Your Honor, it's my 
18 understanding there will be no necessity to renew the 
19 motion when this witness is finished, the argument we 
20 just had. 
21 (The jury enters the courtroom.) 
22 
23 
MR. WHARTON: Your Honor, may we approach? 
(A bench conference was held off the 
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2 THE COURT: Ladies and gentlemen of the 
3 jury, I appreciate your patience. We've been taking up 
4 some motions for the last hour. 
5 Let me ask you, I asked you last night two 
6 things, not to discuss the case with anyone and also not 
7 to make any independent investigation as to the facts of 
8 the case. And I assume that all of you, in fact, 
9 followed by instructions. 
10 (The jury indicated a positive response.) 
11 (The witness was sworn by the Clerk.) 
12 Whereupon, 
13 JOSEPH A. SKILLMAN, 
14 a witness, was called for examination by counsel on 
15 behalf of the Plaintiff, and, having been first duly 
16 sworn by the Clerk, was examined and testified as 
17 follows: 
18 DIRECT EXAMINATION 
19 BY MR. BLANCHARD: 
20 Q. Would you state your name and address for 
21 the jury, please? 
22 A. Joseph A. Skillman; 11600 Cedar Lane, 
23 Beltsville, Maryland. 
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1 Q. Mr. Skillman, can you speak up a little 
2 bit so the jury can hear you? 
3 What is your occupation? 
4 A. I'm a roofing and sheet metal contractor. 
5 Q. Okay. And how long have you been engaged 
6 in that profession? 
7 A. For 14 years. 
8 Q. Who do.you presently work for? 
9 A. I have my own company, J.A. Skillman 
10 Company, Inc. 
11 Q. Okay. And could you briefly outline for 
12 the jury y~ur background as a roofing contractor? 
13 A. I started in the profession in 1970 with 
14 one of the larger roofing companies in the area. I was 
15 with them for approximately 19 years. When I left, I was 
16 chief estimator and office manager. And formed my own 
17 company a little over six years ago. And, since then, 
18 I've been engaged in roofing and sheet metal work 
19 throughout the metropolitan area. 
20 Q. And does part of your work deal with the 




And have you been involved in that 
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1 function through your 24-year career? 
2 A. That's correct. 
3 Q. And you testified that you were an 
4 estimator. Can you briefly tell the jury what your 
5 experience is in pricing roofing systems or the 
6 installation of roofing systems? 
7 A. You mean presently or --
8 Q. Over your career. 
9 A. Well, I've been involved in estimating 
10 roofing projects for about 20 of that time; initially, 
11 more residential, progressing to more commercial 
12 applications. I've been involved in projects up to 
13 several hundred thousand dollars which I've been 
14 responsible for estimating, as well as supervising during 
15 construction. 
16 Do you want me to explain the process of 
17 estimating or 
18 Q. Not at this point. I just wanted you to 
19 tell the jury what your experience was. 
20 Will you tell me, have you ever been 
21 licensed by any roofing companies as an authorized 
22 applicator? 
23 A. Yes, a number of them. 
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1 Q. Those being roofing material 
2 manufacturers. 
3 A. There are -- particularly with the flat 
4 roofing systems, there are a number of manufacturers, 
5 quite a number of manufacturers, on the market. And most 
6 of them license the applicators for their specific 
7 systems. 
8 For example, we're currently licensed for 
9 probably six or eight types of flat roof systems. There 
10 are -- generically there are synthetic rubber sheet 
11 systems, there are tar and gravel systems, there are what 
12 are called modified bitumen or torch-on membrane systems. 
13 And you, as a contractor, have to be have the 
14 flexibility of being able to install different types of 
15 roofs, but at the same time there are so many 
16 manufacturers on the market that no one is an applicator 
17 for all of them. The manufacturers like to limit the 
18 number of contractors they have in a particular region 
19 and, as a practical matter, in terms of technically up to 
20 date on specific systems, as well as doing enough volume 
21 with a particular manufacturers so that they're 
22 responsive to you, most contractors will limit themselves 
23 to half a dozen or a dozen different systems. 
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1 Q. And who are you presently authorized to 
2 apply roofing systems for? 
3 A. Currently, we're set up with --
4 Q. Flat roofing systems. 
5 A. Flat roofing systems. Goodyear, Tampco, 
6 GAF, USINTEK. There are probably a couple more that I 
7 could --
8 Q. Have you previously been an authorized 
9 Firestone roofing applicator? 
10 A. Yes. 
11 Q. And are you still? 
12 A. No, not currently. 
13 Q. And why is that? 
14 A. We were not doing enough volume. We were 
15 put on their inactive list because we were not doing 
16 enough volume for them to continue us as an applicator. 
17 Q. Was there any complaints about your 
18 workmanship or your pricing? 
19 A. No, there was no problem with -- with 
20 workmanship or warranty issues. It's -- they just have a 
21 policy that they only want applicators who are doing a 
22 certain volume of business. 
23 Q. In both the Firestone and the people you 
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1 presently are authorized to install roofs for, does part 
2 of your requirements involve putting -- placing a cost on 
3 or estimating the cost of roof replacement or roof 
4 installation? 
5 A. Absolutely. The manufacturers simply 
6 supply and, through their distributors, price out the 
7 materials. The labor and the logistics, everything else 
8 that's involved in a project, is the contractor's 
9 responsibility. 
10 MR. BLANCHARD: Your Honor, at this point, 
11 I would offer Mr. Skillman as an expert in the area of 
12 estimating costs of placing a flat roof on a building? 
13 THE COURT: Any objection? 
14 MR. WHARTON: The defendant has no voir 
15 dire and no objection. 
16 THE COURT: All right. Admitted as such 
17 then. 
18 BY MR. BLANCHARD: 
19 Q. Mr. Skillman, have you been on the roofs 
20 at the Prince William Square Shopping Center? 
21 A. Yes, I was. 
22 Q. And have you been asked to prepare an 
23 estimate for the cost of replacing the roof that is 
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1 presently on that building? 
2 A. That's correct. 
3 Q. Let me· ask you: Originally when you were 
4 asked to place the estimate, what, if any, square footage 
5 were you given of the center? 
6 A. You'll have to forgive me. I only found 
7 out about 8:00 this morning, and I apologize for my 
8 appearance, that I was needed here this morning, and so I 
9 rushed over without changing and without my paperwork. 
10 And so I can't -- unless you have copies of that 
11 proposal, I will have to estimate the figures. 
12 Q. Okay. Well, let me ask you this: Do you 
13 recall what your first estimate was for the replacement 
14 of the roof at the Prince William Square Shopping Center? 
15 MR. WHARTON: Objection, for the reasons 
16 that were raised in the motion to strike, Your Honor. 
17 THE COURT: It goes to the form of the 
18 question. It's the replacement issue. 
19 MR. BLANCHARD: Yes, sir, but I assume 
20 that's overruled? 
21 THE COURT: I'll overrule the objection, 
22 but I understand what their objection is. 
23 MR. BLANCHARD: Yes, sir, it goes to the 
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1 motion to strike. I understand. 
2 BY MR. BLANCHARD: 
3 Q. Do you recall what the original dollar 
4 estimate was you gave for replacement of the roof? 
5 A. Not precisely. 
6 MR. BLANCHARD: Your Honor, if I may have 
7 one moment. 
8 (Pause.) 
9 BY MR. BLANCHARD: 
10 Q. Let me show you a document and ask you if 
11 you can 
12 MR. BLANCHARD: May I approach, Your 
13 Honor? 
14 THE COURT: You may. 
15 BY MR. BLANCHARD: 
16 Q. if you recognize this document. 
17 A. Yes, it's a copy of a proposal from my 
18 firm dated August 3rd, 1994. 
19 Q. 
20 of the roof at 
21 A. 
22 Q. 
23 of work? 
And is that a proposal for the replacement 
Prince William Square Shopping center? 
Yes, sir, it is. 
What does that proposal entail, what scope 
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1 A. Well, the existing roof system is a --
2 what's called a ballasted EPDM membrane system. 
3 Basically, the procedure described here involves pushing 
4 aside the gravel to be reused, the gravel, the loose 
5 gravel, removing the existing rubber membrane, as well as 
6 fasteners that were used to install some of the 
7 insulation, installing a new layer of insulation over top 
8 of the existing layer, a new rubber sheet roof, and then 
9 re-installing the gravel ballast on top of the existing 
10 roofing. 
11 Q. So you will save the 
12 A. I'm sorry, on top of the new roofing. 
13 Q. You will save the existing ballast? 
14 A. That's correct. 
15 Q. And it does not include a cost for new 
16 ballast on the roof? 
17 A. That's correct. 
18 Q. What is the square footage of the roof 
19 system for which you prepared that estimate? 
20 
21 this 
A. I believe there's a typographical error on 
on this estimate. It says 235,000 square feet. 
22 My recollection is that the actual square footage is 
23 about 275,000 square feet. 
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And what do you base that recollection on? 
I -- after my initial -- subsequent to my 
3 initial investigation, inspection I should say, I had my 
4 foreman spend a full day at the shopping center measuring 
5 the roof areas so that we could prepare a fixed-cost 
6 proposal for the owners. 
7 Q. Okay. And 
8 A. After he measured the roof, we went over 
9 . it together to compile to square footage involved. 
10 Q. And, based upon that compilation of the 
11 square footage, did you reach a cost estimate for which 
12 to do the scope of work you've defined to the jury? 
13 A. Yes. 
14 Q. And what is that estimate? 
15 A. $516,600. 
16 Q. I'm going to ask you, without asking you 
17 for specific numbers, do you have a recollection that 
18 previously in this case that you had been given an 
19 erroneous square footage? 
20 A. Yes. Initially, we were supplied, in 
21 terms of getting the owner a preliminary indication of 
22 the magnitude of the work, we were given a square footage 
23 price by DeWytt Properties that we based our initial 
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1 proposal on. 
2 Q. So you initially had a proposal for a 
3 lower dollar figure? 
4 A. That's.correct. 
5 Q. And it was based upon? 
'6 A. On a square footage figure that was 
7 provided to us. 
8 Q. And, when you did your actual 
9 measurements, you found the square footage to be 
10 different? 
11 A. That's correct. 
12 Q. Is that $516,000 figure the figure which 
13 you today estimate for the cost of replacement of the 
14 roof at Prince William Square Shopping Center? 
15 A. Yes, sir, that's correct. That's correct. 
16 MR. BLANCHARD: I have no further 
17 questions. 
18 MR. WHARTON: If the Court, please, could 
19 I have two exhibits marked before I begin. 
20 THE COURT: All right. 
21 Let me ask a question while you're doing 
22 that, counsel. 
23 As I understood, what you would do is 
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1 remove the ballast and remove the membrane and then put 
2 down -- and also remove the fasteners, you said, and then 
3 put down -- what would you put down after that? 
4 THE WITNESS: A thin layer of insulation. 
5 Please bear in mind, there are a number of different 
6 approaches that could be taken in this situation. This 
7 is one that I felt at the time that I looked at the roof 
B was an economical and viable approach. 
9 The purpose of that additional layer of 
10 insulation was simply to provide a smooth surface because 
11 my assumption is that in removing those fasteners, we're 
12 going to cause some damage to the underlying insulation. 
13 THE COURT: So another layer of insulation 
14 and then --
15 THE WITNESS: Not for insulating purposes, 
16 but just to give us a smooth surface. 
17 THE COURT: Right. And then the membrane 
18 on top of that? 
19 THE WITNESS: That's correct. 
20 THE COURT: Would you reuse the same 
21 membrane or are you ta-lking about a new membrane? 
22 THE WITNESS: Oh, no, all new membrane and 
23 all new flashings. 450 
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1 THE COURT: The only thing you would reuse 
2 is the ballast? 
3 THE WITNESS: That's correct, the ballast 
4 and the existing insulation. 
5 (The documents ref erred to were 
6 marked for identification as 
7 Defendant's Exhibit A.) 
8 CROSS EXAMINATION 
9 BY MR. WHARTON: 
10 Q. Mr. Skillman, appreciating that you don't 
11 have any documents here with you this morning, I'm going 
12 to show you what has been marked as Defendant's Exhibit 
13 Number 1. 
14 MR. WHARTON: May I approach the witness, 
15 Your Honor? 
16 THE COURT: Yes. 
17 BY MR. WHARTON: 
18 Q. And ask you whether or not that is the 
19 original proposal that you made one July 23, 1993, over 
20 your signature to do the work at the Prince William 
21 Square Shopping Center for the sum of $289,000? 
22 A. That's correct. 
23 Q. Now, as I understand it, you had send out 
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1 a person from your company to take measurements and so 
2 forth before that original estimate was written; is that 
3 correct? 
4 A. No, that's not correct. I had been out 
5 personally to look at the project, but at that time I did 
6 not take any measurements. 
7 Q. The actual roof, or roofs, if we may call 
8 them that, at Prince William Square are in a way several; 
9 that is, there's side buildings. There's a diagram here 
10 that we will ultimately mark as 3. 
11 But this is a fair description of the way 
12 the shopping center is laid out; is that correct? 
13 A. Uh-huh. 
14 Q. So that you've got a building over here, 1 
15 through 9, and then you've got the Rite Aide, T.J. Maxx, 
16 11, 12, 13, and then a separate building over in this 
17 area? 
18 A. Correct. 
19 Q. Did you ever prepare an estimate for what 
20 I will call the larger roofs, the Service Merchandise, 
21 T.J. Maxx, and not do the roofs on the smaller of 
22 buildings? 
23 A. No. We only provided one estimate. 
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1 Q. Now, you indicated, I believe, in your 
2 direct examination that the manufacturers simply supply 
3 the materials in the nature of the business that you're 
4 involved in on a daily basis; is that correct? 
5 A. In reference to estimating, that's 
6 correct. 
7 Q. Well, if you want to go out and get a 
8 roofing job for your company, you're called upon by 
9 somebody or you call somebody and say I want to do this 
10 roofing job or they say to you will you do this roofing 
11 job or make a bid on it, which of those generally 
12 happens? 
13 A. Generally, a client asks us to submit a 
14 bid, that's correct. 
15 Q. And is that client customarily an 
16 architect or a building owner or some other entity? 
17 A. It can be an owner, an architect, property 
18 manager, any of a number of people. 
19 Q. When you are asked to make a bid --
20 A. A roof consultant. 
21 Q. I'm sorry. 453 
22 A. Quite often a roof consultant. 
23 Q. When you are asked to present a bid on a 
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1 job, somebody has spelled out or laid out the type of 
2 roof that is to be on the building, and we're assuming a 
3 commercial-type building at this time; is that correct? 
4 A. In new construction there are generally 
5 written specifications, that's correct. In reroofing or 
6 renovation work, that's not necessarily true. 
7 Q. If we were to tell you that the Prince 
8 William Shopping Center was built in 1986 as new 
9 construction, you would know that the bidding process 
10 back then would have been one where the architect would 
11 have, or the roofing consultant, either one of them, 
12 would have had specifications upon which you could base 
13 your bid? 
14 A. That's generally correct, yes. 
15 Q. And, if the bid called for a flat rubber 
16 membrane ballasted roof, that would be a specification of 
17 that particular new construction job; is that right? 
18 A. I'm sorry, would you say it again? Are 
19 you asking for a specific specification? 
20 Q. No. Who would specify what type of roof 
21 is going to be on the building with regard to new 
22 construction, it would be a architect? 
23 A. Initially, the architect, that's correct. 
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1 Q. And that would be your guideline as to 
2 what type of materials you should purchase, how many man 
3 hours you were going to need and that type of thing in 
4 order to bid on the job? 
5 A. That's correct. 
6 Q. And your contact when you were going to 
7 bid on a job with reference to a manufacturer, such as 
8 Firestone, if you were a Firestone applicator at the 
9 time, would be simply .to determine the cost of the 
10 Firestone materials which would be needed to do that job; 
11 is that right? 
12 A. That would be part of what I had to do, is 
13 price the material. 
14 Q. But, with regard to your dealing with 
15 Firestone, that would be what you would have to do in 
16 order to determine the price of the materials that 
17 Firestone was going to supply you? 
18 A. Yes. In addition, most projects, since 
19 every building is different, most projects require at 
20 least some contact with the manufacturer's representative 
21 regarding specific details. 
22 Q. Okay. And then you would determine in 
23 estimating what materials other than the Firestone rubber 
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1 membrane were needed for a ballasted rubber membrane 
2 roof: would you not? 
3 A. That's correct. 
4 Q. And ordinarily that would be some type of 
5 insulation: correct? 
6 A. It depends on the manufacturer. Some 
7 manufacturers supply their insulation, they require a 
8 certain insulation with their product. I'm not sure I 
9 don't think at that time Firestone was supplying 
10 insulation, so it would have been a different 
11 manufacturer. 
12 Q. So it's your understanding that back in 
13 March of 1986 Firestone did not supply insulation 
14 manufactured by it: is that correct? 
15 A. That's my recollection. I don't know that 
16 for a fact. 
17 Q. So that one who was bidding or doing a job 
18 on a roof in 1986 with a ballasted 
19 MR. BLANCHARD: Your Honor, if I may, 
20 going to object as to what 1986 has to do with this 
21 testimony, the direct testimony and with this case. 
22 has testified that the cost of replacement today is 
23 it is. And I have no problems with counsel asking 
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1 whatever question he wants to ask about how that bid is 
2 comprised. But what he would have done in 1986, it was a 
3 different market, different pricing considerations, I 
4 think is irrelevant and beyond the scope of direct. 
5 THE COURT: Counsel want to respond. 
6 MR. WHARTON: I'm not asking about prices 
7 in 1986. The witness volunteered what the practice would 
8 have been in 1986 with reference to insulation and that's 
9 why I was following t~rough on that. 
10 MR. BLANCHARD: Your Honor, I don't think 
11 he volunteered. I think he's asking him specifically 
12 about that. 
13 THE COURT: I think it was in response to 
14 a question. I'm going to overrule the objection. I'm 
15 going to let you proceed a little bit. Let's not go too 
16 far afield with this line of questioning. 
17 BY MR. WHARTON: 
18 Q. As I understand your testimony, from your 
19 recollection, and you were in business at that time and 
20 you had been for 15 or 16 years, the insulation for a 
21 roof such as the one upon which you recently made a bid 
22 would not have been -- there would not have been 
23 Firestone insulation available at that time? 
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1 A. That's my recollection. 
2 Q. Now, how on a job today would it be 
3 determined what type of insulation would be used in new 
4 construction? 
5 A. On a current project? 
6 Q. Yes, sir. 
7 A. Well, again, it would start with the 
8 architect's specification, both relating to the 
9 manufacturer of the system and the R value, the amount of 
10 insulation required. 
11 Q. So the amount of insulation and the type 
12 of insulation is the decision given by specification by 
13 the architect on the job? 
14 A. It's the starting point. It's seldom the 
15 end point because the architects rely on the contractors 
16 to use materials that are appropriate and compatible and 
17 approved to give them a complete system. 
18 If an architect specifies a wrong 
19 insulation, it's incumbent upon us as contractors who 
20 are, quote, experts in the field to bring that to 
21 someone's attention and get it corrected before the 
22 project proceeds. 
23 Q. Does the architect have the final decision 
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1 on that or do you if you have a disagreement? 
2 A. It depends on the situation. Sometimes 
3 the -- I mean, generally the owner has the final 
4 decision. The owner hires the architect. 
5 Q. The owner -- let me back up one second on 
6 that. 
7 The roofing contractor is not an employee 
8 of the manufacturer of GAF? 
9 A. That's correct. 
10 Q. Manufacturer of Firestone or anybody like 
11 that? 
12 A. That's correct. 
13 Q. The roofing contractor is a subcontractor 
14 on the job? 
15 A. That's correct. 
16 Q. Ultimately paid, hopefully, by the owner 
17 through the general contractor? 
18 A. That's correct. 
19 Q. So that even though the roofing contractor 
20 may be approved by Firestone or GAF or Goodyear, he is 
21 not an employee of that manufacturer? 
22 MR. BLANCHARD: Your Honor, I'm going to 
23 object. This is way far afield. And there's 
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1 stipulations that the roofing installer in this case, 
2 John H. Cole and Sons was an approved authorized 
3 applicator covered by the warranty. 
4 THE COURT: I sustain the objection. I 
5 think we need to get to the facts in this case. I 
6 sustain the objection. 
7 MR. BLANCHARD: Thank you, Your Honor. 
8 BY MR. WHARTON: 
9 Q. Mr. Skillman, you have testified that you 
10 would add an additional layer of insulation if you were 
11 to do the job that you said could be done $516,000; is 
12 that correct? 
13 A. Yes. In that proposal, that was the 
14 approach taken. 
15 Q. And the purpose of that additional level 
16 of insulation is because the insulation which is 
17 presently there has compressed to the point that it would 
18 not be satisfactory in your opinion? 
19 A. I wasn't concerned so much about 
20 compression, except in the sense that it has a low 
21 compressive strength and in the process of removing the 
22 fasteners, I think some damage is going to be caused to 
23 the insulation and that it would be prudent to overlay it 
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1 to give a smooth surface for a new membrane to lay on. 
2 Q. You say that the insulation which is 
3 existing there has a low compressed strength. 
4 A. Yes. 
5 Q. Would you tell the members of the jury 
6 what you mean by that with reference to the insulation 
7 that was put in there in 1986 that presently exists? 
8 A. I haven't done any testing on it, but it 
9 would have been typically the EPS expanded polystyrene. 
10 At that time most peo~le were using what's called one 
11 pound density, maybe as much as one and a quarter or one 
12 and a half pound density. But, in layman's terms, it is 
13 the kind of material that a coffee cup, a foam coffee 
14 cup, is made out of. And it is not rigid like a board or 
15 a wafer board or a rigid material. It is easily 
16 compressible with your hand. 
17 Q. As a matter of fact, when you went out to 
18 look at this roof, I believe it was in late '92 or early 
19 '93, you were surprised with the type of insulation that 
20 was used on this project because it had this very low 
21 compressed strength that you just told us about? 
22 A. No, I was not surprised at the type of 
23 insulation, but the combination of fasteners with that 
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1 type of insulation. That type of insulation is very --
2 very typical then and is still very typical, except for 
3 application, in new construction because it's very, very 
4 cost-effective. It provides about an R-4.2 per inch of 
5 thickness, so it's a very good insulating material. 
6 But I -- prior to that inspection, I had 
7 never seen mechanical fasteners used with that type of 
8 insulation. 
9 Q. You were surprised with mechanical 
10 fasteners being used with that low compressive ratio 
11 A. That's correct. 
12 Q. insulation because that insulation 
13 wouldn't hold the fasteners; is that correct? 
14 A. Well, it's -- I don't know what you mean 
15 by hold the fasteners. The fasteners are secured in with 
16 the steel deck. 
17 Q. But, if the insulation compresses and the 
18 bottom of the fasteners is in the steel deck, the top of 
19 the fasteners is going to protrude, or at least move up. 
20 I'm showing you Plaintiff's Exhibit Number 9. The blue 
21 portion of that has a recessed top, does it not, for the 
22 head of the screw? 
23 A. Yes, uh-huh. 462 
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1 Q. To go down into; right? 
2 A. Yes. 
3 Q. Now, if -- here's a rough diagram. If 
4 this striped portion which Mr. Shuffleton told us was 
5 insulation compresses and the bottom of the screw remains 
6 in the deck, the top is going to be allowed to go up? 
7 A. That's correct. 
a Q. That's correct? 
9 A. That's right. 
10 Q. So that would be the relationship between 
11 the low compressive aspect of the insulation and the top 
12 of the screws protruding that surprised you when you went 
13 out on that job? 
14 A. That's correct, and I think there would 
15 also be a tendency if that process continued to cause the 
16 screw to actually work its way back out. 
17 Q. Because of the type of insulation that was 
18 being used? 
19 A. That's correct. 
20 Q. Now, you wrote a letter to Deborah Cohen 
21 on February 26, 1991. Do you recall it, or should I give 
22 it to you? 
23 A. I would prefer to have a look at it. 
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1 (The document ref erred to was 
2 marked for identification as 
3 Defendant's Exhibit B.) 
4 BY MR. WHARTON: 
5 Q. It's Defendant Exhibit Number 2. And it 
6 bears your signature; does it not? 
7 A. Uh-huh, yes. 
8 Q. Now, had you visited the cite prior or 
9 before you wrote that letter of February 26, 1991? 
10 A. Yes. This appears to my initial letter to 
11 her after having visited the site initially, that's 
12 correct. 
13 Q. And you had recommended that in addition 
14 to inquiring of the manufacturer regarding the problems 
15 she should inquire of whom, the installer? 
16 A. Can I read through this? I haven't seen 
17 this in a long time. 
18 Q. Sure, go right ahead. 
19 A. (The witness reviewed the document.) 
20 THE COURT: Counsel, you referred to that 
21 as Exhibit 2, but I don't think those exhibits have been 
22 marked yet. 
23 MR. WHARTON: I had them marked as --
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1 THE COURT: You can mark them for these 
2 proceedings if you want to. 
3 MR. WHARTON: I just had it marked. 
4 THE COURT: You had that marked? 
5 MR. WHARTON: Yeah. 
6 THE COURT: Exhibit 2? What's 1? 
7 MR. WHARTON: One is the $131,000. 
8 THE COURT: Yes. We should mark the 
9 defendant's exhibits A, B, c, D, as opposed to numbers, I 
10 think. 
11 MR. WHARTON: I'm sorry. 
12 THE COURT: If you want to get that back. 
13 MR. WHARTON: I didn't mark it. 
14 THE COURT: That way we won't get the 
15 numbers confused. 
16 MR. BLANCHARD: Your Honor, for the 
17 record, I'm just going to put another objection in on 
18 this line of questioning in terms of he is designated and 
19 has testified about what the cost of the roof replacement 
20 is. We're now getting into, it seems to me, his opinion 
21 on whether the roofing contractor did something wrong as 
22 opposed to Firestone doing something wrong on this roof. 
23 '165 
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1 I don't think that's relevant. Under the 
2 document that they have to claim is clear and 
3 unambiguous, they're responsibility for all workmanship, 
4 subject to whatever exclusions they want to rely upon, of 
5 their authorized approved roofing contractor. They have 
6 admitted that Cole, who did the installation, that the 
7 fasteners, the membrane, and the ballast, was there 
8 authorized roofing contractor. So the say of -- ask this 
9 witness did you also tell them in addition to contacting 
10 the manufacturer that you ought to go after the roof 
11 contractor is irrelevant. The roof contractor is the 
12 person whose work they guaranteed and I don't think they 
13 should be permitted to go into a line of questioning 
14 trying to isolate themselves from their own contractor. 
15 THE COURT:· All right. That may be true 
16 for prior questions. I didn't get an objection to those, 
17 but as to -- at this point, there's no question before 
18 this witness. I believe he's just reviewing the exhibit. 
19 
20 
21 he's going, 
22 believe the 
23 
MR. BLANCHARD: I thought he was 
THE COURT: Maybe you anticipate where 
but -- and you may be correct, but don't 
question is -- 466 
MR. BLANCHARD: I thought the question was 
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1 when he said let me review it, he said in addition to the 
2 manufacturer, did you also tell the owner that they 
3 should go after the installer and he said may I review 
4 the record. I think that's what the last question was. 
5 THE COURT: Well, let's go back to the 
6 next question now that he has had a chance to review it. 
7 BY MR. WHARTON: 
8 Q. What was the purpose of this letter which 
9 will be marked as Defendant's Exhibit B? 
10 A. If I can give you a frame work, Debbie 
11 Cohen is with DeWytt Properties. They have a large 
12 number of properties. Our firm does a lot of repair and 
13 maintenance work on their existing properties, primarily 
14 in o.c. and Maryland. 
15 We had, up to this point -- even to this 
16 day, we have not done maintenance repairs for them on 
17 this project because of the location. It's further --
18 further south. 
19 The purpose of this was a customer service 
20 to provide her with my opinion of a situation that she 
21 found herself in and was uncertain how to proceed. So it 
22 was a courtesy to a good customer to give them some 
23 guidance. 467 
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1 Q. And, prior to writing that letter, I think 
2 _you told us, you did examine the roof? 
3 A. I made a visual inspection, that's 
4 correct. 
5 Q. Were you, back on February 26, 1991, an 
6 approved Firestone installer? 
7 A. Yes. 
8 Q. And would you read what you wrote to her 
9 at the beginning of the third paragraph of that letter? 
10 MR. BLANCHARD: Your Honor, before he 
11 reads --
12 Where are you asking? 
13 MR. WHARTON: Right here. 
14 MR. BLANCHARD: Your Honor, I'm going to 
15 object. May we approach? 
16 {Bench Conference) 
17 MR. BLANCHARD: I didn't name him as an 
18 expert in Firestone specifications. I didn't name -- I 
19 named him as an expert only for the cost, estimating the 
20 cost, of installation. To go back to something he did he 
21 did in '91 on about specifications is far beyond the area 
22 for which I have dedicated him. That's a question this 
23 jury has to decide based on the evidence of Mr. 
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1 Shuffleton and Firestone's documents. 
2 If they have an expert that they want to 
3 call to testify to this, they can do so. But he is not 
4 an expert for them and he has not been designated as an 
5 expert for Firestone's installation inspections, only for 
6 the cost of replacing this roof. 
7 THE COURT: All right. Mr. Wharton. 
8 MR. WHARTON: But he has come in here and 
9 he has testified that the entire roof has to be replaced. 
10 And I -- and he has testified that he has to put new 
11 insulation on the roof. Insulation is a very significant 
12 factor in this case and it's our position that his 
13 testimony with regard to whether or not what he saw out 
14 there did or did not meet the Firestone specifications is 
15 proper testimony. I don't consider that expert 
16 testimony. 
17 THE COURT: I don't think that's why this 
18 witness was called. He wasn't called to testify as to 
19 causation, but as to the estimate of roof replacement or 
20 the roof repairs. And so I agree with counsel for the 
21 plaintiff and I don't think you could use him as your 
22 expert at this point. I'm going to sustain the 
23 objection. 
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MR. WHARTON: Thank you, Your Honor. 
(Open Court) 
BY MR. WHARTON: 
81 
Mr. Skillman, the purpose of your pricing 
5 that you have told the jury about, you don't have your 
6 documents with you as I understand it, correct? 
7 A. That's ·correct. 
8 Q. And, in this case Mr. Rutland took your 
9 deposition and I'm just going to use it for the purpose 
10 of refreshing your recollection. In the event that you 
11 want to see it, I'll be happy to put it in front of you. 
12 MR. BLANCHARD: Your Honor, I'm going to 
13 object to that. If he wants to ask him a question that 
14 he says he doesn't have a recollection, then he can 
15 refresh his recollection. 
16 BY MR. WHARTON: 
17 Q. Was $516,000 the figure, sir? 
18 A. Yes. 
19 Q. And do you recall now what the square foot 
20 price was upon which you arrived at that $516,000? 
21 A. It was around $2 a square foot, but I 
22 don't remember the exact figure. 
23 Q. Well, the 233,000 or 234,000 square foot 
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2 A. Uh-huh. 
3 Q. That's agreed in this case. If you take 
4 233,000 at $2 a square foot, your at $466,000; aren't 
5 you? 
6 A. That's why when I initially saw this I 
7 thought that there was a typographical error. 
8 Q. You said in your 
9 A. I mean, if there is a discrepancy in the 
10 square footage of the shopping center, I will gladly 
11 adjust my figure accordingly, but my recollection is that 
12 it was at least 275,000. 
13 Q. We'll let the evidence determine what the 
14 square footage was. But you have testified just now, 
15 have you not, that $2 a square foot would be a proper 
16 figure today for you to do the work that you have 
17 described? 
18 A. In round figures, yes. 
19 Q. So if, in fact, it is -- assuming it's 





Is that correct? 
Yes, and as I explained in that 
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1 deposition, the only -- the only point that needs to be 
2 borne in mind is that contractors -- some contractors 
3 base their estimates on the interior wall square footage 
4 and other contractors base there square footage on the 
5 actual footage that the membrane takes up, which 
6 obviously has to turn up the walls and up penetrations so 
7 that -- and that's the way that I base my square footage. 
8 So, if you were to take the actual floor 
9 space that you lease to the tenants and add that up, my 
10 square footage as a roofing contractor might easily be 10 
11 percent more than that. 
12 Q. But, regardless of what square footage 
13 exists, you will do the work that you have told -- you 
14 told the jury about for $2 a square foot? 
15 A. Absolutely. 
16 Q. As a matter of fact, recently on a very 
17 similar job you bid $2 a square foot and didn't get the 
18 job? 
19 A. Came in second, yes. 
20 Q. Came in second. So somebody bid less than 




But you don't know what amount? 
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1 A. I'm sorry? 
2 Q. But you don't know what amount the lower 
3 bid was, it was less than $2 a square foot? 
4 A. 










It was less than -- my recollection is the 
8 or 10 percent high. 
Okay. Which would be 
That project was not identical, but it was 
If you were 10 percent, a buck 80? 
That would be 10 percent, yes. 
Would be probably the winning bid? 
That's correct. 
When you -- strike that. 
14 You have not done a job with a ballasted 
15 rubber membrane on it, such as was in this case, on a 
16 building this size in your career; have you? 
17 A. That's correct. 
18 Q. What's the largest square foot area that 
19 you have covered, or that you have worked on, completed, 
20 in new construction? 
21 A. I would say approximately 30 or 40 percent 
22 the size of this project. 
23 Q. Does the, not the materials -- let me back 
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1 up for a second. 
2 The $2.20 or $2 or $1.80 a square foot 
3 that we're talking about includes materials; does it not? 
4 A. That's correct. 
5 Q. And the cost of materials varies, 
6 obviously, based upon the size of the roof you're going 
7 to do; correct? 
8 A. That's correct. 
9 Q. Does the -- I think you said -- well, let 
10 me just ask you now. 
11 On a $2 a square foot bid, how much of 
12 that would be for materials, on the type of roof, the 
13 type of job we're talking about now? 
14 A. I would say approximately 60 cents a 
15 square foot. 
16 Q. Would you say it was 60 to 70 cents? 
17 A. In other words, to cover the membrane, 
18 your adhesives, your flashing material, the caulkings, 
19 something on that order of magnitude. 
20 Q. So that on a $2 bid, the cost of materials 
21 would be the cost of labor or everything after 
22 materials would be $1.40, maybe even a $1.30, 35? 
23 A. In that range, that's right. 
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1 Q. Now, with reference to that, you call that 
2 the labor aspect of it? 
3 A. Uh-huh. 
4 Q. With reference to that $1.35, $1.40 per 
5 square foot labor aspect of the bid, does that escalate 
6 or go down based upon the size of the roof or does it 
7 remain constant for a 50,000 square foot roof or a 
8 233,000 square foot roof? 
9 A. It -- in general, the larger the project, 
10 the less labor per square foot, but you do reach a point 
11 where it levels out. In other words, you can't do a 
12 1,000 square foot project for the same per square foot 
13 price that you can do a very large project. My personal 
14 experience is that once you reach that so, 60, 70,000 
15 type of range, beyond that, there's not a noticeable 
16 decrease in your labor expense per square foot. 
17 MR. WHARTON: Your Honor, that's all I 
18 have for this witness, but I would move Defendant's 
19 Exhibit A into evidence, which was the first one. 
20 THE COURT: Any objection to A? 
21 MR. BLANCHARD: No. If I may see it, 
22 please. May I approach the clerk? 
23 REDIRECT EXAMINATION 
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1 BY MR. BLANCHARD: 
2 Q. Mr. Skillman, counsel had you read for him 
3 the figure of 289,000. Would you read for the jury the 
4 square footage estimate that's placed on that document? 
5 A. It's based on 131,000 square foot. 
6 Q. Would you agree with me that the square 
7 footage of Prince William Square is not 131,000? 
8 A. It's much more, that's correct. 
9 Q. And that you testified, I believe in 
10 direct, was a figure that was given to you by someone 
11 with more -- you had gone out and done your detailed 
12 measurements? 
13 A. That's correct. 
14 Q. And when you went out and did your 
15 detailed measurements, you determined that the square 
16 footage of the roof was approximately 275,000? 
17 MR. WHARTON: Objection; leading. 
18 BY MR. BLANCHARD: 
19 Q. When you went out and did your detailed 
20 measurement, what, if anything, did you determine the 
21 square footage to be? 
22 A. I don't have the exact figure with me. My 
23 recollection was that it was at least 275, maybe a bit 
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1 more than that, 275,000. 
2 Q. And it was upon those detailed 
3 measurements that you based your bid of $516,000? 
4 A. That's correct. 
5 Q. Let me ask you this: Does the square 
6 footage price between your estimate at -- well, what 
7 difference is there in your square footage price at 
8 133,000 square foot and your square footage price after 
9 you did the measurements? 
10 A. There should be a negligible difference. 
11 If you were to divide out the square foot price and then 
12 divide the new proposal by that square footage, I mean, 
13 it should be fairly close. 
14 MR. BLANCHARD: I don't have any other 









THE COURT: May this witness be excused? 
MR. BLANCHARD: Yes, Your Honor. 
THE COURT: Any objection to A? 
MR. BLANCHARD: No. 
THE COURT: It will be admitted. 
(The document previously marked 
for identification as 
Defendant's Exhibit A was 
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1 received into evidence.) 
2 THE COURT: Thank you, sir, for your 
3 testimony. You're free to go. 
4 (The witness was excused.) 
5 THE COURT: Next witness on behalf of the 
6 plaintiff? 
7 MR. BLANCHARD: Your Honor, the plaintiff 
8 rests. 
9 THE COURT: All right. The plaintiff 
10 rests at this time. The defense will renew the same 
11 motion? 
12 MR. RUTLAND: Yes, Your Honor. 
13 THE COURT: The court would enter the same 
14 ruling at this time. 
15 Any witnesses on behalf of the defendant? 
16 MR. RUTLAND: Yes, Your Honor. I call 
17 James P. Sheehan. 
18 THE COURT: Mr. Sheehan. 
19 MR. RUTIAND: Your Honor, Mr. Sheehan has 
20 some photographs that we had converted into slides, which 
21 we have a projector. I could go through the first part 
22 of testimony and then perhaps it would be a good time for 
23 a break so we can set up the machine. It will only take 
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1 a minute or two. 
2 THE COURT: All right. 
3 (Pause.) 
4 (The witness was sworn by the Clerk.) 
5 Whereupon, 
6 JAMES P. SHEEHAN, 
7 a witness, was called for examination by counsel on 
8 behalf of the defendant, and, having been first duly 
9 sworn by the Clerk, was examined and testified as 
10 follows: 
11 DIRECT EXAMINATION 
12 BY MR. RUTLAND: 
13 Q. Would you tell the ladies and gentlemen of 










Where do you live, Mr. Sheehan? 
In Midland, Michigan. 
What do you do for a living? 
19 A. I have a consulting firm in roofing and 




And what's the name of that company? 
J.P. Sheehan Associates, Inc. 
And what's the nature of your work? 
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1 A. Primarily it has to do with roofing 
2 systems, which would include insulation, decks, and the 
J membranes, with developing systems and evaluating systems 
4 in the field, inspections, quality control, and, at one 
5 time, contracting. 
6 Q. I'm going to take you through your work 
7 background and educational background. Let's start with 
8 college. Where did you go to college? 
9 A. University of Toledo at Toledo, Ohio. 
10 Q. What type of degree did you get? 
11 A. A Bachelor's of Science in Chemical 
12 Engineering. 
13 Q. What year was that? 
14 A. 1953. 
15 Q. What did you do when you got out of 
16 college? 
17 A. I went to work for two years for the 





What were you doing for them? 
Working on plastic systems and metal 
21 reinforced systems for aircraft. 
22 Q. 
23 A. 
What was your position with Douglas? 
Just as an engineer. 
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1 Q. What did you do next? 
2 A. Went to the service for 4 years, the U.S. 
3 Navy. 
4 Q. And after you got out of the service, what 
5 did you do? 
6 A. Went to Douglas -- I'm sorry. Went to Dow 
7 Chemical Company in 1959. 
8 Q. And how long did you stay with Dow? 
9 A. Until 1978. 
10 Q. And can you describe generally what you 
11 did while you were with Dow during that period of time? 
12 A. Initially, I -- for the entire thing, I 
13 was involved in their roofing business, initially as 
14 their tech service representative for roofing systems. 
15 Q. What did that involve, being a tech 
16 service representative? 
17 A. That would be to developing roofing 
18 specifications, training contractors, and working in the 
19 field with new developed systems or products, sort of a 
20 hands on approach with contractors. 
21 Q. When you say developing specifications, 
22 what do you mean? 
23 A. Writing specifications for installation 
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1 of, in this case, Dow~s products, which were primarily 
2 insulation, so they had to write had to have written 
3 specifications for various types of roofing membranes to 
4 be compatible with that insulation. 
5 Q. What did you do -- what was your next 
6 position with the company? 
7 A. Went to the research and development area, 
8 still in roofing, and they were concentrated more or 
9 work, on developing new systems, and you might say, a 
10 step backwards into the research area somewhat in 
11 evaluating new products and, since Dow didn't make a 
12 roofing system, to evaluate to roofing materials that 
13 were available in the industry. 
14 Q. How long did you do that type of work? 
15 A. About two years. 
16 Q. What did you do next? 
17 A. Went into an area called market 
18 development, which was a very specialized type of roof 
19 The major product at Dow was an insulation called 
20 styrofoam, an extruded polystyrene, and they had come up 
21 with a system where they could make a structure out of 
22 the styrofoam and the problem was how do you roof it, so 
23 I was assigned to develop a system to roof it. 
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And how long did you stay in that 
Approximately two years again. 
What did you do next? 
94 
Went to the market development area, which 
6 would be the first step out of the basic technical area 
7 into the marketing department and did marketing research 
a on, you might say, all phases of commercial construction, 





How long did you stay in that position? 
Two years. 
What did you do next? 
This would be about to get myself 
14 organized, this must be about 1968 to '69 now, and I was 
15 assigned to a~ area called the roofing project, which had 
16 two prongs to it, one was to evaluate Dow's position in 
17 the roofing industry with its present materials to find 
18 out how they wished to proceed in that market, since they 
19 only provided one material of an entire roofing cross-
20 section. And the other was to assist in working on 
21 roofing problems that occurred in which their products 
22 were involved in the roof cross-section, so that entailed 
23 developing new research studies, test procedures, and 
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1 working with outside ~aboratories and developing third-





Test procedures for what type of products? 
Testing roofing membranes and insulations 
5 with respect to how they tug or pull on each other, how 
6 they bend or warp, how they compress, how they handle in 
7 the wind, all of the mechanical forces that would go on 
8 on this, I'll call it a sandwich, and then to evaluate 
9 with problems in the industry, which would be identified 
10 as splitting, cracking, shrinking, blistering, to sort of 
11 give a cause and effect or to determine the source of the 
12 problem and then say what does Dow have in-house that 
13 they can, you might say, solve that problem. 
14 Q. What else did you do with Dow? 
15 A. This would be about 1970 now. And then I 
16 became the marketing manager for Dow's roofing systems, 
17 which was one of the results of that study I just 
18 mentioned of how do you solve these problems. And they 
19 marketed a roofing system which included the membrane, 
20 provided by others, but included the membrane in their 
21 system. And I did that for about five years. 
22 Q. What next? 
23 A. Then the final three years, I worked in 
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1 the, you might say, warranty complaint area, areas where 
2 there were problems with roofs, essentially from the time 
3 I was, you know, early sixties to date, for which there 
4 would be problems and to work on anywhere from settlement 
5 or litigation or more research studies to identify the 
6 problems. 
7 Q. Did that involve identification of 
8 prescriptions with roofs? 
9 A. It was all related to roofing systems, 
10 yes. 
11 Q. What did you do after Dow? 
12 A. In 1978, I started by own organization, 
13 which was the one -- my company today, and that was to do 
14 consulting in the industry, not just for Dow, but for the 
15 industry in general. 
16 Q. What types of -- for whom do you consult? 
17 A. Well, basically, for people who have roof 
18 problems. That's sort of the area that I concentrated on 
19 initially and utilized this information that I had helped 
20 develop over the years in solving or identifying 
21 problems, coming up with solutions. And then I also 
22 concentrated very heavily on new roofing systems and 
23 products that I hoped that might be of value to the 
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2 Q. Have you been involved in the design of 
3 roofing systems? 
4 A. Yes. 
5 Q. What's the nature of your work in that 
6 area? 
7 A. Well, initially, writing specifications at 
8 Dow for roofing systems and then in my business writing 
9 specifications for new work, but primarily reroof ing work 
10 or buildings that existed where they had a problem, 
11 needed a new specification to, if you will, eliminate to 
12 problem. 
13 Q. How many roofs would you say you have 
14 inspected over your career? 
15 A. A thousand. 
16 Q. Are you a member of any professional 
17 organizations or societies? 
18 A. Yes. 
19 Q. Can you give us a list of those? 
20 A. I'm an Associate Member of the Mid-West 
21 Roofing Contractor Association, of the Single-Ply Roofing 
22 Institute, of ASTM, or what they refer to there D-8 or 
23 there Roofing Section. 
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1 Q. Is that the American Society for Testing 
2 Materials? 
3 A. Yes, it is. 
4 Q. Who else? 
5 A. Presently, those are the ones I'm active 
6 in. In the past, I have been in other organizations. 
7 Q. Have you been a member of the National 
8 Roofing Contractor's Association? 
9 A. Not as a -- well, as when I was at Dow, 
10 I was a representative, yes, for NRCA. 
11 Q. Now about the Society of Plastics 
12 Industries? 
13 A. Again, in the past I was the 






How about Building Thermal Envelope 
You're right, I am still a member of that. 
Building Research Institute? 
Which is part of the Thermal Envelope, 




How about the Producers Council? 
No, that is now defunct. 
Have you presented any papers in your line 
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1 of work? 
2 A. Yes. 
3 Q. What types of papers have you written on 
4 and what types of publications have they appeared? 
5 A. Well, they are essentially all technical 
6 papers that had to do with roofing systems that varied 
7 anywhere from explaining how roofing systems work to 
8 papers on new product approaches or new system 
9 approaches. These would be presented at the forums 
10 presented by the National Roofing Contractors or local 
11 forums, such as the Northeast Roofing, the Florida 
12 Roofing, the Western Roofing, the AIA or the 
13 Architectural Institute, AS -- the Society of Testing 
14 Materials. And they would call World Congress on 
15 Roofing, which would be held by groups such as the 
16 National Bureau of Standards and the London Chemical 
17 Society that present about every three years symposiums. 
18 Q. Do you hold any patents? 
19 A. Yes. 
20 Q. How many? 
21 A. I believe 15. 
22 Q. What type of things do you hold patents 
23 on? 
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1 A. It has to do with roofing again. And it 
2 has to do somewhat with roofing systems, but primarily 
3 with ideas of attachment or leak detection systems. 
4 Those are the major subjects, yes. 
5 Q. During the course of your career, have you 
6 been involved with actually installing roofs? 
7 A. Yes. 
8 Q. What's the nature of your experience in 
9 that regard? 
10 A. Well, initially, back at Dow, hands on, 
11 doing it myself with roofing crews, and then in my own 
12 organization for about five years, five or six years, we 
13 did contracting work, some on warranty repair and some 
14 where we actually went out and bid as a contractor to do 
15 work. And I did a lot of that myself and eventually 
16 trained other people to take that over. 
17 Q. Have you done any work in the Washington 





What type of work have you done? 
Roof installation -- roofing systems 
22 installations and inspections of roofs that are reported 
23 to have problems. 
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1 Q. What roofs have you installed in this 
2 area? 
3 A. I installed roofs at the Children's 
4 Hospital in Washington, o.c., the Bendix Corporation, 
5 which I believe is in Hampton Roads, participated with 
6 another contractor in installing the roof on the national 
7 headquarters for the Post Office system in o.c. Those 
8 are the ones I can think of that are actual 
9 installations. 
10 Q. Are you familiar with the standards that 
11 apply to the installation of roofing systems in this 
12 area? 
13 A. Yes. 
14 Q. Are the standards which apply in this area 
15 any different than those that apply nationally? 
16 A. Using the word standard, they're 
17 identical. There could be some code variations that 
18 might come in, but roofing standards would be essentially 
19 identical throughout the whole continental United States. 
20 Q. Mr. Sheehan, have you ever qualified as an 
21 expert before in the area of roofing design and 
22 consultation? 
23 A. Yes. 
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SHEEHAN--DIRECT, VOIR DIRE 
102 
1 Q. In what courts? 
2 A. In what courts, I'm sorry? 
3 Q. Yes. Tell me what states. 
4 A. The states would be easier I believe. In 
5 Florida, Texas, Louisiana, Michigan, Massachusetts, I 
6 guess o.c. is not a state, but in D.C., Montana, Utah, 
7 California are the ones that come to mind. 
8 MR. RUTLAND: Your Honor, at that time, I 
9 would submit Mr. Sheehan for voir dire. 
10 THE COURT: Any voir dire or objections? 
11 MR. BLANCHARD: If I could voir dire 
12 briefly. I guess the area of expertise is roof design? 
13 MR. RUTLAND: Roof design and a 
14 determination of cause of problems with roofing 
15 installations. 
16 THE COURT: All right. Okay. 
17 VOIR DIRE 
18 BY MR. BLANCHARD: 
19 Q. How many times in the past three or four 
20 years have you been hired by Firestone? 
21 MR. RUTLAND: Objection, I don't believe 
22 that goes to voir dire, the qualifications. 
23 THE COURT: Over the objection, I'll let 
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1 him answer. 
2 BY MR. BLANCHARD: 
3 Q. How many times have you been hired by 
4 Firestone? 
5 A. I believe about six or seven times. 
6 Q. Do you recall in your deposition telling 
7 me 12? 
8 A. There could be 12. 
9 Q. Have you ever found anything wrong with a 
10 Firestone roof? 
11 A. I found the roofs leaking, if that's what 
12 you mean. 
13 Q. Did you ever -- have you ever rendered an 
14 opinion that anything is Firestone's fault? 
15 A. On the roofs I looked at, no. 
16 MR. BLANCHARD: I don't have anything 
17 else, Your Honor. 
18 I have no objection to him. 
19 THE COURT: He will be so admitted an 




DIRECT EXAMINATION (Cont.) 
BY MR. RUTLAND: 
Mr. Sheehan, were you asked in this case 
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1 to examine to roof at the Prince William Square Shopping 
2 Center? 
3 A. Yes. 
4 Q. And were you also provided some materials 
5 to review in connection with that review? 
6 A. Yes. 
7 Q. What types of things have you reviewed in 
a this case? 
9 A. There was a portion of the original 
10 architectural specification that referred to roofing, the 
11 specifications that Firestone publishes periodically 
12 well, then and now, photographs that I had taken and 
13 photographs others had taken, the information provided 
14 via depositions of others, some industry documents with 
15 respect to the properties on insulation. I think that 








Have you been on top the roof? 
Yes. 
Do you recall when that was? 
It was in February of '93. 
And how long were you up there? 
I believe about six hours. 
What types of things did you do? 
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l A. Well, generally, eventually walked the 
2 entire roof area, took photographs generally 
3 representative of what I thought would be representative 
4 of the entire area, probably, I don't know, maybe 60 or 
5 70 photographs, made roofing cuts into the roofing system 
6 to identify the cross-section and the, you might say, the 
7 positions of sequencing of the materials and the 
8 condition of them. That's what we did -- that I did 
9 during -- and took a few samples, a sample of insulation 
10 and a sample of about seven or eight fasteners, I 
11 believe. 
12 Q. And what is the type of system we're 
13 dealing with at Prince William Square? 
14 A. It's referred to as a loose laid ballasted 
15 system in which it initiated with a metal deck, a metal 
16 structural deck, on which is laid an insulation product 
17 referred to as Pearlite, it's a 4-foot by 4-foot 3/4 inch 
18 board which is laid on the metal deck to, if you will, 
19 flatten it out, for lack of a better term, and then on 
20 top of that a layer of this EPS insulation that was laid 
21 on top of that. Those sheets were 4-foot by a-foot. The 
22 second layer of insulation was laid, you might say, 
23 offset from the first so the joints didn't match. 
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1 Then that assembly, up to that point, was, 
2 you might say, temporarily held in place with to 
3 mechanical fasteners, two long screws, with a 3-inch 
4 diameter plastic plate to kind of make a big washer, and 
5 that was two to the board, or two per 4-foot by 8-foot 
6 board, to hold the system down. And then black rubber 
7 membrane is rolled out over that loosely and then, they 
8 refer to as river rock, large rounded stones, you add 
9 about 10 pounds per square foot, was placed over that 
10 system. And then when you get to the ends, of the edges, 
11 the materials are terminated with what they refer to as 
12 flashing or mechanically attaching along the edges. 
13 Q. Mr. Sheehan, let me just refer you to that 
14 board and represent that that was depiction of the system 
15 described by Mr. Shuffleton. Is there any reference to 
16 the Pearlite in there? 
17 A. Not in that diagram. 
18 Q. Is that diagram an accurate portrayal of 
19 what the roofing system was at Prince William Square 
20 without the Pearlite? 
21 A. Well, it doesn't show that there are two 
22 layers of insulation. 
23 Q. And there are, in fact, two layers of 
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1 insulation at Prince William Square? 
2 A. Yes. 
3 Q. Let me show you what will be marked as 
4 Defendant's Exhibit, I guess, c. 
5 (The document ref erred to was 
6 marked for identification as 
7 Defendant's Exhibit C.) 
8 BY MR. RUTLAND: 
9 Q. And I ask you: Is that a fair 
10 representation of what the roofing system at the Prince 
11 William Square Shopping Center appears to be? 
12 A. Yes, eliminating for the moment that there 
13 are fasteners. Oh, I didn't see them at the edge, okay. 
14 Q. Okay. 
15 A. Yes, that would be. 
16 MR. RUTLAND: Your Honor, I would move at 







THE COURT: Any objection to C? 
MR. BLANCHARD: No objection. 
THE COURT: Court will be admitted. 
(The document previously marked 
for identification as 
Defendant's Exhibit c was 
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1 received into evidence.) 
2 BY MR. RUTLAND: 
3 Q. Were you able to make a determination 
4 based upon the materials you have reviewed and the 
5 inspection of the roof as to what, if anything, is 
6 causing the leaks in the Prince William Square Shopping 
7 Center? 
8 A. Well, there were leaks -- there's a series 
9 of different material or different areas that would be 
10 leaking. At the perimeter of a number of the buildings, 
11 there's what they call an expansion joint, which is a 
12 device which is like a rubber bellows that will allow 
13 motion between the two buildings. And these rubber 
14 bellows are maybe 10 foot long and they're connected to 
15 each other to make a continuous flexible joint. 
16 A number of places, these junctures where 
17 not sealed, or they had been sealed, they had come 
18 undone, and they weren't resealed. There were a few 
19 areas along what they refer to as the mansard or the 
20 metal edging around the deck -- of edging, if I may say, 
21 around the perimeter of the front of the building. 
22 Q. 
23 that? 
You mentioned the term mansard, what is 
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1 A. The mansard is sort of a -- sort of half 
2 roof and half wall. It's sort of like maybe a 60 degree 
3 maybe five, six foot high piece of metal that as you came 
4 up, like say a brick building and before you got to the 
5 roof, there would be this like a decorative fence, if I 
6 can say it that way. 
7 And where that metal terminated into to 
8 blocks or the bricks up above there were openings along 
9 there which, I would assume leak, because they're 
10 openings into the building. 
11 And then primarily though the leaks that 
12 we are investigating, noting throughout the roof area in 
13 a random sense, but throughout the roof area, were 
14 punctures associated with fasteners which were protruding 
15 upward above the insulation line. 
16 Q. Before.we talk about that, typically in 
17 your experience -- number one, are you familiar with this 
18 type of roofing system? 
19 A. Yes. 
20 Q. And have you been familiar with it 




Have you been involved in other matters 
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1 relating to this type of roofing system? 
2 A. Yes. 
3 Q. What is the typical installation as far as 
4 the placement of the insulation on these types of roofs? 
5 A. Well, typically the location of the 





With regard to the use of fasteners. 
Well, the primary recommendation is that 
9 the insulation be laid loosely without fasteners. 
10 Q. You're familiar with the standards of the 
11 National Roofing Contractors Association? 
12 A. Yes. 
13 Q. I want you to assume that Mr. Shuffleton, 
14 in the reference, indicated that those recommended the 
15 use of fastening. Do you have opinion as to whether the 
16 National Roofing Contractors Association recommended that 
17 the insulation be fastened? 
18 A. Their recommendation, you might say, is a 
19 combination of fasten and not. They recommend two layers 
20 of insulation, of which the bottom layer is mechanically 
21 fastened and the top layer adhered with adhesive, using 
22 an adhesive to hold the top layer. 
23 Q. Adhesive where? 
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1 A. The first layer, like in our case, the 
2 brown material that's on the deck would be mechanically 
3 attached with the fasteners and then the white layer 
4 would be laid in an adhesive, such as asphalt or another 
5 adhesive to stick it to it so that the fasteners would be 
6 below. 
7 Q. Are there such things know as a 
8 mechanically fastened roofing system, the ballasted type, 
9 out there? 
10 A. There are mechanical systems in which 
11 there are numerous fasteners used symmetrically 
12 throughout, sort of like putting two by fours together, 
13 you nail it everywhere, or fasten it everywhere. And 
14 then there are systems which are ballasted such as this 
15 in which there can be fasteners used under certain 
16 conditions. 
17 Q. Getting back to the problems you found at 
18 the shopping center, you indicated there were punctures 
19 associated with the fasteners protruding through the 
20 membrane above the insulation line. Do you have an 
21 opinion based upon your knowledge and experience in the 
22 the industry with reasonable engineering certainty as to 
23 what is causing that .to happen? 
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And what is your opinion in that regard? 
It's a combination of events. First, the 
4 fasteners which are screwed into the deck are screwed 
5 down until they meet a resistance, like if you were to do 
6 it by hand, you would feel an obvious resistance as you 
7 were screwing it in and you would stop when it snugged 
8 up. And to me it's much like a jar lid and a jar of 
9 pickles, when you get it tight, it snugs up and you stop. 
10 The snugness, if you will, depends on what 
11 you're squeezing. If you're squeezing, if you will, for 
12 an example, a piece of steel, you would meet a, you might 
13 say, ultimate resistance. If you squeezed against a --
14 and I don't mean -- I'm just trying to explain. If you 
15 were to squeeze against something like a marshmallow, you 
16 would just to right through it and you would never get 
17 tight. So the material you're squeezing against plays a 
18 big role. 
19 The other is, is that the material that 
20 you squash, if you will, together so that the screw is 
21 now tight and held snugly, if it changes its thickness 
22 over time or, if you will, it shrinks, then the tightness 
23 it used to have goes away. There's a property called 
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l creep, which is peculiar to the insulation we have here; 
2 that if I were, for example, to set a bowling ball and 
3 piece of that material it would sit right on the top. 
4 About two hours from· now it might be down into the thing 
5 an eight of an inch and a week from now it might be a 
6 half inch in there, just sort of caving in slowly. It's 
7 called creep. 
8 Those things, if you will, lead to not 
9 being tight, and, if you're not being tight, the screw is 
10 not wedged in there tightly and if there's any lifting, 
11 any load that pulls in the screw -- if you can envision 
12 the screw as just got this tapered tread in it, 
13 everything I push it up it wants to go along that line, 
14 it wants to go up the spiral staircase. What it does, it 
15 unwinds the screw. So everything you pull up on it, if 
16 the screw is loose it just keeps unwinding and comes up. 
17 And that's what has happened here. 
18 Because there was a looseness and because 
19 there was a lifting due to wind, this combination ends up 
20 with the fasteners protruding above the protected seated 
21 head in this plastic washer and now it becomes an 
22 obstacle, if you will, or an obtrusion to the membrane. 
23 Q. Are the screw sections moving? 
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1 A. Rotating. 
2 Q. Coming up out of the roof deck? 
3 A. Yes. 
4 Q. Have you done tests yourself in that area? 
5 A. Yes. 
6 Q. What type of testing did you do? 
7 A. I've done testing that's primarily related 
8 to membranes, which, if you will, rubber membranes or 
9 sheet membranes which are held down, much like a sail on 
10 a boat, and it quivers and shakes or whatever and when it 
11 does it jerks on the screws, if you will. And, if the 
12 screws are loose -- we've demonstrated this, if you will, 
13 taking a little black screw and putting a white mark on 
14 it, like at twelve o'clock, and we just start doing the 
15 slow pulsations that would represent, say, a 20-mile-an-
16 hour wind or a 30-mile-an-hour wind and you -- it's just 
17 like a clock, it just starts to unwind and come right on 
18 out. 
19 And when it was in the insulation product, 
20 such as we have here, the lifting was due to the wind 
21 again, but lifting the insulation boards due to the 
22 negative pressure by winds on the roof. So the whole 32-
23 square foot area wants to come up, a little 3-inch 
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1 diameter disk going the stop it and they can't because 
2 they're soft and they're denting, so we get this kind of 
3 a pulsation and we again rotate the screws. 
4 Q. Are you familiar with protective batting 









MR. RUTLAND: Let's mark this D. 
(The document referred to was 
marked for identification as 
Defendant's Exhibit D.) 
BY MR. BLANCHARD: 
Defendant's Exhibit D, I would ask you: 
13 Is this a fair and accurate sample of the type of 
14 protective matting that you're familiar with? 
15 A. This is typical of what you most often 
16 see. There are various brands. 
17 Q. You are familiar with the Firestone 
18 specifications in this case? 
19 A. Yes. 
20 Q. And is there some reference in those 




And what is that that we have marked as 
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1 Exhibit D? 
2 A. Well, on certain cases, you could call 
3 this a protective layer, yeah. 
4 Q. Let me ask you this: Is this the 
5 material, the protective layer, from Firestone that would 
6 90 between the fasteners and the rubber membrane? 
7 MR. BLANCHARD: I object, Your Honor, 
8 that's leading. He said in certain cases you could call 
9 it a protective layer and I think we had better define 
10 what cases he's talking about. 
11 MR. RUTLAND: We can do it with the 




THE COURT: All right. 
BY MR. RUTLAND: 
Did you arrive at any opinions in this 
16 case as to whether or not -- you hav.e opinions as to 
17 whether or not to workmanship of the installer was 
18 defective in any way? 
19 A. No. The physical acts of workmanship, I 
20 didn't find any that I could identify. 
21 Q. Who calls out for what type of insulation 
22 is to be used on this system? 
23 A. The architect. 
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1 MR. BLANCHARD: I object, Your Honor, to 
2 that. If counsel wants to -- I think the best evidence 
3 of that is in the architectural specifications. And, if 
4 he wants to direct the witness to those, there were a 
5 number of insulations for which the roofing installer was 
6 given an option of se~ecting. So, for this witness to 
7 say that the archite~t designated what insulation went 
8 into this roof is inaccurate and inconsistent with the 
9 best evidence, which is the specifications. 
10 THE COURT: I agree. 
11 BY MR. RUTLAND: 
12 Q. Mr. Sheehan, you've reviewed the 
13 architectural specifications in this case? 
14 A. Yes. 
15 Q. What did the architect call for in this 
16 case? 
17 A. The architect called out a number of · 
18 roofing -- I'm sorry, a number of insulation combinations 
19 that the roofer could select from. 
20 Q. And was there any specific direction from 




And what did he specify? 
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l A. He incorporated into the specification to 
2 fasten insulation units to the deck. 
J Q. Based upon your review of Firestone 
4 Rubbergard specifications, what did Firestone recommend 
5 as far as the installation of these systems? 
6 A. That they be laid loosely. 
7 Q. In your opinion, is the architect's 
8 specification more stringent than Firestone's? 
9 A. That's my opinion. 
10 MR. BLANCHARD: Your Honor, I object to 
11 that conclusion. The specifications are in evidence. 
12 The. architect's specs·are here in evidence. The jury can 
13 review them both and see who required what. For him to 
14 say one is more stringent than the other, I think that's 
15 a question for a jury to decide. 
16 MR. RUTLAND: I believe that as someone 
17 who has both installed roof and prepared specifications, 
18 he is entitled to render an opinion as to which is more 
19 stringent. 
20 THE COURT: I overrule the objection and 
21 allow him to answer. Do you want to restate the 
22 question? 
2 3 BY MR. . RUTLAND: 
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1 Q. Do you have an opinion as to whether or 
2 not the architect's specification regarding use of 
3 fasteners is more stringent than the Firestone 
4 specifications? 
5 A. I do. 
6 Q. And what is your opinion in that regard? 
7 A. It is more stringent. 
8 Q. And why is that? 
9 A. Because 
10 Q. What's the basis of your opinion? 
11 A. Excuse me. The basis is it would be 
l2 simpler to lay the insulation boards loose than to 
13 include the fasteners in part of the installation. 
14 Q. What would be the use of the fasteners in 
15 this case, why? 
16 A. The use of the fasteners of these 
17 quantities is to provide and assist on, say, bad weather 
18 or windy days that would allow the boards to be held 
19 together during the field operations, strictly be a 
20 mechanism to assist construction. 
21 MR. RUTLAND: Your Honor, I would like to 
22 have Mr. Sheehan just walk through his photographs and it 
23 will take me just a second to set up. 
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1 THE COURT: All right. Why don't we take 
2 about a 10-minute recess at this time. I would ask the 
3 jury to go with the bailiff at this time. 
4 (The jury leaves the courtroom.) 
5 (Recess.) 
6 THE COURT: Have you been able to set this 
7 up all right? 
8 MR. RUTLAND: Yes, Your Honor. With Your 
9 Honor's permission, this lighting would be appropriate. 
10 THE COURT: That's fine. Whatever is good 
11 for you. 
12 THE COURT: It's better to turn the lights 
13 out on the jury before they go to lunch than after they 
14 go to lunch. 
15 (The jury enters the courtroom.) 
16 MR. RUTLAND: Your Honor, is it all right 
17 if Mr. Sheehan stands over here so he can operate the --
18 





THE COURT: Sure, so long as he doesn't 
MR. RUTLAND: Yeah, it has got a long 
THE COURT: Okay. 
(Pause.) 
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1 THE COURT: All right, Mr. Sheehan, I 
2 remind you you're still under oath. 
3 THE WITNESS: Yes, sir. 
4 BY MR. RUTLAND: 
5 Q. Mr. Sheehan, have you made copies of 
6 slides at my request of the photographs you took when you 
7 were out there? 
8 A. Yes. 
9 Q. You've taken some representative slides to 
10 show to the jury? 
11 A. Approximately 25, I believe. 
12 Q. And I ask you to show them and comment on 
13 what the photographs detect. 
14 A. The first three or four slides are going 
15 to be similar to what you're seeing here, which is a 
16 general idea of what a ballasted roof system would look 
17 like. And the stone, if you were to weigh it, would be 
18 in the approximate -- of a square foot would be about 10 
19 pounds per square foot spread out over the roof. The 
20 term is ballast. It's supposed to keep the membrane 
21 down. 
22 The black, as you see at the far edge, was 
23 typical of one of the, what they call parapet wall where 
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1 the black membrane were terminate, possibly about six 
2 inches above the stone line, where we have the flashing 
3 material. 
4 Q. Do you recall where you were when took 
5 this? 
6 A. No. It was typical of the I believe 
7 this is what I ref er to -- this is a shot of the lower 
8 roofs. 
9 And, again, the way they put that mansard, 
10 that brownish metal at the top -- but facing the outside 
11 of the building, it will go down in somewhat a decorative 
12 appearance. 
13 Q. Could you point to what you're talking 
14 about? 
15 A. Will that point from here? 
16 Q. No. 
17 A. Up here, this brownish material where the 
18 roofing membrane stops about in here, this is referred to 
19 as flashing material, and then on the outside of this 
20 would be some more of this metal, which would taper 
21 downward to an angle like this, maybe five or six feet, 
22 almost down to the ceiling level where you might wall in 
23 the mall area. 
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1 Another view. In this case, we're trying 
2 to point to the air condition equipment or the furnace 
3 and air conditioners. This material -- these devices, 
4 which are typical on a roof, are lined up to provide a 
5 controlled environment for the interior of the building. 
6 In this case here you see that stone is pretty well 
7 distributed throughout the whole system and a longer view 
a of the type of perimeter around the building. 
9 Q. Are you familiar with the term walk paths? 
10 A. Yes. 
11 Q. Are those shown in this picture? 
12 A. If I may back up one. 
13 Q. Sure. 
14 A. Let me back up after I say that the walk 
15 paths are here. The walk paths are devices that would 
16 replace the stone ballast with a material that might 
17 weigh, say, five pounds a square foot, typical three foot 
18 maybe by six or eight foot long, big heavy, kind of 
19 asphalted devices, like a huge shingle, put it this way, 
20 adhered on to the membrane so that you have access to the 
21 equipment in this area here without, if you will, two 
22 things, without stumbling over the stone and, secondly, 
23 precluding to possibility of injuring the membrane if it 
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1 there were sharp stones. 
2 These air conditions have it. The ones 
3 previous, I'll back up, that set didn't have that. 
4 The other thing I would like to point out 
5 in this area here, that the stone has been moved away, 
6 and it could be wind or it could be people, but because 
7 it's like in middle of the roof here, at least from this 
8 view -- I'm sorry. Yeah, the middle of the roof. It 
9 should not -- in my opinion, that was moved by people. 
10 You can see way over here at the far edge, the middle 
11 just ends. Instead of having that little wall up there, 
12 it just ends by stopping and going downward. 
13 And, in front of us here, we have an 
14 expansion joint, one of those devices that I referred as 
15 the rubber bellows, that lets this building and this 
16 building move independent of each other without doing any 
17 damage to the roofing system. And this would be 
18 somewhere in the middle of some roofing section, it would 
19 be dividing two major roof areas. 
20 So because this is out in the middle, it's 
21 difficult for the wind to get an awful lot of velocity in 
22 the middle of the roof and do much lifting or 
23 displacement, so -- but anyway it has been moved aside. 
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1 Another area near some equipment. No walk 
2 path visible in this particular set. This over here is 
3 what they call a scuttle, or a device, a ladder inside 
4 the building, that you can climb up and gain access to 
5 the building, to the roof. 
6 Again, this outside edged detail. These 
7 buildings are across the way. This roof here terminates 
8 by coming to the edge and stopping there. The equipment 
9 here. A few patches are noted and these are exposed 
10 areas of repair. 
11 This is a picture taken -- we're kind of 
12 in the front of the store area now. There's that mansard 
13 roof again. If you look off to the right side, you would 
14 be looking down to the front of the store. And this 
15 shows the gravel displaced when we got there. In other 
16 words, we didn't do this. This is how we found it. So 
17 it has been moved about. There's a patch in this area 
18 here. It's difficult to see, I believe there's a patch 
19 there and a patch here, indicating that patches have been 
20 made to the roofing membrane. 
21 This is another view of the stone not 
22 being evenly distributed, either by wind or by people 
23 having moved it. 
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1 Q. Again, when were these taken? 
2 A. February of '93. 
3 This would be on the high roof. 
4 Q. What do you mean when you say this wou!d 
5 be on the high roof? 
6 A. Well, I believe -- I can't think of the 
7 name of the building. It's sort of the center of the 
8 mall. 
9 Q. Well, can you recall which one? 
10 A. This large roof here, called Service 
11 Merchandise, which is sort of like a two or three story 
12 building with two, like, one story winds protruding out 
13 of each side. And this is the higher roof. 
14 Q. This wing out here is on a separate level 
15 than the Service Merchandise roof? 
16 A. Basically, a one story level, yes, this 
17 one is. There may be some elevation change of three to 
18 four feet, but this one is a story or two stories higher. 
19 Q. So this roof is not connected with this 
20 roof? This number 7 and number 2 are not connected? 
21 A. Roof-wise, no. The buildings are 
22 connected, but not the roof. 
23 This area here for these air conditions, 
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1 you can see there are walkways. And you can see lots of 
2 areas of openings throughout here where the stone has 
3 been displaced from it's original -- well, it was 
4 displaced when we were there, let's put it that way. 
5 And this photograph doesn't show any 
6 particular holes, but generally throughout the things, 
7 there were patches in these open areas where people had 
8 been doing work. 
9 And, again, it's sort of typical on the 
10 high roof that there were walking paths to those pieces 
11 of equipment. 
12 Random areas again. And, in many of these 
13 areas here which are opened up, people have been working 
14 on them. Sometimes there weren't holes, but it's obvious 
15 to me they were searching for holes. At least obvious to 
16 me when we look for holes that people move the stone back 
17 looking for holes. 
18 Again, a pattern of holes here where the 
19 stone has sort of been heaped up around the perimeter of 
20 those openings. A waik way pad in the back. We're still 
21 on the high roof. 
22 This was taken in some areas where there 
23 have been debris on the roof. In this case, a portion of 
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1 a broken glass bottle. 
2 This area here -- I have mentioned wind 
3 earlier. When we -- again, this was the condition we 
4 found it when we arrived. This is that front parapet 
5 again where the outside mansard roof, so it's three or 
6 four foot high and you see the black membrane here, the 
7 stone is back this way. And I have another shot in a 
8 minute. You sort of see it looks distorted. What this 
9 is really doing is ballooning, it's coming up. There was 
10 a lot of wind blowing that day, I guess 10, 15 mile an 
11 hour. As it balloons, as it blows across the roof, it's 
12 like when your car passes a large semi on the highway, 
13 you'll feel that little shake from the wind when you move 
14 from that area. 
15 So, in this case, here, you see bellowing 
16 and you're seeing bellowing for two reasons. One is 
17 there was no weight to hold it down. And, secondly, the 
18 termination of the building here, the metal deck that we 
19 had referred to earlier stopped. This is upside down. 
20 You'll have to excuse me. That stops there, so there 
21 would be an opening between the wall and the structure 
22 here and the air comes up and goes over this way and 
23 balloons the membrane, rather than trying to lift the 
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2 Another view there. That should be 
3 basically flat across there. It's like a 45 degree 
4 angle. 
5 This is looking at that same area from a 
6 different direction. In this case, you'll see a patch 
7 has been applied in that area. 
8 At the what I would refer to, I believe, 
9 if I have my directions right, the front of the store is 
10 north, this would be way in the east side, the low 
11 building, way off of that east wing, the mansard was so 
12 tall here, or the parapet wall, that instead of coming up 
13 with the sheet material to adhere to the wall, like we 
14 saw the mansards, they actually shingled this area, a 
15 vertical shingled wall. And this shows sort of the 
16 disarray that the shingles are in in '93, which tells me 
17 there is wind in this roof. And I don't know when it 
18 fell apart, but it wasn't repaired when we were there. 
19 Q. Does that have anything to do with 
20 Firestone-supplied material? 
21 A. No, it does not. 
22 Another view kind of farther down the 
23 wall. This is somewhat typical of the way the shingles 
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1 looked. The Firestone membrane stops probably right 
2 behind this shingle. It comes up, it stops about here. 
3 Another one of the bellows that I had 
4 mentioned. The things that makes the bellows in the long 
5 direction, this may go along for a hundred foot, whatever 
6 the length of the two buildings are, and these are like 
7 ten-foot sections and they are -- have a tape put over 
8 it, sealed over it, so we have a long continuous 
9 waterproofed tube. And they were not sealed when we were 
10 there in '93. I should say a number of them were not 
11 sealed. 
12 Q. Is that a potential source of water entry? 
13 A. Yes, it is. 
14 Q. Is that a Firestone-supplied material? 
15 A. No. 
16 This is another one. It's a little hard 
17 to see what you're looking at, but the top of it has been 
18 painted a little bit white. The membrane is down here. 
19 The tube runs along here. And this is a patch which is 
20 cracked and this the start of a building. In this case 
21 instead of joining two roofs, it joins a roof to a wall. 
22 On the high roof on, I'm going to say the 
23 west side, we opened up an area of gravel approximately 
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l 12 foot across and about 50 foot long. If you will look 
2 at the edge of the high roof and you jump down, oh, I 
3 don't know, maybe a or 10 feet. And so we opened it all 
4 up here. And, if· I have could have you think, if you 
5 were standing here looking back here, about 50 foot in 
6 would be one of these air conditioners. It did not have 
7 a walk way, but it would be an air conditioner. So we 
a cleared it from the edge to the air conditioner and we 
9 were starting to see ~hese holes, well, I should say 
10 repaired holes, and there's a pattern that develops in 
11 this that you start to see them, a very specific pattern 
12 that -- and a board which is a foot long and 4 foot wide, 
13 if I may use this thing here, if you can think of this, 4 
14 foot wide and 8 foot long, there would be a fasteners 
15 here and a fasteners there, two per board. 
16 We selected this area because people had 
17 complained below this area, so we opened it up to get a 
18 large idea rather than just little two foot diameter 
19 ones. 
20 And we took the membrane and we cut it and 
21 rolled it back. We're now looking at this 4 foot wide 
22 piece insulation, 8 foot long, the membrane has been 
23 rolled up over here, and two of the fasteners, one here, 
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1 and you can just barely make it out over here at the 
2 other end of that board, and there would be one down here 
3 somewhere. And that was the pattern that the boards were 
4 held. And these gaps.were noted over here between the 
5 boards, which are about 3/8 of an inch, a 1/4 inch, 1/2 
6 an inch. There's about 3/8 of an inch opening between 
7 the boards. 
8 Q. 
9 A. 
What's the significance of that gap? 
Well, the significance is since the gaps 
10 were uniform around the entire 4 foot by 8 foot board and 
11 the fact that the boards are held on there center line 





How are they supposed to be installed? 
Abutted, touching each other. 
15 And, when these boards were measured, they 
16 were essentially 3/8 of an inch less wide than they used 
17 to be, therefore the gap. The width, by the way, that 
18 opening, going through my arithmetic quickly, if we just 
19 use, say a quarter of an inch, .25, 40 inches wide, that 
20 would come out to be half of a percent of shrinkage, or 
21 another way to say it, .005, which is a half a percent. 
22 An entire board has been taken out now. 
23 And this is the brown Pearlite board which is ~nderneath 
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1 this and directly on the metal deck. These are 4 foot by 
2 4 foot. These are smaller boards as you know. If you 
3 notice, the joints are all closed. There were no 
4 openings in the board in that particular part. 
5 And lifting those boards -- did I say 4 by 
6 4? I'm sorry? The picture shows 2 foot by 4 foot. 
7 Those boards are rolled up and laid over to your left 
a side, showing this metal deck. Which I said before, this 
9 tends to flatten the metal deck out and also for fire 
10 reasons it's is a requirement that we have the metal 
11 deck. You can see the metal deck is adjoined here in 
12 like 30 foot long sections of metal deck which are 
13 supported on a steel structure. 
14 So the metal deck and then the Pearlite 
15 board, then the EPS board, the membrane, and the rocks. 
16 There were two fasteners per board. 
17 I've got to take a time out here to back 
18 up a bit here. I'm showing you what we demonstrated to 
19 prove a point while we were there, that when the screw 
20 gun, it's like a drill with a Phillips cross, had the 
21 screw point on it, is used to screw down the fasteners, 
22 if I may 
23 Q. Sure. 
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1 A. This being the screw, it's supposed to go 
2 through the whole thing and end up sticking through the 
3 metal deck like it does there. 
4 The blue device is laid on the deck and 
5 then this thing here shoots through the end of it and 
6 looking like this. As you go down you meet resistance to 
7 stop. If you don't stop, with this particular material 
8 you go right on down through it because it doesn't have 
9 the strength of the compressive resistance, so you sort 
10 of use judgment and stop when you snug and reach the 
11 bottom. And then you end up with this material nested at 
12 the top of insulation. 
13 I did that to show that we found nothing 
14 that looked like that. So this expression referred to as 
15 overdriven, we found none overdriven. 
16 This is one of the lower roofs off to the 
17 east again. And we've cut a small piece here and exposed 
18 the fasteners. And what we did, we had to sweep all the 
19 stone back and then because now we know there's fasteners 
20 in there, we sort of get on our hands and knees and 
21 squirrel around and finally find one and say -- and we 
22 cut the thing out. But to locate it and I say locate 
23 it because in this area here, there was stone on this and 
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1 this particular fasteners is snug down. There is no one 
2 sticking up. It's all buried and it's difficult to find 
3 them. Of course, when they're up you could stumble over 
4 them. 
5 So this was taken from what I call the 
6 ballasted area. Close up of that. You can see it's just 
7 sort of neatly squeezed, if you will, the insulation and 
8 it's this insulation too is 1 3/8 thick as we 
9 measured. It's reported to be an inch and a half as 
10 purchased. So that it has shrunk, but it still has 
11 enough squeeze here. 
12 This is another fasteners. I believe this 
13 particular fasteners is in the little sample they put 
14 together. This looks a little different. Instead of 
15 being -- instead of being sort of concave up, that one is 
16 sort of concave downward. It does the same thing. The 
17 idea is to hid the head of the screw. And you can see 
18 the imprint it makes. 
19 Q. Does hiding the head of the screw serve 
20 the same purpose as an overlay? 
21 MR. BLANCHARD: Your Honor, I'm going to 
22 object. That's a leading question. And this gets into 
23 the area of the architect claim and everything else that 
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1 they've done before. 
2 THE COURT: Well, he's qualified to answer 
3 it. I think it is leading. I'll sustain the objection 
4 as to the form of the question. 
5 MR. BLANCHARD: Well, I guess, for the 
6 record, then I think we've opened that door on those 
7 issues. 
8 BY MR. RUTLAND: 
9 Q. The question is: What is the purpose of 
10 having the head come down into the plastic plate? 
11 A. To hide it. 
12 Q. What do you mean by that? 
13 A. To keep it out of plain of the roof. I 
14 had mentioned before that -- when I asked if there are 
15 certain covers which can go over it, I don't have one 
16 with me, but there are metal plates which are basically 
17 flat and the screw stands up and it acts as an erosion 
18 point. So people put something over the top of that, 
19 such as that black fabric or another piece of fiber board 
20 or hid it that way. The plastic people said we have a 
21 better idea, we'll 
22 MR. BLANCHARD: I object, Your Honor, as 
23 to what the plastic people said or any further opinion --
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1 I think they're trying to get to -- I don't have a 
2 problem because I know where that takes us, but I think 
3 there has got to be a question and an answer. I don't 
4 think that we can just have a narrative on what the 
5 plastic people said. 
6 THE COURT: I'll sustain the objection. 
7 Next question. 
8 BY MR. RUTLAND: 
9 Q. Go ahead. 
10 A. This is an example of where the screw is 
11 up even though the plate is down, which has created the 
12 situation I was talking about, it is no longer hidden, it 
13 is now in the way, and the screw is loose, if you will. 
14 Q. Does that move the screw? 
15 A. Yes. Again, I say it has moved it because 
16 an inclined plain that the screw produces here that when 
17 you push on a loose screw, it wants to rotate. When it 
18 rotates it unwinds and sticks up. 
19 This is a view of -- a close up view 
20 looking at the whole in the metal deck that the screw, 
21 they call self-tapping, and motion starts spinning it. 
22 It makes its own hole and drives itself into the hole. 
23 And, as it drives itself into the hole, the way, if you 
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1 will, it stays secured in the hole is squeeze, it has to 
2 squeeze against something. 
3 MR. RUTLAND: Your Honor, I would ask that 
4 be set to the left here because I've got a number of 
5 questions to ask Mr. Sheehan. 
6 THE COURT: All right. 
7 BY MR. RUTLAND: 
8 Q. Do you have an opinion as whether any of 
9 the matters you've just pointed to, the photographs, was 
10 a result of improper workmanship in the installation of 
11 the system? 
12 A. Ignoring the non-Firestone situation, I'm 
13 not sure putting the shingles on, but in the Firestone 
14 roof membrane, I didn't see any workmanship errors. 
15 Q. Do you have an opinion based up reasonable 
16 engineering certainty as to whether or not absence a 
17 protective overlay between the fasteners and the membrane 
18 was the cause the leakage problems at Prince William 
19 Square Shopping Center? 
20 A. The overlay as shown to me, if that's an 
21 overlay, no, that would not have helped at all. 
22 MR. BLANCHARD: Your Honor, the overlay 
23 that they said he was not going to testify about? 
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1 THE COURT: He just testified to the one 




MR. BLANCHARD: Okay. 
BY MR. RUTLAND: 
Do you have an opinion as to whether the 
6 absence of a protective overlay there is the cause of the 
7 leaks? 
8 A. It's sort of the backwards way of saying 
9 it. The problem is having fasteners which can unwind is 
10 the problem. 
11 Q. Now you talked about the National Roofing 
12 Contractors saying use the fasteners on some types of 
13 systems. What did you mean by that? 
14 A. The idea of combining fasteners with 
15 insulation and decks and, if you will, types of 
16 fasteners, it's sort of like going to the hardware. 
17 There are just hundreds of combinations. And but they're 
18 saying there's -- I guess not only they, but people will 
19 say there's certain combinations, if I may use an 
20 example, if I put the screw into a wood deck, even if it 
21 were loosened, it wouldn't unwind because the wood 
22 wouldn't let it go. If I put the screw into the metal 
23 deck with a hard product, like the urethane or that 
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1 Pearlite board, it wouldn't loosen so therefore it 
2 wouldn't unscrew. So there are combinations that would 
3 perform. 
4 Q. I want you to assume for purposes of my 
5 next question that when Firestone, in their 
6 specifications, refers to an overlay, they are referring 
7 to material such has been marked as Defendant's Exhibit 
8 D. 
9 MR. BLANCHARD: Your Honor, if I may, may 
10 I see the exhibits before this question is answered. I 
11 just would like a point of accuracy on the question? Can 
12 I see the Firestone specifications? 
13 (Pause.) 
14 MR. BLANCHARD: I object --
15 THE COURT: Let's hear the question first. 
16 MR. BLANCHARD: Yes, Your Honor. 
17 Your H~nor, I'll actually objection. 
18 BY MR. RUTLAND: 
19 Q. I want the to assume for purposes of this 
20 question that Firestone considered the matting to comply 
21 with their specifications. Number one, do you have an 
22 opinion as to whether or not the absence of that material 
23 had any effect on the condition of the Prince William 
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1 Square Shopping Center? 
2 A. It didn't have any effect -- its absence 
3 didn't have any effect. 
4 Q. Again, assuming that that, what has been 
5 marked as Exhibit D was considered by Firestone at the 
6 time to be in compliance with there specificati~ns, do 
7 you have an opinion as to whether an inspector walking on 
8 that roof would have reason to know that it was not 
9 located between the membrane and the fasteners? 
10 A. I don't believe he would ever be able to 
11 figure that out. 
12 Q. You mentioned some things with the ballast 
13 and some sharp edges on that. What can be the cause of 
14 sharp edges on ballast? 
15 A. There are probably a number way you could 
16 get it. You can buy it with sharp edges. 
17 Q. Do you have an opinion as to the sharp 
18 edges you saw in the ballast at the Prince William Square 
19 Shopping Center? 
20 A. To me it was typical of what I call 
21 freeze/thaw degradation of gravel, that it freezes 
22 when water is on the roof and freezes, the stone 
23 fractures. And, with fractures, you end up with 
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1 MR. BLANCHARD: Your Honor, I object to 
2 the rendering of that opinion without a foundation. I 
3 think that he has got to be a geologist and I ask that 
4 the answer be stricken without a foundation as to the 
5 basis of that opinion as to the stone quality. 
6 BY MR. RUTLAND: 
7 Q. Based upon your experience in the 
8 industry, have you had occasion to examine ballast and 
9 become familiar with the properties of ballast as it 
10 pertains to roofing systems? 
11 A. Yes. 
12 MR. BLANCHARD: Your Honor, again, I still 
13 don't think that a person can testify -- I've learned a 
14 lot about roofs in connection with this case, but I'm not 
15 an expert. That's not an area of expertise for which he 
16 has been qualified or for which he has been offered. 
17 MR. RUTLAND: Your Honor, he has a degree 
18 in chemical engineering. 
19 MR. BLANCHARD: What does that have to do 
20 with stone quality? 
21 THE COURT: Well, I'm going to allow him 
22 to answer the question. I think the jury understands the 
23 limitations of his expertise. He is here as an expert 
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1 with regards to the roof and the causation of the leaks 
2 in the roof, so I'm going to allow him to proceed. 
3 BY MR. RUTLAND: 
4 Q. What is --
5 A. All right. The roofing systems I worked 
6 with a Dow Chemical Company were the first ballasted 
7 roofing systems. And we tested material throughout the 
8 country to find out their resistance or -- anyway their 
9 ability I can't say the word, but the ones that would 
10 resist freeze/thaw or not. And we froze and thawed 
11 various materials to do that, to prove it. And we ended 
12 up having to make recommendations that there were certain 
13 quarry sources that you would get fractured stone, to the 
14 point that a fabric material was eventually developed so 
15 that people who couldn't get from their local source a 
16 rounded stone that wouldn't freeze/thaw that they would 
17 have this protective mat between the membrane and the 
18 rock and that would essentially mitigate, if not 
19 eliminate, potential punctures. 
20 Q. What, if anything, is said in the 
21 Firestone specifications regarding ballast? 
22 A. Firestone is, if you will, calls out or is 
23 specific about size and weight. The type of stone, the 
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1 quality of stone, they way is up the owner or his 
2 designer to make a decision if they need some protection. 
3 If they think they do, they are to consult Firestone. 
4 Q. What is it -- is there anything peculiar 
5 about the insulation at the Prince William Square 
6 Shopping Center and the use of these fasteners that has 
7 any significance with .regards to the leaking problem? 
8 A. Well, the -- excuse me. The fact that 
9 this insulation has demonstrated shrinkage, the fact that 
10 it has a low compressive strength, and the fact that 
11 there happen to be two fasteners per a very large area, 
12 that is 4 foot by 8 foot, that it is suspectable to the 
13 loosening, unwinding, of the fasteners which -- or in 
14 areas particularly where the ballast is not in place, 
15 rises up and eventually could cause a puncture. 
16 Q. Mr. Blanchard asked you about the other 
17 cases you've worked on roofs by Firestone. Have you 
18 found problems with workmanship on other roofs that 
19 you've been asked to inspect? 
20 A. I've found some workmanship errors, yes. 
21 Q. With regard to the material at the Prince 
22 William Square Shopping Center supplied by Firestone, did 
23 you find any problems with that material? 
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1 A. No. 
2 MR. RUTLAND: That's all I have, Your 
3 Honor. 
4 THE COURT: Your witness. 
5 MR. BLANCHARD: Thank you, Your Honor. 
6 CROSS EXAMINATION 
7 BY MR. BLANCHARD: 
8 Q. Mr. Sheehan, let me start off with the 
9 last point you just raised, when Firestone tells the 
10 owner to do their own checking about the ballast. What 
11 document were you referring to that says that? 
12 A. Firestone I'm sorry. The Firestone 
13 specifications. 
14 MR. BLANCHARD: May I approach the clerk? 
15 BY MR. BLANCHARD: 
16 Q. And can you tell me again what those 
17 specifications say with respect to ballast? 
18 A. That size and weight are called out, but 
19 quality, or you might say type, is -- not a requirement, 
20 but is an obligation of the owner or his designer. 
21 Q. And is that specifically stated in these 
22 specifications? 
23 A. I believe so. 
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Let me ask you. I'll come back to that. 
You testified -- Let me ask you this: Who 
3 orders the ballast on a roof? 
4 A. The contractor. 
5 Q. When you say the contractor, if it's a 
6 Firestone warranted system, and you're familiar with 
7 Firestone, does that mean that mean the Firestone-
8 approved or authorized roofing applicator? 
9 A. I'm sorry? 
10 Q. Does that -- when you say the contractor 
11 and it's a Firestone warranted roof, do you mean the 
12 Firestone-approved roofing applicator? 
13 A. Yes. 
14 Q. Okay. So, in the Prince William Square 
15 roofs, who selected the quality of the ballast on this 
16 roof? Who was responsible for ordering it? 
17 A. The contractor would order. 
18 Q. And if the contract -- if it was part of 
19 the contractor's subcontract to provide ~hat material and 
20 that service, he's the one responsible for inspecting 
21 that material? 
22 A. (No response.) 
23 Q. In your experience as roofing contractor. 
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1 A. Yes. He's one of the people required to 
2 inspect it, yes. 
3 Q. Who is responsible for spreading it on the 
4 roof and making sure that it's 10 pounds per square foot? 
5 A. The contractor. 
6 Q. When you say the contractor, aqain we'll 
7 talking about the authorized or approved roofing 
8 contractor by Firestone? 
9 A. In this case, yes. 
10 Q. Okay. Can you tell me where in 
11 Firestone's maintenance specifications that are given to 
12 the owners of buildings it is stated that the owners have 
13 a duty to make sure the ballast is properly spread? 
14 A. No. 
15 Q. Is that a maintenance requirement that 
16 Firestone tells building owners when they buy their 
17 product that you have to go up there and make sure that 
18 this stays evenly spread at 10 pounds per square foot 
19 over the life of roof? 
20 A. Not specifically. 
21 Q. Not specifically? Do they tell them 
22 generally? 
23 A. They tell them in a whole list of things 
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1 to help make the roof perform better. 
2 Q. Okay. Well, let's look at that list of 
3 things. 
4 MR. BLANCHARD: May I see Exhibit 1, 
5 please? 
6 BY MR. BLANCHARD: 
7 Q. I'm giving you what has been admitted as 
8 the Firestone Rubbergard Roofing Care and Maintenance 
9 Guide. 
10 A. Uh-huh. 
11 Q. And will you tell me where in that 
12 document it is said to the owner of the building make 
13 sure that you take care of how the ballast is applied or 
14 stays applied on the roof? 
15 A. All right. Using this as indeed a 
16 maintenance guide, it doesn't show up in the maintenance 
17 guide. 
18 Q. Okay. Well, tell me what material that is 
19 given to the owner of building by Firestone it tells 
20 them, generally or specifically, you've got to go up 
21 there and make sure that the ballast is applied at 10 
22 pounds per square foot? 
23 A. To be applied, no, nowhere. 
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1 Q. Okay. Tell me where it says that they're 
2 told you've got to go up there and maintain it at 10 
3 pounds, that that's your responsibility and not 
4 Firestone. 
5 A. And not Firestone. I believe Firestone's 
6 responsibility is -- under the warranty is to fix leaks 
7 and 
8 Q. Well, let me ask you this: Aren't you 
9 saying part of the leaks or didn't you say in your 
10 field notes when you investigated this case that part of 
11 the leaks are being brought about by the lack of ballast 
12 in some areas of this roof? 
13 A. Correct. 
14 Q. That the lack of the ballast is allowing 
15 the roof to go up and it's coming down and the fasteners 
16 are penetrating the membrane? 
17 A. Correct. 
18 Q. And, if Firestone's roofing applicator was 
19 responsible for applying the ballast, ordering the 
20 ballast, putting the ballast on the roof, and Firestone 
21 says that they're guaranteeing to fix leaks, why 
22 shouldn't Firestone fix those leaks in the area where the 
23 ballast is not adequate? 
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1 A. Somewhere I must have lost track of what 
2 you're trying to ask here, because I looked at the roof 
3 in '93, I read a report in '90, or soon after inspection, 
4 and there's no remark of the stone being displaced. I'm 
5 assuming the stone has been been displaced way after the 
6 fact. 
7 Q. Well, let's say the stone has been 
8 displaced after the fact. 
9 A. Uh-huh. 
10 Q. Let's say that wind has moved some of the 
11 stone over. What I'm asking you is, why is that a 
12 responsibility of does Firestone ever tell the owner 
13 of the building that they have the duty to make sure that 
14 that ballast stays in a certain location? 
15 A. Well, in my opinion, it's so obvious that 
16 you wouldn't have to tell them. 
17 Q. Okay. And you're an expert roofer, so its 
18 obvious to you? 
19 A. No, it's obvious to me and you go up -- if 
20 you look at a wall, if it's half painted, it would know 
21 it wasn't painted. If it's half covered with stone, it's 
22 not right. 
23 Q. Well, was this roof half covered with 
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1 stone when you went up there? 
2 A. Well, maybe half isn't the right word. 
3 Many areas where it was displaced. 
4 Q. Let's try and use the right words if we 
5 can. 
6 MR. RUTLAND: I object. I think that's 
7 argumentative. 
8 THE COURT: It's not a question. 
9 Sustained. 
10 BY MR. BLANCHARD: 
11 Q. Was this roof half covered with stone when 
12 you went up on the roof? 
13 A. No. 
14 Q. Is it true that where you found most areas 
15 of stone were removed there were patches on the roof? 
16 A. I don't know if it's most or not, but 
17 areas of patches that we could see had been left open, 
18 yes. 
19 Q. Well, the photographs that you showed a 
20 moment ago, when you showed the areas where stone had 
21 been displaced, in almost all of those photographing, 
22 didn't you show that there had been patches placed? 
23 A. No. 
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1 Q. That's not your testimony? 
2 A. No. 
3 Q. Okay. Let me ask you: Where stone had 
4 been displaced, is your testimony now when you're up 
5 there that where stone has been displaced, there are 
6 frequently evidence of patching? 
7 A. I'm sorry, say it again, please. I missed 
8 that. 
9 Q. When you went up on the roof and there was 
10 not stone in a certain location 
11 A. Uh-huh. 
12 Q. -- there was a hole or an area that was 
13 moved aside, as you said, you believed most of them were 
14 made by man; is that correct? 
15 A. They appeared to me to be made by man. 
16 Q. Okay. And in the areas where you found 
17 them appeared to be made by man were there commonly 
18 patches found in that location? 
19 A. I didn't try to ratio it. I would say 
20 maybe 50/50. It looked like they were searching for 
21 patches and it looked like they had found some. 
22 Q. Do you know if they were searching for 
23 patches or searching for leaks? 
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1 A. I'm sorry, it should be leaks. They were 
2 successful, they found something to fix. In certain 
3 areas, they obviously didn't find anything to fix. 
4 Q. Well, what I'm asking you is if -- let's 
5 assume for purposes of my question that the ballast is on 
6 the roof everywhere. The store underneath has constant 
7 leaks. You're the experienced roofing contractor, you 
8 know about the fasteners issue, what are you going to do 
9 when you go up on the roof? Are you going to clear 
10 ballast and look for leaks. 
11 A. Yes. 
12 Q. And when you clear ballast and you find a 
13 fasteners protruding through, you put a patch over it? 
14 A. Yes. 
15 Q. Isn't that consistent with what you found 
16 when you went up there? As opposed to the ballast 
17 causing problems on that roof, the ballast had merely 
18 been moved to try and address the fasteners problem? 
19 A. No. 
20 Q. Well, why do you disagree with my 
21 statement? 
22 A. Because it's obvious that there has been a 
23 lot of stone moved and there's no holes yet and 
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1 eventually there will be holes there because the stone 
2 hasn't been placed back. 
3 Q. It's obvious -- Okay. So is your 
4 testimony that this roof will be fine if they don't move 
5 the stone? 
6 A. This roof would perform much better if the 
7 stone ballast were replaced everywhere on the roof and, 
8 as I indicated, I believe, in my deposition, when we 
9 looked at fasteners underneath the ballast, they were 
10 still seated. There wasn't a problem. 
11 Q. Let me ask you this: Did you do an 
12 analysis of Firestone's own leak repair records before 
13 you did your inspection? 
14 A. No. 
15 Q. Have you done so since 
16 A. No. 
17 Q. -- your inspection? 
18 A. I'm sorry. No. 
19 Q. Before you went up there, did you have any 
20 history of the pattern or volume of the leaks in this 
21 roof? 
22 A. Well, when I looked at it, I could sort of 
23 see the volume. I don't know when they occurred. 
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1 Q. But you didn't look at this entire roof, 
2 you didn't remove all the ballast; did you? 
3 A. No. 
4 Q. Did you review any of Firestone's internal 
5 advertisements or representations about what they claim 
6 is covered under their warranty before you rendered any 
7 opinion? 
8 A. Yes. 
9 Q. Okay. And did you look at what Firestone 
10 represents to building purchasers is covered under the 
11 warranty? 
12 A. I don't know if I could quote it verbatim, 
13 but I know what the warranty says. 
14 Q. Okay. The warranty document itself? 
15 A. Yes. 
16 Q. Did you look at any of Firestone's 
17 brochures or advertisements? 
18 A. Well, I've looked at them. I can't recall 
19 a specific item, no. 
20 Q. Did you talk with any of the roofing 
21 contractors who had done repair work at the Prince 
22 William Square roofs before you rendered an opinion? 
23 A. No. 
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1 Q. Did you talk with any of the tenants in 
2 the premises underneath the roofs to discuss with them 
3 the pattern of leak problems in their stores? 
4 A. No. 
5 Q. Did you review any of the leak repair 
6 records of the property management company or the owners 
7 to render an opinion? 
8 A. No. 
9 Q. When you look at the architectural 
10 specifications for this job, were the types -- and Mr. 
11 Rutland asked this question and then I think somehow it 
12 didn't get asked again. But do you still have the green 
13 book in front of you, the specs? 
14 A. Yes. 
15 Q. Wasn't the Firestone authorized roofing 
16 applicator given a choice of insulations from which to 
17 choose? 
18 A. Yes. 
19 Q. And wasn't the Firestone authorized 
20 roofing applicator informed before he made that choice in 
21 that very document that mechanical fasteners would be 
22 used? 
23 A. I don't know that. 545 
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1 Q. Well, do you want to look in the 
2 specifications? Do you know if the architectural 
3 specifications provide for fasteners? 
4 A. Yes, it does. 
5 Q. So would you agree with my statement that 
6 the Firestone applicator who had these specifications 
7 knew that whatever insulation he chose was going to be 
8 fastened? 
9 A. No. 
10 Q. Why not? 
11 A. Because it appears to be an amendment in 
12 here about the fastening. I don't know what the date of 
13 the amendment is. 
14 Q. And can you show me where you're talking 
15 about? 
16 A. In the paragraph on 7530-5, obviously 











And what do you say that? 
The type, the spacing. 
Explain to me. I'm not following you. 
In the paragraph that describes it, it 
looks like this had gone in after sometime after the 
original spec had been written. 546 
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1 Q. Oh, so wait a minute. You're assuming 
2 because the statement, fasten insulation units to deck 
3 and prevent gaps betwe·en boards with minimum of two 
4 fasteners per board is different type that it was an 
5 amendment? 
6 A. Well, it wasn't in the very first 
7 original. 
8 Q. Have you seen the very first original? 
9 A. No. 
10 Q. Then upon what do you base your conclusion 
11 that that is anything other than what the Firestone 
12 authorized roofing applicator saw? 
13 A. I'm saying I can't say it because I don't 
14 know when that was sent. 
15 Q. So you're not saying that you didn't have 
16 notice, you're saying you don't know whether he did? 
17 A. That's correct. 
18 Q. Who picked the type of fasteners to be 
19 used on this roof? 
20 A. I have to assume the contractor did. 
21 Q. And that would be a Firestone authorized 
22 roofing applicator? 
23 A. Yes. 5&\7 
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1 Q. In your experience as a reputable roofer, 
2 or an experienced contractor, would you have used the 
3 type of insulation that was used in this roof, the one 
4 that you've defined as easily compressible or shrinking 
5 with metal fasteners? 
6 MR. RUTLAND: Objection. 
7 THE COURT: What's the grounds of the 
8 objection. 
9 MR. RUTLAND: Let's get a time frame. Is 
10 he talking about now or talking about 1986? 
11 MR. BLANCHARD: I'm talking about as an 
12 expert in this case. 
13 THE COURT: At the time of the 
14 construction or --
15 MR. BLANCHARD: At any time. 
16 MR. RUTLAND: I would object to anytime. 
17 I think we should limited to the time this was chosen. 
18 THE COURT: I will overrule the objection. 
19 It might be proper for redirect. I overrule it. 
20 Go ahead. 
21 BY MR. BLANCHARD: 
22 Q. As an experienced installer of roofing 
23 systems, would you have used that insulation with 
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Today, no. Wouldn't you have in 1986? 
I would have tried not to. 
5 Q. What's the difference between 1986? Why 
6 did you say today, no? What is the difference between 
7 now and '86? 
8 A. Because a lot of work has been done since 
9 '84 and '86 on what happens to fasteners when they're not 
10 snugged down. 
11 Q. So this is a common problem? 
12 A. It has become a common problem for 
13 fasteners on metal decks. 
14 Q. When did it become a common problem in the 
15 industry? 
16 A. Well, you say common problem, the 
17 knowledge of it or the understanding of it, probably in 
18 the last two years. 
19 Q. So, if in 1992, it become common 
20 knowledge that this was a problem? 
21 A. That back out of metal screws that weren't 
22 compressed was a problem. 
23 Q. Did you assist Firestone in any way in 
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1 coming to its conclusion that there was an architectural 
2 defect in the specifications regarding the fasteners? 
3 A. Well, I remember finding it. I don't know 
4 if they knew about it before or not, but I found this, 
5 what I call, contradiction here. 
Q. 6 Are you telling the members of this jury 
7 of the fasteners was a bad architectural that the use 
8 decision? 
9 A. Yes. 
10 Q. And is that whose fault you believe this 
11. is? 
A. 12 Well, it's an architectural spec that was 
13 followed and I think that was wrong. 
14 Q. Doesn't the architect's spec also tell the 
15 roofing applicator to use compatible materials? 
16 A. Yes. 
17 Q. Doesn't the architect's spec tell the 
18 roofing applicator to follow manufacturer's instructions? 
19 A. Only unless his are more stringent. 
20 Q. Unless his are more stringent. 
21 Let me ask· you this: In a roofing system 
22 that has mechanical fasteners, let's start out with the 
23 premise that you're given a set a plans that says put 
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1 insulation in and mechanically fasten. Which instruction 
2 would be more stringent, in your opinion, one that says 
3 if mechanical fasteners are used put down an accepted 
4 protected overlay or one that doesn't say anything? 
5 A. I don't think that condition exists. 
6 Q. I'm just asking you to answer my question. 
7 A. Okay. 
8 Q. Which of those two specifications is more 
9 stringent? 
10 A. With that premise there, then the one that 
11 says put the overlay is more stringent. 
12 Q. Let me ask you: Did the architect's specs 
13 in this case say use fasteners? 
14 A. Yes. 
15 Q. Did the architect's specs in this case say 
16 put down a protective overlay? 
17 A. No. 
18 Q. Do the manufacturer's -- Firestone's 
19 manufacturer's specifications say if there are no 
20 fasteners you don't need a protective overlay? 
21 A. Yes, they do. 
22 Q. If they say there are fasteners, you do 
23 need a protective overlay: is that true? 
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1 A. Yes. 
2 Q. So isn't Firestone's specification in a 
3 group installation where fasteners are to be used more 
4 stringent? 
5 A. It's more stringent on the basis of if 
6 you're going to use it. I say it's -- I'm sorry, the 
7 architect is more stringent and we ought to say -- tell 
8 the architect don't use fasteners, that would be the less 
9 stringent. 
10 Q. I understand that you would like to say 
11 that the architect shouldn't have said use fasteners, you 
12 don't like that the architect used fasteners. 
13 A. Uh-huh. 
14 Q. What I'm saying is, as a roofing 
15 contractor, and I'm given a set of specifications that 
16 say use insulation, fasten it, put a roofing system on 
17 and follow the manufacturer's specifications when they 
18 are more stringent. In that installation, aren't the 
19 Firestone specifications more stringent because they have 
20 a requirement that the architect's specs don't have? 
21 A. If the -- if the architect is calling that 
22 out -- it's a contradiction. I can't say anything 
23 different. He says if I'm more stringent do it. He 
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1 doesn't go back and find how to. He says I want to use 
·2 fasteners, so the 
3 Q. He says I'm to use fasteners and you know 
4 that going in. 
5 A. Uh-huh. 
6 Q. And then you look at the specifications of 
7 Firestone that says if you have fasteners, put an 
8 accepted protective overlay. Who is more stringent? 
9 A. Well, I'm not sure he looked at that 
10 Firestone thing at that time. I don't know what he did. 
11 His normal routine would be to lay it loose. And now 
12 this guy says to attach it, that's more stringent. 
13 Q. Would you say if a Firestone authorized 
14 roofing applicator does not look at Firestone 
15 specifications, that that's a standard of good 
16 workmanship in the industry? 
17 MR. RUTLAND: Objection. He's talking 
18 about looking at it. He's not relating it to any work 
19 done at the site. I think workmanship has something to 
20 do with whether you're looking at something or not. If 
21 it doesn't follow it, that doesn't follow. But the 
22 question is simply not looking at it. 
23 THE COURT: The form of the question. Do 
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1 you want to rephrase the question? 
2 MR. BLANCHARD: I'm not sure I fully 
3 comprehend the basis, but I'll try and rephrase it. 
4 BY MR. BLANCHARD: 
5 Q. If the Firestone authorized roofing 
6 applicator does not follow the Firestone specifications, 
7 and assume for the purposes of my question, by failing to 
8 follow that specification problems result. Would you say 
9 that's a defect in the workmanship? 
10 A. Using that -- just those premises? 
11 Q. Yes. 
12 A. Yes. 
13 Q. Do the National Roofing Contractor's 
14 Guidelines or recommendations say that in a case where 
15 you have fasteners that you should use a protective 
16 overlay? 
17 A. There's a recommendation that's being 
18 considered, but I don't believe there's any -- no 
19 directive yet. 
20 Q. Let me show you 
21 MR. BLANCHARD: May I approach the 
22 witness, Your Honor? 
23 THE COURT: You may. 554 
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1 BY MR. BLANCHARD: 
2 Q. I would like you to look at section 5.2.3, 
3 single ply membrane systems, ballasted or mechanically 
4 fastened. Is that a portion of a document upon which you 
5 have identified as a source for rendering your expert 
6 opinion? 
7 A. Portions of this document, yes. 
8 Q. All right. What does the first sentence 
9 of that provision say? 
10 A. It says that -- shall I read it aloud? 
11 Q. Please. 
12 A. Mechanically fastened systems should use 
13 wide plates, parens, greater than 3 inch by 3 inch, 
14 parens, or bar fasteners, paren, 1 inch width or greater, 









And was this a system that fastened EPS 
Fasteners were used. 
To fasten EPS insulation? 
Yes. 
Were the plates used greater than 3 by 3 
No. 555 
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1 Q. here? 
2 A. Excuse. 
3 Q. Were the plates used greater than 3 by 3 
4 square? 
5 A. No. 
6 Q. Then does not that requirement say that if 
7 the plates are not bigger, that size or bigger, that 
8 there should be a protective over lament? 
9 A. No. 
10 Q. It doesn't? 
11 A. No. 
12 Q. Why not? 
13 A. Because this is ref erring to mechanically 
14 fastened systems. That is a type of a system which 
15 mechanical fasteners are used throughout the entire 
16 system versus loose laid ballasted. 
17 Q. Well, what I'm asking you is, looking at 
18 the architect's specifications in this case was this a 
19 loose laid ballasted system with respect to that 




It's basically a loose laid system. 
What does the architect's specs say about 
556 
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1 A. He calls out a minimum number of fasteners 
2 to hold the insulation down. 
3 Q. Does he say mechanically fasten? 
4 A. Correct. 
5 Q. So this was a mechanically fastened 
6 insulation system? 
7 A. No. 
8 Q. Why not? 
9 A. It's a system in which mechanical 
10 fasteners were used, but mechanically fastened systems 
11 are particular systems for wind resistance, of which this 
12 thing wouldn't pass any part of it. And, if you read the 
13 rest of this document, they talk about why you need it. 
14 It has nothing to do with vertical loading. It has to do 
15 with lateral loading. It has nothing to do with the 
16 system we're talking about. 
17 Q. It has nothing to do with a loose laid 
18 system that doesn't use fasteners; is that correct? 
19 A. It hasn't to do with anything if it 
20 doesn't use fasteners to the rate to pass the wind 
21 resistance. 
22 Q. If there had been an adequate protective 
23 layer, not a sheet of whatever you were shown, but an 
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1 adequate protective layer placed over top of these 
2 fasteners heads, would they be popping through the 
3 membrane? 
4 A. There are conditions where the layer would 
5 prevent that. 
6 Q. What conditions? 
7 A. I mean, you're talking about a board stock 
8 now, you're talking about a change in elevation, you're 
9 talking a change of cost, you're talking a change of a 
10 whole bunch of things which would be a whole new 
11 specification. 
12 Q. Let's say the Firestone authorized roofing 
13 applicator had put down an accepted adequate protective 
14 overlay over these fasteners in this case, would it have 
15 stopped the fasteners from popping up? 
16 MR. RUTLAND: Objection, Your Honor. Can 
17 we approach the bench on that? 
18 THE COURT: Okay. 
19 (Bench Conference.) 
20 MR. RUTLAND: It's accepted adequate, the 
21 basis of the question. Now were getting into two 
22 different issues here. Firestone specifications say use 
23 an accepted protective layer. Now he's saying if it had 
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1 been an accepted and adequate protective layer. 
2 THE COURT: I'm not sure what the term 
3 adequate adds to it either. I'm going to have to sustain 






MR. BLANCHARD: Okay. 
(Open Court) 
BY MR. BLANCHARD: 
Mr. Sheehan, let's assume the elevation 
10 changed, might change, or the cost might change, my 
11 question is: Had a protective layer of, say, fiberboard 
12 of Pearlite or anything else, anything of that nature, 
13 been placed over these fasteners, could they have 
14 protruded up in the rubber membrane? 
15 A. Probably not. 
16 MR. BLANCHARD: I don't have any other 
17 questions, Your Honor. 
18 One brief one. 
19 BY MR. BLANCHARD: 
20 Q. To save us from going through the pictures 
21 again, let me just: The components of the roof that you 
22 identified in your pictures, the Pearlite, the EPS, the 
23 membrane, the fasteners, the fasteners plates, the 
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shingles, the edges, and the lap sealants, or lap seals, 
who would have installed all of those components? 
A. All, with the exception of the shingle 
aspect, would be one contractor. He may have put the 
shingles in, but sometimes that's a separate contractor. 
Q. And that would be the Firestone authorized 
roofing applicator in this case? 
A. For all of those -- for all of that cross-
section, aside from the shingles. 
Q. And, in your notes, when you first went up 
on the roof, didn't you just find the lap sealant at one 
area? 
A. I'm not following you when you say lap 
sealant. 
Q. Well, I'm sorry. Let me -- that's a bad 
question. 
The expansion joint details, the bellows 
thing, I believe you described --
A. Yeah. 
Q. that had an open location, didn't you 




Where did you find it? 560 
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1 A. Randomly on the -- I don't know, there 
2 must have been six or seven such joints on the roof. 
3 Q. In your notes didn't you say that on the 
4 very last roof is where you saw a number of expansion 
5 joint details having a problem in these buildings; that 
6 is the last building? 
7 A. I didn~t mean to restrain -- I'm telling 
8 you what I'm looking at, that this building happens to 
9 have more than the others. It didn't mean that was all 
10 there were. 
11 Q. If there was a problem with an expansion 
12 joint detail, do those occur between store? 
13 A. Yes. Well, I guess so. 
14 Q. or between roof elevations? 
15 A. Yes. 
16 Q. And would you agree with me that based on 
17 your inspection of this roof that these roofs are leaking 
18 every where, not just .in the changes of these elevations? 
19 A. Yes. 
20 Q. Would you agree with me that these roofs 
21 are going to continue to leak? 
22 A. 
23 Q. 
If nothing different is done, yes. 
And would you agree with me that the 
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1 fasteners issue, the fasteners tearing the membrane, are 
2 the primary defect in this roof, or the primary leak 
3 problem, source of the leaks in this roof? 
4 A. Well, they under the conditions they 
5 exist under presently and the way they've been handled, 
6 it appears to be the most. 
7 MR. BLANCHARD: I have no further 
8 questions. 
9 THE COURT: Redirect? 
10 REDIRECT EXAMINATION 
11 BY MR. RUTLAND: 
12 Q. Mr. Blanchard asked you about whether 
13 there was a specific entry in the Firestone 
14 specifications regarding the ballast, I refer you to 
15 section 1.12.2. Could you read that to the jury, please? 
16 A. It's 1.12.K, it says gravel ballast size 
17 shall conform to this number 4 ASTM D 448 using an ASTM C 
18 method of testing normal 3/4-inch dash 1 1/2 diameter. 
19 The next paragraph says only smooth washed gravel with 
20 limited fractures should be used. Since the quality of 
21 available ballast can vary greatly from location to 
22 location, then the acceptability of any gravel which 
23 meets minimum size requirements but contains fractures, 
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1 should be determined by the building owner or his 
2 designee prior to the project's start. Consult Firestone 
3 roofing engineering department concerning an acceptable 
4 protection layer or an acceptable walkway system if 
5 available ballast contains fractures. 
6 Q. Did you see any walkway systems other than 
7 the one we showed the photograph of? 
8 A. I didn't count them, but there were 
9 walkways in some areas of the ACs and some were not. 
10 Q. And what does it say right after the word 
11 ballast in that sentence? 
12 A. Oh, I'm sorry. Up above, parens, not 
13 warranted by Firestone, parens. 
14 Q. Mr. Blanchard asked you about the 
15 provision in there regarding compatibility of materials. 
16 In your experience as a person who has both designed 
17 specifications and installed roofs, what's your opinion 
18 as to what compatibility of materials refers to? 
19 A. Chemical compatibility. 
20 Q. What do you mean by that in connection of 
21 roofing systems? 
22 A. Solvents, greases, certain adhesives, hot 
23 bitumen or hot asphaltic materials on EPS, cold tar pits, 
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1 those are -- they tend of have a condition of 
2 incompatibility with many products. 
3 Q. And how would they be incompatible with 
4 regard to insulation? 
5 A. 
6 Q. 
7 with fasteners? 
8 A. 
9 Q. 
They dissolve it, they melt it away. 
Does that provision have anything to do 
I don't see how. 
Mr. Blanchard asked you if they put 
10 boarding -- if the contractor had put boarding over the 
11 fasteners whether it would have stopped it. If a board 
12 was put it -- is that specified in the architectural 
13 specifications? 
14 A. Not for the assembly selected, no. 
15 Q. What, if anything, did the specs say about 
16 the fastening of any materials under the membrane? 
17 A. Well, they listed the four or five 
18 conditions or selections you could make and then they had 
19 a common paragraph that says use two fasteners per board. 
20 Q. Would that specification have required 
21 whatever was added to be fastened also? 
22 A. Yes, all of the -- apparently, whatever 
23 was selected would have been fastened. 
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1 Q. Based upon the tests you've done and your 
2 knowledge of what is happening in the industry, if a 
3 screw had gone over a Pearlite board and still had the 
4 EPS insulation underneath it, what affect, if any, would 
5 that have had? 
6 A. If it went through the entire assembly? 
7 Q. Right. 
8 A. It would be a little slower, but the same 
9 thing, because you would end up with not being able to 
10 squeeze them together. 
11 Q. What do you mean the same thing? 
12 A. The fasteners would not be snugged up and 
13 there would be a tendency to loosen and, if you had the 





How long does that unwinding take? 
Well, it depends on what kind of winds 
17 that you have, but for the typical time that well, I 
18 guess there's a lot of problems, but it's in the three to 
19 six years that you end up -- it depends so much how much 
20 the wind is blowing. 
21 Q. You've got the architectural 
22 specifications in front of you. Does that contain any 
23 provisions regarding submittals? 
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1 A. I don't know if I can find the section, 
2 but normally they require 
3 Q. Let me see if I can find it. Section 
4 13.40. 
5 What does that mean, submittals? 
6 A. Well, I can't quote the text right now, 
7 but generally it says whatever you're going to put --
8 whatever you selected.that I've allowed you to select 
9 from, I want to see it before you put it on. 
10 Q. Who wants to see it? 
11 A. The architect. 
12 Q. In this case, did it call for submittals 
13 of the plans and specifications to the architect? 
14 A. I would like to look. 
15 Q. Sure. 
16 A. I would like to look for sure. 
17 {The witness reviewed the document.) 
18 Here we are. There's a section under 
19 submittals here. Under the heading description of 
20 requirements for submittals on page 01340-1, it has under 
21 product data, includes standard printed information on 
22 materials, products, and systems, semicolon, not 
23 specially prepared for this project, comma, other than 
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1 the designation of selections from among available 
2 choices printed therein. 
3 The next paragraph says samples include 
4 both fabricated and unfabricated physical examples of 
5 materials, products, and units of work, both as complete 
6 units and as smaller portions of units of work, either 
7 for limited visual inspection for, parens, where 
8 indicated, parens, for more detailed testing and 
9 analysis. 
10 Q. They're calling for the submission of 
11 their product specifications? 
12 A. Yes. 
13 Q. In this case, if the architect had 
14 received Firestone's specifications, do you know if the 
15 architect took any steps to determine what Firestone 
16 meant in its specification when it said an accepted 
17 protection layer when fasteners were used? 
18 A. I don't know. 
19 MR. RUTLAND: I have no further questions, 




MR. BLANCHARD: I have some recross. 
RECROSS EXAMINATION 
BY MR. BLANCHARD: 
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1 Q. Firestone sued the architect in this case 
2 claiming it was a defect for failure to provide a 
3 protective layer in this case; didn't they? 
4 A. I don't know. 
5 Q. You weren't aware of that? 
6 A. No. 
7 Q. No one had told you that in connection 
8 with this? 
9 A. I think there was some talk about it, but 
10 I'm not aware that it happened. 
11 Q. You're not aware of what happened with 
12 that suit either, that it was dismissed? 
13 A. I am not. 
14 MR. RUTLAND: I object and ask that we 
15 explain the basis for the -- for why it was dismissed, 
16 Your Honor. 
17 THE COURT: He doesn't know, so I don't 
18 think you're going to get it through this witness. 
19 BY MR. BLANCHARD: 
20 Q. Sir, Mr. Rutland had you read this section 
21 on ballast, and specifically the language says warranted 
22 by Firestone. These are the Firestone architectural 
23 specifications; correct? 
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l A. Yes. 
2 Q. That you read from? 
3 A. Yes. 
4 Q. Those aren't given to the building owner; 
5 are they? 
A. 6 The building owner? 
7 If I'm buying a Firestone -- let's assume Q. 
8 I'm buying a Firestone roof, or I want a Firestone roof 
9 on my building, these .architectural specifications are 
10 for the Firestone contractor, correct, the applicator? 
11 A. No. 
12 MR. RUTLAND: I object to the premise, 
13 Your Honor. There's no testimony that that's what the 
14 owner asked for in this case. 
15 MR. BIANCHARD: Your Honor, the point is 
16 is that --
17 THE COURT: I don't understand the 
18 objection. I'm going to overrule to objection. Go 
19 ahead. 
20 BY MR. BLANCHARD: 
21 Q. What I'm saying is: Do you have any 
22 evidence that this document is given to the building 
23 owner when they get the limited warranty document, that 
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1 they also get this that tells them ballast is not 
2 warranted by Firestone? 
3 A. I don't know either way. 
4 Q. Let me ask you this: In the limited 
5 warranty that is given to the owners, is there anywhere 
6 that that statement is made, ballast not warranted by 
7 Firestone? 
8 A. I believe it says the opposite. It says 
9 what is, not what isn't warranted. 
10 Q. Okay. Is workmanship warranted? 
11 A. Yes. 
12 Q. Is Firestone supplied materials warranted? 
13 A. Yes. 
14 Q. Is the selection of ballast, if it meets 
15 the criteria -- well, ·1et me strike that. 
16 MR. BLANCHARD: Can I see Plaintiff's 
17 Exhibits 15, 16, and 17? 
18 BY MR. BLANCHARD: 
19 Q. Let me show you what has been marked as 
20 Plaintiff's Exhibit 16, and ask you to look at page 6 
21 which deals with the Firestone ballasted, loose laid 
22 ballasted roofing system. Will you tell -- would you 
23 read that paragraph right there for the jury, please? 
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1 MR. RUTLAND: I object, Your Honor. 
2 THE COURT: What are the grounds of the 
3 objection? 
4 MR. RUTLAND: These are not in evidence. 
5 THE COURT: I don't think they were 
6 admitted. 
7 MR. BLANCHARD: I'm not asking him to --
8 I'm not admitting the document. I want him to read that 
9 and then I'll ask him questions about that. 
10 MR. RUTLAND: Well, he can read it to 
11 himself. I think he should read it to himself. 
12 MR. BLANCHARD: I have no problem with him 
13 reading it to himself. 
14 (The witness reviewed the document.) 
15 THE WITNESS: I've read that one 
16 paragraph. 
17 BY MR. BLANCHARD: 
18 Q. Okay. Actually, if you want to review the 
19 entire document, can you tell me in any publication that 
20 you're aware by Firestone, that one or any other 
21 publication, that is available to the general public, or 
22 building owners, where is it stated specifically ballast 
23 not warranted by Firestone? 
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1 MR. RUTLAND: Objection, Your Honor. 
2 We're now beyond the scope of redirect. These were 
J matters that could have been brought up in cross 
4 examination. He asked him in cross where is it said in 
5 the Firestone specification. I pointed out where it was 
6 written. And this is improper redirect. 
7 MR. BLANCHARD: Well, Your Honor --
8 THE COURT: I overrule the objection. I'm 
9 going to allow you to proceed. 
10 MR. BLANCHARD: Thank you. 
11 BY MR. BLANCHARD: 
12 Q. Where is it stated that the statement 
13 that the ballast is not warranted by Firestone? 
14 A. I don't know. 
15 Q. Isn't it true that the documents tell the 
16 consuming public that you will get 1/4 inch -- or a 1/4 
17 inch to 3/4 inch or 1/2 inch rounded stone washed -- or 






What does it say? 
It says that's what it should be. 
Okay. But does it say that Firestone 
23 doesn't provide it? 
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1 A. It doesn't say who -- it doesn't say 
2 anything who provides it. 
3 Q. It doesn't say who provides it? 
4 A. Uh-huh. 
5 Q. Let me ask you this: On the 
6 specifications that the applicator has that you read 
7 from, it says only smooth, washed gravel with limited 
8 fractures should be used. Since the quality of available 
9 ballast can greatly vary from location to location, then 
10 the acceptability of any gravel which meets minimum size 
11 requirements but contains fractures should be contained 
12 by a building owner or their designee prior to project 
13 start. 
14 Do you have any information that the 
15 ballast that was put on this roof originally contained 
16 fractures? 
17 A. No. 
18 Q. All right. The next sentence says consult 
19 Firestone roof engineering department concerning an 
20 acceptable protection layer or acceptable walkway systems 
21 if available ballast contains fractures. Isn't it true 
22 that what this document says is that if you get a load of 
23 ballast with a lot of fractures that the roofing 
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1 contractor has got a duty to bring it to the attention of 
2 the owner and bring it to the attention of Firestone? 
3 A. If he purchased it that way, is that what 
4 you're trying to say? 
5 Q. Isn't that what it says? 
6 A. (No response.) 
7 Q. Do you have it in front of you? Let me 
8 know no, I'm sorry, not that document. Here why don't 
9 you look at it. If you could look at the specification. 
10 As I understand it, your testimony was, is 
11 that the ballast was not the responsibility of Firestone 
12 and that the roofing contractor should take the ballast 
13 to the building owner to see if it meets the building 
14 owner's specifications and that's what Firestone tells 
15 people. 
16 A. Yes. 
17 Q. And what I'm telling you is, is doesn't 
18 this document say you only go to them if the original 
19 load contains fractures? 
20 A. No. 
21 Q. Tell me where I'm wrong. 
22 A. It says prior to starting you make a 
23 determination, which would also fit in with the 
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1 specification under roofing which says send me a three 
2 pound sample of the aggregate you intend to use. 
3 Q. What I'm asking is, is that you told me 
4 that the Firestone specifications say to the building 
5 contractor to get approval for the ballast. And I'm 
6 asking you where in that paragraph that Mr. Rutland read 
7 it says that he's supposed to do that unless it contains 
8 fractures. 
9 A. I guess it -- it doesn't tell the roofing 
10 contractor to do anything. It tells the owner or the 
11 architect or the designer to do it. 
12 Q. This doesn't tell the roofing contractor 
13 anything? 
14 A. It tells him what he's supposed to use and 
15 when the people, I would assume, through submittals puts 
16 their stuff in and it has got fractures in it, then it 
17 says, Mr. Owner, Mr. Architect, let's talk to somebody 
18 and do something about this, but it's not Firestone. 
19 Q. Doesn't this tell Mr. Roofing Contractor 
20 if it contains fractures then bring it to the attention 
21 of Mr. Owner and Mr. Architect? 
22 A. 
23 Q. 
If it were to contain fractures. 
And you don't know whether this contained 
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fractures or not? 
A. Well, from my look at the stone and see 
the kind of fractures they are, I would say that's 
freeze/thaw. No, it didn't come that way. 
Q. Can you read for me, or for the jury, in 
the architect's specifications where the compatibility 
requirement says that it only relates to chemicals? 
A. Well, I'm reading what it says here and 
it's referring to substraights and substraights refer to 
decks. 
MR. BLANCHARD: If I may approach the 
witness, Your Honor. 
THE COURT: Yes. 
BY MR. BLANCHARD: 
Q. Okay. If you could please read aloud for 
the jury the paragraph on compatibility. 
A. Yes. 
Q. Okay. 
A. Provide products which are recommended by 
a manufacturer to be fully compatible with indicated 
substraights, comma, or provide separation materials, as 
required, to eliminate contact between the incompatible 
materials. 
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1 Q. Okay. So that says if there are 
2 incompatible materials, provide something to prevent them 
3 from coming in contact; correct? 
4 A. Yes. 
5 Q. Tell me where tell the jury where that 
6 provision says it is limited to chemical compatibility. 
7 A. Well, it's also limited to substraights 
8 which are decks, so it doesn't even refer to anything but 
9 decks. 
10 Q. Okay. You said it also -- it also relates 
11 to decks. Tell me where -- before we get to the also, 
12 tell me the first part where it relates to chemical 
13 compatibility. 
14 A. Well, here, you got to be in the trade and 
15 this is what compatibility refers to, is you separate 
16 things so they don't touch each other so there's no 
17 incompatibility. 
18 Q. So even though that document says if you 
19 have surfaces that are not compatible, you should 
20 separate them, the only way you would know that is if you 
21 were in the trade that means only chemicals? 
22 A. Well, people publish a list of chemicals 
23 which are not compatible and that's what it's referring 
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Q. Why wouldn't it say chemical compatibility 
why wouldn't the word chemical be used anywhere in 
that paragraph or section? 
A. Well, I can't say how it all got started, 
but everybody seems to understand it. 
Q. Everybody understands it. 
MR. BLANCHARD: I don't have any further 
questions. 
THE COURT: Any further redirect? 
MR. BLANCHARD: If I may return this to 
the clerk. 
THE COURT: Any further redirect? 
MR. RUTLAND: No. 
THE COURT: Okay. May this witness be 
excused? 
MR. RUTLAND: Yes, Your Honor. 
THE COURT: Thank you, sir, for your 
testimony. You can step down. 
(The witness was excused.) 
THE COURT: We'll have our luncheon recess 
at this time. It's about 1:00. I would ask the jury to 
go ahead and take their luncheon recess until 2:00. Come 
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1 back a little before 2:00 if you.can. We'll get started 
2 at 2:00. 
3 Don't discuss the facts of the case while 
4 you're on the luncheon recess. 
5 (The jury leaves the courtroom.) 
6 (A luncheon recess was held at 1:00 p.m. 
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1 A F T E R N 0 0 N S E S S I 0 N 
2 (The jury enters the courtroom.) 
3 THE COURT: All right, do you want call 
4 your next witness on behalf of the defendant? 
5 MR. RUTLAND: Mr. Dorsht. 
6 (The witness was sworn by the Clerk.) 
7 Whereupon, 
8 TIMOTHY F. DORSHT, 
9 a witness, was called for examination by counsel on 
10 behalf of the defendant, and, having been first duly 
11 sworn by the Clerk, was examined and testified as 
12 follows: 
13 DIRECT EXAMINATION 
14 BY MR. RUTLAND: 
15 Q. State your name, please. 
16 A. Timothy F. Dorsht. 
17 Q. Mr. Dorsht, where do you live? 
18 A. I currently live in Charleston, West 
19 Virginia. 
20 Q. And what's your occupation? 
21 A. I'm a sales and estimator for a commercial 
22 roofing and sheet metal company. 
23 Q. How long have you been in that position? 
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About a year and a couple months. 
What did you do before that time? 
192 
I was with Firestone Building Products. 
How long were you with Firestone? 
Just under four years. 
And where were you based? 
In Carmel, Indianapolis, Indiana. 
Keep your voice up a little bit. I'm 
9 having a hard time hearing you. 
10 What was your position with Firestone? 
11 A. I was a product assurance engineer. 
12 Q. And what did you do in connection with 
13 job? 
14 A. Travelled around the country to 
15 investigate problematic roofing systems. 
16 Q. Was it limited to any one type of roof? 
17 A. No, just those roofing systems warranted 
18 by Firestone. 
19 Q. But there were different types of systems 
20 the you would inspect? 
21 A. Yes. 
22 Q. Were you -- prior to that time, did you 
23 have any experience in the roofing industry? 
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1 A. Yes, I did. 
2 MR. BLANCHARD: Your Honor, if I may, I 
3 don't have any trouble with Mr. Dorsht testifying as a 
4 fact witness, but if they're proffering him as an expert, 
5 he has never been identified. 
6 MR. RUTLAND: I wasn't, Your Honor. 
7 THE COURT: All right. 
8 MR. RUTLAND: I just just asking what he 
9 had done in the roofing industry. 
10 THE COURT: That's fine. Let's proceed. 
11 BY MR. RUTLAND: 
12 Q. What had you done, generally? 
13 A. I was a superintendent for a roofing 
14 company in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, where I grew up. 
15 Q. You were out at the Prince William Square 
16 Shopping Center? 
17 A. Yes, that's correct. 
18 Q. What were the circumstances which led to 
19 your going out there? 
20 A. It had experienced some leakage problems 
21 and at some point in time it was set up for investigation 
22 by the warranty service department. 
23 Q. Do you recall when you were out there? 
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1 A. I think it's stated in my letter. It was 
2 November of '90. 
3 Q. And what did you do when you went out 
4 there? 
5 A. We met with some contractors that had been 
6 performing repairs on behalf of Firestone and we 
7 inspected and made some evaluations of the roofing 
8 systems and surrounding building elements. 
9 Q. Was anyone else from Firestone with you? 
10 A. Yes, there was a Doug Dobson who was also 
11 a co-employee, a co-worker. 
12 Q. Can you describe what you found out? Did 
13 you inspect the roof when you were there? 
14 A. Yes, we did. 
15 Q. What did you find? 
16 MR. BLANCHARD: Your Honor, again, just as 
17 long as it's -- factually, I don't mind what he saw, but 
18 if he's going to testify as to the causation issues or 
19 areas of expert testimony, I --
20 THE COURT: We haven't to that question 
21 yet. He has questioned what he found. I overrule to 
22 objection at this time. I think it might be premature. 
23 MR. BLANCHARD: Thank you, Your Honor. 
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THE WITNESS: Of course, we were -- our 
investigation focused on leak sources. So we went around 
to the different shops underneath and talked to tenants 
about leak problems and locations and circumstances when 
they had experienced leaks. And then once we got on the 
roof, there was a number of conditions we identified as 
possible or potential leak sources. 
BY MR. RUTLAND: 
Q. Can you walk through those for us, please? 
A. Primarily, there was a number of punctures 
and damaged areas of membrane. There were alterations to 
the roofing systems that appeared to have occurred after 
the roof was warranted and completed. 
MR. BLANCHARD: I'm going to object, Your 
Honor, again, for foundation, how he would know that they 
appeared to have been done after the warranty was issued. 
MR. RUTLAND: I can establish that, Your 
Honor. 
THE COURT: All right. 
THE WITNESS: Additionally, there were 
some building shell elements that appeared to be sources 
of water entry. 
BY MR. RUTLAND: 
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1 Q. When a Firestone roof is first installed 
2 in new construction, what, if any, type of drawings are 
3 submitted to Firestone? 
4 A. The contractor is to supply a pre-
5 installation drawing that delineates to roofing and then 
6 all the penetrations, walls, drains, et cetera. 
7 Q. What do you mean by penetrations? 
8 A. HVAC, roof-top equipment, units, roof 
9 scuttles. 
10 Q. So anything that goes through the roof? 
11 A. Yes. 
12 Q. And they are to be identified on the roof 
13 drawings as it exists when it's first installed? 
14 A. That's correct. 
15 MR. RUTLAND: Plaintiff's Exhibit Number 
16 3. 
17 BY MR. RUTLAND: 
18 Q. Let me show you what has been admitted as 
19 Plaintiff's Exhibit Number 3 and ask you if that contains 
20 the types of roof drawings that we're talking about. 
21 A. 
22 speaking of. 
23 Q. 
Yes, these are the types of drawings I'm 
Would you have the roof drawings with you 
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1 to determine what penetrations were there when the 
2 building was first built when you did your inspection? 
3 A. Yes, those were part of our packet of 
4 information that was provided. 
5 Q. Now, when you indicate that there were 
6 additional penetrations when you were out there, how do 
7 you determine that? 
8 A. Well, if there not on this roof drawing, 
9 they're obviously new, but also it's often easy to tell 
10 that if the penetration isn't aged as much as the rest of 
11 the roof or, in this instance, some of them were done 
12 with materials of another manufacturer. 
13 Q. And did you find that condition at Prince 
14 William Square? 
15 A. Yes, we did. 
16 Q. What significance, if any, does that have 
17 to your investigation? 
18 MR. BLANCHARD: Your Honor, what 
19 significance it has to his investigation, I think we're 
20 getting into expert issues. His investigation, I don't 
21 know what significance it has if it doesn't relate to an 
22 expert issue as to what --
23 THE COURT: I think it goes to the form of 
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1 question. I'll sustain the objection. I'm not sure what 
2 it means either. 
3 BY MR. RUTLAND: 
4 Q. As a result of your inspection of the 
5 roof, what, if anything, was done with regard to warranty 





I don't fully understand the question. 
After inspection, what, if anything, did 
9 Firestone do or you do as a result of that? 
10 A. There were no issues that I felt were 
11 warrantable that -- where action for Firestone to perform 
12 any repairs under the coverage of the warranty. 
13 Q. Did you advise the owner of that? 
14 A. Yes, I did. 
15 Q. Did you do that by letter? 
16 A. Yes, I did. 
17 Q. And, specifically, what were the 
18 conditions that you found that you determined weren't 
19 covered? 
20 MR. BLANCHARD: Your Honor, I'm going to 
21 object. I think in the stipulations, Mr. Dorsht's letter 
22 is one of those documents identified and the document 
23 speaks for itself. 
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1 THE COURT: I overrule the objection. 
2 I'll allow the question. 
3 MR. RUTLAND: I'll show you the letter 
4 that's in evidence. 
5 MR. BLANCHARD: That's fine. 
6 BY MR. · RUTLAND: 
7 Q. Can you explain what it is you found and 
8 why you determined that it wasn't covered? 
9 MR. BLANCHARD: Your Honor, what it was he 
10 found and why he determined it wasn't covered calls for 
11 an expert opinion of the ultimate decision that this jury 
12 has to find. And so I don't think he's qualified to 
13 testify. He hasn't been designated as an expert. 
14 THE COURT: Well, the letter has come in, 
15 I suppose, as an expert without objection, so it's going 
16 to speak for itself. 
17 MR. B~NCHARD: But, Your Honor, I don't 
18 think as a fact witness he can say why he wrote this 
19 letter and what he was referring to in that letter. 
20 THE COURT: I don't want him to sit there 
21 and read the letter to the jury, though. I think they're 
22 capable of reading the letter as an exhibit. 
23 BY MR. RUTLAND: 
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1 Q. What, if anything, did you find with 
2 regard to the fasteners that were out there? 
3 MR. BLANCHARD: Your Honor, again, the 
4 same issue. 
5 THE COURT: All right. I'm going to 
6 overrule the objection. Let's proceed. Let's move it 
7 along. Let's not dwell it. 
8 BY MR. RUTLAND: 
9 Q. Did you find a problem with the fasteners? 
10 A. Yes. The leading cause of leaks was due 
11 to punctures and abrasions in the membrane, and they were 
12 typically found at the location of fasteners placed in 
13 the insulation system. 
14 Q. Was that one of the matters which you. 
15 raised with the owner in this letter? 
16 A. Yes, it was. 
17 Q. What actually was occurring? What did you 
18 observe? 
19 A. The fasteners were protruding and what --
20 had resulted in abrasions and tears of the membrane over 
21 the fasteners heads. 
22 MR. RUTLAND: No further questions, Your 
23 Honor. 
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1 THE COURT: Cross examination. 
2 CROSS EXAMINATION 
3 BY MR. BLANCHARD: 
4 Q. Mr. Dorsht, prior to going on the roof in 
5 1990 or 1991, how long had you been employed by 
6 Firestone? 
7 A. I started in July of '89. 
8 Q. In July of '89, were you in there warranty 
9 department? 
10 A. Yes, I was. 
11 Q. Had you prior to July -- or, prior to 
12 going on the roof in 1990 November of 1990 I believe 
13 is when you said you went on the roof? 
14 A. Yes. 
15 Q. From the time you started in '89 to 1990, 
16 had you reviewed or been given documents with respect to 
17 roof problems at Prince William Square? 
18 A. Perhaps within a week prior to my visit, I 
19 would have had access to the information packet. 
20 Q. In the information packet, were all the 
21 repairs at Prince William Square -- excuse that. Strike 
22 that. 
23 Were all the repairs that Firestone had 
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1 authorized the payment for during the life of that roof, 
2 would those records be in that information packet? 
3 A. Not the not the specific packet that I 
4 had, no. 
5 Q. So you don't have any information as to 
6 whether for two years prior to you going on the roof that 
7 Firestone had documents saying the fasteners were backing 
8 up to the rubber membrane? 
9 A. That information could have been in the 
10 file, but I didn't -- the leak pack that we have is 
11 somewhat limited because we take them with us on the 
12 roof, so there's limited information in those. 
13 Q. Prior to going on the roof in November of 
14 1990, or prior to that week before, did anybody at 
15 Firestone say to you, you know, this roof has had some 
16 problems, we ought to get out there? 
17 A. Well, that was the nature of my visit, 
18 typically, is for a roof that's had problems. 
19 Q. Is it typical that Firestone would wait 
20 four years after a roof is installed before undertaking 
21 such an investigation? 
22 A. 
23 Q. 
That depends on the circumstances. 
Is it typical that Firestone would 
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1 authorize warranty repairs for defects such as fasteners 
2 coming through the membrane for a couple of years before 





Can yo~ rephrase that question, please? 
Is it typical that Firestone would wait a 
6 couple of years, or approve two years worth of warranty 
7 repair invoices, before deciding it was worth going and 
8 taking a look the roof? 
9 A. Yes. You have to understand, Firestone 
10 has thousands of roof under warranty and when a warranty 
11 holder calls up and reports a leak, Firestone's immediate 
12 response is send someone out to service the leak. 
13 Q. What if somebody has called up and 
14 reported 50 leaks, does that trigger an inspection? 
15 A. It could. 
16 Q. Is there any set number? How bad does a 
17 roof have to be before they go look it? 
18 MR. RUTLAND: One question at a time, Your 
19 Honor. 
20 MR. BLANCHARD: I'll rephrase and just ask 
21 the second. 
22 BY MR. BLANCHARD: 
23 Q. How bad does it have to be before they 
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1 decide to go look at it? 
2 A. Well, that is circumstantial. 
3 Q. Do you agree with me that the primary 
4 cause of leaks is the mechanical fasteners coming into 
5 the membrane? 
6 A. The primary cause of leaks was punctures 
7 and abrasions in the membrane sheet. 
8 Q. Okay. Doesn't your letter that counsel 
9 just showed you say, I would like to point out that the 
10 primary cause of leaks is the presence of mechanical 
11 fasteners to secure the insulation on the ballast roofing 
12 system? 
13 A. And the result of what those fasteners had 
14 done to the sheet. 
15 Q. My question to you was --
16 MR. RUTLAND: Well, Your Honor, can he 
17 finish is question, please, or his answer, before he asks 
18 another question. 
19 MR. BLANCHARD: I'm sorry, I thought he 
20 was. 
21 THE COURT: All right. Do you have 
22 further additional response? 
23 THE WITNESS: Well, I just wanted to 
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1 clarify that it was as a result and effect of the 
2 fasteners from which I made this statement. 
3 BY MR. BLANCHARD: 
4 Q. I understand that. What I'm asking you 
5 is, are you saying that the primary cause of the leaks 
6 was the fasteners tearing the membrane? 
7 A. That appeared to be the case, yes. 
8 Q. Okay. So everything Mr. Rutland asked you 
9 apqut about what other conditions you may have seen, you 
10 still came to to conclusion in May of 1991 that the 
11 primary problem with this roof was the fasteners tearing 
12 the membrane? 
13 A. That's the primary problem, but there was 
14 more than one problem that was responsible for leaks. 
15 Q. I understand that. I'm just clarifying 
16 what you said here is the primary cause of leaks was the 
17 fasteners. 
18 A. That's what the letter says, yes. 
19 Q. And after you went out there and made that 




We canceled the warranty coverage. 
You canceled it. 
MR. BLANCHARD: I don't have anything 
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2 THE COURT: Any redirect? 
3 MR. RUTLAND: Just one question. 
4 REDIRECT EXAMINATION 
5 BY MR. RUTLAND: 
6 Q. If it was subsequently determined that 
7 there items that warranty covered, would those be matters 
8 that Firestone would still cover? 
9 MR. BLANCHARD: I would object to that. 
10 They said they canceled it and walked off. 
11 THE COURT: Sustained. 
12 Any other questions? 
13 MR. RUTLAND: No, Your Honor. 
14 THE COURT: May this witness be excused? 
15 MR. RUTLAND: Yes, Your Honor. 
16 THE COURT: Thank you, sir, for your 
17 testimony. You're free to go. 
18 (The witness was excused.) 
19 THE COURT: The next witness on behalf of 
20 the defense. 
21 MR. WHARTON: Mr. Furman. 
22 THE COURT: Mr. Furman, come up and we'll 
23 place you under oath again for the purpose of the record 
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2 (The witness was sworn by the Clerk.) 
3 Whereupon, 
4 GEORGE GENE FURMAN, 
5 a witness, was called for examination by counsel on 
6 behalf of the defendant, and, having been first duly 
7 sworn by the Clerk, was examined and testified as 
8 follows: 
9 DIRECT EXAMINATION 
10 BY MR. WHARTON: 
11 Q. State your full name again, please. 





Mr. Furman, what is your present address? 
127 West Fordice, Lebanon, Indiana. 
15 Q. And what is your present occupation or 
16 profession? 
17 A. I'm the manager of Warranty Services for 
18 Firestone Building Products. 
19 Q. What is your role as manager of Warranty 
20 Services for Firestone Building Products? 
21 A. It's my job to oversee the performance of 
22 the warranted roofs that Firestone has, to accept and 
23 handle and adjust any claims that are made with respect 
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For how -- excuse me. Go ahead. 
Yeah. That's it. 
For how long have you held that position? 
I became the manager in December of 1986. 
Would you give us -- I'm going to go back 
7 prior to your taking that position. What educational 
8 background to you have? 
9 A. I hold a Bachelor of Science in Economics 
10 from Eastern Illinois University. 
11 Q. When did you secure that? 
12 A. 1975. 
13 Q. Were you employed while you were securing 
14 a degree? 
15 A. During the summers, yes. I worked for 
16 various roofing companies around central Illinois. 
17 Q. Would you give us a rundown of what you 
18 did between 1975 and 1986? 
19 A. After receiving my degree, I went to work 
20 for a roofing company in central Indiana called Mays 
21 Roofing. Originally, I was hired as a roofer with the 
22 intention of moving up. This gentleman had expansion on 
23 his mind and he was looking for people that knew the 
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1 industry to help him with that. I worked as a journeyman 
2 roofer, foreman, running a roofing crew, up through 
3 superintendent of several roofing crews, finally became, 
4 before we parted ways, director of the field operations, 
5 and I also did some estimating for him. 
6 Q. Did you leave that employment in 1986 to 
7 take your present position with Firestone? 
8 A. Yes. 
9 Q. Were you at Firestone when the warranty 
10 was issued in March of 1986 on the roof at the Prince 
11 William Shopping Center? 
12 A. No, sir, I didn't start with Firestone 
13 until June of '86. 
14 Q. I have in my hands Defendant's Exhibit c. 
15 Let me ask you: Did there come a time when you became 
16 familiar with the roof that was present on the Prince 
17 William Shopping Center? 
18 A. Yes. I've been there twice. 
19 Q. And I'm going to show you Exhibit c and 
20 ask you to describe whether -- first of all, whether that 
21 is of the same composition as the roof at the Prince 
22 William Shopping Center and, if not, what differences, if 
23 any, there are? 
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1 A. This is a good cross-section of -- with 
2 the exception of the ballast that's not on top, a good 
3 cross-section of the way the roof assembly looks, yes. 
4 Q. Was that exhibit prepared by you or under 
5 your direction? 
6 A. Yes. 
7 Q. What is the thickness of the rubber 
8 membrane, the black portion, that shows? 
A. 9 It's 45 mils, or 45 thousandths of an 
10 inch. 
11 Q. And, immediately underneath that, as we 
12 look at in on the exhibit, is the insulation, the white 
13 portion? 
A. 14 Yes, the white portion is the expanded 
15 polystyrene insulation. 
16 Q. Okay. How does that compare in dimension, 
17 that is, on the exhibit to the expanded polystyrene which 
18 was present on the roof? 
19 A. When we purchased this insulation to make 
20 this mockup, we purchased the insulation as it existed 
21 when the roof was installed, an inch and a half thick. 
22 The insulation that we found when we investigated the 
23 roof in November of '93 had compressed in size down to an 
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1 inch and three-eights thickness. 
2 Q. In thickness? 
3 A. Yes, in thickness. 
4 Q. Now, underneath the white insulation on 
5 Exhibit C is something that's tan or brown in color. 
6 What is that? 
7 A. That's called a Pearlite insulation board. 
8 It's made of a mineral, Pearlite mineral. 
9 Q. What is the purpose of the Pearlite 
10 mineral insulation board? 
11 A. It provides a flat surface for the softer 
12 expanded polystyrene to sit and it also acts a thermal 
13 barrier for that expanded polystyrene. 
14 Q. What do you mean when you say a thermal 
15 barrier? 
16 A. The expanded polystyrene if a foam 
17 product. It, as anyone knows who has taken a styrofoam 
18 coffee cup, it melts rather easily. If there was a fire 
19 inside the building or a build-up of heat of some sort, 
20 that material would meld and could conceivably add to the 
21 fire. As part of normal building codes, you put a fire 
22 barrier or a thermal barrier, such as a Pearlite, on the 
23 deck to cushion the softer insulations from a potential 
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1 heat source. 
2 Q. Now, would you remove at least one of the 
3 clips and indicate to the members of the jury what is 
4 underneath the rubber membrane on that exhibit? 
5 A. Under the rubber membrane are two plastic 
6 fastener plates and fasteners. 
7 Q. Wo~ld you bring that down at least, if the 
8 Court will permit, to this distance from the jury? 
9 A. (Complied with the request.) 
10 Q. Now, did there come a time when you 
11 personally inspected the roof of -- I'm going to use 
12 Prince William instead of going through the entire 
13 description each time. Did you personally go on the roof 
14 one or more times? 
15 A. Yes, I was there in February of '93 and 
16 again in December. 
17 Q. With regard to the blue disks which are 
18 present on this particular exhibit, are the two disks the 
19 same on that exhibit? 
20 A. No, they're not. We found two different 
21 configurations of disks. One had more of a flat surface 
22 and the other one was som~what convex. 
23 Q. You found two different types where? 
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1 A. Throughout the roof. We made several 
2 testings. 
3 Q. Now, I'm going to take one of these from 
4 the table, if I may. This one, which is not marked as an 
5 exhibit, is similar or is it not to the one on your 
6 right, the one that is slightly rounded? 
7 A. Yes, it's a similar disk. 
a Q. And does it demonstrate, the one in my 
9 hand, the recessed portion for the screw head as exists 
10 in the two blue disks and screws on the exhibit? 
11 A. Yeah. Without the fastener in there, you 
12 can see the little pocket that was molded into the 
13 plastic to fit the screw head down into. 
14 Q. Now, why is that pocket molded into the 
15 plastic to put the screw head into the recessed area? 
16 A. It's to bury that screw head down into a 
17 more smooth configuration. 
18 Q. You've heard a lot of testimony here 
19 regarding a protective layer between the insulation 
20 MR. BLANCHARD: Your Honor, if I may at 
21 this point, I think we're getting near a point where just 
22 last Friday there was an admission that was conclusive in 
23 this case, as I understood it last Friday, there was no 
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1 amendment to that admission. 
2 THE COURT: I'm not sure until I hear --
3 MR. BLANCHARD: Okay. 
4 THE COURT: the question and the answer 
5 to see if I agree with it. 
6 BY MR. WHARTON: 
7 Q. What is the purpose of the two blue disks 
8 with the recessed screw heads on Exhibit C? 
9 A. The purpose on the exhibit is to 
10 demonstrate how it looks out on roof, or under the roof, 
11 showing that the insulation layer was mechanically 
12 fastened to the deck. · 
13 Q. Does or does not the blue disk with the 
14 recessed screw head operate as a protective layer between 
15 the insulation and the Rubbergard, the black portion that 
16 goes over the top of the insulation and the blue disks? 
17 MR. BLANCHARD: Your Honor, now that that 
18 has been asked 
19 THE COURT: Do you want to approach the 
20 bench? 
21 (Bench Conference) 
22 THE COURT: This is the same matter we 
23 discussed last Friday. What's -- can we just state for 
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1 the record what the admission is? 
2 MR. BLANCHARD: Yes, if I can --
3 MR. RUTLAND: Your Honor, the plaintiff's 
4 case is closed. There is no admission in evidence. It 
5 doesn't matter. 
6 MR. BLANCHARD: No, no, no. The rules 
7 MR. RUTLAND: There's nothing binding 
8 unless it's moved into evidence. 
9 MR. BLANCHARD: Virginia rules say that 
10 admissions are a fact or conclusively established. And 
11 they admitted that there was a lack -- the lack of a 
12 protective layer was causing continuing leaks at the 
13 Prince William Square Shopping Center. 
14 THE COURT: Why don't you get the 
15 admission? Let's take a look at it. 
16 MR. BLANCHARD: Yes, sir. Additionally, 
17 he testified in deposition. 
18 MR. RUTLAND: They never moved any 
19 admissions in. 
20 THE COURT: Also get the amended one, if 
21 you will. 
22 (Pause.) 
23 MR. BLANCHARD: This is the amended answer 
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1 that was not excepted. 
2 THE COURT: Well, I don't think there's 
3 any leave requested in it. It wasn't approved without 
4 leave. 
5 MR. BLANCHARD: Right, yes, sir. 
6 (Pause.) 
7 MR. BLANCHARD: It starts down at the last 
8 part of the page, Your Honor. They took out the 
9 protective overlay part. 
10 That admission served as the sole, or the 
11 primary, basis for the suit against the architect. 
12 MR. RUTLAND: No, it didn't. 
13 MR. BLANCHARD: In the third-party motion 
14 for judgment and the brief in support, they said that it 
15 was a design failure to provide for specified protective 
16 overlay. And then they say in their admissions that the 
17 failure to provide the protective overlay caused the 
18 continuing leaks. That admission is one which I have 
19 relied upon, which had not been asked to have been 
20 amended and which I brought to the attention of the Court 
21 in advance of trial. 
22 THE COURT: Okay. Does the defense want 
23 to be heard on that? 
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1 For the record, I suppose we ought to 
2 recite all of this. The initial admission pertains a 
3 provision at the bottom of the admission that provides 
4 that the defendant admits that it is possible that leaks 
5 have occurred and may continue to occur due to the lack 
6 of a protective layer between the mechanical fasteners 
7 and Firestone Rubbergard membrane. 
8 The amended response to plaintiff's first 
9 set of requests for admissions, which was argued on 
10 Friday, has changed that last provision to defendant 
11 denies that leaks have continued to occur on a regular 
12 basis, as there are a number of stores for which the 
13 defendant has never received a leak report, defendant 
14 admits that it is possible that the leaks have occurred 
15 and may continue to occur due to the presence of 
16 fasteners beneath the loose laid membrane. 
17 All right. The's the answer and that was 
18 the amended answer, which I ruled could not be taken an 
19 an answer to the admissions because there was no leave of 
20 Court at that time. Now, do want to respond to this? 
21 MR. RUTLAND: Your Honor, first of all, 
22 there has never been -- the plaintiff never sought to 
23 introduce any admissions, even if they would have been 
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1 admissible evidence, because the admissions were in terms 
2 of possibilities. They're not in evidence. The rules 
3 provide that requests for admissions can be read into 
4 evidence, but they were never -- there was no attempt 
5 made by the plaintiff to read them into evidence, 
6 therefore it's not a matter being considered at this 
7 time. 
8 Secondly, it was not the basis for the 
9 third-party complaint. Mr. Sheehan testified that he 
10 thought it was a bad design and he was asked that on the 
11 stand and said he thought it was a bad design, and that 
12 was the basis for the complaint against the third-party 
13 -- against the architect. And whether Firestone in their 
14 specifications said an accepted protective layer, whether 
15 now in light of what has happened, whether a board, if 
16 Firestone would have accepted it, this thin little mat, 
17 at the time, that wouldn't have prevented what happened 
18 at this time. 
19 And this admission has nothing to do with 
20 the issues that are in front of the Court at this point. 
21 There was nothing sought to be introduced in the 
22 plaintiff's case and those admissions can't form the 
23 basis for precluding this witness from testifying on the 
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1 fastener plates. 
2 THE COURT: All right. 
3 MR. BLANCHARD: This witness is the 
4 warranty supervisor for Firestone, who has been 
5 identified as their expert at the same time the answer to 
6 interrogatories and the original request for admissions. 
7 They maintained, until a week ago last Monday, in terms 
8 of this litigation that there was an absence of a 
9 protective layer and that the lack of a protective layer 
10 was causing and would continue to cause leaks. They 
11 further said that that was a design fault of the 
12 architect. And, in the brief that I filed with the Court 
13 last week, I specifically recited answers to 
14 interrogatories, requests for admissions, the motion for 
15 leave, the memorandum in support of the motion for leave 
16 to file a third-party complaint and the third-party 
17 complaint, all in which judicial admissions were made to 
18 this Court by the defendant that there was an absence of 
19 a protective layer and that the architect's failure to 
20 put that in was a design defect. 
21 What they are now trying to do, and which 
22 I sought to prevent Friday and which I understand the 
23 Court's ruling to preclude, is bringing this person in to 
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1 say we're now going to claim that these fastener heads 
2 were a protective layer, so there can be no defective 
3 workmanship from our work contractor because there was a 
4 protective layer between the fasteners and the membrane. 
5 Factually, I think that statement is entirely incorrect 
6 and doesn't make sense. 
7 But moreover, Your Honor, I think I'm 
8 extremely prejudiced for them not to have filed an 
9 amended answer to that request for admission under the 
10 rules for those facts to be conclusively established. 
11 And, yes, I haven't moved the admissions into evidence 
12 because it was not necessary to do so. The fact is 
13 they've never moved to amend it. That has been their 
14 position throughout. And the ruling of the Court at that 
15 point was that this attempt would not be allowed at the 
16 last minute. 
17 THE COURT: There's nothing to use you --
18 to deny you from using those admissions for the purpose 
19 of impeachment. And I'm going to go ahead and overrule 
20 the objection at this point. I think there has been some 
21 testimony concerning the use of this protective covering 
22 and what constitutes this protective covering, so I'm 
23 going to allow this witness to proceed and testify. 
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1 MR. BLANCHARD: But I may use those on 
2 cross? 
3 THE COURT: I'm not 9oin9 to prevent you 
4 from using those on cross. 
5 MR. BLANCHARD: Thank you, Your Honor. 
6 (Open Court. ) 
7 BY MR. WHARTON: 
8 Q. Mr. Furman, I believe the question, before 
9 I left you holding part of the roof for five minutes, was 
10 to the effect of whether or not those blue disks are 
11 considered as a protective layer between the insulation, 
12 that is the white part of that, and the Rubbergard roof 
13 rubber membrane. 
14 A. The way the blue disks are constructed 
15 provides 
16 MR. BLANCHARD: Your Honor, if he could 






MR. WHARTON: Well, I think he's trying. 
THE COURT: He's trying. 
BY MR. WHARTON: 
Go ahead. 
The way the blue disks are constructed, so 
23 the head of the fastener is recessed down away from the 
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1 membrane provides for an acceptable protection layer, and 
2 acceptable protection. 
3 Q. Now, you were present, I believe, when Mr. 
4 Shuffleton testified and put the little drawing on this 
5 board over here of what he proffered was the roof, with 
6 the roof plate below and then what he described as 
7 insulation being the red slashed area and then the blue 
8 area being the Rubbergard and then the green circles, or 
9 something close to circles, being the ballast? 
10 A. Yes, sir. 
11 Q. Is that or is that not a correct 
12 description of the way in which the roof was constructed 







It's not exactly correct. 
What is different? 
There's actually two layers of insulation, 
17 as opposed to one. 
18 Q. The Pearlite and the insulation? 
19 A. Pearlite and the EPS. They're both 
20 insulation. 
21 Q. Would you resume the stand, please? 
22 A. (Complied with the request.) 
23 Q. You've told us about your duties in your 
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1 present position. Are you familiar with the manner in 
2 which Firestone limited warranties for ballasted 
3 Rubbergard roofs are issues, the circumstances under 
4 which -- the circumstances which precede and under which 
5 such a limited warranty, as exists in this case, are 
6 issued? 
7 A. Yes, sir. 
8 Q. Would you describe that for the jury, 
9 please, the procedure? 
10 A. How far back into the construction process 
11 do you want? From th~ beginning? 
12 Q. From the beginning. 
13 A. An owner wants to build a building and he 
14 hires an architect, or he wants to reroof a building or 
15 do some remodeling, hires a design professional of some 
16 sort, and they come up with a series of plans and 
17 specifications for how the work is to be performed. 
18 Contracts are let, whether it's to a general contractor 
19 and then subsequent subs or to subcontractors from the 
20 owner. One of those construction areas may be the roof. 
21 And if a Firestone contractor, or an independent 
22 contractor, wants to use Firestone, and he's an approved 
23 contractor, happens to get the low bid on the job, he 
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1 sends us a preinstallation notice that is basically an 
2 alert, hey, Firestone, I've got this job and I'm qoing to 
3 use your materials, I just wanted you to be aware of it, 
4 this is what all the parameters of the job are going to 
5 be, whether it's a ballasted roof, such as we're talking 
6 about, or a mechanically attached roof, or a fully 
7 adhered roof, a lot of different types of systems could 
8 be put on this one form. 
9 He purchases the material from somewhere, 
10 either directly from Firestone or through a distributor, 
11 goes through a submittal process, normally, and providing 
12 the owner's design people with what he's going to do. 
13 And then he begins the process, gets the materials loaded 
14 on the roof, puts them down, sends us in another part of 
15 this form called a request for inspection that alerts our 
16 technical department to come and inspect the roof. 
17 Q. All right. Now, in this instance, that 
18 is, the Prince William roof, referring you again to 
19 Exhibit c, you had -- you have it upside down right now, 
20 but what do you call the underlament, the roof itself, 
21 the metal part? 
22 A. 
23 Q. 
This part down here? 
Yes, sir. 
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1 A. That's the steel roof deck. 
2 Q. The steel roof deck, in this instance, was 
3 not provided by Firestone; that's correct, is it not? 
4 A. No, sir, it was not. 
5 Q. And, with regard to the next layer, the 
6 Pearlite 
7 A. This part? 
8 Q. do you or do you not know whether or 
9 not that Pearlite was manufactured or provided by 
10 Firestone? 
11 A. No, sir, it was not. We're not in the 
12 Pearlite insulation business. 
13 Q. What regard to the white insulation, do 
14 you know whether or not that insulation on this job was 
15 manufactured or produced by Firestone? 
16 A. No, it was not. We don't offer expanded 
17 polystyrene insulation. 
18 Q. Under the warranty that was issued in this 
19 case on the 4th of March 1986, did Firestone warrant any 
20 materials on that roof other than the Rubbergard 
21 insulation, the top black portion? 
22 MR. BLANCHARD: I'm going to object, Your 
23 Honor. That's a question for this jury to determine. 
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1 Firestone has taken the position that this warranty is 
2 clear and unambiguous and it says on its face what they 
3 warrant and what they don't. And for him to ask this 
4 witness what it means, a representative of Firestone, I 
5 think is improper. 
6 THE COURT: I'm going to sustain the 
7 objection. 
8 BY MR. WHARTON: 
9 Q. Firestone didn't sell the insulation? 
10 A. No, sir. 
11 MR. BLANCHARD: That's asked and answered, 
12 Your Honor. 
13 THE COURT: I overrule. Let's proceed. 
14 BY MR. WHARTON: 
15 Q. Firestone didn't sell the underlament? 
16 A. No. 
17 Q. Firesto"ne did sell the Rubbergard, the 
18 black part on top? 
19 A. We sold the membrane, yes. 
20 Q. And you indicated that a Firestone 
21 approved applicator would be the one to apply for the 
22 preinstallation warranty; correct? 
23 A. He would be the one to fill out and submit 
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the preinstallation notice. 
Q. Would you explain to the jury what the 
relationship, if any, existed between Firestone and the 
approved applicator, in this instance, Charles Cole, back 
in 1986? 
MR. BLANCHARD: I object, Your Honor. 
It's not relevant. Their warranty, again, speaks for 
itself. They warranted the workmanship of their approved 
applicator. They have admitted that Cole was an approved 
applicator. What their business relationship with Cole 
was is absolutely immaterial and irrelevant to this 
proceeding. 
THE COURT: Do you want to respond to 
that? 
MR. WHARTON: Well, Your Honor, there has 
been some suggestion in the plaintiff's case that there 
is direction and control by Firestone of its approved 
applicator. I simply wish to have a Firestone 
representative explain the relationship in factual terms 
MR. BLANCHARD: My response is, Your 
Honor, that that, again, doesn't have anything to do with 
whether they exercise control, whether they had control 
is absolutely irrelevant. What they promised to the 
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1 owner of this building was, was that they were 
2 responsible for his work under this document. And they 
3 said it's clear and unambiguous themselves what this 
4 document says. For them to now say, well, we didn't have 
5 a great deal of control, we might have done this or that, 
6 is irrelevant to the issue of whether they guaranteed his 
7 work and whether this falls under the terms of the 
8 guaranty. 
9 THE COURT: What they guaranteed, it seems 
10 to me, was the contractor's workmanship. 
11 MR. BLANCHARD: Yes, sir. 
12 THE COURT: I think that their 
13 relationship to that workmanship would be a relevant 
14 issue. So I'm going to allow you to proceed. 
15 BY MR. WHARTON: 
16 Q. Do you recall the question? 
17 A. Could you please repeat it? 
18 Q. It may not be the same, but: What 
19 relationship, if any, existed between Firestone and one 
20 of its approved applicators, Charles Cole, back in 1986? 
21 What contacts were there, that type of thing? 
22 A. The John H. Cole Company became an 
23 approved applicator, I believe, in 1983. And, as part of 
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1 that agreement between us, there were four pages of 
2 obligations on both sides. I'm not really sure what you 
3 mean. 
4 They're an independent contractor who 
5 probably have a wall full of approvals from other 
6 manufacturers. 
7 Q. How does one become --
8 MR. BLANCHARD: Your Honor, I object. 
9 It's not responsive and it's not related. 
10 BY MR. WHARTON: 
11 Q. How does one become an approved 
12 applicator? 
13 A. Either Firestone will choose to do 
14 business with that particular company because of their 
15 place in the market in a certain area or the contractor 
16 wants to do business with Firestone and seeks out the 
17 sales representative in that area. 
18 Q. Now, I would like to go to your knowledge 
19 and experience and observations with reference to the 
20 Rubbergard roofing system at Prince William. 
21 What components, if any, were there of the 
22 Rubbergard -- what Firestone manufactured components, if 
23 any, were there of the Rubbergard roof system at Prince 
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2 A. There's the EPDM membrane, the splice 
3 adhesive that joins one panel of EPDM to the next panel, 
4 gluing them together making a bigger piece of rubber, 
5 there's the lap sealant that goes along the edge of that 
6 seam, there's a special kind of flashing material that 
7 goes up vertical surfa6es. I believe they used some 
8 preformed pipe boots which are an easy way to flash a 
9 round penetration that comes through the membrane. I 
10 believe they used our metal batten bar to install a base 
11 tie-in, which is a place where the membrane turns up. 
12 It's mechanically fastened at that point with fasteners 
13 and the bar to hold it in place so that out here can 
14 move, but.it stays against the building shell. 
15 (Indicating.) 
16 I believe that's all that we provided on 
17 that particular project. 
18 Q. Customarily, how does your warranty 
19 department learn of reports of leaks? 
20 A. There are either two methods. We get a 
21 letter in the mail or a telephone call. 
22 Q. With specific reference to Prince William, 
23 complaints of leaks were received at some point and 
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1 thereafter; is that right? 
2 A. Yes. 
3 Q. Generally, how were complaints received by 
4 Firestone, in your warranty department, with reference to 
5 any leaks at Prince William? 
6 A. The majority of the leaks were done over 
7 the telephone, or the notifications were done over the 
8 telephone. 
9 Q. Directly from who? 
10 A. I believe the property manager was the one 
11 that was notifying us. 
12 Q. The limited warranty went into effect, and 
13 it's in evidence, on March 4, 1986; would that or would 
14 that not be correct? 
15 A. I believe that's correct, yes. 
16 Q. Have you a record of all complaints 
17 received by Firestone regarding the roof at Prince 
18 William? 
19 A. Up through the time we suspended the 
20 warranty, yes. 
21 Q. Which would be in 1990, specifically July 
22 7th -- excuse me. Specif~cally November of 1990? 
23 A. Yes. 
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1 Q. Had you reviewed all of the leak reports 
2 that were received by Firestone regarding Prince William 
3 roof or roofs? 
4 A. Yes, I have. 
5 Q. Were there any complaints received during 
6 the year 1986, that is from March 4, 1986, until December 
7 31, 1986? 
8 A. No, there were not. 
9 Q. How about the year 1987, were there any 
10 complaints received from anybody at Prince William from 
11 January 1 to December 31, 1987? 
12 A. No, there were not. 
13 Q. Let's begin with January 1, 19SS, were 
14 there any complaints received between January 1, '88 and 
15 June 30, 19SS? 
16 A. I believe the first notice that we got was 
17 in March of 'SS. 
18 MR. WHARTON: The Court's indulgence and 
19 the jury's indulgence. 
20 (Pause.} 
21 (The document referred to was 
22 marked for identification as 
23 Defendant's Exhibit E.) 
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BY MR. WHARTON: 
Q. Now, if I can get you down here without 
blocking anybody's view. 
I'm showing you what has been identified 
as Defendant Firestone's Exhibit Number E. And, first of 
all, I ask you whether or not you are familiar with that 
exhibit. 
A. Yeah. It's a blown-up drawing of the plot 
plan for Prince William Square Shopping Center. 
Q. And was that prepared by you or under your 
direction? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Does that accurately reflect the layout of 
the stores and, as they existed then -- and the identity 
of the tenants as existed on June 1, 1989? 
A. Yes, that was the information that we were 
provided. 
Q. Between the time the warranty was issued 
on March 4, 1986 and November of 1990 when Firestone, to 
use your language, suspended the warranty, were there any 
of the premises from which or about which Firestone never 
received any complaint of a leak? 
A . Yes, sir. 
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1 Q. And have you attempted to identify those 
2 premises on Exhibit E? 
3 A. Yes, I have. 
4 Q. And how have you identified them? 
5 A. I've marked a red line through the store 
6 space for all of the stores that we had no report of 
7 leaks. 
8 Q. Throughout that little over four-year 
9 period? 
10 A. Yes. 
11 Q. Now, number 4 was China Dynasty 
12 restaurant: correct? 
13 A. Yes, sir. 
14 Q. And you put a one above that. What does 
15 that one reflect? 
16 A. That reflects that during that time frame 
17 from '86 to '90 we had 1 leak report. 
18 Q. '86 to '90 or perhaps '88 to '90? 
19 A. '88 to '90, when we first started leaks is 
2 O more correct. .1 
21 Q. And I'm not going to try -- I'm going to 
22 try and move this along, but can you readily identify the 
23 nature of the complaint on that particular location and 
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A. Let me.have that file down there. I 
didn't commit all this to memory. 
(Pause.) 
Q. When was the one complaint made with 
reference to building 4, China Dynasty? 
A. That complaint came in in October of 1990. 
And Virginia Roofing, I believe -- yes, Virginia Roofing. 
They repaired a flashing on a curb, a flashing, another 
type of flashing. They didn't specify with regard it was 
a curb or a pipe. And then repaired five holes in that 
membrane made by screws. 
Q. And did Firestone pay for that? 
A. Yes, we did. 
Q. Building number 7 is Padrino Pizza, from 
whom we heard a representative only yesterday. When did 
you first receive any complaint regarding Padrino Pizza? 
A. The first notice of leaks was August 29th, 
1988. 
Q. And there were four after that? 
A. Yes, sir, October, April of '89, in June 
of '89, and July of '89. 
Q • What was the general nature of the 
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1 repairs, if it shows there or if you know? 
2 A. In August of '88, flashings around a vent 
3 pipe were repaired. In October, again, more flashings 
4 around the pipes. In April of '89, the roofer was unable 
5 to discover any leaks. In June of '89, they repaired a 
6 field seam that joined a couple pieces of membrane. And 
7 July of '89, they repaired a pipe flashing and two holes. 
8 It appears that one was over a fastener and one was not 
9 related to a fastener. 
10 Q. When you speak of a pipe flashing, what 
11 are you talking about? 
12 A. I pipe flashing, a pipe through the 
13 membrane is a break in the field membrane that has to be 
14 waterproofed. And the flashing that keeps water from 
15 going inside the building is the pipe flashing. 
16 Q. Do you know whether or not on any of those 







A. There's no evidence of that. 
Q. So would you move along, perhaps a little 
quickly. On the other end, you have 
borrow this corner of the table. 
MR. BLANCHARD: Sure. 
BY MR. WHARTON: 
maybe we can 
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Q. Number 29,~ the Gilmeir Office Supply, you 
have two complaints •. When was the first one received? 
A. The first complaint came in in August of 
'90 and the second one again in August of '90. 
Q. Okay. What was the nature of the problem? 
A. It says that they repaired a puncture. 
Q. Now, your other your other numbers that 
you have put there, do they or do they not accurately 
reflect the number of complaints that were received for 
the various premises? 
A. Based on the information that we received, 
yes, they are accurate. 
Q. Would you go through very briefly, without 
going into what each one was, and tell me when the first 
complaint was received with regard to -- of the three 
regarding number 24, Jesus Book Store? 
A. The first complaint came in there in 
August of '90. 
Q. So no complaint there either from the time 





How about 20, which is One-Hour Photo, one 
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1 A. That was July of '88. 
2 Q. How about the first of two complaints of 
3 19, Mattress Discounters? 
4 A. The first complaint there was March of 
5 '89. 
6 Q. Rite-Aide? When do you show the first 
7 complaint regarding the Rite-Aide premises? 
8 A. The Rite-Aide store was May of 1989. 
9 Q. And how about -- you had none from 11 
10 throughout this period. 
11 Joan's Hallmark Cards, number 13, you have 
12 one listed. When was that received? 
13 A. That came in October of '90. 
14 Q. Now, you have, do you not, seven for 
15 Service Merchandise; is that correct? 
16 A. Yes. 
17 Q. And when did you receive the first 
18 complaint on Service Merchandise? 
19 A. That space was originally called 
20 Bradley's, so that was in July of 'SS. 
21 Q. 
22 first one? 
23 A. 
And how about T.J. Maxx, when was the 
T.J. Maxx was August of '88, the first 
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1 notice of leaks there. 
2 Q. And Shopper's Food Warehouse? 
3 A. Shopper's Food Warehouse was June of '88. 
4 Q. Now, would you resume the stand and I'll 
5 ask you some questions regarding what your procedure was 
6 with reference to handling these complaints that started 
7 coming in in March of '88. Was there an established 
8 procedure that the warranty department had with reference 
9 to handling complaints, such as the ones that were 
10 received, or specifically with reference to those that 
11 were received? 
12 A. Yes, sir. We had the procedure set up so 
13 that if someone called us or wrote µs a letter with a 
14 leak we immediately responded as best we could with 
15 issuing what we called an emergency purchase order, which 
16 was direction to a contractor to go and investigate and 
17 repair the leak. 
18 Q. Tell us how that would work. Who calls 
19 and who gets authority and who gets the money and that 
20 type of thing? 
21 A. The -- let's just say the building owner 
22 calls, or the property manager, or even the tenant, I 
23 have a leak in the middle of my store, we would write 
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1 that down, to identify where it was coming from. At that 
2 point in time, there were two -- two people, actually 
3 one and a half people, that were responsible for taking 
4 that information over the telephone and then calling a 
5 contractor to respond to that leak. 
6 After they called the contractor, then 
7 they would also fill out what we called a funds request, 
8 which was a request for management to provide X amount of 
9 money to cover this expense and we would write out a 
10 purchase requisition, or a purchase order, which was the 
11 contract between us and the repair contractor so that he 
12 would know he was going to get paid. 
13 Q. Was there one contractor or more than one 
14 contractor that, as far as you knew, was being called 
15 upon to do the repairs at Prince William? 
16 A. I think there was more than one 
17 contractor. 
18 Q. Did that contractor have to submit an 
19 estimate or a bid or anything, or how did it work after 
20 the phone call was made? 
21 A. What our direct was at the time was to go 
22 out and investigate and repair the leak. There was no 
23 sending us a bid or anything like that. What we were 
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1 trying to do was to get the water from -- stop the water 
2 from coming in. 
3 Q. And, during the period of time from March 
4 of 1988 until November of 1990, were authorizations being 
5 given regularly to repair the leaks on the roof at Prince 
6 William? 
7 A. Yes. 
8 Q. And was there any distinction being made 
9 in the payment by Firestone between leaks which were 
10 related to the rubber membrane and leaks that were 
11 unrelated, such as those we've heard about with reference 
12 to shingles and that type of thing? 
13 A. There was really no distinction being 
14 made. We weren't staffed up to be able to analyze each 
15 invoice that came in for the entire country to be able to 
16 say that this one should be covered by the warranty and 
17 this one should not. 
18 Q. So did you or did you not pay every bill 




Yes, we did. 
Regardless of the cause of the leak? 
Regardless of the cause of the leak, 
23 regardless of the area in the country. A contractor 
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1 would send us a bill and we would pay him. 
2 Q. Mr. Furman, I'm showing you what -- I'll 
3 show it to you first. 
4 I'm showing you what has been marked as 







(The document referred to was 
marked for identification as 
Defendant's Exhibit F.) 
MR. BLANCHARD: Your Honor, may I move 
THE WITNESS: That's a spreadsheet and 
12 graph that I developed to show cumulative -- not 
13 cumulative, but some of the expenses for each one of 
14 those years based on the information we had. 
15 BY MR. WHARTON: 
16 Q. I wonder again if I could ask you to move 
17 down from the witness stand. 
18 A. (Complied with the request. ) 
19 Q. To the left side of that exhibit, there 
20 are figures, for 1988 a certain number of dollars. Would 
21 you tell us the number of dollars and what that 
22 represents? 
23 A. That represents spending of $2,672 for 
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$6,259 spent by Firestone. 
243 
10 Q. Now, you have figures there for 1991 
11 through 1994 also; do you not? 
12 A. Yes, we do. 





They were provided to us by the plaintiff. 
What do you understand those figures to 
16 represent, the figures beside 1991 through 1994? 
17 A. That was the total amount of money that 
18 they spent to repair the roof during those years. 
19 Q. What have you -- what is shown on the 
20 right side of that exhibit? 
21 A. It's just a graph, a computer graph, of 
22 this information. 
23 Q. Showing the relative amounts spent 
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2 A. Yes. 
3 Q. You may resume the stand. 
4 A. (Complied with the request.) 
5 Q. Do you know the value or cost of the 
6 Firestone materials which were used in the Prince William 
7 job Mr. Cole? 
8 MR. BLANCHARD: I'm going to object, Your 
9 Honor. Its absolutely irrelevant. 
10 THE COURT: Mr. Wharton, I don't see how 
11 that would be relevant. 
12 MR. WHARTON: Your Honor, we have two 
13 sophisticated contractees here and one of them is seeking 
14 a certain remedy. Certain things were warranted which 
15 might require some remedial action. I think that the 
16 cost of the Firestone materials, the initial transaction 
17 between the contractor, whom the builder paid the 
18 initial, the builder of the building, the owner, is 
19 relative to the overall issue of the warranty in this 
20 instance. 
21 THE COURT: There's no doubt that they 
22 paid $292,000 for this roof. What does it matter what 
23 provide Cole or Firestone made? 
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1 MR. WHARTON: I'm not talking about 
2 profits, Your Honor. If I said that 
3 THE COURT: If we get into the cost of the 
4 roof, it's not hard to figure out the profit if they know 
5 that they paid 292 and the cost of the roof was X number 
6 of dollars. But I don't know how that's relevant to the 
7 issues in this case. 
8 MR. WHARTON: Well, I misspoke myself if I 
9 said profit. I wanted to know what the cost to the 
10 roofing contractor was of the materials which he 
11 purchased from Firestone. 
12 MR. BLANCHARD: And my response is, Your 
13 Honor, the roofing contractor is not a party and the 
14 roofing contractor didn't make a warranty to us. 
15 Firestone warranted to roofing contractors work. What 
16 deal -- whatever the deal was between Firestone and the 
17 roofing contractor is absolutely irrelevant. 
18 THE COURT: I don't see how that~s 
19 relevant either. 
20 MR. WHARTON: I'll move on. 
21 THE COURT: If you can show some relevance 
22 or tie it up with other evidence, I'll be glad to 
23 consider that evidence. 
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1 BY MR. WHARTON: 
2 Q. Mr. Furman, was an inspection of any type 
J made of the Prince William roof by any Firestone 
4 representative of employee before the issuance of the 
5 warranty? 
6 A. No. 
7 Q. Was there sometime early on an inspection 
8 of the roof on behalf of Firestone? 
9 A. There were actually two inspections made 
10 after the warranty was issued. 
11 Q. What were they made? First of all, when 
12 were they made? 
13 A. I would have to look at the documents. I 
14 don't have the dates on the top of my head. 
15 (The witness reviewed the document.) 
16 There was one inspection made on April 






What was the purpose of those inspections? 
To look at the way the Firestone materials 
21 were installed and to point out any problems with the 
22 installation of those materials that we wanted to Cole 
23 Company to take care of. 
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1 Q. You weren't present for those inspections? 
2 A. No, sir. 
3 Q. Do you have any knowledge based upon the 
4 customary practice of Firestone when those inspections 
5 are made as to whether or not the ballast system or the 
6 ballast would have been in place when those inspections 
7 occurred? 
8 A. The ballast was in place. 
9 Q. I'm going to show you what was previously 
10 marked for identification. I'm going to show you what 
11 has previously been marked for identification a 
12 Defendant's Exhibit Number D and ask you whether or not 
13 you recognize that particular piece of fabric. 
14 A. Yes, I do. 
15 Q. What is it? 
16 A. It's a.piece of protection mat. 
17 Q. When you use the term protection mat, what 
18 do you mean? 
19 A. It's a name that describes its function. 
20 It is installed to protect things. 
21 Q. Who manufactured that piece which is an 
22 exhibit that you presently hold? 
23 A. This is a Firestone protection mat. 
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1 Q. Was a protection mat of that material used 
2 in any way at the Prince William site installation of the 
3 Rubbergard roof? 
4 A. No. 
5 Q. Were you here yesterday when Mr. 
6 Shuffleton testified that if a protection mat were 
7 present under the rubber membrane one could tell whether 
8 it was or was not present by walking on it? 
9 A. I remember hearing that, yes. 
10 Q. Based upon your experience, if that type 
11 of mat were present between the fasteners and the rubber 
12 membrane, could one tell whether or not it was present by 
13 walking on it, particularly a ballasted roof? 
14 A. No, sir, I don't believe you could. 
15 Q. Does Firestone issue warranties of 
16 different types --
17 MR. BLANCHARD: I'm going to object, Your 
18 Honor. It's irrelevant. They've got a warranty that 
19 they issued. 
20 THE COURT: I don't see how that's 
21 relevant. We're only dealing with this one warranty, I 
22 assume. 
23 MR. WHARTON: Well, I think -- my proffer, 
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1 Your Honor, simply would be that --
2 MR. BLANCHARD: Can we approach if there's 
3 going to be a proffer on that? 
4 THE COURT: All right. Approach the 
5 bench. 
6 Why don't we do this, its a good point for 
7 a stretch break. Why don't we take about a 10 minute 
8 stretch break at this time. I ask you to go with the 
9 bailiff, if you will. 
10 (The jury leaves the courtroom.) 
11 MR. WHARTON: My proffer would be that the 
12 testimony will be, and I don't believe these are going to 
13 be the words, you get what you pay for. There are 
14 warranties that cover more things than this warranty 
15 covers that cost more, there are warranties that cover 
16 less than one covers that costs less. And this architect 
17 and, presumably, the owner of the building chose to 
18 purchase this warranty. And I think it would be helpful 
19 to the jury and relevant to the issues in this case for 
20 the jury to know that there were different types of 
21 warranties available at that time. That's our proffer. 
22 THE COURT: All right. 
23 MR. BLANCHARD: That's still irrelevant. 
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1 This warranty is what it is. This is what they gave us. 
2 So to say that we have a better one or lesser one is 
3 irrelevant. The question is -- we don't even know -- the 
4 jury has got to decide what this one covers. So to 
5 interject in this case other warranties -- and I think 
6 what the purpose here is to try and define and really 
7 answer the ultimate question or direct the jury to the 
8 ultimate question, what is or isn't covered under this 
9 warranty, by saying, you know, if they had spent more, we 
10 would have covered something else that we're claiming is 
11 not covered. 
12 And I see over here we have another 
13 exhibit that may be coming that apparently may be coming 
14 up that relates to this where Firestone is going to say 
15 this is -- these are warrantable leak repairs and these 
16 are nonwarrantable repairs. My position is they can't 
17 testify to that. They've said this is a clear an 
18 unambiguous document and the jury has to decide that 
19 question. So I object to any other warranties. I think 
20 it adds confusion and it's irrelevant and I object to any 
21 testimony as to what is or isn't covered under their 
22 warranty. That goes to the ultimate issue. 
23 I think they can render opinions as to 
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l whether or not this was caused by defects in workmanship 
2 or whether or not it relates to Firestone material, but I 
3 don't think they can render opinions as to whether it's 
4 covered under the warranty or not. 
5 In a case that I submitted to Your Honor, 
6 I think that's the Grow versus Viking Jaw case, talked 
7 about exactly what the experts could testify to and could 
8 not. And the one that they could not was -- the Court 
9 specifically said they could not testify as to the 
10 ultimate issue of what was covered or what was not 
11 covered. They could say in there expert opinion whether 
12 things were defects in this regard or that regard, but 
13 not what's covered under the warranty. 
14 MR. WHARTON: The Court spoke of fairness 
15 in denying and taking under reservation certain parts of 
16 the motion to strike. And, in effect, that's what we're 
17 talking about here also. Firestone says that you can 
18 have a number of types of warranties. With a more 
19 expensive warranty, you get greater protection. 
20 Plaintiffs are coming in with this 
21 warranty and seeking the protection of what we would call 
22 our broadest warranty, and that's why we suggest if is 
23 relevant, Your Honor. 
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1 THE COURT: I'm going to sustain the 
2 objection. I don't think it is relevant to the issue. I 
3 think the real relevant issue is this particular warranty 
4 of March 4, 1986. 
5 All right. Let's take about a 10-
6 minute recess. 
7 (Recess.) 
8 (The jury enters the courtroom.) 
9 THE COURT: All right, Mr. Wharton. 
10 BY MR. WHARTON: 
11 Q. Mr. Furman, it is correct, is it not, that 
12 on November 9th, 1990, Firestone contacted the rental 
13 agent Cary-Winston for Prince William and indicated that 
14 the warranty that we've been talking about would no 
15 longer be in effect? 
16 A. Yes, sir. 
17 Q. Were you involved in the decision to take 
18 that action? 
19 A. Yes, I was. 
20 Q. Would you explain the basis for the 
21 action? 
22 A. Mr. Dorsht came back to the officer after 
23 his investigation and we discussed what his findings 
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1 were. His findings were the fastener issue. 
2 MR. BLANCHARD: Objection, Your Honor. He 
3 said what his findings were. 
4 THE COURT: He has already testified. 
5 BY MR. WHARTON: 
6 Q. As a result of whatever discussions you 
7 had or whatever observations you and Mr. Dorsht had, what 
8 was the basis for the decision that was made? 
9 A. The basis was that the roof was being 
10 damaged by things we had no control over, by materials 
11 that we didn't provide, by people on the roof, by debris, 
12 by -- and we could no longer stand behind the warranty. 
13 Q. Had you, in your experience with Firestone 
14 at the time of the cancellation in 1990, ever had this 
15 problem with this type of ballasted roof treatment? 
16 MR. BLANCHARD: Your Honor, again I 
17 object. I don't know what the relevance, whether he had 
18 that problem before or not. It's the problem in this 
19 case. 
20 THE COURT: How is that relevant to this 
21 case? 
22 MR. WHARTON: Your Honor, might I inquire 
23 as to how many of these types of roofs were in existence 
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1 at that date? I think that would be a proper foundation 
2 to that question. 
3 MR. BLANCHARD: Your Honor, in bringing in 
4 the other warranty complaints, other roofs, I mean, I 
5 think that opens up for me -- I asked them 
6 interrogatories that they objected to in this case saying 
7 tell me all your other complaints in other systems and 
8 everything else. Now, if they're going to come in and 
9 say we've got X number and we haven't had a complaint, I 
10 think that's irrelevant. We've got this roof, these 
11 facts, this warranty. 
12 THE COURT: I think we need to stick with 
13 the facts of this roof. I sustain the objection. 
14 BY MR. WHARTON: 
15 Q. Mr. Furman, you actually, I think, have 
16 told us you were out on this roof; is that correct? 
17 A. Yes. 
18 Q. And, roughly, how many roof installations 
19 have you been involved in throughout your career either 
20 as a roofer, a foreman, an inspector, or a warranty 
21 supervisor for Firestone? 
22 A. I've been on thousands of roofs. I've 
23 lost track. 
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1 Q. And, based upon your experience and your 
2 observations in this case, have you formed any opinion as 
3 to the cause of the various leaks on the roof of the 
4 Prince William buildings? 
5 A. Yes. 
6 Q. And what is your opinion with reference to 
7 the cause or causes of the leaks? 
8 A. With respect to the punctures over the 
9 fasteners, it is because the fasteners aren't stable. 
10 The insulation is not stable. It's compressing, allowing 
11 the fasteners to protrude up into the membrane, to 
12 actually untwist and puncture the membrane. There's also 
13 other instances of leak problems at the facility, cuts 
14 that have nothing to do with the membrane. 
15 Q. And do you have an opinion based on 
16 reasonable probability and your experience regarding the 
17 cause of those screw tops penetrating the rubber 
18 membrane? 
19 A. I'm sorry, I don't understand the 
20 question. 
21 Q. Okay. Do you have an opinion as to why 
22 the screws are protruding and causing damage to the 
23 rubber membrane? 
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1 A. Because they're no longer being protected 
2 by the insulation plain. The insulation isn't stable. 
3 It's reducing itself in size, or reducing in size. 
4 Q. Why is it reducing -- why is the -- what 
5 do you mean when you say the insulation is reducing 
6 itself in size? 
7 A. It's compressing. It's shrinking. 
8 Q. Do you know who manufactured the 
9 insulation? 
10 A. I would have to look in here. This says 
11 the manufacturer was IBS. 
12 Q. When you say it's compressing and 
13 shrinking in size, how does that relate to the tops of 
14 the screw heads protruding from the recessed portion of 
15 the fastener? 
16 A. As the insulation compresses, it allows 
17 the fastener to twist out and therefore it's not 
18 protected in that little cup in the plastic disk any 
19 longer. 
20 Q. Mr. Furman, I would like you to assume 
21 that in the installation at Prince William there had been 
22 a protective layer, such as you've described which is 
23 marked as Exhibit D between the insulation and the rubber 
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membrane. Do you have an opinion as to whether or not 
that -- the presence of that material would make any 
difference with reference to the protrusion of the screw 
heads into the rubber membrane? 
A. Just so I understand your question, you're 
talking about this being 
Q. Yes, sir. Assume that were between --
A. In here? 
Q. the insulation and the fastener. Do 
you have an opinion as to whether or not the situation 
would be any different with reference to the screw heads 
going through the rubber membrane? 
A. No, it would not. 
Q. What would not? 
A. The presence of this mat wouldn't make any 
difference on the fact that the fasteners are coming up. 
This would not keep them in to the protection cup of the 
disk. 
Q. What did you tell us the thickness was of 
the Rubbergard? 
A. This is 45 thousandths of an inch. 
Q. And the screws are protruding through 
that, some of them, at Prince William? 
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1 A. Yes. 
2 Q. What the thickness of the protective layer 
3 that you have placed between the insulation and the 
4 Rubbergard? 
5 A. I don't know exactly. I would estimate it 
6 at six thousandths of an inch. 
7 Q. Is it or is it not your opinion that the 
8 screw heads would penetrate that also if they could 
9 penetrate the rubber? 
10 A. Yes, they would. 
11 Q. Would you give the Court and members of 
12 the jury some concept as to the size of roof area at 
13 Prince William? 
14 A. It's 
15 Q. Have you measured it? 
16 A. No, I have not. 
17 Q. or had it measured? 
18 A. No. 
19 Q. With reference to the description that you 
20 have given us of the screw heads penetrating the rubber 
21 membrane, tell us to what extent that existed on the roof 
22 when you last inspected it. 
23 A. There were area that it was obvious that 
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1 that had occurred. There were also other areas that 
2 there was no evidence of anything, any punctures or 
3 penetrations, ever having occurred. 
4 Q. Do you have an opinion with reference to 
5 whether there are areas of the roof which show no 
6 evidence of leaking? 
7 A. Yes. 
8 Q. And do you -- are there areas of the roof 
9 which show and have shown evidence of leaking? 
10 A. Yes, there are. 
11 Q. Do you have any opinion based upon your 
12 inspection of the roof and your review of repair records 
13 regarding the type of patching operation that took place 
14 on that roof to remedy this problem? 
15 MR. BLANCHARD: I object, Your Honor. He 
16 has not been designated to testify to any repair methods. 
17 I raised this in his deposition. He told me he had not 
18 been so designated, he was only a causation witness. And 
19 I'm going to object to any testimony with respect to 
20 repair remedies. 
21 MR. WHARTON: He testified regarding . 
22 not being able to testify regarding cost. I'm not 
23 talking about cost. I'm talking about what percentage of 
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THE COURT: I'll allow him to testify to 
MR. BLANCHARD: On percentage? Okay. 
THE WITNESS: Our records indicate that 
7 this roof is 233,000 square feet. And, if you assume 
8 15,000 fasteners, that means that there's 11,000 square 
9 feet directly over the fastener and the plate. So I 
10 haven't worked up the percentage exactly of 233,000 and 
11 11,000, but I guess the math works out that there's 220 
12 some thousand square feet of perfectly good roof membrane 
13 out there. 
14 BY MR. WHARTON: 
15 Q. Do you have any opinion, based upon 
16 everything you've read and seen, with reference to 
17 whether there was or was not an improper workmanship in 
18 the installation of this roof initially? 
19 A. I haven't seen anything that would 
20 indicate improper workmanship, no. 
21 Q. I would like to call your attention to, I 
22 believe, Plaintiff's Exhibit Number 6, which is described 
23 as the table of contents for Firestone Rubbergard 
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1 Ballasted System. Are you familiar with that document? 
2 A. Yes. 
3 Q. What is it? 
4 A. It was our installation instructions, 
5 architectural specifications, for this particular type of 
6 roofing system in 1980 -- I believe this is dated 'SS. 
7 Yes, June of '85. 
8 Q. I would like to refer you to page 6 of 
9 that document. I'm talking about page 6. 
10 A. Okay. 
11 Q. There's a heading in the middle, Firestone 
12 Rubbergard Accepted Insulation list for Firestone 
13 Rubbergard Ballasted Roof system. 
14 A. Yes, sir. 
15 Q. And what is contained immediately 
16 following that title? 
17 A. Do you·wish me to read this? 
18 Q. Yes, sir. 
19 A. Firestone assumes no responsibility for 
20 insulations not supplied by Firestone and are used under 
21 the Rubbergard ballasted system. However, Firestone will 
22 accept the following types in minimum thickness of 
23 insulation for use as an immediate substraight under the 
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1 Rubbergard ballasted system. The following types of 
2 insulations may be used upon recommendation of the 
3 insulation manufacturer for its use with the Firestone 
4 ballasted system. 
5 Q. Okay. And when was that in effect, Mr. 
6 Furman? 
7 A. It was published in June of '85. 
8 Q. And is there any difference now with 
9 regard to those areas that existed at that time with 
10 regard to the insulations used as an immediate 
11 substraight under the Rubbergard ballasted system? 
12 MR. BLANCHARD: I object to the relevance, 
13 Your Honor. If these were the instructions that were 
14 given in '85 and this was an approved installation, I 
15 don't think what has happened since is relevant. 
16 MR. WHARTON: I'm just asking him whether 
17 there's any difference between then and now. 
18 THE COURT: I'll overrule the objection 
19 and allow him to answer it. 
20 THE WITNESS: The specifications have 
21 changed, but these are still acceptable substraights. 
22 MR. WHARTON: The only remaining thing I 
23 have, Your Honor, I do have some slides that I would like 
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THE COURT: All right. 
BY MR. WHARTON: 
Let me say before doing that: Did take 
5 some slides at some point, some photographs? 
6 A. Yes, we took photographs during both of my 
7 visits. 
8 Q. Okay. What was the purpose? As part of 
9 your inspection? 
10 A. Yes. 
11 Q. Now, these are slides taken, photographs 
12 taken by you? 
13 A. Yes. 
14 Q. What is shown on the first on that you are 
15 displaying? 
16 A. This is the -- I'm sorry I don't have 
17 directions necessarily, but it's taken from somewhere 
18 down in this area looking this way down through the 
19 middle of the roof. It shows the line of air 
20 conditioners, the shingled mansard wall at the front, 
21 different types of ventilators and exhaust fans. 
22 Q. Would you tell us again generally, excuse 
23 me, the building roof that is shown there, referring you 
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1 to the overall diagram underneath it, E -- Defendant's E. 
2 A. 
3 Q. 
I'm sorry. I didn't get your question. 
What roof is that relative to the overhead 
4 draw of Prince William Square, what area? 
5 A. Numbers 1 through 9 and then you can 
6 a~tually see the step up, or the small step up, where the 
7 satellite dish is to the Rite Aide store there back back 
a and then further up is the Shopper's Food Warehouse. 
9 Q. What does that show us, if anything, other 
10 than a lot of HVAC systems on the roof and ballast? 
11 A. It shows that the ballast is spread 
12 around, the satellite dish is back. I guess that's about 
13 all. 
14 Q. Okay. 
15 A. This is a close up of the top of one of 
16 those units. As you can see, the Firestone roof comes up 
17 under here. It's a sheet metal cap that's placed over 
18 this curb that goes through the roof. Air conditioning 
19 and electrical lines penetrating through this cap, 
20 unfortunately the photograph isn't very good, but there's 
21 a pencil or a pen stuck down in here like this showing a 
22 hole there. Water runs in that hole creating the 
23 illusion of a roof leak, but it's not -- we're not 
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1 talking about the roof. We're talking about something 
2 other than the roof. 
3 You can also see the pieces of wood just 
4 laying there loose on the curb. That one has a big screw 
5 sticking out of it. 
6 Q. What relationship, if any, was there to 
7 what is shown in that picture to the basis that you've 
8 described for suspending the warranty? 
9 A. Just other roof leaks and potential for 
10 damage to the membrane. A large wind could blow that 
11 piece of wood cutting the rubber. 
12 Q. Was that or was that not an owner 
13 maintenance problem that you've identified in that 
14 photograph? 
15 A. That was an owner maintenance item. 
16 Q. Are any Firestone materials shown in that 
17 photograph? 
18 A. Only up to the edge of the sheet metal 
19 curbing at the top. Everything else is something that 
20 someone else put in place. 
21 This show a grease or an exhaust vent on 
22 the back of the Dairy Queen. To locate the area, that's 
23 here in number 30. And, as you can see, the grease comes 
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1 out of this vent, comes down onto the membrane. Again 
2 these pictures didn't come out very well on the slides, 
3 but the membrane is becoming affected by the 
4 contamination of the grease. 
5 Q. What effect, if any, does that grease have 
6 upon the rubber membrane? 
7 A. It causes it to swell and lose it's 
8 ability to hold the adhesives that are part and parcel of 
9 the flashing of that curb. 
10 Q. When you talk about the flashing and you 
11 talk about adhesive, does that or does that not have 
12 something to do with the fact that we're near the edge of 
13 the building at that point? 
14 A. No, the flashing that I'm speaking of are 
15 with respect to this -- this penetration through the 
16 rubber right here. This is like a square box that fits 
17 down through the roof, if you will, that carpets the 
18 roof. There's no roof there. It comes up out of the 
19 roof and then the rubber membrane flashing seals the roof 
20 to whatever comes out of it. But there's a glue joint 
21 right here between the two pieces of material. And, as 
22 the membrane gets contaminated with greases and oils, 
23 those adhesive seams will let go. 
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1 Q. Is that or is that not caused by a lack of 
2 owner maintenance? 
3 A. This is definitely a lack of maintenance 
4 here. 
5 This is a photograph taken on the Service 
6 Merchandise area. And, up in this corner right here, Mr. 
7 Sheehan's photographs showed a slot of ballast that was 
8 removed in this area. This is -- this particular HVAC 
9 unit here was at the end of that investigation area. The 
10 reason I wanted to show this photograph is this was a 
11 unit that was installed after the roof was inspected and 
12 approved because, as you can see, this line right here, 
13 that's a lap sealant. As you can see, it is just run out 
14 of a tube, as if you were caulking a long line. 
15 Firestone specifications and all of the other seams that 
16 I've seen on this roof show that the lap sealant after 
17 it's gunned out is tooled down so that it feathers out 
18 and creates a better seal on both sides of the seam edge 
19 than this type of an application. 
20 Q. Do the Firestone specifications call for 
21 an overlay or an overlap when two membranes are hooked 
22 together? 
23 A. Yes. 
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1 Q. What type of overlap or overlay in terms 
2 are there? 
3 A. It depends on what you're overlapping. A 
4 piece of membrane to another piece of field membrane out 
5 in the field, without a flashing to speak of is a three-
6 inch minimum. Some flashings require a six-inch overlap. 
7 Q. And what is present here if there is an 
8 overlap present? 
9 
10 A. There is an overlap. I don't want anybody 
11 to get the idea that there's not. The field membrane 
12 here extends over to the -- to the curb that was 
13 installed through the' roof and then this distance here, 
14 which was about six inches, was the overlap. 
15 This is a photograph of another roof area 
16 on this building. The majority of the center is 
17 ballasted, but there are, I believe, two or three places 
18 where the Firestone membrane is glued down, or fully 
19 adhered, to a piece of plywood that juts out over some 
20 entry ways, so there's no rocks on this area. And, as 
21 you can see, even thought the membrane was glued down 
22 tight to the plywood, the fasteners in the plywood are 
23 beginning to protrude up through the membrane through 
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1 movement of that part of the building. There's nails 
2 coming out of whatever they were nailed into. 
3 Q. What's causing that? 
4 A. Movement of the structure. 
5 This was an area that we found along back 
6 of the store, I'm sorry I don't remember exactly where, 
7 but that's a furnace vent. The a small vent next to it, 
8 or a small pipe next to it is a plumbing vent that vents 
9 the plumbing system up into the atmosphere. This is more 
10 of a furnace vent. As you can see, the sheet metal top 
11 that used to sit on there is no longer there. If water 
12 falls into this vent, it just goes down into the plumbing 
13 system and nobody really cares. If water goes into this 
14 vent, it's going to drip out of a pipe that goes over to 
15 heater. It's going to look like a roof leak. And, 
16 obviously, hasn't been taken care of. 
17 Q. That circular open vent was or was not 
18 made by products supplied by Firestone? 
19 A. No, sir, we don't make a furnace vent. 
20 Q. Ordinarily, does that type of vent have a 
21 moveable flat top or a top of some kind? 
22 A. Moveable? 
23 Q. Moveable. Something that prevents rain 
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1 water coming directly into the vent. 
2 A. It's normally not a moveable type of 
3 thing. It's more of a China hat or a tapered piece of 
4 sheet metal that's fastened with straps to drain any 
5 water that would fall into the vent. 
6 Q. Is the lack of that type of cap associated 
7 with the leaks in this case? 
8 MR. BLANCHARD: Objection to that 
9 question. 
10 MR. WHARTON: Let me rephrase the 
11 question. 
12 BY MR. WHARTON: 
13 Q. Is the lack of that type of cap that 
14 you've just described an owner maintenance problem or 
15 not? 
16 A. Yes, it is an owner problem. 
17 Q. Go ahead. 
18 A. This is another photograph showing the 
19 plywood fastener protruding up into the membrane. This 
20 is another photograph of the same type of thing. You can 
21 see that that plywood nail has actually protruded, come 
22 up through, the rubber, and it's pretty rusty. 
23 Q. When you're talking about the plywood 
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1 fasteners, is that the same or is it not the same as the 
2 insulation fasteners we've been talking about here? 
3 A. They're not the same type of fastener. 
4 Q. Did Firestone have anything to do with any 
5 of the plywood fasteners? 
6 A. No, sir. 
7 Q. Go ahead. 
8 A. This is just another photograph of debris 
9 that we had seen on several trips to the roof and we 
10 still found it up there. Glass will cut the membrane 
11 eventually. There's another photograph and this shows 
12 glass in the ballast. Here's another. 
13 Q. What are you attempting to show with the 
14 measurement? 
15 A. This was a photograph taken at the area 
16 that we took the large investigation test cut on Service 
17 Merchandise, and it was in this area. What we were 
18 showing in the photograph was that the insulation where 
19 it was supposed to be an inch and a half was not an inch 
20 and three-eights or maybe even a little bit less than an 
21 inch and three-eights. It had actually detracted in 
22 size. It also shows the gap between to boards. It was 
23 not measured in this instance, but that was about --
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1 between a half inch and a quarter inch. 
2 Q. What effect, if any, did that have upon 
3 the loosening of the screws, the fasteners, in your 
4 opinion? 
5 A. The fact that the insulation contracted 
6 allowed the fasteners to be loose. It was one of the 
7 mechanisms that allowed the fasteners to be loose. And, 
8 as they are loose, then they begin to back out, turn out, 
9 to get out of the protective cover of the insulation 
10 fastener. 
11 Q. And that is not Firestone insulation? 
12 A. No, that's not Firestone insulation. 
13 This photograph shows the gap in between 
14 the two boards. The dark line there is the gap. As you 
15 can see, it's greater than a half an inch. When those 
16 boards were installed, because that gap was uniform 
17 around the boards that we looked at, it wasn't installed 
18 that way. That gap grew into the insulation after 
19 installation. 
20 Q. Because of? 
21 A. Changes in the stability of insulation. 
22 Obviously, this is over the China Dynasty. 
23 And you can see in this photograph how grease from the 
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vent has that rippling or rippling, I guess, effect on 
the membrane, it wrinkles it up. The EPDM just becomes 
severely contaminated with that kind of material being 
exhausted down on it. This black area is grease that is 
dripping off and getting this ballast and soaking into 
the membrane at that point. 
Q. What is the ultimate result of that type 
of material soaking into the membrane? 
A. It eventually degrades the membrane where 
it will break itself, but it will also -- prior to that 
breakage, it will allow that adhesive seam to that 
flashing on the curb to -- to let go. 
This is a photograph of a field seam that 
we saw up on the roof. The white mark here is an area 
that was -- the edge, at least, was open, but you could 
see how the the difference in the way the lap sealant 
was installed. This is spread over the edge of the seam, 
whereas here the seam is a little bit open. Now, I don't 
believe this was open all the way through. This field 
seam is this wide (indicating) and glued from the back to 
the front, so it's a tight, not only mechanical, but 
adhesive bond between the two. If the edge of the seam 
opens up, that doesn't necessarily mean that that's a 
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1 roof leak. It's certainly not correct and it would be a 
2 potential for water to continue to work its way in there, 
3 but I just wanted to show that this was also discovered. 
4 This, again, is a photograph showing the 
5 wide-spread areas of oil contamination, oil dripping out 
6 of that air conditioner. This, I believe, is on 
7 Shopper's Food Warehouse. And those marks were made by 
8 Mr. Dorsht in November of -- I believe they were made by 
9 Mr. Dorsht. 
10 This is one of the pipes that Mr. Dorsht 
11 spoke of this morning. That black can that you see in 
12 the background is plastic roof cement. And the pipe, if 
13 you will, had been stuck through the roof and this 
14 plastic cement smeared around the base of the pipe. This 
15 is incompatible with the materials. It will cause the 
16 membrane to swell and break just as the grease coming our 
17 the China Dynasty vent will. It's not done in accordance 
18 with any roofing practice that I'm aware of. Obviously, 
19 you can see somebody tried to either put a piece of duct 
20 tape or something on -- on that flashing or on that to 
21 try to seal it up. 
22 Q. That material there that you say is 
23 incompatible with the rubber membrane, is that 
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1 manufactured by Firestone? 
2 A. The plastic roof cement? 
3 Q. Yeah. 
4 A. No, sir. The can was left up on the roof 
5 and didn't have a label on it. I don't know who the 
6 manufacturer it was, but we don't make plastic roof 
7 cement. 
8 There's a very good photograph showing how 
9 the membrane will grow and ripple when it has oil spilled 
10 on it and not cleaned up and it's just allowed to sit. 
11 This is an overview of -- let's see, where 
12 are we on this roof here? 
13 I believe this is the other end of the 
14 shopping center. I think we're down here now in this 
15 area. 
16 It just shows the ballast scattered over 
17 most of the roof, some areas that have been left 
18 unballasted, it shows the debris of shingles falling off 
19 of this front mansard, a bunch of little pipes here. 
20 Q. Are there any walkways show in that 
21 particular photograph? 
22 A. No, there are no walkways. The only roof 
23 that has walkways, I believe, was the big one, Service 
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1 Merchandise, and they didn't extend all over the roof. 
2 Let me go back. This photograph shows a 
3 puncture in the membrane. The brown or dark circle, the 
4 dark area there, is water actually being squeezed back up 
5 through the hole in the rubber. He's pushing down on it 
6 to make it happen so that-the photograph could be taken. 
7 We found that puncture adjacent to the air conditioner 





Was that puncture at a site of a fastener? 
No. If you let me advance the film, we 
11 cut that area open and you can see there's no blue disk 
12 there. That was simply damage to the membrane. 
13 Q. Do you have an opinion as to cause or 
14 probable causes of that type of damage to the membrane 
15 not located at a fastener? 
16 A. Some sort of mechanical damage, someone or 
17 something fell on the membrane at that point and 
18 punctured a hole. 
19 Q. Would that type of hole cause leaks? 
20 A. Yes, sir. 
21 I put this in there to show different 
22 other building components. Mr. Dorsht had talked in his 
23 letter to the owner about masonry problems that would 
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show up as a roof leak but wouldn't be covered by the 
warranty. You can see this large crack here in the 
brick. This caulked joint here between the masonry block 
and the brick is wide open. The sheet metal here is 
open. The roof is down here. Water going into this wall 
drips out and runs down the wall downstairs, it looks 
like a roof leak, but here's an obvious source of the way 
the water can get it has nothing to do with the roof. 
Q. Is that the front or back of that 
building, as far as you know, an entrance side or the 
other side, if you recall? 
A. I do not recall. 
Just another area showing masonry that was 
cracking and broken above the counter flashing that would 
allow water to get in and simulate a roof leak, but it's 
not a roof leak. 
The condition of the shingles that were --
the function of the shingles at this point was to protect 
or waterproof the back of the mansard wall and to act as 
a counter flashing for the rubber membrane. The rubber 
membrane here comes up the wall and then, because the 
shingles go over the top, any water that lands here can 
just cascade over the edge. As you see with the shingles 
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1 laying at the base of wall, this is an easy point for 
2 water to run down in by-passing the roof system entirely • 
• 
3 Q. Are those shingles any part of the 
4 Firestone installation, or part of the Firestone 
5 materials? 
6 A. No, sir. We don't make shingles. 
7 Q. Would you show us where, if it would show 
8 up in that photograph, where the membrane would end? 
9 A. The membrane, in this photograph, ends 
10 right at this point well up underneath the bottom of the 
11 shingles. This is the bottom course, as they call it, of 
12 shingles. Here's the second course. The rubber membrane 
13 ran up two and a half courses of shingles before it was 
14 nailed off. 
15 This was Mr. Dorsht's writing on the roof. 
16 This is also in the Service Merchandise area and not so 
17 much in front of the store here, but more back here in 
18 this area. And what he found there was that someone had 
19 installed these, what we call sleepers, but they're 
20 actually equipment supports. There wasn't any equipment 
21 installed on them that I recall, but somebody installed 
22 it with -- these aren't Firestone materials again. The 
23 caulking is beaded as opposed to flattened out. There 
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1 was even some question whether this was Firestone 
2 membrane. I don't know· if we ever came to that 
3 conclusion. But that was done after the warranty was 
4 issued. 
5 The reference to no base tie-in and roller 
6 applied has to do with the way -- actually, two different 
7 mechanical things. When the membrane comes to some 
8 penetration, as this is, it has to be mechanically 
9 fastened to it so that as this area moved it stays 
10 attached. That's what we call a base tie-in. There was 
11 no base tie-in installed at this point. A base tie-in is 
12 something you can feel if it's there or not. And there 
13 was no base tie-in there. 
14 The reference to roller applied is the way 
15 the adhesive was installed between this piece and this 
16 piece of material. In this case, it would be installed 
17 with a paint roller. Completely contrary to Firestone 
18 specifications. We would only allow the application of 
19 adhesive with a paint brush. 
20 This is a photograph taken right before we 
21 were allowed on the roof. It shows somebody up there 
22 trying to clean it up. 
23 MR. BLANCHARD: Your Honor, I'm going to 
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1 object that it shows somebody up there trying to clean it 
2 up. 
3 MR. WHARTON: Well, let me ask --
4 MR. BLANCHARD: Well, I mean --
5 THE COURT: I sustain the objection. 
6 MR. BLANCHARD: It's founded on hearsay. 
7 BY MR. WHARTON: 
8 Q. Were you present when that picture was 
9 taken? 
10 A. Yes, sir. 
11 Q. Did you observe what that person was 
12 doing? 
13 A. He was walking around the roof picking up 
14 trash. That's a bag of trash over his shoulder. 
15 MR. BLANCHARD: I'm afraid this may put me 
16 in the position to be a witness. I was on the roof that 
17 day and there were roofing crews up there working. 
18 THE WITNESS: I'm sorry, this is February 
19 of '90, not December. 
20 MR. BLANCHARD: When is this? 
21 THE WITNESS: In February of '90. 
22 MR. BLANCHARD: Okay, then I'll withdraw 
23 that, Your Honor. 
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1 THE COURT: All right. 
2 THE WITNESS: And I believe that's all I 
3 have, all the photographs. 
4 BY MR. WHARTON: 
5 Q. Okay. I just have one or two more 
6 questions. 
7 Mr. Furman, you made some reference to 
8 walkways. What are walkways on a roof, such as ballasted 
9 rubber membrane-type roof? 
10 A. Walkways are areas that have ballast 
11 removed and a suitable layer of material installed to 
12 allow for an easier walk to different roof-top mechanical 
13 units. 
14 Q. Throughout the entire roof area when you 
15 inspected it, were there walkways of any type and, if so, 
16 where were they? And I'm talking about the tops of the 
17 roofs? 
18 A. The only walkways that I observed on this 
19 roof were in the Service Merchandise space and they 
20 extended from an entry way here and an entry way here 
21 across the roof to roof-top units in this area. The 
22 roof-top unit over here that was added after the fact 
23 didn't have a walkway going to it or around it. 
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1 Q. Would yo~ draw on Exhibit E roughly where 
2 that walkway was? 
3 A. There are air conditioners in this area 
4 and the scuttle, the hatches on that area. There's a big 
5 satellite dish there. The walkways came up like this and 
6 around these units. And there was another hatch over 
7 here. 
8 Q. Were there any other walkways? 
9 A. No, sir. 
10 Q. Referring you to the exhibits on the 
11 witness stand with you, and particularly the Defendant's 
12 Exhibit Number D, or Exhibit D, which you identified as a 
13 Firestone manufactured piece of material which was not 
14 present in the assemb~y on this building, was this type 
15 of material which is marked as Exhibit D considered 
16 acceptable as a protective layer for this type of roof in 
17 1986? 
18 A. This was a protection mat, yes, sir. 
19 MR. WHARTON: Your witness. 
20 CROSS EXAMINATION 
21 BY MR. BLANCHARD: 
22 Q. Just tell me, Mr. Furman, what are you 
23 telling the jury the main problem with this roof is? 
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A. The main problem with the roof is that the 
fasteners are puncturing the membrane. 
Q. Okay. But you just spent, by my account, 
about 40 minutes going over pictures of vents, some 
grease at the China Dynasty, and what was that for? 
A. Because if you look through the records of 
repairs on this roof, you'll find several references to 
holes over fasteners. You will also find a number of 
leaks reported that had nothing to do with fasteners, 
cuts in the membrane, gashes in the membrane around air 
conditioning units, air conditioning units themselves 
that were reported as leaking. 
Q. And all of those records were provided to 
Firestone by the owner? 
A. No, sir, by roofing contractors and by the 
owner after the fact. 
Q. Well, let's talk about after the fact. Is 
it true that you and Mr. Clayton called me about three 






And I sent you every one of them? 
Yes, sir. 
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1 Q. And they weren't limited to just the 
2 fastener issue? 
3 A. No, sir, they were not. 
4 Q. But you went up and took these pictures 
5 long before you got those records? 
6 A. Yes. 
7 Q. This was '90, you said, and '93? 
8 A. Yes. 
9 Q. When you went up there in '93 on this 
10 233,000 or 275,000 square foot roof, did you take 
11 pictures of things other than the ones you've shown us? 
12 A. I'm sorry, I didn't follow. 
13 Q. Did you take pictures other than the ones 
14 that you've shown the jury? 
15 MR. WHARTON: I'm going to object because 
16 Mr. Furman, I think, in his direct testimony identified 
17 it as a 233,000 square foot and counsel is identifying it 
18 as a 275,000 square foot roof. 
19 BY MR. BLANCHARD: 
20 Q. Whatever the square footage is, did you 




And you've elected not to show those to 
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1 the jury? 
2 A. I picked out photographs, yes. 
3 Q. And you picked out photographs over this 
4 entire huge roof of a few vents and a few seams that you 
5 had problems with? 
6 A. As an illustration, yes. 
7 Q. How much time did you spend on those two 
8 roofs on the two times you were up there, both? 
9 A. I believe we were there in February for 
10 about six hours and in December I think we were up there 
11 about three. 
12 Q. And, in December, the parties in this case 
13 were locked in this lawsuit, they were locked in 





I believe they were in February, too. 
And so·you went through and picked those 
17 pictures, but you've elected not to show the jury the 
18 pictures of just where the fasteners are protruding? 
19 A. I 
20 Q. My question to you is, Mr. Furman, if 
21 Firestone has admitted that the primary source of leaks 
22 in this roof is the fasteners backing up -- is that true, 
23 that's admitted? 
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1 A. That's the primary source, yes. 
2 Q. And have you also admitted that that's 
3 going to continue to happen on this roof? 
4 A. Yes, we believe so. 
5 Q. Okay. What does this have to do with 
6 anything? 
7 A. It shows a disregard for the roof by the 
8 owner. 
9 Q. Well, let me ask you this: Say none of 
10 those things existed. Let's say we had the little China 
11 hat cover on the vent, and China Dynasty didn't have 
12 grease around the whatever you call it, would the roof 
13 still have a fastener problem? 
14 A. Yes. 
15 Q. Would the absence of the little China hat 
16 or the missing shingle in a location require the whole 
17 roof to have to be replaced? 
18 A. I'm sorry, I'm 
19 Q. Let's just say we just have these things 





Let's say that's the roof. 
That's the only problem on the roof? 
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1 Q. Right. Do we have to replace this roof? 
2 A. No. 
3 Q. Can you trace any specific leak to the 
4 missing shingles? 
5 A. I didn't do that, no. 
6 Q. You didn't go down and ask the unit owner 
7 have you had a leak in the front of the store below where 
8 the shingles are missing? 
9 A. No, we didn't take the time to do that. 
10 Q. And did you go where you found the glass, 
11 the broken light bulb, that you found, did you go down to 
12 the unit owner and say did have you had a leak about here 
13 in this ceiling? 
14 A. No, sir. We didn't take the time to 
15 interview tenants. 
16 Q. You didn't take the time to correlate any 
17 of those things to any leaks; did you? 
18 A. No, sir. 
19 Q. And you can't tell the jury that any one 
20 of them caused a leak? 
21 A. Oh, I can definitely say the missing China 
22 hat caused an apparent leak in the roof. Water would 
23 have fallen in that hole. 
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1 Q. Did you but you didn't go down to look 
2 and see whether it was or wasn't? 
3 A. There's an open hole in the roof, sir. I 
4 mean, water doesn't go around it. 
5 Q. You don't know how long that open hole had 
6 been there; do you? 
7 A. No. 
8 Q. And you didn't go ask the unit owner or 
9 the unit tenant was there a problem? 
10 A. No. 
11 Q. Will you tell the jury when you canceled 
12 this warranty in 1990 whose fault you said the problem 
13 was? 
14 A. In 1990, we felt the fault laid or lay 
15 with the architect specifying fastening the insulation. 
16 Q. Okay. And, in 1990, you said the fault 
17 lay with the architect, but you told the jury in response 
18 to Mr. Wharton's question that the reason you canceled 
19 the warranty was because the owner hadn't done these 
20 maintenance things. You didn't mention the architect; 
21 did you? 
22 A. 
23 said. 
I'm sorry, I don't quite follow what you 
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Q. When Mr. Wharton asked you why you 
canceled the warranty, was there any reason you did not 
tell this jury it was because we felt the architect a bad 
design? 
A. We felt we weren't responsible for those 
fasteners. 
Q. My question was: Was there a reason you 
didn't tell this jury that we felt the architect had a 
bad design in response to his question? 
A. Not that I know of. 
Q. Okay. Would you tell the jury whether Mr. 
Dorsht's letter says that's what you think the problem 
was? 
A. At the time I believe -- if you don't 
mind, I would like to look at Mr. Dorsht's letter. 
Q. Please, feel free to. 
A. I don't think it's up here anymore. 
MR. BLANCHARD: May I approach the clerk? 
(The witness reviewed the document.) 
THE WITNESS: Okay, I'm done reading it, 
but I'm not sure what your question is. 
Q. 
BY MR. BLANCHARD: 
Did you tell the owner that you felt the 
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1 problem was the architect's fault? 
2 A. That's what Mr. Dorsht's letter says, yes. 
3 MR. BLANCHARD: May I approach the 
4 witness, Your Honor? 
5 THE COURT: You may. 
6 BY MR. BLANCHARD: 
7 Q. You've been involved and employed with 
8 Firestone since the filing of this litigation; is that 
9 true, this lawsuit? 
10 A. Yes. 
11 Q. And did you assist in anyway in the 
12 answering of the interrogatories that were sent to 
13 Firestone in this case by the building owner? 
14 A. Yes, I did. 
15 Q. Let me ask you, if you could read the last 
16 sentence of your answer to interrogatory number 6 aloud 
17 for the jury, beginning with the word in addition. 
18 A. In addition, the use of mechanical 
19 fasteners to attach the insulation to the deck, none of 
20 which were Firestone materials, has caused or contributed 
21 to cuts and punctures in the membrane due to the absence 
22 of a protective overlay between the membrane and the 
23 mechanical fasteners. 
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1 Q. Okay. So when you answered this 
2 interrogatory, and if we can get the date, this written 
3 question, in December of 1992, you stated that a part of 
4 this problem was the absence of a protective overlay 
5 between the membrane and the fasteners? 
6 A. Yes, that's what we thought. 
7 Q. Okay. Let me ask you to read for the jury 
8 your answer to request for admission number 34, which was 
9 also asked in this case, and if you could start with 
10 the -- after the semi-colon at the bottom of page 9, 
11 beginning with defendant admits. 
12 A. Defendant admits that it is possible that 
13 leaks have occurred and may continue to occur due to the 
14 lack of a protective overlay between the mechanical 
15 fasteners and the Firestone Rubbergard membrane. 
16 Q. Okay. So in response to the specific 
17 request for admission asked by the plaintiff, you again 
18 said that the problem is the lack of a mechanical 
19 overlay? 
20 A. Yes, that's what we thought. 
21 Q. And you said the architect was at fault 
22 because he didn't specify a mechanical overlay? 
23 A. Yes. 
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1 Q. Okay. And, in September of last you, you 
2 filed suit against the architect? 
3 MR. WHARTON: Objection. 
4 THE COURT: What's the purpose of the 
5 question, counsel? 
6 MR. BLANCHARD: You told me to this, Your 
7 Honor, I'll ask him if he can review another pleading. 
8 BY MR. BLANCHARD: 
9 Q. Did you assist in the preparation and 
10 review and the filing in a pleading in this case a third-
11 party motion for judgment against the architect? 
12 MR. WHARTON: Objection. 
13 THE COURT: I'm going to sustain the 
14 objection at this point. I think we've been through 
15 this. 
16 MR. BLANCHARD: Well, Your Honor, I think 
17 I'm entitled to show all prior admissions. 
18 MR. WHARTON: May we approach the bench if 




23 this matter. 
THE COURT: All right. 
(Bench Conference) 
THE COURT: Haven't we already covered 
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MR. BLANCHARD: I think I can show they 
did it four times. They're coming in here today two 
weeks before -- I mean, two weeks, you know, the time 
that they did. 
THE COURT: I feel like we've already 
covered this ground. I don't think we should go any 
further with regards to this line of questioning. I 
don't think it's relevant that they filed suit against 
the architect four times. 
MR. BLANCHARD: Well, they didn't --
THE COURT: I don't know -- I know 
anything about this, first of all, so --
MR. BLANCHARD: Well, Your Honor --
THE COURT: It's the first time I've heard 
that. 
MR. BLANCHARD: No, no, not four times. 
They only filed it once. I mean in four different 
pleadings in this case they have made specific 
allegations against the architect. 
THE COURT: I think you've established 
that. 
MR. BLANCHARD: Well, I established it 
twice. I've got the third-party motion for judgment and 
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1 the memorandum in support of the third-party for judgment 
2 where they also said it. And, if they will stipulate 
3 that they said it in those two occasions, I don't have to 
4 make him read it. 
5 MR. RUTLAND: I'm missing something. I 
. 6 don't find anything inconsistent that would allow this as 
7 impeachment. 
8 THE COURT: I don't think we've gotten to 
9 that point. 
10 MR. BLANCHARD: Mr. Wharton asked him is 
11 there's a protective overlay and he said, yeah, the 
12 fastener heads. 
13 THE COURT: I'm going to sustain the 





MR. BLANCHARD: Okay. 
{Open Court) 
BY MR. BLANCHARD: 
I'm going to ask you -- you said that 
19 that's what you thought at the time. Are you telling me 
20 that your position has changed, that you now feel there 
21 was a protective overlay in this case? 
22 A. My department is responsible for handling 
23 claims against warranties. And, at that time --
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I asked you -- I understand. 
MR. WHARTON: Can he explain his answer. 
BY MR. BLANCHARD: 
I would like you to answer my question. 
THE COURT: I believe he's being 
responsive. Wait for the answer. 
THE WITNESS: At that time --
BY MR. BLANCHARD: 
Q. Tell me: Have you changed your position, 
as you've read it to the jury, that there was an absence 
of a protective overlay? 
A. After further investigation, I found out 
that the fastener plate that you see 
Q. Mr. Furman, would you please answer my 
question yes or no? 
MR. WHARTON: Objection, Your Honor. I 
think he's attempting to answer the question. 
THE COURT: I'll let him complete his 
statement. 
THE WITNESS: After further investigation 
with our technical department, I discovered that the 
fastener plate was considered an adequate protection for 
the head of the fastener. 
I 
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1 BY MR. BLANCHARD: 
2 Q. When did you conduct this further 
3 investigation? 
4 A. A couple of weeks ago. A couple of weeks 
5 before my deposition, actually. 
6 Q. A couple of weeks before today? 
7 A. It would have been about four weeks, yeah. 
8 Q. And you had notice of this problem in 
9 1990, is when you did your inspection? 
10 A. Yes. 
11 Q. And you had records from 1988 saying 
12 screws were backing up through the membrane? 
13 A. Yes. 
14 Q. And you got sued in 1992? 
15 A. Yes. 
16 Q. And you answered your interrogatories and 
17 filed other pleadings and you're telling the jury that 
18 you decided to investigate two weeks ago as to whether 
19 the fastener plate was an adequate protective layer? 
20 A. It occurred to me to go ask the people 
21 that deal with roofing contractors over the telephone. I 
22 didn't occur to me before that time. 
23 Q. It didn't occur to you to ask that 
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1 question when this roof has been in place for eight 
2 years? 
3 A. No, sir, it did not. 
4 Q. Let me ask you: What goes between the 
5 fastener head and the membrane? What is the protective 
6 layer between the head of that fastener and the membrane? 
7 A. There is no protective layer. There is 
8 protection of the fastener head. 
9 Q. There is no protective layer. Will you 
10 please -- do you still have the Firestone specifications 
11 in front of you? 
12 A. Yes, sir. 
13 Q. Would you please look at page 6? 
14 MR. BLANCHARD: If I may approach again, 
15 Your Honor. 
16 (The witness reviewed the document.) 
17 BY MR. BLANCHARD: 
18 Q. Would you please read paragraph D of 
19 section 1.05 aloud for the jury? 
20 A. D, acceptable substraights to which the 
21 ballasted system is installed shall be clean, dry, 
22 smooth, free of sharp edges, fins, loose for foreign 
23 materials, oil, grease, and other materials which may 
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1 damage the membrane. All roughened surfaces which could 
2 cause damage to the membrane shall be properly cushioned 
3 with insulation or other accepted protective layer. 
4 Q. So the word protective layer is used in 
5 the Firestone specifications in that section? 
6 A. Yes. 
7 Q. Okay. Now I would like you to look at 
8 section 1.07, B. What instruction does Firestone give 
9 the roofing contractor there? 
10 A. Under B it says consult the insulation 
11 manufacturer with respect to any of the following, 
12 thermal values, maximum flute span, compatibility with 
13 substraights, warpage potential, recommendations at to 
14 their products use with the system, recommendations as to 
15 their products use with respect to applications over 
16 substraights containing moisture, conformance to current 
17 Federal specifications. 
18 Q. So Firestone told its contractor when 
19 you're picking insulation, consult with the manufacturers 





Let me ask you to read paragraph 107.C.l. 
Insulation may be preattached by Firestone 
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accepted mechanical fastening system, provided that an 
accepted protection layer is installed over and 
completely covers the fastening system. 
Q. Would you agree with me that this fastener 
plate that you've testified to the jury now is a 
protective system or whatever, does not comply with that 
requirement of completely covering the fastener system? 
A. I would agree that it doesn't completely 
cover it, yes. 
Q. Would you agree that it is not an accepted 
protection layer? 
A. It is not a layer. 
Q. Mr. Furman, will you tell the jury 
strike that. 
The chart that you used about the leaks, 
these are the leaks that were reported to you between 
1988 and 1990; is that correct? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Have you added them up to see how many 
that is? 
A. No, I did not add them up. 
Q. Would you be surprised if that's 55 
separate leaks reports? 
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It doesn't look to be that high, but --
Why don't you -- maybe my math is wrong. 
3 Will you add them up for me, please? I'll leave them 












9 Q. Sorry. And some of those leak reports is, 
10 for example, the one you read with China Dynasty, there 
11 was an example of five screws backing up; correct, or 
12 five holes? 
13 A. Yes, in addition to the two curb, or two 
14 flashings. 
15 Q. Right. And some of those other leak 
16 reports which we have introduced into evidence show much 
17 more than five backing up at various locations, true? 
18 A. 
19 Q. 
20 get out there 
21 A. 
22 Q. 
23 get out there 
Yes. 
And your testimony is you were too busy to 
before 1990? 
I don't believe I said that. 
Well, then explain to me why you didn't 
until after 54 leak reports. 
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A. The center is 233,000 square feet. And 
from I believe we set this up in '89, so I don't know 
that that's necessarily an inconsistency. 
Q. Are you saying Firestone doesn't consider 
54 leak reports --
A. There wasn't 54 before we went. 
Q. When did you go? 
A. Didn't we set an investigation up and Mr. 
Dorsht was on the roof, I believe -- I would have to look 
at the file. I'm not sure exactly when the first 
investigation was, but it wasn't in November of '90. 
Q • When was it? 
A. Wasn't Mr. Kyle on the roof earlier than 
that? 
Q. I don't know. You're the head of 
warranty, not me. 
A. I believe Mr. Kyle was on the roof earlier 
than that. 
Q. So you had somebody doing an initial 
investigation and you continued to cover it under your 
warranty until somebody else looked at it? 
A. Yes. As I explained in my definition 
or in my deposition, we were not staffed to analyze 
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1 repair invoices and subsequently bill building owners for 
2 nonwarrantable leaks. 
3 Q. Wasn't.it true in some of the documents 
4 you gave me you were writing back to the building 
5 contractor indicating like $20 discrepancies in there 
6 bills? There was somebody going over them for numbers? 
7 A. Somebody was going over them for numbers, 
8 yes. 
9 Q. Okay. So you had somebody who was free 
10 enough to catch a $20 discrepancy in a billing, but you 
11 didn't have anybody who was busy enough to see that this 
12 was a substantial problem? 
13 MR. WHARTON: Objection, Your Honor. 
14 There has been no testimony 
15 THE COURT: I sustain the objection. 







MR. BLANCHARD: Okay. 
BY MR. BLANCHARD: 
How many people did you have working? 
In 19 --
MR. WHARTON: What time frame? 
BY MR. BLANCHARD: 
23 Q. At the time that you were approving these 
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2 A. From '88 until '90, there was four 
3 well, actually, we added one in that point. Four at the 
4 beginning of that time frame and five field people, such 
5 as Mr. Dorsht, and at the beginning of that time frame 
6 there were three inside clerks and we added one more 
7 towards the end of that time frame. And those clerks, if 
8 you will, were responsible for taking all of the incoming 
9 leak reports, containing contractors, paying invoices. 
10 Q. So there were four or five people and one 
11 of them was checking the dollar end? 
12 A. Yes. 
13 Q. Let me ask you: What's the 
14 preinstallation? I mean, had you done a preinstallation 
15 at Prince William Square, when would you have gone and 
16 what would you have seen, at what stage of the 
17 construction would you have done it? 
18 A. I'm not sure what a preinstallation is. 
19 Q. I'm sorry, preinstallation inspection. 
20 A. Well, Firestone doesn't normally do that 
21 sort of thing, but a preinstallation inspection would be 
22 someone arriving at the site and looking at the building 
23 before the roof is put on. 
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1 Q. Had Cole on the Firestone preinstallation 
2 inspection form, or the preinstallation notice form, 
3 indicated the presence of mechanical fasteners in the 
4 construction of this roof, what, if anything, would you 
5 have done with regard to this system? 
6 A. If he would have notified us that he was 
7 directed to install the insulation with a mechanical 
8 fastener, we would have directed him to use that type of 
9 fastener and insulation plate. 
10 Q. What's an insulation plate? I mean, you 
11 would have told him to use this? 
12 A. Yes, those blue -- that's --
13 Q. If he had told you that there were 
14 fasteners, nothing different would have been done at this 
15 roof? 
16 A. True, that was considered adequate 
17 protection for the membrane to not be abraded by that 
18 fastener head. 
19 Q. So regardless of what your specifications 
20 says you're telling me that your technical people would 
21 tell them it was okay anyway? 
22 A. There was a change in the specifications 
23 inside Firestone, yes. 
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1 Q. And that's what you just found out about 
2 two or three weeks ago? 
3 A. Yes, sir. 
4 Q. Based on that, do you still think this is 
5 a design problem? 
6 A. With respect to the way the insulation 
7 goes away or compresses, I think the architect could have 
8 chosen to use, as an example, which he used an example of 
9 EPS and Pearlite in his specifications. He could have 
10 chosen a different example or not specified EPS. 
11 Q. Well, let me ask you: Didn't he specify 
12 some insulations other than EPS? 
13 A. Yes. 
14 Q. He gave your authorized roofing applicator 
15 a choice? 
16 A. Yes. 
17 Q. Had he used one of those other insulation 
18 types knowing that it was going to be mechanically 
19 fastened, would we have had the insulation problem? 
20 A. Probably not. 
21 Q. So, again, that was a choice, an option, 
22 that was made by your roofing applicator? 
23 A. Yes. 
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1 Q. The architect in this case didn't say you 
2 have to use EPS; did he? 
3 A. No, he didn't say had to. But his example 
4 in his specifications·was EPS and Pearlite. 
5 Q. Right. He said to the roofing contractor 
6 pick these types of insulation? 
7 A. Yes, he did. 
8 Q. Fasten. He told him to comply with 
9 compatible materials, he told him to follow 
10 manufacturer's instructions. 
11 A. Uh-huh. 
12 Q. Relied upon the roofing contractors 
13 expertise in doing that? 
14 A. I believe so, yeah. 
15 Q. Didn't.you rely upon your roofing 
16 contractor's expertise in this case? 
17 A. To install our products, yes, sir. 
18 Q. Right. You didn't need to do a 
19 preinstallation inspection? 
20 A. What would we have seen at a 
21 preinstallation inspection? See a deck. We would have 
22 seen a steel deck and a building under construction. 
23 Q. So what's the purpose if Firestone tells 
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people we'll do a preinstallation inspection? 
A. I don't believe there is a preinstallation 
inspection from Firestone. 
Q. Do you do any training with your -- let me 
ask you this: You were talking about Cole had done --





What do you inspect when you do that? 
You look for the way the flashings are 
done so that they are water tight against the 
penetration, you kick a little ballast and look at the 
field seams to make sure that they are the proper width, 
the lap sealant is spread the way it's supposed to be, 
you look for what's called the shadow line on the back of 
the membrane to make sure that the adhesive was spread 
all the way out, you look for fastening terminations, you 
look for base tie-in type of fastening, you look at 
penetrations, the way the flashings conform or don't 
conform. 
Q. Is the purpose of the inspection to make 
sure all of your specifications have been met? 
A. 
roof. 
Yeah, as far as the water tightness of the 
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1 Q. And then when you issue it, you certify 
2 that your specifications have been met? 
3 A. I don't believe there's any certification 
4 on inspection. 
5 Q. You don't feel that's what your warranty 
6 that's issued does? 
7 A. That it certifies that it's installed to 
8 specifications, no, sir, I don't believe so. 
9 MR. BLANCHARD: If I may have one moment, 
10 Your Honor. 
11 (Pause.) 
12 BY MR. BLANCHARD: 
13 Q. Mr. Furman, do you agree with me that the 
14 only document you send to a building owner in addition to 
15 to warranty is the warranty document itself and a 
16 maintenance guideline? 
17 A. Truthfully, that's not sent to the owner. 
18 It's sent to the roofing contractor. 
19 Q. Okay. Well, as head of Firestone's 
20 warranty program, do you have any directions that you 
21 direct the roofing installer in terms of what they supply 
22 to the building owner? 
23 A. No, sir. 
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Q. Do you have any information that would 
suggest that your specifications for installation in this 
case were given to the building owner? 
A. In reading the architect's specifications, 
he required submittals of different materials and I can 
only assume that the specifications, as they are in every 
construction project I've ever been involved with before 
I started for Firestone, the specifications were attached 
in those submittals. 
Q. My que~tion, though, to you is to the 
owner. 
A. The owner --
Q. I understand what you're saying that the 
architect may have gotten them. 
A. The architect in the construction scenario 
is the owner's agent, so the owner got the specs; 
indirectly, but they got the specs. 
Q. And had they gotten those specs, they 
would have realized that Firestone required it's own 
authorized roofing installer to put in a protective layer 
between metal fasteners and the membrane; correct? 
A. 
Q. 
That's what they would have read, yes. 
The reason you have a protective layer is 
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1 so that fasteners don't tear the membrane; correct? 
2 A. So that nothing underneath the membrane 








MR. BLANCHARD: I don't have further 
THE COURT: Any redirect? 
MR. WHARTON: Yes, sir. 
REDIRECT EXAMINATION 
BY MR. WHARTON: 
When a post-inspection, such as just been 
11 inquired about, is done on a completed roof installation, 
12 ballasted Rubbergard, can the white insulation been seen? 
13 A. No, sir. 
14 Q. So that the post-installation inspection 
15 would not enable the inspector to know what type of 
16 insulation was used? 
17 A. Without destructively ·testing the roof, in 
18 other words, cutting the membrane open, flopping it back, 
19 the only information that the inspector has is what's 
20 listed on the preinstallation notice. 
21 Q. Counsel asked you some questions about why 
22 you didn't show all of your photos. Were or were not 
23 some of your photographs duplicative or much the same as 
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those photographs shown by Mr. Sheehan this morning? 
A. Yeah, they were. 
Q. Counsel asked you whether or not what he 
paraphrased as these little things like the China cap 
require an entire roof to be replaced, let me ask you 
this, does this entire roof have to be replaced because 
of the leaks that you have found? 
A. I'm not sure what you mean. 
Q. Does this entire roof 
MR. BLANCHARD: Your Honor, this is beyond 
the scope. I asked him only if the -- I'll withdraw it. 
I'll withdraw it. I don't have any problem. 
BY MR. WHARTON: 
Q. Does this entire roof have to be replaced 
or is there some other fashion in which these leaks, the 
leaks caused solely by the penetration of the heads into 
the rubber membrane can be remedied? 
A. No, you can go out into the roof areas, 
isolate the fasteners, take them out, and patch the 
membrane. 
Q. And that was the 13,000 or 15,000 square 
feet that would need repair compared with 233,000 total 
square footage? 
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1 A. Yes. 
2 Q. There's still 200,000 square feet of good 
3 roof up there, you're saying? 
4 A. Yes. 
5 MR. WHARTON: That's all I have. 
6 MR. BLANCHARD: If I may, Your Honor. 
7 RECROSS EXAMINATION 
8 BY MR. BLANCHARD: 
9 Q. Let's talk that, Mr. Furman. Are these 
10 fasteners all located in one 11,000 square foot area of 
11 this roof? 
12 A. Oh, no, sir. 
13 Q. No, they're every, what, eight feet? 
14 A. There are approximately one fastener every 
15 16 square feet. 
16 Q. Okay. When you're telling this jury about 
17 all the good roof, you're talking about going in there 







Q. Fifteen to twenty thousand cuts? 
A. Small holes, yeah. 
Q. Small holes? We've got to get this whole 
piece out; don't we? 
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1 A. Well, you're talking about something to 
2 that size. 
3 Q. I can get through -- what, we're just 
4 going to take this out? We're not going to take the 
5 plate? 
A. 6 No. 
Q. 7 So we're going to make small holes and 
back out 15,000 8 -- you're going to make 15,000 holes in 
9 this roof? 
10 A. Yes. 
11 Q. And then what are we going to do, patch 
i __ .,,. 12 
them? 
' \ \ 
\ 
13 A. You could patch them, you could put a 
14 double patch on them, two layers of material, one on top 
15 of the other. 
Q. 16 So we would -- let me ask you, to do that 
17 I guess we've got to move all the ballast off; don't we? 
18 What are you going to do, just move it a piece at at 
19 time? 
20 A. The insulation, if you can visualize it, 
21 is like a playing card and they line up. And the 
22 fasteners are therefore in a line as the insulation moves 
23 up the roof. There's a line of fasteners here, a line of 
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1 fasteners here, a line of fasteners here. I don't 
2 believe you would have to move all of the rock to find 
3 those lines. Once you isolated a line, you could move 
4 along the line and find the fasteners. 
5 Q. But for each fastener and for each hole 
6 we're going to make and for each patch, we're going to 
7 have to move rock off to the side? 
8 A. Yeah, probably about the size of this. 
9 (Indicating.) 
10 Q. And your photographs show, do they not, 
11 that there's dirt that's associated with that rock, or as 
12 Mr. Sheehan has said, chipping rock or whatever? 
13 A. Yeah, there's dirt on the membrane, sure. 
14 Q. Okay. You're going to move that because 
15 your patch sealant has to be· clean to get that done; 
16 correct? 
17 A. Yes, sir. 
18 Q. How long is it going to take you to make 
19 15,000 holes and patch them? 
20 A. I don't know how -- with the labor 
21 involved would be on that. 
22 Q. How long would the other owners who aren't 
23 getting patched that day have to continue to enduring 
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1 roof leaks? 
2 MR. WHARTON: Objection. 
3 THE COURT: He can answer. It's related 
4 to the other question. I overrule the objection. 
5 THE WITNESS: I assume if a contractor put 
6 15,000 men on there it could happen instantaneously. It 
7 would depend on how it was manned. 
8 BY MR. BLANCHARD: 
9 Q. What guarantee would the owner have, like 
10 a limited warranty on the whole system he gets, on a 
11 patch repair? 
12 MR. WHARTON: Objection. I don't 
13 understand the question. Maybe the witness does. 
14 THE COURT: Does the witness understand 
15 it? 
16 THE WITNESS: Well, I'm -- not really, 
17 Your Honor. 
18 BY MR. BLANCHARD: 
19 Q. Let me ask you this: The owner of this 
20 building has a 10-year warranty against leaks; correct? 
21 A. There was one -- there was a 10-year 
22 warranty issues, yeah~ 
23 Q. Okay. What I'm asking you is, what kind 
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1 of warranty do you get with a roof with 15,000 patches? 
2 can you get one from Firestone? 
3 MR. WHARTON: Objection. I mean, the 
4 foundation is -- the circumstances under which the 
5 patching takes place is simply not present. 
6 THE COURT: I agree. I sustain the 
7 objection. 
8 MR. BLANCHARD: I don't have any further 
9 questions? 
10 MR. WHARTON: I have no further questions, 
11 Your Honor, but I call -- since this witness identified 
12 Exhibits D, E, and F, I would move their admission. 
13 MR. BLANCHARD: Which exhibits are they? 
14 MR. WHARTON: D is the 
15 THE COURT: We need to collect any that 
16 you have by the way. I don't think the clerk has all of 
17 them. I think they are these models up here. 
18 MR. WHARTON: D is the protective layer 
19 that's on its way up right now. 
20 MR. BLANCHARD: I don't have any trouble 
21 with D. 
22 MR. WHARTON: E is the diagram of the 
23 shopping center that he used extensively in his 
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MR. BLANCHARD: I'm going to object to 
that, Your Honor. The witness the jury's recollection 
of the testimony can control, but I don't think -- that's 
a demonstrative evidence, I don't think in and of itself 
is admissible. 
THE COURT: I think a foundation has been 
laid for that, not only this witness, but several 
witnesses have used this exhibit. I overrule the 
objection. I'll allow that exhibit. 
MR. WHARTON: And F is the exhibit showing 
the amount of the cost of repairs undertaken by Firestone 
and the cost of repairs undertaken by the owner. 
MR. BLANCHARD: I don't have any problem 
with that, Your Honor. 
THE COURT: All right. It will be 
admitted. 
(The documents previously marked 
for identification as 
Defendant's Exhibits D, E, and F 
were received into evidence.) 
THE WITNESS: All done here? 
THE COURT: Wait just one minute, if you 
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1 will. Can I have Exhibit D? 
2 THE COURT: Let me ask you some questions, 
3 if I may, and I'll use this model. 
4 If I understand, your position in this 
5 case, the warranty that's provided in this case applies 
6 to two things, does it not, one is the material which is 
7 produced and supplied by -- the Rubbergard material by 
8 Firestone; correct? 
9 THE WITNESS: Yes. 
10 THE COURT: The second warranty has to do 
11 with the workmanship of the contractor that is approved 
12 you Firestone; correct? 
13 THE WITNESS: Yes. 
14 THE COURT: Let's see if I can break this 
15 down. This model that is marked Exhibit C, which has 
16 been introduced in this case is a model showing the goods 
17 used in this particular roof system; correct? 
18 THE WITNESS: Yeah, without the ballast, 
19 but yes. 
20 THE COURT: All right. Let me just take 
21 the materials themselves. And I'll start from to bottom, 
22 which is the metal on the bottom. 
23 THE WITNESS: Yes. 
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THE COURT: That's the metal roofing? 
THE WITNESS: Metal roof deck. 
THE COURT: Metal roof deck. Not produced 
THE WITNESS: No, sir. 
THE COURT: But Firestone in terms of 
7 Firestone -- are you familiar with Firestone 
8 specifications for this job? I think you've testified 
9 that you are. 
10 THE WITNESS: Yes. 
11 THE COURT: Are you also familiar with the 
12 specifications of the architect for this job? 
13 THE WITNESS: I've read through portions 
14 of those. 
15 THE COURT: Okay. I take it those two 
16 specifications are different specifications, but I each 
17 one at a time. Does the metal deck meet the 






THE WITNESS: It's a suitable --
THE COURT: For this particular job. 
THE WITNESS: It's a suitable 
THE COURT: Okay. Can I take that as a 
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1 THE WITNESS: Yes. 
2 THE COURT: Then there's a brown layer, 
3 which I forget, it starts with a P. 
4 THE WITNESS: Pearlite. 
5 THE COURT: It's the Pearlite insulation 
6 board. Let me go back to the metal deck. Does the metal 
7 deck meet the specifications of the architect? 
8 THE WITNESS: I believe so. I didn't test 
9 for that. 
10 THE COURT: All right. So, as far as you 
11 know, it does? 
12 THE WITNESS: Yes. 
13 THE COURT: The brown one is the Pearlite 
14 insulation board. Does that meet the specifications of 
15 Firestone? 
16 THE WITNESS: It's an acceptable 
17 insulation, yes. 
18 THE COURT: Now, Firestone then approves 
19 that insulation for this job; correct? 
20 THE WITNESS: We accept its use. I would 
21 make the distinction between approve and accept. 
22 THE COURT: Is it an approved material for 
23 this job or isn't it? 
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1 THE WITNESS: It's an approved material, 
2 yes. 
3 THE COURT: All right. The white layer is 
4 an insulation, and it has been given different names, but 
5 it's like a styrofoam insulation? 
6 THE WITNESS: Yes, sir. 
7 THE COURT: Is that an approved insulation 
8 material for this job by Firestone? 
9 THE WITNESS: Yes. 
10 THE COURT: Is it -- and I'll go back to 
11 the Pearlite. Is the Pearlite approved by the 
12 architect's specifications? 
13 THE WITNESS: Yes. 
14 THE COURT: Is the white insulation 
15 approved by the architect's specifications for this job? 
16 THE WITNESS: Yes. 
17 THE COURT: And on the top we have really 
18 the only material that's made by Firestone; correct? 
19 THE WITNESS: Yes. 
20 THE COURT: And that's the membrane on 
21 top? 
22 THE WITNESS: Yes, sir. 
23 THE COURT: And we don't have the ballast, 
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1. but Firestone doesn't supply the ballast; correct? 
2 THE WITNESS: No. 
3 THE COURT: Is this membrane approved by 
4 Firestone for this job? 
5 THE WITNESS: Yes. 
6 THE COURT: Is it approved by the 
7 architect for this job? 
8 THE WITNESS: Yes. 
9 THE COURT: Is the ballast on top, was 
10 that approved by Firestone for this job? 
11 THE WITNESS: Yes. 
12 THE COURT: And was the material approved 
13 by the architect for this job as far as the ballast was 
14 concerned? 
15 THE WITNESS: He specified ballast, I 
16 don't know, I guess he did. 
17 THE COURT: so, as I understand, in terms 
18 of the goods used both Firestone and the architect have 
19 approved materials used in this job? 
20 THE WITNESS: Yes. 
21 THE COURT: And I don't want to forget the 
22 screws. In here we have a blue plate with a metal screw 
23 through it, like someone said a big washer that goes 
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through the styrofoam. Is that fastener and that washer 
approved by Firestone for this job? 
THE WITNESS: It was an acceptable 
insulation fastener. 
THE COURT: Well, that's a yes? 
THE WITNESS: Yes. 
THE COURT: Okay. Is it approved by the 
architect for this job? 
THE WITNESS: Yes. 
THE COURT: All right. So, in other 
words, the materials in the roof system altogether have 
been approved both by Firestone and by the architect for 
this job? 
THE WITNESS: Yes, sir. 
THE COURT: But, as I understand your 
position under the warranty, even though you have 
approved this material below the membrane, it doesn't 
mean that you have guaranteed this material; is that your 
position? 
THE WITNESS: Yes, sir. 
THE COURT: So if this material 
malfunctions, you don't feel -- or Firestone doesn't feel 
responsible for that malfunction somehow? 
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1 THE WITNESS: That's true. 
2 THE COURT: Okay. And, as I understand 
3 your position, that's -- your position in the case is 
4 really not that the screws are malfunctioning, they're 
5 doing there job, but that the styrofoam has reduced or 
6 progressed in size? 
7 THE WITNESS: Yes. 
8 THE COURT: Well, now, when you approved 
9 this styrofoam back in 1986, the obvious question is, 
10 didn't you know it was going to compress in size when you 
11 approved it? 
12 THE WITNESS: No, sir, we felt that it was 
13 going to be a stable insulation. 
14 THE COURT: Both experts have testified 
15 that that's, as I understood their testimony, that that's 
16 kind of a natural course for that insulation over a 
17 period of time, with people walking over it or with use, 
18 or even without use one of them testified it's going to 
19 compress because of the nature of the material. Are you 
20 saying you did not know that when you approved that as a 
21 substance in 1986? 
22 
23 '86, no. 
THE WITNESS: I don't believe we did in 
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THE COURT: But you know it now? 
THE WITNESS: Yes. 
THE COURT: So the malfunction or defect 
in the styrofoam has actually been discovered, or the 
fact that it will do that as a material, since the time 
this roof was installed? 
THE WITNESS: Yes, sir. 
THE COURT: Okay. Now, let me get to the 
second issue of the guarantee, as I understand it, which 
is the workmanship. The workmanship is how all of these 
materials are put together; is that a fair definition of 
workmanship? 
THE WITNESS: No, sir, I don't believe so. 
THE COURT: What do you -- what's your 
understanding or Firestone's understanding of the term 
workmanship as it applies in this particular warranty? 
THE WITNESS: I believe that workmanship 
blurb applies only to the installation of our materials. 
And the reason I say that is Mr. Cole installed the 
shingles. What do we have for shingles? Mr. Cole 
installed the sheet metal on top of the walls. We don't 
have anything to do with that. Mr. Cole conceivably 
could have installed the concrete footers. He could have 
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1 installed the walls. We have a contractor in England 
2 that literally builds the building from the ground up. 
3 THE COURT: So your position is the only 
4 obligation in terms of workmanship is how this rubber 
5 membrane was installed? 
6 THE WITNESS: Yes, sir. 
7 THE COURT: All right. The fact that the 
8 subsurface was installed with a screw, as I understand 
9 your testimony, you've got no problem with that 
10 workmanship concept in this overall roofing system. The 
11 fact that screws were used with those materials you have 





THE WITNESS: No. 
THE COURT: At least you didn't in 1986. 
THE WITNESS: Right. 
THE COURT: Okay. So when you say you 
17 find no defect in workmanship, is that what you mean by 
18 that? 
19 THE WITNESS: Yes, sir. 
20 THE COURT: And you find no defect in the 
21 workmanship in terms of the way the rubber membrane was 
22 installed? 
23 THE WITNESS: No, I didn't find any. 
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THE COURT: Okay. Now, if the approved 
applicator, installer, omits a subsurface that is 
necessary to protect this membrane, is that good 
workmanship or poor workmanship or is that not even in 
your definition of workmanship? 
THE WITNESS: If he omits a material 
underneath the membrane? 
THE COURT: Right. 
THE WITNESS: And then -- I didn't really 
follow your question. 
THE COURT: Let's say you forgot to put 
the styrofoam down. 
THE WITNESS: Okay. 
THE COURT: Good workmanship or poor 
workmanship or not under your definition of workmanship? 
THE WITNESS: Not under our definition of 
workmanship. 
THE COURT: You wouldn't even include that 
as part of your definition of workmanship? 
THE WITNESS: No, sir. The Pearlite 
itself would have been a suitable substance. 
THE COURT: The workmanship term, as I 
understand it, you're saying it applies only to the 
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2 THE WITNESS: And the flash -- Rubbergard 
3 materials. 
4 THE COURT: So if he omits the styrofoam, 
5 it doesn't affect whether -- you don't feel that's part 
6 of your guarantee of his workmanship? 
7 THE WITNESS: No, that won't -- that won't 
8 affect the performance of our roof. 
9 THE COURT: Okay. Thank you. I think I 
10 understand. 
11 All right, any questions that I've 
12 generated, first by the plaintiff? Any questions by the 
13 plaintiff? 
14 MR. BLANCHARD: No, Your Honor. 
15 THE COURT: Any questions by the 
16 defendant? 
17 FURTHER REDIRECT EXAMINATION 
18 BY MR. WHARTON: 
19 Q. When you indicate that Firestone approved 
20 the styrofoam, prior to installation did Firestone have 
21 any knowledge as to the specific type of styrofoam being 
22 used by this subcontractor? 
23 A. No, sir. 
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1 MR. WHARTON: That's the only question I 
2 needed to clarify. 
3 THE COURT: Any questions? 
4 FURTHER RECROSS EXAMINATION 
5 BY MR. BLANCHARD: 
6 Q. As to the preinstallations, I think 
7 Exhibit 3 -- do you all have that? 
8 (Pause.) 
9 BY MR. BLANCHARD: 
10 Q. When you just answered counsel's question 
11 that you didn't know what type of insulation, I would 
12 like you to look at the preinstallation notice sent to 
13 you by Cole, doesn't that say EPS? 
14 A. Yes, sir, I misunderstood what he was 
15 asking. I thought he meant type as in one and a half 
16 pounds, two pounds. I'm sorry. 
17 Q. So you knew it would be --
18 A. The type is EPS. 





Did not know the low density part. 
Well, the compressible type of EPS? 
EPS can stand for very high density 
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1 incompressible material as well. 
2 MR. BLANCHARD: Okay. I don't have any 
3 thing further. 
4 THE COURT: Thank you, sir. 
5 Another question for you. 
6 FURTHER REDIRECT EXAMINATION 
7 BY MR. WHARTON: 
8 Q. What do you mean when you say you didn't 
9 know that it was a low density as opposed to some other 
10 type of density? 
11 A. That's not on the preinstallation notice. 
12 MR. WHARTON: That's all I have of this 
13 witness, Your Honor. 
14 We have one witness that has come and gone 
15 twice today --
16 THE COURT: Thank you, sir, you can step 
17 down. 
18 (The witness was excused.) 
19 MR. WHARTON: and if we could possibly. 
20 MR. RUTLAND: Very briefly. 
21 THE COURT: All right, briefly. Let's go 
22 ahead and take your witness. 
23 (The witness was sworn by the Clerk.) 
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2 TIM ALVAREZ, 
3 a witness, was called for examination by counsel on 
4 behalf of the defendant, and, having been first duly 
5 sworn by the Clerk, was examined and testified as 
6 follows: 
7 DIRECT EXAMINATION 








Please state your name. 
My name is Tim Alvarez. 
Mr. Alvarez, where do you live? 
Colonial Beach. 
And what do you do for a living? 
Estimator for a roofing company. 
And, as a part of your work, is that 
16 involving installation of roofing systems on commercials 
17 buildings? 
18 A. Sure. 
19 Q. How long have you been doing that? 
20 A. Twelve years, since '82. 
21 THE COURT: You've got to speak up now for 
22 the jury. 
23 THE WITNESS: Okay. I'm sorry. 
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1 BY MR. RUTLAND: 
2 Q. And have you worked on ballasted roofing 
3 system before? 
4 A. Lots of them. 
5 Q. Were you asked by Firestone in this case 
6 just to prepare an estimate of what it would cost to go 
7 up on Prince William Square Shopping Center and take out 
8 the fasteners and reinstall membrane? 
9 A. Yes, sir. 
10 Q. And have you worked up numbers in that 
11 regard? 
12 A. You betcha. 
13 Q. What is your estimate as to -- number one, 
14 you haven't been asked to.come up with a figure for total 
15 replacement of the roof; is that right? 
16 A. No. 
17 Q. We simply asked you to come up with a 
18 price per square foot for any amounts that needed to be 






And what figures did you come up with? 
I come right at a $1.04 a square foot. 
So $1.04 per square foot? 
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1 A. Right. 
2 Q. And that's a labor charge? 
3 A. Yeah. 
4 Q. What's your estimate as to what the 
5 m~terials would cost to put new membrane down? 
6 A. Another 40.cents, give or take. 
7 Q. And you're familiar with what a double 
a patch is from Firestone? 
9 A. Yes. 
10 Q. Were you also asked to put together a 
11 figure for going out and taking out the fasteners and 
12 putting a double patch over those? 
13 A. Uh-huh. 
14 Q. And what is a double patch? 
15 A. Well, you're obviously going to have to 
16 cut the rubber once you located the plate and the 
17 fastener, back it out, and then clean the existing 
18 membrane and you got a peel and stick rubber, which this 
19 one would be a two-ply patch. 
20 Q. And what was the price you came up for 
21 that? 
22 A. I came up with -- right at $13.75 per 
23 fastener, to locate it and patch them. 
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1 Q. What's the biggest job you've done as far 
2 as a ballasted roof and the installation? 
3 A. Ballasted rubber, I guess 200,000 squares 
4 on ballasted rubber. I mean, we've done bigger jobs, but 
5 
6 Q. When you say 200,000 squares, is that 
7 200,000 square feet? 
8 A. Yes, sir. 
9 Q. Have you done larger jobs also? 
10 A. Yes. 
11 MR. RUTLAND: That's all I have, Your 
12 Honor. 
13 THE COURT: Your witness. 
14 CROSS EXAMINATION 
15 BY MR. BLANCHARD: 
16 Q. When did Firestone call you? 
17 A. If I remember right, approximately about 
18 two weeks ago. 
Q. 
A. 
Q. 21 How many times have you been on to roof at 
22 Prince William Square? 
23 A. One time. 
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1 Q. When was that? 
2 A. Saturday. 
3 Q. Saturday? 
4 A. Yeah. I drove around it one day and then 
5 Saturday actually was able to get on it and walk it. 
6 Q. Is your price that you came up with, the 
7 first one, $1.04, is if Firestone gave you all the 
8 materials? 
9 A. Yes, other than the cleaning -- some of 
10 the cleaning, the brushes, and I figured in some for 
11 possible insulation that I might have to swap out. 
12 Q. Are you going to take out -- on your cost 
13 of $1.04 a square foot, are you going to take out the 
14 fasteners? 
15 A. Well, certainly, once we open it up and 
16 get the insulation exposed, yeah, we'll take out the 
17 fasteners. 
18 Q. And then you said it would be another 40 
19 cents or so? 
20 A. Yeah, give or take. I don't know how much 
21 insulation, obviously, that need to be replaced, if any. 
22 There might not, but I'm sure there's some. 
23 Q. Has Firestone given you any records about 
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I don't know the first thing about it. 
Have they given you the prior repair 
4 records to try and give you an idea of how much water 
5 might have gotten in there? 
6 A. No. 
7 Q. Have they given you any documents to show 
8 you how extensive the leak problems are? 
9 A. No, sir. 
10 Q. Thank you, sir. 
11 A. Okay. 
12 THE COURT: Any other questions? Thank 
13 you, sir, for your testimony. You're free to go. 
14 (The witness was excused.) 
15 THE COURT: Any other witnesses on behalf 
16 of the defendant? 
17 MR. RUTLAND: No, Your Honor. I'm not 
18 sure one of the exhibits I'm not sure is in. We don't 
19 need to do that in front of the jury. 
20 THE COURT: All right. Will there be any 
21 rebuttal witnesses on behalf of the plaintiff? 
22 MR. BLANCHARD: I don't believe so, Your 
23 Honor, but given the hour, if it is, it's Mr. Shuffleton 
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1 and I imagine it might stretch a little bit, so I don't 
2 know whether you want to carry it over until the morning. 
3 I'm hoping that I won't. 
4 THE ·coURT: I think we should do that, 
5 yes. 
6 All right. Otherwise -- well, you don't 
7 know if you intend to call him or not? 
8 MR. BLANCHARD: I want to review my notes 
9 and and some of the expert testimony today. I don't 
10 believe I do standing here right now, Your Honor. 
11 THE COURT: Can we get them in at 9:00? 
12 Can everybody make it back at 9:00 in the morning? Okay. 
13 Let's go ahead now. I'll recess at this 
14 time as far as the jury is concerned. Again, let me ask 
15 you not to discuss the facts of this case or make any 
16 independent investigation. Go with the bailiff at this 
17 time. I ask you to come back a 9:00, a little before 
18 9:00. 
19 (The jury leaves the courtroom.) 
20 THE COURT: I'll assume at this point the 
21 defense has rested and it's just an issue of whether the 
22 plaintiff wishes to call any rebuttal witnesses; is that 
23 correct? Is that where we stand? 
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1 MR. BLANCHARD: Yes, sir. 
2 THE COURT: All right. I would ask, 
3 gentlemen, if you haven't had a chance that you go ahead 
4 and exchange any jury instructions you might have 
5 prepared. Perhaps you can look them over this evening. 
6 I'll ask the plaintiff to number your jury instructions, 
7 if you will, and the defense to letter your jury 
8 instructions. This will not commit you to any 
9 necessarily, but I would like you to exchange them so we 
10 will be in a little better posture to argue those. 
11 MR. BLANCHARD: We've exchanged them. 
12 MR. RUTLAND: Also we numbered them. 
13 We've numbered. 
14 MR. BLANCHARD: I'll letter if he 
15 numbered. 
16 MR. RUTLAND: We numbered ours. 
17 THE COURT: Okay. That's fine. Just 
18 reverse that then. And, if you've exchanged them, we'll 
19 go ahead and take those up tomorrow then. 
20 MR. BLANCHARD: Thank you, Your Honor. 
21 (Whereupon, at approximately 5:02 o'clock 
22 p.m., the above-entitled hearing was continued to August 
23 10, 1994, at 9:00 o'clock a.m.) 
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P R 0 C E E D I N G S : 
(The Court Reporter was sworn.) 
THE COURT: Good morning. We are here in 
4 Law No. 29822, the parties are present, together with 
5 counsel, and I will ask the plaintiff if you wish to 
6 present any rebuttal evidence at this point? 
7 
8 
MR. BLANCHARD: No, I do not. 
THE COURT: All right. We are going to 
9 proceed then on the jury instructions. Let's start with 
10 the plaintiffs. 
11 MR. BLANCHARD: Your Honor, if I may, and 
12 then I won't spend any time, I would like to move for a 
13 directed verdict on the issue of liability. 
14 THE COURT: All right, I'll hear you on 
15 that. Anything you would like to add to that argument? 
16 MR. BLANCHARD: Your Honor, Just that I 
17 believe everybody who has testified in this case has said 
18 that had there been what is called a protective layer, 
19 and I know there has been something submitted, Firestone 
20 says, that maybe a protective layer, but had there been 
21 some protective layer placed between the fasteners, and 
22 the membrane, and I'll use the word adequate, to stop 
23 what was -- again Firestone's representative, Mr. Furman, 
Anita B. Glover & Associates, Ltd. ?JO 
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1 I recall yesterday testified that the point of having a 
2 protective layer between the fastener head and the 
3 membrane, was to protect the membrane, and I think that 
4 that, in and of itself, assumes that the protective layer 
5 would be one adequate to prevent the fastener heads from 
6 damaging the membrane. 
7 Had that been done, it was called for in 
8 the specifications, by Firestone's authorized roofing 
9 applicator, and I believe the testimony is really 
10 uncontroverted, that the fastener leaks would not have 
11 occurred, and I think that when an authorized roofing 
12 contractor does not follow the instructions of its own 
13 manufacturer, and those facts have not been disputed as I 
14 would submit to the Court in this case, that that does 
15 constitute a defect in workmanship by Firestone, which 
16 would be covered under the warranty. 
17 MR. RUTLAND: Your Honor, I would oppose 
18 that motion, and I would also make the similar motion on 
19 behalf of the defendant for a directed verdict. 
20 THE COURT: Let's take your response to 
21 the motion for directed verdict. 
22 
23 and that's why 
MR. RUTLAND: They are both tied together, 
731 
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1 THE COURT: You just want to argue them 
2 together? 
3 MR. RUTLAND: Yes, and it's for this 
4 basis: The plaintiff's case is based on the failure to 
5 put in an accepted protection layer, as called for in the 
6 Firestone specifications. The only evidence in front of 
7 the jury is that the mat we have submitted was considered 
8 by Firestone to be an accepted protection layer at the 
9 time. 
10 The unequivocal testimony is that that 
11 protection layer was not designed to prevent this problem 
12 that is out there, the fasteners coming through the 
13 membrane, and would not have prevented it; therefore, 
14 plaintiff's whole case rests on that, and he has not 
15 sustained his burden sufficient to allow a jury to 
16 determine that the absence of that protective layer could 
17 have been the cause of these damages. 
18 Under the clear and unambiguous language 
19 of the lease no, the contract, I'm sorry -- the only 
20 conclusion that can be drawn, is that the damage, or the 
21 leaks, at the Prince William Square Shopping Center have 
22 been caused by the use of materials not furnished by 
23 Firestone, and that that is a matter expressly excluded 
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1 from coverage under the warranty; therefore, we would 
2 submit that the judgment should be entered in favor of 
3 the defendants, as a matter of law. 
4 MR. BLANCHARD: My response to that, Your 
5 Honor, is that I think in terms of what is an accepted 
6 protective layer, it is again, I think, a question of 
7 what serves the function, what was intended to prevent 
8 the injury that was anticipated. 
9 Mr. Furman has testified that the use of 
10 fasteners, the use of the insulation, all of those 
11 components of this roofing system were Firestone 
12 approved. He has also said that the purpose of a 
13 protective layer was to prevent the exact damage which 
14 occurred in this case, that is the fasteners tearing the 
15 membrane. 
16 For Firestone to then come in and say, 
17 well, we are going to introduce this one piece of fabric, 
18 they say that's enough to meet our criteria of what is an 
19 accepted protective layer, I think, again, that to me, in 
20 essence what they are saying is, had our contractor 
21 followed it, and used this material, then we would have 
22 had a defect in the material supplied by Firestone, 
23 because that material is inadequate to protect the harm 
Anita B. Glover & Associates, Ltd. 
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1 that it was specifically designed to prevent, so it would 
2 have been a failure in the materials provided by 
3 Firestone, and I think that argument -- I just don't see 
4 how a defendant can come in and say, well, yes, we 
5 provided for an adequate protective layer, or an accepted 
6 protective layer, in our plans and specification, but our 
7 defense is, is what we had developed was not acceptable 
8 to prevent the problem, and therefore you can't find us 
9 responsible. I think that is nonsense. 
10 THE COURT: I guess you get the final 
11 word, since you also have a motion at this point. 
12 MR. RUTLAND: Well, Your Honor, the basis 
13 was not that the architect should have specified 
14 something else. He is saying the architect specifically 
15 said follow Firestone's specifications. Firestone's 
16 specifications says use an accepted insulation layer. 
17 The evidence that is in, the mat that is 
18 in~ was considered an accepted insulation layer, would 
19 not have prevented the problem, therefore on the evidence 
20 that plaintiff has presented, and the defense has 
21 presented in this case which is in front of the jury, 
22 they have no alternative but to find that that was 
23 accepted, and that that would not have prevented. 
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1 Mr. Sheahan testified that the problem 
2 with the backing out of the screws was something that 
3 wasn't known until two years ago, and that the problem 
4 the mat was supposed to cure, was simply contact between 
5 the top of the screw and the membrane to prevent 
6 abrasions, not to prevent it from coming up, and going 
7 through it, and that was not what it was intended for; 
8 therefore, --
9 THE COURT: Actually, that mat wasn't the 
10 only choice that the contractor had for a protective 
11 layer. 
12 MR. RUTLAND: But, the evidence is that he 
13 had -- the architect's spec. simply says if you use an 
14 accepted Firestone layer, protection mat, that was 
15 accepted; therefore, he has followed the specifications; 
16 therefore, there can be no defect in workmanship. 
17 THE COURT: I understand your arguments, 
18 but I think, quite frankly, they are factual arguments 
19 that this jury is going to have to sit down and weigh 
20 between the expert testimony, and the lay testimony that 
21 they have heard in this matter. I think they are going 
22 to have to weigh those facts as to the issue of what 
23 caused the leaks; what caused the penetration of the 
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1 rubber guard; was it in fact the styrofoam, which was not 
2 manufactured by.Firestone; was it the failure to have 
3 that layer on there; what type of protective layer could 
4 they have put on there; would the protective layer even 
5 have worked, had they put it on there? I think those are 
6 all factual issues that this jury is going to have to 
7 weigh, so at this point I am going to have to deny both 
8 the motion for directed verdict, and the plaintiff's 
9 motion. 
10 MR. RUTLAND: Your Honor, at the 
11 conclusion of plaintiff's case, Your Honor reserved on 
12 the issue of the limitation of liability. 
13 THE COURT: I am ready to rule on that. 
14 Do you want to take additional argument on any of that? 
15 MR. RUTLAND: We would submit tha-t it is 
16 enforceable in this case, and should be upheld as far as 
17 
18 THE COURT: Well, I've gone back and 
19 examined the Envirotech case, and I think the Envirotech 
20 case can be distinguished from the issues in this case. 
21 Envirotech actually turns on two issues, two separate 
22 clauses in that particular warranty. 
23 The first clause has to do with a remedy 
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1 for nonconforming equipment, which is repair or 
2 replacement. The second has to do with the exclusion of 
3 recovery of consequential damages. Now, these are 
4 closely related issues to those in this case, but I think 
5 it can be distinguished. 
6 What the Court said in that case, is that, 
7 and I will read the language of the case: "In this case, 
8 the parties agreed that Halco's remedy for nonconforming 
9 equipment was to be limited to replacement or repair. We 
10 will assume, without deciding, that this limited remedy 
11 failed in its essential purpose. In other words, we will 
12 assume that by action or inaction, Envirotech, even 
13 though exercising good faith, did not fulfill, within a 
14 reasonable time, its obligation to replace or repair the 
15 equipment it furnished." And, that's the finding by the 
16 Court in this case, quite frankly. 
17 Obviously, in this case, Firestone took 
18 the position that they would not make additional repairs 
19 as of 1990. "As a result of the delay, Halco was 
20 deprived of the substantial value of its bargain, because 
21 it was unable to complete its work on time, and was 
22 required to remain on the job for months. The question 
23 then becomes whether the failure of the essential purpose 
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1 of the limited remedy, automatically results in 
2 abrogation of the consequential damages disclaimers." 
3 The issue in this case is whether or not 
4 the repair to this roof is a direct damage, or a 
5 consequential damage. If it is a direct damage, because 
6 if the entire roof has to be repaired in order ·to preventj 
7 the leaks that exist now, that existed in the past, and 
8 that will exist, in fact, every expert so far has 
9 testified that this roof is going to continue to leak, 
10 there is very little question about that, so to do an 
11 adequate repair, the question is can you patch, as one 
12 witness has testified to, assuming the jury gets to that 
13 point in their deliberation, or must you replace this 
14 entire membrane, that Firestone, and take the other steps 
15 that one of the experts has proposed in terms of repair? 
16 I submit to you that if the jury finds 
17 that those are direct damages, that that repair is 
18 extensive, and you must repair the entire roof, then you 
19 don't get to this separate clause. 
20 The warranty involved in this case also 
21 has, I believe, a no consequential damages clause, and 
22 that's two separate clauses, and that's what the case 
23 goes on to state, "Although there is a split of authority 
738 
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1 on this issue, we conclude that if consequential damages 
2 disclaimer in this case should be treated as an 
3 independent contractual provision ••• " -- I think you 
4 can do that in this case. If they find that replacing 
5 this roof, in fact, is a consequential damage, then the 
6 consequential damage clause applies, and it is a separate 
7 viable clause that is still in existence. 
8 However, the problem with the warranty in 
9 this case, with regards to repairs, is as I said before, 
10 that it's really a two-part provision. Number one is, 
11 it's a limited warranty in that the remedy available to 
12 the owner is have the roof repaired. Firestone has 
13 failed, or refused, to repair the roof in this case. 
14 They have simply taken that position. But, I think you 
15 have to read that warranty very carefully, because it's a 
16 conditional warranty. By that, I mean if you look at 
17 paragraph two of the warranty it says, "If upon 
18 inspection, Firestone determines that the leaks in the 
19 roofing system are caused by defects in the rubber guard 
20 roofing system material, or workmanship of the 
21 applicator, owner's remedi~s, and Firestone's liability, 
22 shall be limited to Firestone repair of the leak, subject 
23 to • • • " So, the limitation on the remedies and 
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liability, doesn't kick in until the first condition, 
that Firestone takes the position the leaks are caused by I 
rubber guard roofing system. 
In this case, Firestone has taken the 
position they are not caused by rubber guard roofing 
system, so I submit to you, that the further limitations 
don't even come into effect, because it's a conditional 
8 limitation of warranty. But, in addition to that, I 
9 would say, as I started to say, that it is a two-part 
10 limitation that are both interrelated to the condition of 
11 repair. 
12 The first says -- assume Firestone is 
13 wrong, the first says that their owner's remedies are 
14 limited to Firestone's repair of the leak. Now, 
15 Firestone is refusing to repair the leak. If they breach 
16 this warranty, hasn't the owner lost the full effect and 
17 intent of that bargain for agreement there, and I think 
18 clearly they have. 
19 The second condition is Firestone's 
20 liability, not the owner's remedy, but Firestone's 
21 liability shall be limited to what? Firestone's repair. 
22 Firestone is refusing repair. By refusing repair, or 
23 failing to repair, if this jury finds that in fact the 
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1 leak in the roofing system was caused by the defects in 
2 the rubber guard roofing system material, or workmanship 
3 by the Firestone authorized roofing applicator, then I 
4 think the intent of that bargain has been lost to the 
5 owner as well, because they have failed or refused to 
6 make the repairs. The owner has lost his ability to get 
7 the repairs. 
8 That could be argued by Firestone that the 
9 intent of this clause was to say to the owner, that this 
10 was the bargain for agreement. We will not only put a 
11 cap on your remedy by saying your only remedy is for me 
12 to repair, says Firestone, but Firestone says not only 
13 that, but if I have to repair, I will repair, and my 
14 repair will be limited up to the cost of the original 
15 how is the language in the agreement -- limited to the 
16 owner's original cost of the rubber guard roofing system, 
17 which is, everyone seems to agree, $292,000. So, they 
18 are saying here is the choice, I will repair it for 
19 $292,000. In this case, they refuse to repair it. 
20 Their other argument could be, well, what 
21 we intended was a limitation, a cap, on the liability. 
22 In other words, I'll put $292,000 on the table, and we 
23 will walk away from the deal. Here is the problem with 
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1 that argument, to my knowledge, there has be~n no 
2 evidence offered by exhibit, or otherwise, that Firestone 
3 has never offered $292,000 on the table, so Firestone has 
4 taken the position from day one, that the leak is not due 
5 to a defect in the rubber guard roofing system. If this 
6 jury finds that, then it seems to me it is the end of the 
7 case. 
8 If this jury finds, however, it is cause, 
9 then the question is, should Firestone be limited to the 
10 $292,000, and I think the answer is no, because the owner 
11 has lost the benefit of this bargain. Firestone has 
12 neither repaired, nor has Firestone put the $292,000 on 
13 the table, and the net effect of that on the owner has 
14 been, that since 1990, and we are now into 1994, there 
15 have been numerous leaks in that building, the leaks will 
16 continue according to all the expert testimony, and if 
17 those leaks were caused by defects in the rubber guard 
18 roofing system, then these damages may exceed the cap of 
19 $292,000. 
20 In fact, the evidence before me by the 
21 expert for the plaintiff is, they do, now they are over 
22 $500,000 in damages, and I submit to you that that is 
23 what I said before, that's patently unfair, it seems to 
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1 me, to require the owner to now come in, and Firestone to 
2 come in and say, okay, you were right, it is my defect, 
3 here is $292,000, I'll walk away from the liability. I 
4 think the owner has lost the intent of the bargain, and I 
5 think that's what the common law says in terms of this 
6 particular clause, and these particular limitations. 
7 That does not in any way change the 
8 decision in the Envirotech case, because the no 
9 consequential clause is still the viable clause in this 
10 agreement. If the jury is convinced that these are not 
11 direct damages, but are in fact consequential damages, 
12 then that clause kicks in. I think you can argue that 
13 they are not entitled to the repair of the entire roof. 
14 So, I think the decision is consistent 
15 with the Envirotech, consistent both, and I must say 
16 obviously, every case you have given me is not a common 
17 law case, it is a u.c.c. case, and that is it has to do 
18 with the sale of goods. Every case I have reviewed I 
19 think so far, has to do with the sale of goods, because 
20 that is where a lot of history comes from, in terms of 
21 these limited warranty provisions, but I think that 
22 portion is consistent with Virginia's adaptation of the 
23 common law even in this case, and the facts in this case. 
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1 So, I am going to take the position that 
2 the defendant, or the plaintiff, rather, is not limited 
3 in its argument in terms of the $292,000 cap. I think, 
4 as I said, they have lost the benefit of that bargain, 
5 and therefore, they should be allowed to argue full 
6 damages to this jury. 
7 All right, let's proceed then with 
8 argument on the instructions. 
9 MR. RUTLAND: Your Honor, let me just 
10 apologize first of all, I didn't realize that the caption 
11 was not suppose to be on the printed instructions, and 
12 the ones that I have submitted have a caption on them. 
13 THE COURT: We can work around that. We 
14 will just cut that off, and make copies of it, so that we 
15 can work around it. 
16 Let's start with the plaintiff's proposed 
17 instructions. I ask the defendant if you have any 
18 objection to Instruction A, which is the general 
19 instruction to the jury? 
MR. RUTLAND: No, Your Honor. 20 
21 THE COURT: All right, A will be admitted 
22 without objection. 
23 B? 
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MR. RUTLAND: No, Your Honor. 
THE COURT: B will be admitted without 
C? 
MR. RUTLAND: Yes, Your Honor. I don't 
this is the proper instruction for this 
7 case. I think this has to do with individual parties, 
8 not the corporations, and I don't think this is 
9 appropriate for this case. 
10 THE COURT: Okay, well --
11 MR. BLANCHARD: My response is, as a part, 
12 whether it is a corporation or an individual, is bound, 
13 the corporation is bound by the statements and testimony 
14 of its agents, and I think that if they have made 
15 statements of facts, either today, or in past admissions 
16 that are reflected in the documents, they are bound by 
17 those statements. 
18 THE COURT: There were some questions 
19 concerning the answers to request for admissions, and 
20 this sort of thing, answers to interrogatories, and the 
21 defendant's position, I think that will allow the Court 
22 to read Instruction C, so I am going to grant the request 
23 for Instruction C, and I'll note your exception. 
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1 D, if you believe that a party without 
2 explanation failed to call an available witness? 
3 MR. RUTLAND: We object to this, Your 
4 Honor. 
5 THE COURT: What available witness is 
6 missing? 
7 MR. BLANCHARD: Their roofing contractor. 
8 Their authorized approved roofing contractor. 
9 MR. RUTLAND: It's a Maryland corporation, 
10 Your Honor. We have no subpoena power over a Maryland 
11 corporation. He was equally available for plaintiff to 
12 call. 
13 THE COURT: That's my problem. I think he 
-14 is as equally available to the plaintiff as he is to the 
15 defendant. 
16 MR. BLANCHARD: I guess my only response, 
17 Your Honor, for the record is, he wasn't my authorized 
18 approved roofing applicator, and I don't have the 
19 business relationship with him, that they do, and all of 
20 the evidence has been, is that all communications with 
21 regard to the specifications, the details, the fastener 
22 caps, what Firestone would have told applicators that 
23 this was an adequate protective layer, all of the 
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1 statements that the have made, that they were telling, 
2 relate to their authorized approved roofing contractor, 
3 not to my client, and they didn't call that authorized 
4 roofing applicator to affirm or corroborate anything. 
5 THE COURT: The issues, though, in the 
6 case, as to whether or not there has been a breach of 
7 this warranty fall upon the plaintiff, it seems to me, 
8 because plaintiff has to prove, number one, that in fact 
9 rubber guard system materials failed, or number two, 
10 there was not good workmanship by the applicator. The 
11 ability to call the applicator falls on the plaintiff as 
12 easily as it did the defendant, and so if the defendant 
13 objects to D, I am going to sustain to objection to D. I 
14 will note plaintiff's exception. 
MR. BLANCHARD: Thank you, Your Honor. 15 
16 THE COURT: E, any fact that may be proved 
17 by direct evidence, may be proved by circumstantial 
18 evidence. 
MR. RUTLAND: No objection. 19 
20 THE COURT: Without objection that will be 
21 read. 
22 F, if you believe from the evidence 
23 MR. RUTLAND:. No objection. 
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1 THE COURT: No objection, it will be read. I 
2 G, if a party previously made a statement 
3 inconsistent with his testimony at trial. 
4 MR. RUTLAND: We do object, Your Honor. 
5 Again, we believe this does not apply to a corporation, 
6 but only to an individual. 
7 THE COURT: All right. I am going to make 
8 the same ruling, I'll allow G, and note your objection, 
9 and exception to my ruling. 
10 H, the greater weight of all of the 
11 evidence sometimes called definition of the greater 
12 weight of the evidence, any objection to that? 
MR. RUTLAND: No, Your Honor. 13 
14 THE COURT: I, issues instruction? Have 
15 you prepared an issues instruction? 
MR. RUTLAND: We have, Your Honor. 16 
17 THE COURT: All right, let's take a look 
18 at your instruction. 
MR. RUTLAND: Number ten. 19 
20 THE COURT: All right, issues instruction 
21 for the plaintiff reads: "The issues are: (1) There was 
22 a contract between the parties; (2) If there was, did the 
23 defendant breach it?; (3) If you believe the plaintiff is 
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1 entitled to recovery, what is the amount of it's damages? 
2 The defendant proposes: (1) Did defendant 
3 breach its limited warranty; and if so (2) what the 
4 damage is to which plaintiff is entitled. 
5 Are we going to skip step one, because I 
6 think step one is a viable contracts provision in the 
7 model jury instructions. It seems to me the obligation 
8 is on the plaintiff to establish that contract to begin 
9 with. It may be though that the parties stipulate there 
10 was clearly a written ten year limited warranty in this 
11 case. 
12 MR. BLANCHARD: We did in the 
13 stipulations, Your Honor. I think number one in mine is 
14 probably, except contract probably should be warranty, 
15 and I think that it should be taken out of my 
16 instruction, because it was stipulated to that there was 
17 a limited warranty. 
18 THE COURT: Okay. Well, why don't you 
19 take a look at defendant's then, since that seems to be 
20 that the defendant kind of approached it from that 
21 direction. 
22 MR. BLANCHARD: I don't have any trouble 
23 with the defendant's, down to on these issues the 
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1 plaintiff has the burden of proof. I think the other 
2 
3 
THE COURT: They have combined 
MR. BLANCHARD: That paragraph has been 
4 given in another instruction. 
5 THE COURT: Okay, let's find your finding 
6 -- do you have a finding instruction? 
7 MR. BLANCHARD: My finding instruction, 
8 Your Honor, I think is the last one. 
9 THE COMMISSIONER: Okay, let's take a look 
10 at that. 
11 MR. BLANCHARD : P . 
12 THE COURT: That would be p. All right. 
13 The defendant has issued a warranty on the roof --
14 actually, it is a limited warranty. You must find from 
15 the facts and evidence presented, whether or not the 
16 defendant breached this warranty, and whether or not as a 
17 result of this breach, the plaintiff has been damaged. 
18 If you find that the defendant has breached its warranty, 
19 and that the plaintiff has been damaged, then you shall 
20 find your verdict for the plaintiff, and award such 
21 damages you find appropriate to compensate the plaintiff 
22 for this breach. 
23 If you find the defendant did not breach 
I 
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1 the warranty, 
2 MR. RUTLAND: Ours is number thirteen, 
3 Your Honor. 
4 THE COURT: If you find the defendant did 
5 not breach the warranty, then you shall find your verdict 
6 for the defendant. 





MR. RUTLAND: Ours is number thirteen. 
THE COURT: Oh, you've got another one? 
MR. RUTLAND: Yes. 
THE COURT: Wait a minute, I only go up --
12 oh, have you got thirteen, okay. 
13 Well, if you are going to submit thirteen, 
14 it seems to me you wouldn't need the bottom of ten. 
15 MR. RUTLAND: The bottom of ten is fine, 
16 that has been addressed in the earlier instruction. 
17 THE COURT: Do you want to delete the 
18 bottom of ten? 
MR. RUTLAND: Yes, that would be fine. 19 
20 THE COMMISSIONER: Okay. So, in terms of 
21 an issue instruction, no one seems to have any objection 
22 with defendant's ten cut off at "On these issues, the 
23 plaintiff has the burden of proof."? 
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MR. BLANCHARD: No objection to that. 
THE COURT: That would be the issues 
3 instruction. All right, let's see if we can't work up 
4 the finding instruction. We've got P for the plaintiff, 
5 and we have got thirteen for the defendant. 
6 "In this case, the plaintiff claims the 
7 defendant breached its warranty, because the roof 
8 installer failed to provide an adequate protective 
9 overlay between the membrane -- (inaudible) -- the 
10 defendants contends that the leaks -- (inaudible). 
11 Well, let me ask the plaintiff to look at 
12 thirteen. 
13 MR. BLANCHARD: Yeah, I've got a problem 
14 with thirteen, Your Honor. I think it too narrowly tries 
15 to state what the evidence is, and 
16 THE COURT: I think it does too. I think 
17 it really tries to narrow down the facts and evidence 
18 before this jury, which I think we have to leave some 
19 leeway to counsel to argue some of these facts. 
20 It seems to me that P follows the model 
21 jury instruction a little more closely in terms of 
22 speaking in broader terms. Let me ask the defendant to 
23 look at P, and see if you have any objection to that? 
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l MR. RUTLAND: If we have got limited . 
2 warranty in the first sentence. 
3 THE COURT: If you both agree to this, I 
4 don't have any objection to adding that in, unless 
5 counsel does. 
6 MR. BLANCHARD: No, Your Honor. 
7 THE COURT: All right. The first sentence 
8 has limited warranty in it 
9 MR. RUTLAND: That's fine. 
10 THE COURT: Second sentence. Breached its 
11 limited warranty. And, the last sentence also. All 
12 right, we'll make that change. Any other objection by 
13 the defendant to this? 
14 MR. RUTLAND: No, Your Honor. 
15 THE COURT: All right, p will be read with 
16 that amendment then. 
17 Let me just back up. I think we are at I 
18 at this point. I is their issues instruction. Do you 




23 this point. 
MR. BLANCHARD: I can withdraw that, Your 
THE COURT: Okay, It will be withdrawn at 
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1 J, interpretation of the contract is 
2 primarily a determination of what the parties intended. 






MR. BLANCHARD: Yes, Your Honor. 
THE COURT: Okay. Any objection to that? 
MR. RUTLAND: No, Your Honor. 
THE COURT : K? 
MR. RUTLAND: Yes, Your Honor, that last 
9 phrase. I don't think there is testimony that the 
10 parties clearly intended to have two words in this 
11 limited warranty to have a different meaning. 
12 THE COURT: There has been a lot of 
13 testimony about customary practice by the parties, it 
14 seems to me, that go to, for example, I asked some 
15 questions yesterday of, I believe it was Mr. Furman, 
16 about what is workmanship to Firestone, and this sort of 
17 thing, and whether or not that is the ordinary meaning of 
18 it, or whether that is a term of the trade. It seems to 
19 me it is an issue that was made. There was another issue 
20 about a roofing system, whether or not that was a term of 
21 the trade, and what that term included. So, I think this 
22 would be an appropriate instruction to allow you to argue 
23 if it had any other meanings. 
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1 There has been some testimony about, in 
2 fact repeatedly, in the experts were asked not what 
3 happened in this case, but what do you normally do when 
4 you apply a roof, and this type of thing, so, I want to 
5 allow K. I'll note your exception. 
6 
7 
L, any objection to L? 
MR. RUTLAND: Yes, Your Honor. Again, on 
8 this, I think the Court has ruled, I'm not sure at this 
9 point, as to whether the terms are ambiguous or not. I 
10 think this would go to ambiguity in a contract. If the 
11 contract is not ambiguous, this instruction is improper. 
12 Again, I don't believe that there is any testimony that 
13 would support -- I think it's more of a I don't know 
14 if it is a waiver type argument. There is a provision in 
15 the warranty that says any acts inconsistent with this 
16 warranty shall not be construed as a waiver, so to the 
17 extent that this goes to the issue of 
18 THE COURT: -- goes to ambiguity or 
19 intent. 
20 MR. BLANCHARD: Uh-huh, yeah. I think we 
21 have just given two instructions that deal with the 
22 interpretation of contract. We also have a question here 
23 of whether the parties believe that this particular 
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1 problem was covered under the warranty, and there is 
2 evidence unrebutted before the Court, that for two years 
3 Firestone authorized and approved warranty repairs. 
4 THE COURT: I think it goes to the issue 
5 of intent, that you can determine intent, it seems to me, 
6 by the written agreement, and by the conduct of the 
7 parties, and that's what this really addresses. I am 





MR. RUTLAND: No objection. 
MR. BLANCHARD: Your Honor, I' 11 move to 
13 withdraw M. I don't think the customary usage of the 
14 trade has really any relevance with this limited 
15 warranty, so I'm moving to withdraw it. 
16 





THE COURT: All right. Do you want to 
MR. RUTLAND: I'll offer M, Your Honor. 
THE COURT: Have you offered it in yours? 
MR. RUTLAND: I'm not sure. 
THE COURT: As I said before, I think we 
22 have had some terms of the trade. I am going to --
23 MR. RUTLAND: I'll move it in, Your Honor. 
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1 THE COURT: You want to move it in, all 
2 right. I'll receive it in as M. 
3 N, any objection? 
4 MR. RUTLAND: Yes • To the extent it is 
5 consistent with Qut argument that the damages sought by 
6 plaintiff are consequential damages, which are excluded 
7 as a matter of law under the contract, and therefore our 
8 position is that any damages other than the cost of 
9 repairing leaks that have been incurred, and which may 
10 incur during the terms of the warranty, those are the 
11 only proper measure of damages, and we believe this is 
12 broader than that. 
13 THE COURT: Well, I think you can still 
14 make that argument. I think this is an adequate 
15 statement of the law, and this is a model jury 
16 instruction I believe, but I think what the jury is 
17 entitled to consider are the direct damages, so I think 
18 that is an appropriate instruction, and I'll overrule 
19 your objection, and note your exception for the record. 
20 O? 
21 MR. RUTLAND: No objection, Your Honor. 
22 THE COURT: Any other instructions being 
23 proposed by the plaintiff? 757 
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1 MR. BLANCHARD: No, Your Honor. I have 
2 not prepared a verdict form. 
3 THE COURT: All right. We have got one by 
4 the clerk we'll take a look at. 
5 Let's go to the defendant's instructions. 
6 Does the plaintiff have any objection --
7 MR. BLANCHARD: Your Honor, I did have one 
8 more for the Court, it dealt with -- let me raise it, and 
9 see. I'm sure there will objections to address. The 
10 model jury instruction that deals with construction of a 
11 contract against the party who prepared it, and --
12 MR. RUTLAND: That's ambiguity, Your 
13 Honor. 
14 THE COURT: Okay. Let's see if he wants 
15 to offer that. Do you have an instruction? 
16 MR. BLANCHARD: Your Honor, I'm sorry, I 
17 messed this up, or my secretary has, and I think it is 
18 the package that was put in last week. May I approach, 
19 this one is a little bit ugly, Your Honor. It is the 
20 model. 
21 MR. RUTLAND: We would object, Your Honor, 
22 on the basis that this instruction goes to the issue of 
23 whether there is an ambiguity in the contract. 
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1 MR. BLANCHARD: My response, Your Honor, 
2 is that I think there is an issue here of whether the use 
3 defendant's argument is that the use of fasteners are 
4 excluded from the warranty, because the use of fasteners 
5 is causing the damage, and that's what that 4(c) says, 
6 that the use of materials not provided by Firestone is 
7 causing the damage. 
8 It is my position, and the testimony of 
9 our expert, etcetera, that the use does not -- that what 
10 that means is that there has to be -- that just the mere 
11 fact that a product was used, that was not manufactured 
12 by Firestone, is a direct source of damage, as opposed to 
13 their argument that which I think they are saying that if 
14 ·the membrane is damaged by anything we didn't make, it's 
15 not covered. 
16 So, you've got these questions about what 
17 the use of, and what is covered, and what isn't covered, 
18 and if they are going to argue that under their 
19 interpretation of this document, and I think with Mr. 
20 Furman yesterday, his statements about what workmanship 
21 is covered, and what workmanship is not. I mean, he said 
22 at the end of his testimony, in response to the Court's 
23 question, he basically said our only responsibility is, 
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1 is if the workmanship has anything to do with laying down 
2 of the rubber mat. If it is properly laid, even if they 
3 left out, if the workman left out all of the insulation 
4 layers that would be required under the plans and 
5 specifications, we don't contend that's our 
6 responsibility under our interpretation of this document. 
7 So, they are going to argue what is 
8 covered and what is not covered, and interpretation based 
9 upon that language, and I think if they do, that the jury 
10 is entitled to know, since they prepared this document, 
11 they had every opportunity to write it as clearly as they 
12 wanted to, to expressly state whatever they wanted to 
13 state, to expressly exclude whatever they wanted to 
14 exclude, and they are going to argue that you know, I 
15 don't see them getting up and saying this is not arguing 
16 what that contract said, and I think to the extent they 
17 argue it is different, or more limited than what I may 
18 argue, then I think the jury is entitled to know the 
19 interpretation of that. 
20 If they have any questions in their mind, 
21 as to what is covered or not covered, or what is 
22 included, or not included, then it should be construed 
23 against the drafte~. 
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THE COURT: Do you want to be heard? 
MR. RUTLAND: Your Honor, again, the 
3 provision in this contract says Firestone shall have no 
4 obligation for use of materials not covered by Firestone, 
5 and that's a factual issue as to whether the use of 
6 materials not supplied by Firestone, was the cause of 
7 this problem. It is unambiguous. 
8 In order to give this instruction, the 
9 Court will have to rule, as a matter of law, that the 
10 contract is ambiguous, and we feel that it would be an 
11 inappropriate instruction at this point, to give to the 
12 jury. 
13 THE COURT: Well, I think clearly this 
14 particular instruction involves a rule that is not 
15 favored by the Courts, and it should not be invoked where 
16 the language is clear, but Courts in Virginia have said 
17 that in the construction of a written instrument, in 
18 cases of doubtful language, it is to be taken most 
19 strongly against the party using it. This is especially 
20 true in option contracts in favor of one party, which is 
21 construed against them, and where provisions of the 
22 contract effect the forfeiture, or exact a penalty, or 
23 where a contract provides for exemption from liability, 
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1 these provisions should be subject to strict 
2 construction. 
3 I think I am going to read this 
4 instruction. We are going to have to clean it up, but I 
5 think the. plaintiff should be entitled to this 
6 instruction in this case. 
7 All right, any other instructions to be 
8 offered by the plaintiff? 
9 
10 
MR. BLANCHARD: No, Your Honor. No, sir. 
THE COURT: All right, we will look at 
11 the defendant's instruction number one, any objection by 
12 the plaintiff? 
13 MR. BLANCHARD: Your Honor, I think that 
14 is the pre-trial, or the pre-instruction that has already 
15 been given to the jury before we did opening statements. 
16 THE COURT: I have given this information 
17 to the jury, as part of my preliminary instruction. 
18 However, I see this as a general, quite frankly, and 
19 harmless instruction. If you want me to repeat it to 
20 them, I don't have any problem doing that. 
21 MR. RUTLAND: Yes, Your Honor. I think 
22 you --
23 THE COURT: It has some language I did not 
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1 mention. "If your memory of any of the testimony is 
2 different from any statement that I might make during the 
3 course of these instructions ••• ", and that sort of 
4 thing, was not in my general instructions. 
5 (Discussion off the record.) 
6 MR. RUTLAND: It's just the general -- I 
7 mean, the law is no different on this, it's just general 
8 instructions to the jury, and I think it is appropriate 
9 to begin. 
10 THE COURT: Let's take a look and see what 
11 it says. 
12 MR. BLANCHARD: It talks about opening 
13 statements. 
14 THE COURT: Yes. I really all ready 
15 mentioned that to them. I think I have already covered 
16 this, all right, and I think a good portion of it also, 
17 in fact, or in spirit, is covered by the model jury 
18 general instruction, which is offered as A, and I think 





MR. BLANCHARD: I think two is the same 
MR. RUTLAND: Two is the same. 
THE COURT: All right, so I'll deny one 
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1 and read A, and rely upon the preliminary jury 
2 instructions, and also A as my general instructions to 
3 the jury. 




MR. RUTLAND: That's fine, Your Honor. 
THE COURT: I'll treat two as withdrawn. 
Three, any objection by the plaintiff to 
8 three? I've really already told them this too. 
9 MR. BLANCHARD: I think so too. I don't 
10 know what application this has here. 
11 MR. RUTLAND: Well, Your Honor, in light 
12 of Your Honor's questioning of the witnesses, you can 
13 never tell how the jury perceives that. 
14 THE COURT: That's fair. I think that is 
15 a fair point, and I'll read that. I'll grant three. 
16 Four, "The witness who has special 
17 training or experience in a given field is permitted to 






MR. BLANCHARD: The only question I have, 
Your Honor, is I thought I had given -- if this is word 
for word from the Virginia model, I don't have a problem 
with it. 764 
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1 MR. RUTLAND: Well, it's not word for 
2 word, that's why I included some of the Maryland language 
3 in there. 
4 THE COURT: I don't have any problem with 
5 it. How does it differ, do you know, from --
6 MR. RUTLAND: That's instruction B. All 
7 plaintiff says is in concerning the weight, consider the 
8 basis for his opinion, and the manner he arrived at it. 
9 This gives more information as to what they may consider, 
10 in assessing the witness', the expert's, opinions. 
11 THE COURT: Well, I think it is covered 
12 under B. I have granted B, and I am going to deny four. 
13 I'll note your objections for the record. 
14 Five? 
15 MR. RUTLAND: It's all ready been given, I 







23 be withdrawn. 
MR. RUTLAND: We'll withdraw it. 
THE COURT: Five will be treated as 
MR. RUTLAND: Six is withdrawn, Your 
THE COURT: Six, you withdraw. That will 
765 
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2 MR. BLANCHARD: I don't know that there 
3 was any stricken evidence. I don't have a problem with 
4 it if there was. 
5 THE COURT: I think there were some 
6 exhibits initially struck. I don't know whether they 
7 came in later or not. I don't think they did. 16, 17, 
8 18 --
9 MR. BLANCHARD: Oh, the advertisements, 
10 okay. 
11 THE COURT: The advertisements, so I think 




MR. RUTLAND: Eight. 
MR. BLANCHARD: Just, Your Honor, may I on 
16 one point on seven, before we get off of it. 
17 
18 
THE COURT: All right. 
MR. BLANCHARD: On rejected and stricken 
19 evidence, I agree that the Court did not allow the 
20 advertising materials into evidence themselves, but for 
21 impeachment purposes, the advertising, for interpretation 
22 purpose if nothing, the advertisements were allowed to be 
23 read without objection. 766 
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1 THE COURT: You used them without 









MR. BLANCHARD : Correct. 
THE COURT: But, they weren't admitted as 
MR. BLANCHARD: I agree with that. 
THE COURT: I think seven would be 
MR. BLANCHARD : Okay. 
THE COURT: Eight, the amount sued for. 
11 Are you going to argue the amount sued for? 
12 MR. BLANCHARD: No, Your Honor. My 
13 original ad damnum was a million dollars, but my only 
14 figure is what I told the jury in opening, $516,000. 
15 THE COURT: You are going to argue that, 
16 all right. He is not going to make --
17 MR. RUTLAND: If he is not going to argue 
18 it, we will withdraw it. 
19 THE COURT: You want to withdraw it, all 
20 right, with the proviso that no one will argue the amount 
21 sued for. 
22 
23 right, nine? 
All right, I guess we are at nine. All 
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1 MR. BLANCHARD: I believe that is a model, 
2 Your Honor. 
3 THE COURT: It is, and I don't know that 
4 you offered it. 
5 
6 
MR. BLANCHARD: No, sir. 
THE COURT: I don't think you did, okay. 
7 You don't have any objection to nine then? 
8 MR. BLANCHARD: Your Honor, the only 
9 objection I would put on the record is, I just don't know 
10 that there is any evidence of any of this in the case. I 
11 just don't think there is any guesswork. 
12 THE COURT: That's a prohibition to the 
13 jury, I'll grant nine, it's ·a model jury instruction, and 
14 appropriate under the facts of this case. 
15 "The warranty as a contract should be 
16 considered as a whole. No part is to be ignored. The 
17 contract should be interpreted, give effect to each of 
18 it's provisions. This, I think, allows them to argue any 
19 additional clauses to that contract. I think it is an 




MR. RUTLAND: No objection. 
MR. RUTLAND: Eleven? 
THE COURT: Eleven. 768 
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1 THE COURT: Eleven will be read without 
2 objection. 
3 Twelve? 
4 MR. BLANCHARD: Well, I think it's already 
5 in. 
6 MR. RUTLAND: Yeah, I think that -- well, 
7 we'll withdraw twelve. 
8 THE COURT: You want to withdraw twelve. 
9 It will be treated as withdrawn. 
10 And, have we done thirteen? 
11 MR. BLANCHARD: Thirteen was the one we 
12 had -- the finding which, I think we worked on P. 
13 THE COURT: We are going to use P instead, 
14 do you want to withdraw thirteen then? 
15 MR. RUTLAND: No, Your Honor not at this 
16 point. We would offer it as an instruction. 
17 THE COURT: Well, let's take a look at P 
18 again. 
19 MR. BLANCHARD: Your Honor, I would renew 
20 my objection. This is the one that I think tries to 
21 tailor the issues. 
22 THE COURT: It does. I'm going to deny 
23 thirteen, and I note defendant's objection, and 
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1 exception, for the record. 
2 Fourteen? 
3 MR. BLANCHARD: I object to fourteen. I 
4 think it also attempts -- I think the first paragraph is 
5 taken care of in other instructions. I think the second 
6 paragraph --
7 THE COURT: There is a damage instruction 
8 like that in the first paragraph, but I don't know that 
9 you have submitted that from the model jury instructions. 
10 MR. BLANCHARD: I think my paragraph -- N 
11 says if you find for the plaintiff, then it is entitled 
12 to recover as damages, all losses it sustained as a 
13 direct and natural result of the breach, and to which it 
14 has proved by the greater weight of the evidence, and I 
15 think that is the model jury instruction. 
16 THE COURT: There is one missing. There 
17 was also a model jury instruction that the plaintiff has 
18 to prove each of the --
19 MR. BLANCHARD: Your Honor, if I may, I 
20 think this may have been one that I 
21 
22 
THE COURT: Did you amend that? 
MR. BLANCHARD: Well, I don't now that I 
23 amended it. I think there is one that has the brackets, 
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1 and it says each item, or all items, and my theory was 
2 THE COURT: It's only got one item. 
3 MR. BLANCHARD: Right. So, I just took 
4 those individual things out, because I didn't think they 
5 were applicable. 
6 MR. RUTLAND: Your Honor, as far as the 
7 first paragraph, I have no problem with withdrawing that. 
8 I think that it probably is adequately covered by 
9 instruction 0 of the plaintiff. 
10 THE COURT: All right. 
11 MR. RUTLAND: The second part is 
12 consistent with the amount of issue of damages and direct 
13 damages, and we would submit that at this time. 
14 MR. BLANCHARD: And, I think they can 
15 argue that to the jury, Your Honor, but I don't think 
16 that's a proper instruction. It, in essence, instructs 
17 them that all I did was the cost of what we paid, and the 
18 leaks over the past couple of years, which everybody says 
19 haven't fixed the problem. 
20 THE COURT: I'm sorry, I don't read it 
21 that way. 
22 MR. BLANCHARD: It says the plaintiff is 
23 entitled to the cost of repairing any leaks, which 
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1 occurred during the warranty. What they are trying to 
2 say is that they are going to argue from this, that on 
3 that one chart they had, where we paid $7,000 last year, 
4 $5,000 the year before, that that's the cost of repairing 
5 leaks, and that's all we are entitled to recover, and I 
6 think that is a matter of argument. If they want to 
7 argue that to the jury, that's fine, but the question 
8 here is, what does the warranty say we are entitled to, 
9 and what are the damages that flow from the warranty, 
10 from the breach of the warranty. I think the jury has 
11 been adequately instructed on that. 
12 I think what we are trying to do here 
13 again, is tailor to them what the facts are, or what the 
14 defendant contends the facts are. 
15 THE COURT: Or, what the interpretation of 
16 the contract should be. 
17 
18 
MR. BLANCHARD: Yes, sir. 
THE COURT: Okay. I tend to agree with 
19 that. I am going to deny fourteen. I'll deny it in 
20 part, because I think the first paragraph is covered in 
21 N, the model jury instruction provided by the plaintiff, 
22 and that the second paragraph does tend to direct the 
23 jury's attention to particular elements of language in 
I 
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1 the agreement itself, which as opposed to considering it 
2 in its whole, so I am going to deny fourteen. I'll note 
3 your objection, and exception, for the record. 
4 Are there any other 
5 MR. RUTLAND: We have one additional, in 
6 light of Your Honor's ruling on the limitation of 
7 liability, Your Honor, if I may submit it at this time? 
8 
9 
THE COURT: All right. 
MR. RUTLAND: It addresses this issue of 
10 consequential damages. 
11 THE COURT: Marked as plaintiff's proposed 
12 number fifteen, "In the event you find for the plaintiff 
13 on the issue of liability, you must consider what damages 
14 to award the plaintiff. The burden is on the plaintiff 
15 to prove • • • " -- we have really already told them 
16 that. 
17 "Plaintiff seeks damages for the cost of 
18 replacement of the entire roof • " "Defendant asserts 
19 that the replacement of the roof is a consequential 
20 damage, for which liability was expressly disclaimed in 
21 the warranty. Consequential are those which do not 
22 directly result from the breach, but arise because of 
23 special circumstances, which are not ordinarily 
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1 predictable. " 
2 Is that model jury definition? 
3 MR. RUTLAND: I believe so. I think I 
4 have a copy of that. 
5 THE COURT: "Consequential damages may 
6 only be awarded if the party knew at the time of the 
7 contracting the possibility of the special circumstance 
8 --", that language doesn't sound familiar to me. "An 
9 agreement made to exempt the defendant from a 
10 consequential damage is valid. If you find that the cost 
11 of replacing the roof is a consequential damage, then you 
12 may not award ••• " I think the defendant is entitled 
13 to a consequential damage instruction. 
14 I'm not sure that this is the appropriate 
15 one to --
16 MR. BLANCHARD: Yes. I object to this. 
17 This is inappropriate, and I would also put on the record 
18 that I think the consequential damage instruction is 
19 inappropriate in this case, because I don't think there 
20 is any evidence that has been represented to this jury 
21 that it is consequential. 
22 The only evidence came -- I think they can 
23 argue that I am asking for too much, or they think that's 
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1 not what I am entitled to, but whether it is direct or 
2 consequential to me, seems to be absolutely not an issue. 
3 It says, consequential damage is -- I think the part that 
4 comes from the model is consequential damages are those 
5 which do not result directly from the breach, but arise 
6 because of special circumstances which are not ordinarily 
7 predictable. 
8 There is no evidence in this case that 
9 there were any special circumstances not ordinarily 
10 predictable. What it is, is we say they didn't follow 
11 their own specifications. As a consequence of not having 
12 the protective layer, the exact thing that they thought 
13 might happen, happened, the fasteners are poking through 
14 the membrane, and we've said that the cost of repairing 
15 that, or the method of repairing is you have to replace 
16 the whole roof, because there are fifteen thousand 
17 fasteners. 
18 I think they are free to argue, as they 
19 put on their evidence, that patching, you know, patch it, 
20 or it's only eleven thousand square feet of the twenty 
21 thousand, but what we are talking about, both parts, 
22 whether we say it's patching, or whether we say its 
23 replacement, are direct damages from the breach. 
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1 I have failed from the start to see what 
2 evidence of consequential damages, what are the special 
3 circumstances, what are the remote consequences which 
4 have arisen? I have put on no evidence or claims for any 
5 damage to property which resulted from the roof leaks, 
6 that's what is ordinarily determined as consequential 
7 damages. If you have got your Steinway piano in your 
8 apartment, and your roof leaks on the piano, and it ruins 
9 this valuable piano, that is a consequential damage which 
10 the roof contractor or the builder would not know about, 
11 and which is validly excluded under consequential damage 
12 exclusion, but the cost of repairing the very defect, 
13 which the builder installed, is not consequential, and 
14 that's why I think this confuses the jury, and interjects 
15 a case upon which there is no evidence to establish. I 
16 know they've argued it. 
17 THE COURT: Well, the jury has already 
18 been informed by the plaintiff's jury instructions that 
19 they are entitled to award damages for direct damages. 
20 If we don't give them consequential, it seems to me they 
21 are offered no alternative. They either decide whether 
22 there is no damage, or there is direct damage, and 
23 possibly there is consequential damages, and I think the 
776 
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1 defendant should be able to argue that, given the facts 
2 in this case. 
3 The other reason I say that is, this is 
4 not a warranty for repair or replacement. Now, some of 
5 these equipment warranties have nothing about a 
6 replacement in this warranty. So, the question seems to 
7 me, becomes whether a repair of the entire roof, it 
8 sounds to me. In fact several of the witnesses have 
9 referred to a replacement of the entire roof. Is that a 
10 repair, is it a replacement, is it under the warranty, is 
11 it not under the warranty, or are the repairs of just 
12 where these screws are coming up is all that is 
13 necessary, as one expert has testified to, and to repair 
14 the rest of the roof, because it is not leaking, would be 
15 a consequence of this or not. 
16 I think the defendant should be allowed to 
17 make that argument, so I'll grant a consequential damage 
18 instruction, as set forth in the model jury instructions, 
19 but we don't have one at this point. I'll be glad to 




MR. RUTLAND: It's number 530, Your Honor. 
THE COURT: Do you have that? 
MR. RUTLAND: Yes, I do. 
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1 MR. BLANCHARD: If you could just note my 
2 exception, Your Honor, and I just want to make sure that 
3 when we do use it --
4 MR. RUTLAND: Well, the only problem with 
5 the model, it says in addition to awarding him direct 
6 damages, you may award him consequential damages, that's 
7 my problem with the model instruction, and that's not 
8 really what we talked about. 
9 THE COURT: What you really want is a 
10 definition of consequential, so you can argue that this 
11 is consequential, and look at this clause of the limited 
12 warranty which says he is not entitled to consequential, 
13 so I think what they need to know is what is the 
14 definition of consequential. That should be in that 
15 model jury somewhere. It's a model jury instruction. 
16 MR. RUTLAND: It cites the case of 
17 Washington and Old Dominion versus Westinghouse, in which 
18 they set forth the definition, and I think that's the 
19 actual wording, and it just says they are indirect 
20 damages resulting from the breach of the contract, and 
21 then it goes on, if the parties, when they made the 
22 contract --
23 MR. BLANCHARD: I'll tender it up. 
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1 MR. RUTLAND: Okay. 
2 MR. BLANCHARD: Again, Your Honor, I 
3 understand the Court's ruling. I just don't think there 
4 is any other evidence of indirect damages. 
5 THE COURT: Consequential damages are 
6 indirect damages resulting from the breach of the 
7 contract. All right, I'll extract that definition as the 
8 instruction to the jury, and let counsel argue that to 
9 the jury. I think they should be allowed to do that. 
10 MR. BLANCHARD: Note my exceptions, Your 
11 Honor. 
12 THE COURT: Your exception is noted as to 
13 fifteen. Any other proposed instructions by the 
14 defendant? 
15 MR. RUTLAND: I have a proposed verdict 
16 form. I don't know --
17 THE COURT: All right, do you want to show 
18 that to counsel. 
19 MR. BLANCHARD: I have got a copy of it, 
20 Your Honor, and I have some problems with it. 
21 MR. RUTLAND: Again, this is tailored to 
22 the facts of this case. I understand Your Honor's ruling 
23 on the proposed finding instructions so. 
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1 (Discussion off the record.) 
2 MR. BLANCHARD: Your Honor, I would 
3 obviously just prefer the standard one, I think, that the 
4 Court usually uses. 
THE COURT: All right. 
(Discussion off the record.) 




8 MR. RUTLAND: The reason we have submitted 
9 a special verdict form, Your Honor, is in order to 
10 preserve any possible error on the issue of workmanship, 
11 and if you find workmanship, improper workmanship, yet 
12 still find that the leaks were caused by the use of 
13 Firestone materials, it would be our position that we 
14 would be entitled to judgment at that point. 
15 On a general verdict, we would not know 
16 the basis for the jury's verdict, whether or not they 
17 found -- what they found on the issue of causation, what 
18 they found on the issue of workmanship, that's why we 
19 have submitted these issues in the form we have. 
20 MR. BLANCHARD: Your Honor, I don't think 
21 -- I mean, the issue is did the defendant breach the 
22 warranty, and the jury knows that, and we are all free to 
23 argue what falls within it, and what doesn't fall within 
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1 it, and if they find it wasn't covered under the 
2 warranty, then they find for the defendant, and if they 
3 find it was, then they award damages. I don't think it 
4 is a case for special jury interrogatories. It's a civil 
5 breach awarded to the plaintiff with appropriate 
6 instructions, and I think that we should use the standard 
7 jury form, whatever grounds of error that counsel feels 
8 are appropriate --
9 THE COURT: I am going to deny the verdict 
10 form. I don't think it is appropriate. It directs the 
11 jury, do you find by a preponderance of the evidence that 
12 the leaks in the Prince William Sguare Shopping Center 
13 were caused by improper workmanship of the roofing 
14 installer. I don't think that's the language used in 
15 this case, but it more importantly then says if the 
16 answer is no, go no further, and it is really, to me if 
17 the answer is no, if they find that it is not the 
18 workmanship and they go no further, then they don't get 
19 to the issue of the materials, so I think it misleads the 
20 jury, and the same is true of paragraph two, I think it 
21 is somewhat misleading to them, and it would be confusing 
22 to them. I'm not sure they could understand how to apply 
23 this form, so I am going to utilize the general verdict 
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1 form in this case, and I deny the use of the verdict 
2 form, and I will note your objection and exception by the 
3 defendant for the record. 
4 Let me go through, and just take a minute 
5 to go through, so we know exactly what instructions have 
6 been approved the Court. I don't read them in this 
7 order, because I generally read the issues instruction 
8 first, and then the finding instruction, and then I do 
9 the definition instructions, and the damage instructions, 
10 and then the general instructions, but I just want to 
11 make sure that everyone is aware of what I will be using 
12 here. 
13 I have approved instruction A and B by the 
14 plaintiff; C; E; F; G; H; P, as amended, adding the term 
15 limited next to the term warranty; instruction J; K; L; 
16 M; N; O; --
17 
18 
THE CLERK: Do we have a Q? 
THE COURT: What letter is that? That's 
19 interpretation of contract, you should resolve any doubts 
20 -- okay, we'll make that Q. 
THE CLERK: Q. 21 
22 THE COURT: And, under defendant, we have 
23 three; seven; nine; ten, as amended; eleven; and the 
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1 consequential definition I suppose, was that sixteen? 
2 Well, fifteen was the damage instruction, and I think I 
3 denied that. Did I deny that? 
4 MR. RUTLAND: Yes. Fifteen was the 
5 consequential. 
6 THE COURT: That's the consequential 
7 damage, so I denied fifteen, and in its place I will read 
8 sixteen, model jury definition of consequential damages, 
9 not the entire model jury, just the first sentence, and I 
10 believe that's all of the instructions then. 
11 All right, let's take about ten minutes, 
12 and then we will proceed with closing argument and 
13 instructions. 
14 (Brief recess.) 
15 THE COURT: All right, we are back in Law 
16 No. 29822, the parties are present together with counsel. 
17 Let me advise counsel, I think my clerk may have given 
18 you what ~ propose as a ten and ten (a). Ten (a) is 
19 really an adoption of the defendant's nµmber ten, without 
20 the last sentence in it, and I have excluded the last 
21 sentence because I am going to read, right after that, 
22 plaintiff's proposed H, which is the definition of the 
23 greater weight of the evidence. 
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1 The reason I have added ten (a), is I 
2 think that we have jumped in our instructions from the 
3 burden instruction, with regards to the issues, and then 
4 stating that the burden is on the plaintiff, the burden 
5 of proof, but we have got no instruction of what the 
6 burden is in terms of that it is by the greater weight of 
7 the evidence. If I don't instruct ten (a), we would jump 
8 straigh~ from the burden of proof right into the 
9 definition of greater weight of the evidence, and I think 
10 without the ten (a), there is no cohesion there, there is 
11 no connection for the jury, so I propose to read 
12 instruction number ten, which says, ''The issues in this 
13 case are as follows: (1) Did the defendant breached the 
14 limited warranty, and if so: (2) What are the damages to 
15 which the plaintiff is entitled. On these issues the 
16 plaintiff has the burden of proof. Your decision on 
17 these issues must be governed by the instructions of law 
18 that follow. 
19 And, ten (a) would be, "You shall find 
20 your verdict for the plaintiff if it has proved, by the 
21 greater weight of the evidence, that the defendant 
22 breached the limited warranty. You shall find your 
23 verdict for the defendant if the plaintiff failed to 
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1 prove, by the greater weight of the evidence, that the 
2 defendant breached the limited warranty", and then I will 
3 read eight, which is, "The greater weight of the evidence 
4 is sometimes called a preponderance of the evidence • • 
5 • " , etcetera. 
6 Is there any objection by the plaintiff or 




MR. BLANCHARD: No, Your Honor. 
MR. RUTLAND: No, Your Honor. 
THE COURT: Okay, are you ready then, 
11 let's go ahead and bring the jury in. 
12 Have you gone through the exhibits and had 
13 a dhance to redact from those exhibits what you wanted 
14 to? 
15 MR. BLANCHARD: Yes, Your Honor. 
16 (The jury entered the Courtroom at this point in the 
17 proceedings.) 
18 (OPEN COURT) 
19 THE COURT: Good morning, ladies and 
20 gentleman of the jury. I appreciate your patience while 
21 you waited for us. While you have been back there, we 
22 started a nine o'clock, and have been working on these 
23 instructions since then. 
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1 The status of the case is, both the 
2 plaintiff and the defendant have rested their cases at 
3 this point, so we are going to go ahead and proceed then 
4 with the next step, which is the reading of the 
5 instructions of law to you. I am going to read these 
6 written instructions of law to you. Should you miss 
7 anything, keep in mind that you are going to be able to 
8 take a copy of these instructions back to the jury 
9 deliberation room with you, so you can go through them 
10 again more extensively at your leisure if you would like, 
11 while you are back in the room. 
12 When I am done reading these instructions 
13 of law to you, we will then proceed with the closing 
14 arguments. The plaintiff will go first with his closing 
15 argument, the defendant will go second, and since the 
16 plaintiff has the burden of proof, that you will see in 
17 just a minute, I'll instruct you on that fact, the 
18 plaintiff has the right to give a rebuttal argument, and 
19 will give the final argument in this case. 
20 When they are done with their closing 
21 arguments, you will then be free to go back into the jury 
22 deliberation room. You will take three things with you 
23 back there. First, you will take these instructions with 
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1 you; second, you will take all of the exhibits that have 
2 been properly introduced, so you can take the time to go 
3 through those exhibits; and finally, you will take back 
4 with you a jury verdict form. This is a form that 
5 indicates what your final verdict is, once you have 
6 reached a verdict. 
7 As I told you in the beginning, the best 
8 thing to do is to select the foreperson first, go through 
9 the facts, discuss the facts of the case, and the issues 
10 involved in this case, as you have been instructed what 
11 those are by the Court, and then reach your verdict. 
12 Your verdict must be unanimous in this case. Once you 
13 have reached a verdict, fill in that verdict form, advise 
14 the bailiff, and he will bring you back into the 
15 courtroom, so you can render your verdict in the 
16 courtroom. 
17 Let me begin then with the jury 
18 instructions. I have divided these instructions into 
19 groups of instructions, because it helps me as I go 
20 through them, and I think it'll help you. The first 
21 instructions are really what are generally called issues 
22 instructions. They define for you what the issues of the 
23 case are. The second group is a group of instructions 
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1 just having to do with definitions, in terms of the 
2 contract and the warranty involved in this case. The 
3 third ones are the instructions having to do with 
4 damages. And, the fourth ones are instructions, just 
5 general instructions, as to the evidence you should 
6 consider, and the weight you should give it, and this 
7 sort of thing, much of which I have all ready read to you 
8 as part of your preliminary instructions, but I am going 
9 to go through those again with you. 
10 All right, let me begin then with the 
11 issue instructions. The issues in this case are as 
12 follows: One, did the defendant breach the limited 
13 warranty, and if so, two, what are the damages to which 
14 the plaintiff is entitled. On these issues the plaintiff 
15 has the burden of proof. Your decision on these issues 
16 must be governed by the instructions of law that follow. 
17 You shall find your verdict for the 
18 plaintiff if it has proved by the greater weight of the 
19 evidence, that the defendant breached the limited 
20 warranty. You shall find your verdict for the defendant 
21 if the plaintiff failed to prove by the greater weight of 
22 the evidence, that the defendant breached its limited 
23 warranty. 
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1 The greater weight of the evidence is 
2 sometimes call a preponderance of the evidence. It is 
3 that evidence which you find more persuasive. The 
4 testimony of one witness whom you believe, can be the 
5 greater weight of the evidence. 
6 The defendant has issued a limited 
7 warranty on the roof of the Prince William Square 
8 Shopping Center, you must find from the facts and 
9 evidence presented, whether or not the defendant breached 
10 this limited warranty, and whether or not, as a result of 
11 this breach, the plaintiff has been damaged. 
12 If you find that the defendant has 
13 breached its limited warranty, and that the plaintiff has 
14 been damaged, then you shall find your verdict for the 
15 plaintiff, and award such damages as you find are 
16 appropriate to compensate the plaintiff for this breach. 
17 If you find that the defendant did not breach the limited 
18 warranty, then you shall find your verdict for the 
19 defendant. 
20 A warranty is a contract, and should be 
21 considered as a whole. No part of it should be ignored. 
22 The contract should be interpreted to give effect to each 
23 of the provisions in it. No word or phrase in a contract 
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1 should be treated as meaningless if any meaning which is 
2 reasonable and consistent with the other parts of the 
3 contract can be given to it. 
4 Interpretation of a contract is primarily 
5 a determination of what the parties intended. In 
6 determining their intent, you should first consider the 
7 words they use. The words should be given their plain 
8 and ordinary meaning, unless an obviously different 
9 meaning is apparent. You may also consider the subject 
10 matter of the contract, the situation of the parties, the 
11 purpose of the parties in making the contract, and the 
12 surrounding circumstances. As I said, words used by the 
13 parties should be given their ordinary, usual, and 
14 popular meaning, unless you find that the parties clearly 
15 intended such words to have another meaning. 
16 If you have doubt about the meaning of the 
17 terms of the contract, the conduct of the parties under 
18 the contract may furnish the proper interpretation. The 
19 interpretation by the parties is entitled to great 
20 weight. However, any interpretation suggested, or 
21 supported by the facts of the parties, or the acts of the 
22 parties rather, must be reasonable, and not in conflict 
23 with the actual terms of the contract. 
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1 The customs and usages of the trade may be 
2 shown to establish a point on which the contract is 
3 silent, or unclear. To show the existence of a custom 
4 or usage of the trade, a party must prove by the greater 
5 weight of the evidence, that the custom was well 
6 established, and was generally followed in the trade at 
7 the time the contract was made. 
8 In interpreting a contract, you should 
9 resolve any doubts about the meaning of a word or phrase 
10 against the party who prepared the contract. 
11 If you find your verdict for the 
12 plaintiff, then it is entitled to recover as damages all 
13 of the losses it sustained, which are a direct and 
14 natural result of the breach, and which it has proved by 
15 the greater weight of the evidence. The losses must have 
16 been reasonably foreseeable by the parties when they 
17 entered into the contract. Consequential damages, are 
18 indirect damages resulting from the breach of the 
19 contract. 
20 You must not base your verdict in any way 
21 upon sympathy, bias, guesswork, or speculation. Your 
22 verdict must be based solely upon the evidence, and the 
23 instructions of the Court. 
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1 The burden is on the plaintiff to prove by 
2 the greater weight of the evidence, that he has sustained 
3 damages. It is not required to prove the exact amount of 
4 its damages, but it must show sufficient facts and 
5 circumstances to permit you to make a reasonable estimate 
6 of them. If the plaintiff fails to do so, then it cannot 
7 recover. 
8 As I told you in the beginning, you are 
9 the judges of the facts, the credibility of the 
10 witnesses, and the weight of the evidence in this case. 
11 You may consider the appearance and manner of the 
12 witnesses on the stand, their intelligence, their 
13 opportunity for knowing the truth, and for having 
14 observed the things about which they testified, their 
15 interest in the outcome of the case, their bias, and if 
16 any have been shown, their prior inconsistent statements, 
17 or whether they have knowingly testified untruthfully as 
18 to any material fact in the case. 
19 You may not arbitrarily disregard 
20 believable testimony of a witness; however, after you 
21 have considered all of the evidence in the case, then you 
22 may accept or discard all or part of the testimony of a 
23 witness as you think proper. 
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1 You are entitled to use your common sense 
2 in judging any testimony. From these things and all of 
3 the other circumstances of the case, you may determine 
4 which witnesses are more believable, and weigh their 
5 testimony accordingly. 
6 You should not conclude from any conduct, 
7 or words of mine, that I favor one party or another, or 
8 believe or disbelieve the testimony of any witness. You, 
9 not I, are the sole judges of the believability of the 
10 witness, and the weight of the evidence, and you must not 
11 be influenced in any way by my conduct during the course 
12 of this trial. 
13 In considering the weight to be given to 
14 the testimony of any expert witness, you should consider 
15 the basis for his opinion, and the manner by which he 
16 arrived at it. 
17 Any fact that may be proved by direct 
18 evidence, may be proved by circumstantial evidence, that 
19 is you may draw all reasonable and legitimate inferences 
20 and deductions from the evidence. 
21 When one of the parties testifies 
22 unequivocally to facts within his own knowledge, those 
23 statements of fact, and the necessary inferences from 
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1 them, are binding upon him. He cannot rely on other 
2 evidence in conflict with his own testimony to strengthen 
3 his case. However, you must consider his testimony as a 
4 whole, and you must consider a statement made in one part 
5 of his testimony, in light of any explanation or 
6 clarification made elsewhere in his testimony. 
7 If you believe from the evidence that a 
8 witness previously made a statement inconsistent with his 
9 testimony at this trial, the only purpose for which the 
10 statement may be considered by you is its bearing on the 
11 witness' credibility. It is not evidence that what the 
12 witness previously said is true. If you believe from the 
13 evidence that a party previously made a statement 
14 inconsistent with his testimony at this trial, that 
15 previous statement may be considered by you as evidence 
16 that what the witness previously said was true. I think 
17 I read that instruction twice. 
18 You must not consider any matter that was 
19 rejected or stricken by this Court, it is not evidence, 
20 and should be disregarded. 
21 All right, that completes the reading of 
22 the instructions. We will proceed now with the closing 
23 argument. Counsel for the plaintiff. 
I 
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1 MR. BLANCHARD: Members of the jury, thank 
2 you for your patience in considering this case, and I 
3 know that when you get assigned jury duty, you probably 
4 didn't think you would end up sitting here for two days 
5 listening to us talking about a leaky roof. It is 
6 certainly not the most dynamic or interesting case that 
7 you would hear about during jury service. However, by 
8 your attention that you paid, I appreciate that, both 
9 parties do, it gives our clients an opportunity to have 
10 their cases heard and justice determined, because I think 
11 you all know there are some very real people affected by 
12 this, there are tenants and shopkeepers who are in the 
13 shopping center now, the evidence shows, with buckets, 
14 and moving inventory, and sweater bins that have been 
15 damaged because of water problems. 
16 There is an owner of the building, who has 
17 a ten year warranty issued by Firestone, my client, which 
18 feels that that warranty has not been honored, and there 
19 is Firestone, which four years ago walked out on that 
20 warranty and said they are not honoring it. Now, you 
21 must decide whether that was correct or incorrect, and 
22 whether or not my client has been damaged. 
23 I'll try not to take a lot of time in my 
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1 closing argument, because I think you all do have the 
2 evidence, and I started out in my opening statement 
3 saying please hold me to what I tell you, and judge me by 
4 that, and I didn't have a lot of diagrams, or charts, or 
5 slides. I had one little drawing of what this roof is, 
6 and I told you that I really thought that the evidence 
7 would show that had Firestone followed its own -- its 
8 approved applicator followed its own approved 
9 specification, and put in a protective layer, that none 
10 of the problems would have happened. Mr. Shuffleton 
11 testified to that, Mr. Furman testified to that, Mr. 
12 Sheahan I believe admitted to that, had there been an 
13 adequate protective layer, none of this would have 
14 happened. 
15 The documents you have, you can go through 
16 them, there are voluminous. I think that they will 
17 establish for you the following, that there are 
18 provisions in the contract specifications that the 
19 architect gave Firestone's approved applicator. On page 
20 1205, we are going to have to give you a road map, but on 
21 page 1205-3, there is section that says manufacturer's 
22 instructions. Comply with manufacturer's applicable 
23 installation instructions. On page 7530-2, dealing with 
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1 products compatibility, part 2, and I had Mr. Sheahan 
2 read this yesterday, "Provide products which are 
3 recommended by manufacturer to be fully compatible with 
4 indicated substraights, or provide separation materials." 
5 On page 07530-4, part 3, "Execution. 
6 General Instruction. Comply with manufacturer's 
7 instructions for preparation of substraight to receive 
8 the roofing system, the membrane system. Clean the 
9 substraight, remove sharp projections." 
10 Page 07530-5, "Fasten insulation sheets to 
11 deck, two fasteners per board. Install flexible sheet 
12 roofing system over prepared substraight." 
13 The architect told the roofing contractor 
14 pick some insulation that you think it appropriate. He 
15 gave him a choice of options, but said roofing 
16 contractor, you are the approved authorize contractor, 
17 pick what you think is appropriate fasteners, put the 
18 membrane down, put the ballast in, if there is any 
19 incompatibility, if there is any rough surfaces, if there 
20 is any problem, separate them, put a separation in there. 
21 The architect told the contractor to do that. 
22 Then, the contractor gets Firestone's 
23 rubber guard architectural specifications, that's what 
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1 Firestone gives its roofing constructor to follow. Note 
2 1.050 on page 6, "Acceptable substraights to which the 
3 ballast system is installed shall be clean, dry, smooth, 
4 free of sharp edges, loose or foreign materials, oil, 
5 grease, and other materials, which may damage the 
6 membrane. All roughened surfaces which could cause 
7 damage to the membrane, shall be properly cushioned with 
8 insulation or other accepted protective layer." 
9 Now, I read this to you, ladies and 
10 gentlemen, because one of Firestone's exhibits is this 
11 (indicating) -- and they say this is an accepted 
12 protective layer, but Mr. Furman said that the purpose of 
13 the protective layer in Firestone's instructions is to 
14 prevent the fastener from going through the rubber. Can 
15 this be an accepted protective layer? I think you ought 
16 to judge the credibility of what they tell you. 
17 Their own instructions say use insulation, 
18 or other accepted protective layer. Insulation is what 
19 you recall Mr. Shuffleton said could have been used. You 
20 could have just thrown some more sheets of perlite board 
21 right over top of this, between those fastener heads, 
22 between the membrane, and there is no problem, so I ask 
23 you to judge the genuineness of that argument, and this 
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1 material, in light of Firestone's overall theory of the 
2 case, and what they said in their own instructions. 
3 Let me also tell you that in Firestone's 
4 architectural specifications, note 1.07 (C)(l), 
5 "Insulation may be preattached by Firestone accepted 
6 mechanical fastening system." So, they say, as Mr. 
7 Furman said yesterday in response to the Court's 
8 questions, yes, we accept fasteners. It was an 
9 appropriate method of installing this roof. He said they 
10 may be used with a fastening system provided that an 
11 accepted protection layer is installed over and 
12 completely covers the fastening system. 
13 Ladies and gentlemen, Firestone's 
14 authorized roofing applicator was told specifically by 
15 the architect, and specifically by Firestone, protect it, 
16 if you use fasteners protect it, because if you don't 
17 what's going to happen? The fasteners are going to 
18 damage the roof. The fasteners are going to cut into 
19 that membrane. That, I submit to us was a defect in 
20 workmanship. It is what I told you in opening statement. 
21 I don't think that there is any question about that. 
22 I think this case comes down to is what 
23 has Firestone told you? How did they muddy the waters? 
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1 I mean, what have they said about the protection? What 
2 evidence has Firestone presented to you? I'd like to go 
3 over some of this briefly, in light of the instructions 
4 the Court just read to you. To determine what is covered 
5 under Firestone's warranty, and what is not, there are 
6 certain instructions that you interpret that document by. 
7 One is, you look at the conduct of the parties. How did 
8 they interpret it? 
9 Well, I submitted to you repair records 
10 for -- every repair record I have. I didn't hold 
11 anything back. I didn't pick through and only do 
12 fasteners, if there was a gutter problem, I put it in 
13 there. My client wanted to give this jury a full picture 
14 of what this roof was like, but Firestone has always 
15 said, everybody has always said, the primary problem is 
16 the fasteners, so I gave you all the repair records to 
17 look at that. When you look at repair records, Firestone 
18 covered this as a warrantable item, right there on it is 
19 their stamp, "warranty", right there in handwriting is a 
20 proof of payment. 
21 Mr. Furman said we didn't have enough 
22 people, he didn't really look at these very closely, that 
23 we didn't know it was much of a problem. He also 
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1 admitted that they picked up a $20 mistake in invoices 
2 when they were getting the submissions. I mean they 
3 can't have it both ways, you either are paying attention 
4 or you are not. We submit that if they paid attention to 
5 the $20 mistake in an invoice, you are going to pay 
6 attention when you get fifty-four leak reports within two 
7 years, and by their admission the fifty-four leak reports 
8 often times contained complaints about multiple holes 
9 caused by the fasteners, so for two years. 
10 And, you will also see on these warranty 
11 repair invoices and documents, that the computer 
12 generated, Firestone's documents, and I will leave to you 
13 to look for, but guess whose names prints out on the 
14 computer as giving the approval for all of this? Mr. 
15 Furman. So, Mr. Furman, who is here for Firestone and 
16 testified, approved these for two years as warrantable 
17 items. 
18 In 1990, Firestone got there and said, we 
19 are going to have to replace this whole roof, this is a 
20 problem that cannot be fixed by just sending the roofer 
21 out occasionally, because it continues to leak, and that 
22 is when they said we are out of here. That's when they 
23 said to my client, forget it, we are not covering it. 
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1 That conduct, I would submit to you, is completely 
2 consistent with the other conduct that they have engaged 
3 in this case, and I would like to talk to you in this 
4 case to the issues of what did Firestone show you. 
5 I heard testimony from their expert about 
6 the ballast. That the ballast apparently has some 
7 freeze/thaw criteria that caused it to, some of it, to 
8 crack. What was the evidence that that is causing the 
9 problem? There was none. I heard evidence that the 
10 ballast appears to have been moved in certain locations 
11 by men, clearly it has. Men have been up there trying to 
12 fix leaks, and they patch it. As the pictures show, when 
13 they were pulled apart there were patches. So, yes, men 
14 have been up there moving the ballast to try and find 
15 roof leaks. You have got rocks over this entire roof, so 
16 what. What problem did that cause? What leaks were 
17 caused by someone moving the ballast to repair leaks? 
18 What was that here for, for you to consider? 
19 Along with you, I watched forty minutes of 
20 photographs and slides of the roof end at China Dynasty, 
21 the grease, the shingle that came off. Firestone told 
22 you in their opening statement, every one of their 
23 witnesses admitted, that the primary problem with this 
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1 roof is fasteners. Why did we watch forty minutes of 
2 things not related to fasteners? 
3 Interestingly, when I asked Mr. Furman can 
4 he trace any one of those things to one leak inside the 
5 stores, the answer is no. Did you try? No. Did you ask 
6 a tenant? No. Reason why? It doesn't have anything to 
7 do with this case. It's there to try and say, well, 
8 there are other problems with the roof, and we are going 
9 to go up on a fact finding mission, we are going to spend 
10 six hours on this roof with our camera, and find a broken 
11 light bulb, on a 275,000 square foot roof, we are going 
12 to find a broken light bulb, we are going to find a vent. 
13 You saw those vents on that roof. They found one without 
14 a cap. You saw all those air conditioners on the roof, 
15 there are two or three leak reports related to air 
16 conditioners, and we provided those, but those weren't 
17 causing the problems, and they even admitted, they even 
18 told you in their opening, in their direct, in their 
19 cross, fasteners are the primary problem, so why did we 
20 go through those pictures? To divert your attention from 
21 what the issue is. 
22 We get to the insulation, the insulation, 
23 Mr. Sheahan claims, I guess, or Mr. Furman, or both, is 
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1 shrinking, that somehow the insulation shrinking has 
2 caused the problem, and I am still not sure I understand, 
3 but Firestone says that's not our responsibility. Who 
4 picked the insulation? Firestone's authorized roofing 
5 applicator. Who knew, when they picked the insulation, 
6 that it was going to be fastened? Firestone's authorized 
7 roofing applicator. Who knew that this is an easily 
8 compressible material that would be fastened? The 
9 qualified roofing applicator. How is that not their 
10 responsibility? I'm missing it. 
11 Now, let's talk about the shrinkage, and 
12 the fasteners becoming unscrewed. This is their exhibit 
13 -- (indicating) -- take it back there and look at it. 
14 Mr. Shuffleton said this is a compressible material. I 
15 asked him, are the fasteners coming up because of 
16 shrinkage this way? Is that going to take a steel screw 
17 out of a steel deck? Try and turn these. I haven't 
18 touched this, this is their exhibit, but try and feel 
19 what these things are like, there are some here, but is 
20 shrinkage moving these things? If you put ten pounds per 
21 square inch of rocks on top of it, isn't that going to 
22 push it down? Isn't that going to cause these fastener 
23 heads to protrude and cause the problem? Again, I leave 
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1 it to you to feel, and see which is more consistent with 
2 what the problem is. I don't understand this insulation 
3 argument, and how it isn't their responsibility when they 
4 picked it, their applicator picked it, their applicator 
5 installed it, their applicator fastened it, but the 
6 shrinkage argument, again, ladies and gentlemen, doesn't 
7 make sense, and I don't think it carries any weight, and 
8 I don't think it addresses the issue of who is 
9 responsible. 
10 The fasteners, they say the fasteners, 
11 usually the fasteners are the problem. At the same time 
12 they tell you that, they've got to tell you, yes, our 
13 specifications say it's all right. Mr. Furman didn't 
14 want to admit it, and it took him a while on the stand, 
15 but well, yes, it's an accepted insulation. Do I take 
16 that for yes? Yes, it's accepted. So, the fasteners 
17 were accepted by Firestone. How can they say that the 
18 use of the fasteners is the problem, that the use of 
19 these fasteners damaged to roof? 
20 The fasteners are doing what they are 
21 supposed to do, they are holding the insulation in place. 
22 Did the insulation move? No. Has the wind lifted it, 
23 and caused it to be displaced, or caused uneven 
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1 elevations of the membrane? No. The fasteners are doing 
2 what they are supposed to do. The problem is Firestone 
3 didn't lay a protective layer down, it's simple, but 
4 Firestone doesn't want you to concentrate on that, so 
5 they talk about fasteners. 
6 Protective overlay. Mr. Furman got here 
7 yesterday, and told you he has now determined that this 
8 blue plate is a protective overlay. What is between the 
9 fastener head and the membrane? Nothing. There is no 
10 protective overlay. 
11 Mr. Furman, would you please read to the 
12 jury, what you filed in this case, what you have written 
13 and filed in pleadings in this Court, about what the 
14 problem on the roof was? And, he read two answers, an 
15 interrogatory and request for admission, and as in the 
16 instruction of the Court say, a party's prior admission 
17 or statement can be asserted for the truth of the matter, 
18 and what did he say? When he was sued in this case, when 
19 he had to file answers, he said the problem is a lack of 
20 a protective overlay is causing the continued leaks, but 
21 he gets up here to you, and he says now, well, we've 
22 decided that this plate is a protective layer. Is it a 
23 layer? No. Does it protect? No. But, he says that. 
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1 When did you decide that? Two weeks ago. 
2 They put this roof on in 1986. They are 
3 saying their first notice of roof complaints were 1988. 
4 That's six years, since they had notice of the fasteners 
5 backing up, by their word. It's been four years since 
6 they inspected and walked off the roof. It's been two 
7 years since they were sued. And, they are going to tell 
8 you two weeks ago they decided to do an investigation. I 
9 think you can consider their prior admissions and prior 
10 statements, and ask yourself whether they are being 
11 direct and honest with you. 
12 I've addressed the other protective 
13 overlay, and ask yourself, is that what they meant with a 
14 protective overlay? Would that protect ~asteners? Is it 
15 like insulation? No. What is that? What they are 
16 saying now is, had our roofing installer followed our 
17 specifications, and installed this -- (indicating) --











what it was supposed to do, the fastener would 
up through it, so they are asking you to let 
the hook by saying, if we had had our guy put 
it wouldn't have stopped the problem anyway, 
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1 because it's not good enough to stop the problem. I 
2 don't think that argument makes sense. 
3 The plans and specifications has the 
4 compatibility of materials and follow instructions, what 
5 did Firestone say about that? Well, Mr. Sheahan says the 
6 compatibility problem relates to chemicals. Would you 
7 please tell the jury where it says chemicals? Well, you 
8 just have to know that. That's why the law in this case 
9 says words are given their ordinary and usual meaning. 
10 Read what it says, and take what is says. I read for you 
11 what it says about compatibility of materials. It says 
12 if there is going to be a problem with one layer or 
13 another, put something in between them. Not a word about 
14 chemicals, but then they explain that away and say, well, 
15 that relates to chemicals. 
16 Credibility of witnesses. Who is telling 
17 the truth? What is your gut telling you? What does your 
18 gut tell you as to who came in here with an agenda to 
19 tell you what was going on on the roof. Mr. Shuffleton 
20 came in and said when they first called, when my client 
21 first called, and his associate took the call, before he 
22 had even seen this roof, said we'll look at it, but you 
23 might not like what we have to say. No guarantees of 
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1 what we are going to say. My client said come out and 
2 look. They looked, they say there are some things that 





documents on that, that's not at issue. If there is a 
shingle off and we should fix it, we'll fix it, but 
that's not causing these leaks. 
Now, on the other hand, Mr. Sheahan was 
8 flown in here from Michigan. Is there any doubt what he 
9 was going to say? They have used him twelve times in the 
10 last two years, and in every case he said not Firestone's 
11 problem. I would submit that it is your recollection 
12 that controls, and you people decide, but I still don't 
13 know what he said. He talked about ballast, he talked 
14 about insulation, His own counsel said did the absence 
15 of a protective layer cause the leaks? He hemmed, and 
16 stuttered, and he said, well, let me answer that another 
17 way, the fasteners are cutting the membrane. He didn't 
18 answer the question. 
19 You have the ability to determine whether 
20 people are telling the truth, to consider from the 
21 instruction of Court, again, a person's appearance, their 
22 mannerisms, their conduct, their candor, whether they 
23 seem to be thinking about their answer, whether they seem 
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1 to be looking for a way around it, as opposed to just 
2 answering, those are things that you consider, and I ask 
3 you to weigh those factors in terms of testimony of Mr. 
4 Sheahan and Mr. Furman. 
5 Let me last go to damages. I anticipate 
6 Firestone is going to argue to you that this roof, that 
7 we are asking for too much, that either we should just 
8 get the, whatever the figure was, $10,000 or $17,000 that 
9 we paid in the last four years to have people up there 
10 patching the roof, or whether we should get the roof 
11 fixed. 
12 Firestone walked off this roof four years 
13 ago, and told us forget it, we aren't doing anything. 
14 What they promised us in the warranty, if you look at it, 
15 says that we would have a roof that wouldn't leak, and if 
16 it leaked, they would fix it. They never fixed it. 
17 Everybody agrees that what has been done up there for the 
18 past eight years is not fixing the problem. You can't go 
19 up there and patch over an inherent defect of 15,000 to 
20 20,000 fasteners, you are still going to have leaks, and 
21 every tenant that came in here told you that that's 
22 what's going on. 
23 Is my client asking for too much to get 
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1 the leak free roof that it was promised? Is my client 
2 asking for too much to have the roof perform as it 
3 should, and not have its tenants putting buckets on their 
4 floor, and sweater bins, and their ceilings, they worry 
5 about their ceiling tiles falling, and all those other 
6 issues? Is it natural that Firestone breech this 
7 warranty? Is it natural that Firestone didn't put a 
8 protective layer in between 15,000 fasteners and a rubber 
9 membrane, that they would pop up through the membrane? 
10 Yes. Is it a natural consequence of that, a direct 
11 consequence, that you would have to replace it? You've 
12 got to get that one out of there. 
13 So, what does Firestone argue on damages? 
14 Well, Mr. Furman says you can patch it. He wants to fix 
15 our leaky roof by poking 15,000 holes in it, 15,000 to 
16 20,000 holes. Have guys up there with a broom sweeping, 
17 here's one, hole, pull it out, put a patch down, sweep 
18 another one, here's one, hole, patch, put down another 
19 one. The workmanship required for that, of a clinging 
20 patch and a good take, is tremendous to make that work, 
21 and then what position is my client in if it doesn't 
22 work? We are going to be back in the same place, instead 
23 of looking for which of 15,000 fasteners is leaking, now 
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1 we are going to look for which of 15,000 to 20,000 
2 patches is leaking. Go back up there with the brooms, 
3 moving it aside, trying to find the bad patch. You don't 
4 fix a leaky roof by punching holes in it. For them to 
suggest that, after they walked out, is frankly -- well, 






Also, judge them by their last witness, a 
very honest individual, who appeared here to testify that,
1
. 
he would do it for $1.04 a square foot, if Firestone 
1 
10 provided him all of the material. A witness who was 
11 never shown the repair records by Firestone, never shown 
12 a Firestone document about this roof, and he was 
13 contacted two weeks ago. After eight years, after four 
14 years of leaving us out in the cold, after two years of a 
I 
15 lawsuit, they decided two weeks ago to call a roofer, andi 
16 see if we can get a cheaper price to fix this, and now 
17 they are going to get up to you and say don't accept our 
18 figure of $516,000, take this guy, who has been on the 
19 roof once last week, on his own, who doesn't know the 
20 square footage, and who by his own words said I don't 
21 know the first thing about it, has no history of the 
22 repair records, no history of the amount of water that is 
23 going in there, no idea of how much of the saturated 
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1 insulation below the membrane is going to have to be 
2 replaced, and they said, well, take his figure of $1.04, 
3 adding in his fifty cents, or whatever he said for his 
4 materials, which takes him up to $1.50/$1.60 per square 
5 foot, and use his path; that's disingenuous. 
6 If they wanted to fix this roof, they've 
7 had eight years to do it. To come in now and say to you 
8 all, it's not our fault, it's not covered under our 
9 warranty, it's not our responsibility, but if you find it 
10 is, use this guy -- it's wrong. 
11 The only other thing with compensation is 
12 who is the only person who testified in this Court as to 
13 actually measuring square footage? Mr. Skillman. Mr. 
14 Skillman said, yeah, I've heard figures being batted 
15 around, and that's why I have problems, because first 
16 somebody gave me a 133,000 square footage figure that was 
17 wrong, so I went up there and checked it. There are 
18 275,000 square feet of roof up there, and for me to 
19 replace it, to do the repair that is necessary, getting 
20 rid of the fasteners, is $516,000. That's their cost, 
21 and it works out during the cross-examination, about 
22 $2.00 per square foot. They want to tell you the square 
23 footage is something else, but I didn't hear it come from 
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1 any of their witnesses who said they measured it. 
2 So, in terms of damages, ladies and 
3 gentlemen, I ask you, as I did at the start, to give us 
4 the repair that is necessary to fix the problem. Give us 
5 the award -- I can't make Firestone fix this roof, and 
6 you all can't make Firestone fix this roof. I mean, 
7 that's for the past, we tried, and they said no. The 
8 only thing we can do now is to make them pay for what the 
9 replacement is going to cost my client. A competitive 
10 established roofer has told you it's going to cost 
11 $516,000, and that's what I ask you to award. 
12 Again, if you would please keep the 
13 instructions of the Court in mind, the parties' conduct, 
14 the parties' words, the interpretation of that document 
15 against the party who prepared it. Firestone will get up 
16 here and say these things aren't valid, ask them to show 
17 you where. They had the opportunity to write we won't 
18 cover, so they could have said if. 
19 I'm going to close with this, but if you 
20 recall yesterday Mr. Furman was asked that if their 
21 workman -- so, what's your guarantee, in response to the 
22 Court, what is your guarantee on workmanship? Well, it 
23 only relates to this piece of rubber, putting this piece 
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1 of rubber down. 
2 Their document says they guarantee all of 
3 the workmanship of their approved roofing contractor, who 
4 did all of these things, and the ballast. Therefore, 
5 Firestone's position is, is if their authorized approved 
6 roofing contractor had gone up on this roof, regardless 
7 of what these specifications said, regardless of any code 
8 requirements for insulation, had taken this piece of 
9 rubber and put it directly on this metal deck, in 
10 violation of all codes, and standards of workmanship, 
11 Firestone would be here today telling you it's not our 
12 problem. We properly laid the rubber down on the piece 
13 of metal, even though our contractor was supposed to do 
14 all of this, we don't warrant that. 
15 And, I'm telling you, ladies and 
16 gentleman, if that's true, they should have put it into 
17 the document. That's not what they promise the public, 
18 that's not what they promise the consumer, that's not 
19 what they say in the contract or limited warranty with my 
20 client, and therefore, I ask you to please consider the 
21 evidence, and again, thank you for your time, and I ask 
22 you to return a verdict in favor of the plaintiff. 
23 THE COURT: Mr. Rutland. 
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1 MR. RUTLAND: Ladies and gentlemen, Mr. 
2 Blanchard just said to you, make them show you where it's
1 
3 not our problem, and let's just talk about that statement! 
I 
I 
4 for a minute. 
5 Number one, Judge Potter has instructed 
6 you that the burden of proof in this case is on the 
7 plaintiff, to show you that the damages which are claimed 
8 fall within the limited warranty. We don't have to show 
9 you anything, the burden is on the plaintiff, but I'm 
10 going to show you anyway. I'm showing you right here is 
11 where it says this problem isn't covered -- (indicating). 
12 And, right here it says, this is the terms, conditions, 
13 and limitations, this is the warranty, and this is what 
14 we are talking about in this case. These are the terms 
15 that you have to construe. 
16 Let's look at this, terms, conditions, and 
17 limitations, one, two, three, four, five, six, seven. 
18 What does number four say? "Firestone shall have no 
19 obligation under this warranty in the event that the roof 
20 is damaged by use of materials not furnished by 
21 Firestone", that's what it says. The plaintiff says 
22 that's ambiguous somehow. Up here they said they warrant 
23 workmanship of their Firestone approved applicator, and 
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1 that they warrant the components of the Firestone rubber 
2 guard roofing system. Ladies and Gentlemen, Judge Potter 
3 instructed you that each term of the contract must be 
4 construed and given effect. This isn't limited in any 
5 way. Firestone shall have no obligation under this 
6 warranty when a roof is damaged by use of materials not 
7 furnished by Firestone. 
8 I submit to you it is not the defendant 
9 who is attempting to obscure the issues, but the 
10 plaintiff, and let me walk you through that. We've got a 
11 roof put on the Prince William Square Shopping Center in 
12 1986. Along with the roof, the plaintiff gets this 
13 limited warranty. These are the terms on which Firestone 
14 agrees to comply. 
15 Nothing happens for two years, until 1988 
16 not a word. All of a sudden leak reports start coming 
17 in. The contractor says there's been a report of a leak, 
18 and he'd go out to Prince William Square Shopping Center, 
19 will you authorize payment, yes, we'll authorize payment. 
20 They go out there, and repair leaks. This goes on, and 
21 Mr. Dorsch, in 1990, goes out to scene and says the 
22 punctures are being caused by fasteners. Normally this 
23 is a loosely laid system, there are no fasteners. The 
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fasteners were cutting the membrane. This is the primary I 
cause of the leaks. This is a condition which does not i 
i 
3 fall under the terms of our warranty. You didn't hear 
4 anything suggesting that Firestone was blaming its 
5 applicator for not putting in an overlay, they simply 
6 said it's not covered under the terms of our warranty. 
7 So what happens next? The owner, the 
8 plaintiff, hires an engineering and technical consultant 
9 to go up and look at the roof, and Mr. Eckert, Lawrence 
10 Eckert, goes out there, and he gets up on the roof and 
11 does an inspection on March 9th. On March 16th, he calls 
12 the owner, and says we don't have a strong case. Then he 
13 talks to Mr. Shuffleton, and then he writes a draft 
14 report. In his draft report he says, the guarantee 
15 expressly excludes coverage for bulk weight pad, ballast, 
16 insulation, and fasteners. It expressly excludes the 
17 fastener problem. This is the plaintiff's own expert 
18 engineer. 
19 What happens to Mr. Eckert? We never see 
20 nor hear from him again. Now we have Mr. Shuffleton, who 
21 in 1993 goes up to verify the conditions found by Mr. 
22 Eckert. What do we have as a result of Mr. Shuffleton's 
23 inspection? No longer is the membrane being cut by the 
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1 fasteners, now we have a problem with no overlay~ no 
2 adequate overlay. He looks at the architect's 
3 specifications, and said, yes, they said to use 
4 fasteners, and he had said earlier, comply with the 
5 manufacturer's recommendations. 
6 Well, on page 7530-4, it said comply with 
7 manufacturer's instructions, except where more stringent 
8 requirements are required, and you heard Mr. Sheahan say, 
9 well, yes, at the end of the specifications it says to 
10 fasten these insulation units to the board. He never 
11 says after you fasten the insulation units, put a stiff 
12 perlite board between the two. They are not relying on 
13 anything in that regard. What they are saying is, no, he 
14 said the line on Firestone's specifications. What did 
15 Firestone's specifications say? Use an accepted 
16 protective layer. 
17 It wasn't Firestone you heard talk about 
18 the protective mat, you heard Mr. Shuffleton say it. 
19 Firestone had their own protective mat at the time. And, 
20 he is saying, because that mat wasn't put down, that was 
21 improper workmanship, and therefore, this is covered 
22 under the warranty. He is saying not only should this 
23 have been put down, but when you are walking on this, 
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1 when you are walking on the membrane, you can tell that 
2 this wasn't underneath it. You can tell by walking on 
3 here with gravel on top of this, that this isn't under 
4 there -- (indicating). Does that make sense? No. 
5 What they are saying is, well, gosh, there 
6 is other protective layers that are considered adequate, 
7 and those weren't used, but that wasn't said anywhere. 
8 It just said an accepted protection layer. That was 
9 considered acceptable at the time. 
10 You heard Mr. Sheahan say there is a 
11 problem on the lining, which I am going to talk about in 
12 a few minutes, that wasn't known at that time. We had an 
13 insulation out there, and normally it is loosely laid, so 
14 you don't even have to worry about this problem, but in 
15 this case, you have an architectural spec saying fasten 
16 them, use fasteners to put them down. You can't just say 
17 go out and put another board on top of that, because that 
18 perlite is insulation board, and the specs say fasten the 
19 insulation, so chances are if you put an insulation board 
20 on top of it, you've got to put the fasteners through 
21 that too, so there should have been some specification 
22 that this board-type overlay should have been used, but 
23 they are attempting to blame Firestone for that in order 
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1 to get around that provision, saying it wasn't the 
2 fasteners causing it, it wasn't these non-Firestone 
3 materials, it was the lack of this overlay, that's what's 
4 causing it. 
5 Now, let's look at some of Mr. 
6 Shuffleton's opinions. Mr. Shuffleton, are the screws 
7 moving? No, they are standing still, it's the 
8 compression that's going down, and it may appear that 
9 they are moving, but just because of the compression it 
10 appears that way, but they are not moving. Well, what 
11 evidence do you have on that, and it's not from 
12 Firestone's witness, it's not from Mr. Sheahan, who 
13 testified earlier in the week, this comes from Mr. 
14 Skillman. Did you hear him? He said, well, yeah, I was 
15 surprised because the screws were backing out. Their own 
16 expert, their own contractor, who has actually installed 
17 roofs, he was up there looking at this, he says, I was 
18 surprised that the fasteners were backing out, the 
19 fasteners were coming up, and puncturing the membrane. 
20 Now, I asked Mr. Shuffleton about the 
21 Shrinkage. He said, shrinkage, 4/1,000 of an inch maybe. 
22 Well, how does that explain the fact that there's an 
23 eighth of an inch gap between the insulation board. The 
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1 architect's specs it specifically says fasten insulation 
2 units to deck. Prevent gaps between boards with a 
3 minimum of two fasteners per board. The purpose of the 
4 fastener was to prevent gaps, so they put it in so there 
5 is no gaps, but when we go out in 1990, and 1993, there 
6 is an eight of an inch'gap. How is that happening? 
7 That's shrinkage. That's more than 4/1000 of an inch as 
8 Mr. Shuffleton testified. 
9 In addition to compression, you have the 
10 shrinkage, and what's happening? The screws no longer 
11 connect, when they were tight. Now they don't have the 
12 same compressive force, and they are loose, and then, as 
13 Mr. Sheahan says, they start to unwind, get a little lift 
14 in certain conditions where there's not accurate ballast 
15 up there, then under those circumstances, once they are 
16 loose they start to unwind. In fact, it is the fasteners 
17 coming up through the membrane that is causing the 
18 problem up there on that roof. 
19 One other problem with Mr. Shuffleton's 
20 opinions, he says all of the compression occurred when 
21 the gravel was first installed. Well, if that's true, 
22 why aren't the problems occurring in the first two years? 
23 Why don't we have anything from 1986, or 1987, or early 
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1 1988? What you have in plaintiff's case is that the 
2 problem has taken a while to develop, nothing from the 
3 early years, it doesn't make sense. Mr. Shuffleton's 
4 opinion doesn't make sense, that it is just the 
5 compression causing it, that it all happened when it was 
6 first laid, yet there isn't a single report of a leak 
7 before 1988. How can you reconcile that, Mr. 
8 Shuffleton's opinion? I suggest to you that he has come 
9 up with that opinion just to avoid the language in this 
10 warranty. 
11 Mr. Blanchard made a big point during the 
12 testimony of asking the witnesses with regard to 
13 Firestone's specifications, well, did the owner get that? 
14 I'll go through the provisions first. The first one 
15 referenced -- and you will have these materials in 
16 evidence, so you can look at those. The first one on 
17 page one: Materials. The components of the Firestone 
18 rubber guard ballasted roofing system shall be roofing 
19 products by Firestone, or as accepted as compatible by 
20 Firestone's roofing engineering department, but not 
21 warranted. Firestone has said we will accept other 
22 materials, but we are not going to warrant them. 
23 He says, well, did the owner have that 
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information right here. Firestone shall have no I 
obligation under this warranty in the event that the rooii 
was damaged by use of materials not furnished by 
5 Firestone. Absolutely had that information. Of course, 
6 the architect had the specifications because they were 
7 required under the submittals. 
8 Go to the next section of the 
9 specifications on insulation. Firestone assumes no 
10 responsibility for insulation not supplied by Firestone. 
11 However, Firestone will accept the following types. 
12 Again, we will accept these other products, but we are 
13 not going to warrant them. We don't make them. We don't 
14 have any quality control measures over them. We will 
15 accept them as compatible with the system, but we are not 
16 going to warrant them. 
17 Was the owner told that? Sure the owner 
18 was told that, right there, the roof was damaged by use 
19 of materials not supplied by Firestone. We know why, 
20 because the ballast was not warranted by Firestone. It 
21 specifically says in there. Was the owner told that? 
22 Sure he was told that. 
23 In this case, with regard to the 
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1 insulation, you have heard about EPS was acceptable to 
2 Firestone. You also heard evidence of the different 
3 densities, and that the densities can affect how strong 
4 they are bonded when you drill it in. You go into wood, 
5 it's a lot solid, you go into styrofoam, it's not going 
6 to hold as much, but the denser the material is, the 
7 better hold you get. 
8 You didn't hear any information or any 
9 testimony whatsoever, that the manufacturer of the EPS 
10 insulation is going to warrant it, but what the 
11 plaintiffs will have you do is say, look, the 
12 manufacturer won't warrant it, but Firestone will because 
13 it's acceptable. Does Firestone ever say that? No. 
14 They specifically say they won't do that. Use it in the 
15 system, but we are not going to warrant it. 
16 Ladies and Gentlemen, you may not like 
17 this warranty, you may not like the result of this 
18 warranty, you ~ay think that these mattes should be 
19 warranted, and I suggest to you that that's a natural 
20 feeling, and we've heard some very sympathetic testimony 
21 from the tenants out there, and the natural inclination 
22 is yes, give them a new roof, but ladies and gentlemen, 
23 you have taken an oath to apply the law to the facts that 
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1 you have heard in this Courtroom. 
2 We can't rewrite this warranty. You can't 
3 make it say what we want it to say. All we can do is 
4 apply the words that are here, give them their ordinary 
5 and natural meaning, and I suggest to you, in this case, 
6 it may produce what you think is a harsh result, and that 
7 result is that the problems being caused out there are 
8 not covered under the warranty. I suggest to you that's 
9 a difficult decision, but it is the only decision, based 
10 upon the terms in this limited warranty. 
11 It couldn't have been any clearer. These 
12 screws are coming up, they are cutting the membrane. 
13 Sure, at the time -- and I just want to correct one 
14 thing, it is your recollection of the evidence that 
15 controls. Mr. Furman did not say that these are now 
16 considered acceptable by Firestone. He is saying back in 
17 1985 or 1986 when they were installed, yeah, they were 
18 then considered an adequate protective overlay. Well, we 
19 know now in this system it wouldn't have been. You heard 
20 Mr. Sheahan say this whole problem with screws backing 
21 out is a relatively recent problem. 
22 I told you at the beginning, whether you 
23 find that it's improper workmanship or not with regard to 
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1 the overlay, was an issue you really didn't have to 
2 decide, because this provision stands on its own. 
3 Specifically in the first paragraph it says, Firestone 
4 guarantees to the building owner above that, subject to 
5 these terms, conditions, and limitations, will repair any 
6 leaks caused by workmanship of. Firestone supplied 
7 materials in the rubber guard roofing system, and these 
8 are the terms and conditions. 
9 Even in the second one, if Firestone 
10 determines that the leaks are caused by defects in the 
11 rubber guard roofing system material or workmanship, 
12 except as provided in 3 and 4, and there it is 4C. It 
13 couldn't be any clearer what was being warranted, and 
14 what was not. The problem in this case is the use of 
15 fasteners which were not supplied by Firestone, and 
16 insulation that was not supplied by Firestone. Yes, they 
17 were accepted, they were considered acceptable by 
18 Firestone, but they were not warranted by Firestone. 
19 Again, it is a result that may strike you as unfair, or 
20 unjust, but it is a result that is compelled by the terms 
21 of the limited warranty, and I suggest to you that's why 
22 we have juries, that's why we've gone through a selective 
23 sense to resolve these disputes, because sometimes there 
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1 are hard results, and I suggest that that is what we are 
2 calling upon you to do in.this case. It is not an easy 
3 decision for you to make, but I suggest it is the only 
4 decision. 
5 Normally, I would just sit down right now, 
6 because I don't think we have to get to the issue of 
7 damages. I don't think the warranty could have been 
8 written any clearer, but I owe it to my client to address 
9 the issue of damages, because it is an issue that has 
10 been raised, so I'm just going to spend a few minutes 
11 giving you some thoughts on that issue. 
12 Plaintiff bought the shopping center in 
13 1990. Today, there are asking you -- they bought a roof 
14 which had six years to go on a ten year limited warranty. 
15 What they are asking you to do, and let's assume there 
16 wasn't a single leak on that roof, watertight, they have 
17 a building which has six years remaining on a warranty. 
18 What they want you to award now, is a new membrane on 
19 there with presumably a similar warranty, which means 
20 they now will have more than what they would have had 
21 when they bought the building. 
22 What did Firestone agree to do with regard 
23 to the issue of the leaks? Again, let's look at the 
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1 language of the warranty. Firestone will repair leaks if 
2 we find that they are covered by the warranty, and that's 
3 their obligation. What we are talking about in this 
4 case, not just to repair the leaks that have occurred, 
5 but to prevent future leaks. There is a provision in 
6 here, which it's a legal term, "This warranty shall be 
7 the owner's exclusive remedy against Firestone with 
8 respect to the roof, and Firestone shall not be liable 
9 for any consequential or incidental damages.", and that 
10 is the sentence I want you to focus on just for a moment. 
11 Consequential damages are different than 
12 direct damages. Direct damages are what naturally flows 
13 from the breach. In this case, Firestone agreed to 
14 repair leaks, and because they didn't, the owner has 
15 expended funds to repair leaks, those are direct damages. 
16 The plaintiff is asking for consequential damages, which 
17 are not only are we asking you to repair the leaks that 
18 have occurred, but we want you to replace the roof so 
19 that future leaks do not occur. Consequential damage 
20 limitations are valid and enforceable. Again, it may 
21 produce a result that you don't like, that you don't feel 
22 good about, but I suggest to you that we can't rewrite 
23 this limited warranty, these are the terms, and those 
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1 terms are what have to be enforced and interpreted by you 
2 in this lawsuit. 
3 Mr. Skillman, on his numbers, for the 
4 replacement I was a little bit confused, and I just 
5 want to run through some of the numbers. Mr. Skillman 
6 gave the figure of $516,000, and he hadn't brought his 
7 materials with him, so he didn't have the numbers on 
8 which they were based. I'm having a little trouble 
9 figuring them out, and maybe you'll have an easier time 
10 of it than I did. 
11 His figure is $516,000. What we said in 
12 the warranty well, let's see 233,000 square feet is 
13 what the figure is that they were using on the pre-
14 installation notice, that was the figure apparently that 
15 was acceptable to everyone until recently, but Mr. 
16 Skillman did explain that that figure he came up with 
17 includes the sides and the walls, so that there will be 
18 extra room, so the 233,000 for our purposes we would 
19 consider the flat part of the roof that is on there. 
20 If you divide $516,000 by 233,000 square 
21 feet, that comes out the about a square foot, as I 
22 figure, of $2.21 a square foot for Mr. Skillman. Mr. 
23 Skillman also testified he had never done a job that big. 
I 
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1 I think he said the biggest job he'd ever done was thirty 
2 to forty percent of this size. He said that he figured 
3 out his bid on a recent bid that he had submitted, where 
4 he submitted a $2 per square foot bid, but he didn't win 
5 that bid. He came in second. The winning bid was eight 
6 to ten percent less than that, so the winning bid on a 
7 job similar would be $1.80 per square foot. So, if you 
8 take that as a price that was out there in the market 
9 place that contractors are willing to do this work for, 
10 if you take that times 233,000 square feet, that comes 
11 out to $419,000, and again, you don't have to accept my 
12 math on this. 
13 Mr. Alvarez said I've done jobs this big, 
14 my price is $1.04 for labor, materials he figured about 
15 forty cents. I think the figure he used was $1.45, and 
16 again, your recollection controls. Again 233,000, that's 
17 $337,000 for a complete replacement. 
18 He also talked about the double patching, 
19 indicating you put a cut, pull out the fastener, put a 
20 patch over that, and put another patch, bigger patch, 
21 over the first patch, and our figure is $13.75 per 
22 fastener. How many fasteners are out there? Well, the 
23 testimony we've heard is that there is two fasteners per 
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1 board, a board is four feet by eight feet, thirty square 
2 feet, so there is one fastener per every sixteen square 
3 feet. If you divide 233,000 by 16, that gives you, let's 
4 see if I can come up with it, 14,562 fasteners, but we 
5 also know that out of that whole group area, there are 
6 air conditioning units, you saw a whole line of them, and 
7 I'll be very conservative and say maybe 500 square feet 
8 for all of those areas where there is other things, where 
9 there wouldn't be fasteners, so I think a conservative 
10 estimate is 14,000 fasteners. Just assuming all of them 
11 were replaced with the patch method, that's $191,500 for 
12 that, and that comes out to, if you did it on the square 
13 foot basis, assuming that all of the fasteners didn't 
14 have to come out, my figures come out to eighty-two cents 
15 per square foot if you want to take out the fasteners and 
16 put the patch. What have the parties spent to date? 
17 Also on a figured square foot, Mr. 
18 Blanchard suggested you haven't heard any testimony about 
19 any other figures, well, I suggest to you that we have. 
20 The information we received from the plaintiff on square 
21 footage, has all of the square footage listed of all the 
22 stores here. If you add up those square footages, --
23 let's see if I've written that number down. I didn't. 
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1 Yeah, but that number comes out to, if we add up all 
2 these numbers for all the stores out there, and that's 
3 224,065 square feet, a little bit less than the 233,000, 
4 and that might be explained simply because it's interior 
5 space, so that 233,000 is not pulled out of thin air, 
6 that's a legitimate figure, and consistent with the 
7 documents plaintiff has given us. 
8 Now, what do we know about the patterns of 
9 leaks, and what have been occurring? We know that at the 
10 time that Firestone cancelled the warranty, most of these 
11 stores had no reports of any leaks. Now, how is that 
12 consistent with Mr. Shuffleton's testimony that all of 
13 the compression occurred with~n the first week or so 
14 after ballast was put in? 
15 We talked a little bit. about walk pads, 
16 and things like that, and I'm suggesting to you that one 
17 of the problems if you put walk pads toward the air 
18 conditioning units, so that workman only walk on the walk 
19 pads going to those units, perhaps you can conclude that 
20 all of these things do not have to be replaced, and only 
21 certain work has to be done to prevent future leaks. 
22 What have the parties spent to date 
23 repairing the leaks? We have an eight year history now 
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1 to work with. And, again, Firestone's limited warranty 
2 says we will repair leaks, the direct damages. If 
3 Firestone doesn't repair them it is plaintiff's cost to 
4 repair those leaks. We have three years all paid for by 
5 Firestone, 266, and then plaintiff paid these 2774. What 
6 will be remaining for the period of ten years? What we 
7 can do is average them up, and figure is it going to be 
8 consistent, is there any reason to believe that the 
9 numbers are going to change at all in the next two years, 
10 and I don't believe the testimony would support that they 
11 would be a whole lot different over the next two years. 
12 I would suggest to you that the direct damages, which you 
13 are entitled to award, if you find that the warranty was 
14 breached, would be the cost that the plaintiff has 
15 incurred in the past to repair leaks which you feel 
16 should be the obligation of Firestone, plus the cost to 
17 the plaintiff to repair leaks over the remaining terms of 
18 the limited warranty. Those are just some thoughts on 
19 the issues of damages. Again, I want to go back, I don't 
20 think you have to get to that issue. 
21 It is not an easy case from our point of 
22 view. Firestone, a big name. You always come in, and 
23 you are always worried, is a jury going to just conclude 
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1 Firestone is a big defendant, and try to get out some 
2 obligation they have? It's a concern. That's always a 
3 concern. It's a tough case here, because you may not 
4 like the result that the terms of the limited warranty 
5 provide in this case, but again, ladies and gentlemen, 
6 you have been sworn in as jurors, and we certainly 
7 appreciate the attention you provided throughout this 
8 case, as Mr. Blanchard said, this is not the most 
9 exciting testimony, we simply suggest that based upon the 
10 evidence that you have heard in this case, the wording of 
11 the limited warranty, the only conclusion you can reach 
12 is that problems out there were not covered by the 
13 limited warranty, and I would ask that you return a 
14 verdict for Firestone. 
15 Thank you. 
THE COURT: Thank you. Mr. Blanchard. 16 
17 MR. BLANCHARD: Well, it's interesting how 
18 Firestone has highlighted portions, but I ask you, ladies 
19 and gentlemen, the Court said common sense, ordinary, 
20 which means you get this official document from 
21 Firestone, covering the roof owner, you know, it tells 
22 you these things, it gives you the roofing contractor, 
23 the roof approved by the agent, these are stipulations by 
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1 the way, stipulations from the beginning, all this is 
2 stipulated. This guy from Firestone had authority to 
3 issue it, this guy who approved it had authority to 
4 approve it, that it met their specifications. I mean, 
5 you've got that they came out and looked at this roof and 
6 said, this meets our standards, and this says we are 
7 going to do our -- we are going to guarantee our 
8 workmanship, and what it says is, it guarantees to the 
9 building owner that Firestone will repair any leaks 
10 caused by workmanship, or Firestone supplied materials. 
11 That's what it says, we are going to repair those leaks 
12 if it's by workmanship. 
13 Does it say -- Mr. Rutland said you have 
14 got to interpret what this says. Does it say the 
15 workmanship of the Firestone roofing contractor in laying 
16 down the rubber membrane? No. It says the workmanship 
17 of our guy, the workmanship, because if he doesn't do all 
18 these other things, if we don't use their guy to do all 
19 this stuff, we don't get the warranty. They won't give 
20 it unless we use their guy. The reason that is, is the 
21 roofing contractor is the guy they've got the deal with. 
22 He is out there marketing their system. They say, 
23 building contractor, you can give this official document 
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1 to the owner, we stand behind your work if you use our 
2 products. 
3 They have asked where was Mr. Eckert's or 
4 Mr. Shuffleton's -- where was John Cole & Son? Where was 
5 their roofing contractor? Why aren't they bringing them 
6 in here standing behind them, arm on the shoulder? He 
7 did his job, he did what he was supposed to do, and say 
8 good workmanship, and he is here to tell you that, where 
9 was he? He wasn't here. And, so, when they ask you 
10 where people were, I ask you to consider that. 
11 Now, they talk about these exceptions. 
12 Let's look at it. If upon inspection, Firestone 
13 determines that the leaks in the roofing system are 
14 caused by defects in the rubber guard roofing system 
15 material, or workmanship of the Firestone authorized 
16 roofing applicator, workmanship of the Firestone 
17 authorized roofing applicator, not limited to the rubber 
18 membrane, this is what it says, except as provided in 
19 paragraphs three and four, owner's remedies and Firestone 
20 liability are limited to the repair of the leak. This 
21 didn't happen. Firestone didn't come out and inspect and 
22 say it's our responsibility to repair the leaks. 
23 Firestone came out and said we are gone, goodbye, we 
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1 aren't helping you. 
2 The letter from Mr. Dorsch is there. It 
3 is the architect's problem. It was a bad design, because 
4 of the protective layer. They answered the suit in this 
5 case saying architect's fault because he didn't provide 
6 for a protective layer, architect's fault because the 
7 designs didn't say protective layer. Even though our 
8 specs said it, we think the architect's specs should have 
9 said it too. So, this paragraph doesn't apply. 
10 They admit that their authorized roofing 
11 applicator didn't follow their instructions, didn't put 
12 in a protective layer, so they hinge their votes right 
13 here. Firestone shall have no obligation under this 
14 warranty in the event that the roof is damaged by use, 
15 use of materials furnished by Firestone. They've 
16 admitted they accepted this. In response to the Court's 
17 question: Is this insulation, whether it shrinks, 
18 whether it expands, whatever, was this accepted by 
19 Firestone? Was it under their specifications acceptable? 
20 Yes. Were fasteners acceptable? Yes. Did the use of 
21 fasteners cause the problems in this roof? No. The 
22 absence of the protective layer, because Firestone said, 
23 in its own specifications, you have got to put down a 
I 
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2 Firestone said it, and we didn't do it. 
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3 So, Firestone says you might not like the 
4 results of this. That's disingenuous. There was no 
5 workmanship in this area, they didn't put it in. It has 
6 nothing to do with fasteners. The other thing is, 
7 fasteners are part of the roof. This says the roof is 
8 damaged by the use of materials not furnished by 
9 Firestone. I mean, they are saying the roof is damaged 
10 by materials in the roof? Or, is that more commonly 
11 referred to the roof is damaged by materials outside the 
12 roof. For example, if you look at the other exceptions 
13 in here, roof is damaged by extraordinary and natural 
14 forces, including without limitations, winds of strong 
15 gales, or tornadoes, hurricanes, negligent acts of 
16 others, the owner doesn't use reasonable care in 
17 maintaining the roof and that causes the leaks, the roof 
18 is damaged by structural failures. 
19 What they excluded here were things 
20 outside the scope of the workmanship of their roofing 
21 applicator. If lighting hit it, it's not their fault. 
22 If a tornado strikes, not their fault. If the building 
23 . settles because the grading contractor, or the footing 
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1 and foundations people didn't do their job, and the 
2 building shifts, and the roof is damaged, not their 
3 fault, it's excluded. But, workmanship of their own 
4 roofing contractor? Disingenuous, ladies and gentlemen. 
5 Disingenuous and not right. 
6 Now, let's move to Mr. Rutland's figures. 
7 Also, I would just mention the stringent instructions, I 
8 understand, I think, what they are saying here is that 
9 they are claiming that the architect's instructions were 
10 more stringent than Firestone's, but Firestone's 
11 instructions specifically said if fasteners are used, put 
12 in an insulation layer. I kept trying to get Mr. Sheahan 
13 to answer that question, wouldn't you agree with me that 
14 if one design says one -- one instruction says simply 
15 follow manufacturer's instructions, and the other says 
16 put in a protective layer, that to put in a protective 
17 layer is more stringent? He finally turned around and 
18 said yes. That argument I think carries little if any 
19 weight. 
20 I don't know if this is going to stand up 
21 for you, or I can hold it for just a minute I think. 
22 Let's look at these numbers and what they mean. Mr. 
23 Rutland's done a lot of math, and he comes up with the 
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1 figure for Mr. Skillman at $2.21 a square foot is 
2 $516,000, and he says our guy, he say's he admitted he 
3 lost another bid to somebody who was $1.80, okay, fair 
4 criticism, but do you all think that Mr. Skillman was too 
5 high, or that the $1.80 figure is better, that's one for 
6 your providence, you are the jury, you are to determine 
7 what the damages are, and I won't comment on that. 
8 Let me comment on these others. This is a 
9 figure based on a man, who two weeks ago got a call from 
10 Firestone and said, drive around the building, we'll give 
11 you all the materials, quote us a price. That $1.45 is 
12 based upon a man who knows, by his own honest admission, 
13 knows nothing about this roof. He had no idea that it 
14 has leaked for eight years, he has no idea how bad the 
15 leaks are, has no idea how wet the insulations is, has no 
16 idea what the scope of work is going to be when he gets 
17 up there. Mr. Skillman has been up there and inspected 
18 it. He has looked at the records, and he knows what it 
19 is. $13.75, and you are saying to my client, the 
20 Firestone warranty means we get to poke 14,000 holes in 
21 your roof, 14,000 to 15,000 to 20,000 depending on what 
22 number, but that's what they warranted to us, that by 
23 repairing the leaks and the defects of their workmanship, 
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1 they come out and try and fix a leaky roof by putting in 
2 14,000 to 15,000 new holes in it. I ask you to reject 
3 that. 
4 Lastly, the damage chart of what has been 
5 paid. The relevance, everyone agrees that they haven't 
6 repaired the leaks. Mr. Basiello from Pedrino's Pizza 
7 also said, and he was there from day one, so when Mr. 
8 Rutland says, silence, no word through 1988, well the 
9 documents don't date to 1988, but the leaks date to 1986, 
10 and Mr. Basiello testified to that. Nobody has rebutted 
11 that, and the leaks are everywhere from one end of the 
12 center to the other, that's not disputed. 
13 To come in now and say to give us this 
14 amount, and what you think we'll spend for the next four 
15 years, he says this is what Firestone said its warranty 
16 means. Our warranty means that you are going to have ten 
17 years of leaks, ten years of leaks, and we don't have to 
18 fix your leak problem, we don't have to fix the inherent 
19 problems. Just run up there and throw a patch on it, 
20 that's a repair that doesn't work. 
21 You will also find that plaintiff 'a trial 
22 exhibits, Plaintiff's Exhibit #14, Firestone building 
23 products, dated 11/5/1990, contractor is Firestone, they 
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1 went out there and found some holes, and what they did, 
2 what they are doing, what they call it is a temporary 
3 patch, a temporary patch. That's not a repair. It 
4 doesn't fix the problem. The problem is, you have got to 
5 get something between those fasteners, get the fasteners 
6 out, you've got to do something to stop the leaks. 
7 My client doesn't want four more years, 
8 six more years of roofing contractors in the building 
9 every time it rains. They want the problem fixed. All 
10 we want is what Firestone originally promised us, a leak 
11 free roof, and I don't believe that is asking too much. 
12 For Firestone to ask for you to do anything less, I 
13 think, frankly, it is shameful on their part, because 
14 they aren't standing up behind their products, they 
15 aren't standing up behind their contract. They are here 
16 trying everything they possibly can to try and avoid 
17 having any responsibility for the work that was done at 
18 this center. 
19 Thank you. 
THE COURT: All right, thank you. 20 
21 Ladies and gentlemen, we are at the lunch 
22 hour now, at twelve. What I am going to ask you to do, 
23 rather than start your deliberations and then take an 
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1 hour break, let's go ahead and take your hour luncheon 
2 recess at this time, and ask you to come back a little 
3 before one o'clock. You won't have to come back into the 
4 Courtroom, simply go back into the jury deliberation 
5 room, and meet back in there, and start your 
6 deliberations. 
7 You will have with you, _again, all three 
8 things, the jury instruction forms, also the verdict 
9 form, and finally the exhibits that have been properly 
10 admitted in this case. 
11 Again, during your luncheon recess, don't 
12 discuss the facts of the case, or make any independent 
13 investigation into those facts. 
14 Let me ask you to go with the bailiff at 
15 this time if you will. 
16 (The jury left the Courtroom at this point in the 
17 proceedings.) 
18 THE COURT: The Court is going to recess 
19 at this time. We will reconvene at one o'clock. I'd ask 
20 counsel to stay close. I don't know if we will, but we 
21 may get some questions from the jury, so we need to stay 
22 close. All right. 
23 Thank you. 
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1 (Luncheon Recess.) 
2 THE COURT: In Law 29822, counsel for the 
3 parties are present. We have two questions from the 
4 jury. I am going to read the two questions, and see what 
5 -- I'll tell you what my responses would initially be, 
6 and see if you have any objections to that, or anything 
7 you might want to add. 
8 The first question is: What date did 
9 Firestone cancel the warranty? The second question is: 
10 Firestone paid for repairs until what date? 
11 I would propose a response as simply you 
12 must base your verdict on your own recollection of the 
13 testimony and all of the other evidence, period. Unless 
14 counsel want to submit some dates, and answer these 
15 questions specifically, I think it is appropriate at this 
16 point to let them do just that, and rely on their own 







MR. BLANCHARD: I would agree, Your Honor. 
THE COURT: All right. 
MR. RUTLAND: That's all right. 
THE COURT: Okay. 
All right, we'll go back into recess at 
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1 this time. 
2 (Recess.) 
3 THE COURT: I don't believe they have 
4 reached a verdict yet, and so we will go ahead and 
5 release them for the night, and ask them to come back. 
6 MR. RUTLAND: Nine o'clock, Your Honor? 
7 THE COURT: I'll ask them to come back at 
8 nine, I won't make them come back in here, I'll just send 
9 them into the deliberation room at nine o'clock. All 
10 right. So, you won't have to be here to open up or 
11 anything, as long as you are available, just so someone 
12 is here in case they have anymore questions. 
13 (Pause for answer from jury.) 
14 THE COURT: Okay, they have asked for a 
15 little more time to see if they can't get it done 
16 tonight, so we'll take a recess again. 
17 (Recess.) 
18 THE COURT: All right, get the jury for 
19 us. Back in Law 29822. Counsel are present. 
20 (The jury entered the Courtroom at this point in the 
21 proceedings.) 
22 (OPEN COURT) 
23 THE CLERK: Members of the jury, have you 
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1 reached a verdict in this case? 
2 JURY FOREPERSON: Yes. 
3 THE CLERK: Is this your unanimous 
4 verdict? 
JURY FOREPERSON: Yes. 5 
6 THE CLERK: We the jury on the issue 
7 joined between Prince William Square Associates, the 
8 plaintiff, and Bridgestone/Firestone, Inc., defendant, 
9 find in favor of the plaintiff, and assess damages at 
10 $322,090, signed Vivian Hunter, Foreperson. 
11 THE COURT: Either counsel wishes the jury 
12 polled at this time? 
13 MR. BLANCHARD: No, Your Honor. 
14 MR. RUTLAND: Yes, Your Honor. 
15 THE COURT: All right. I am going to ask 
16 the Clerk to poll the jury. The Clerk is going to ask 
17 each of you individually whether or not this is your 






THE CLERK: Elnor Bazemore. 
MS. BAZEMORE: Yes. 
THE CLERK: Scott King? 
MR. KING: Yes ma'am. 
THE CLERK: Rose Spilman? 
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MS. SPILMAN: Yes, ma' am. 
THE CLERK: Audrey Williams? 
MS. WILLIAMS: Yes. 
THE CLERK: Barbara Fox? 
MS. FOX: Yes. 
THE CLERK: Vivian Hunter? 
MS. HUNTER: Yes. 
THE CLERK: And, Sue Mayo? 
MS. MAYO: Yes. 
121 
THE COURT: All right. Thank you very 
11 much for your service. I appreciate the past few days we 
12 have spent together. I know it has been an inconvenience 
13 ;to you, but I can assure you, it ~s appreciated by all of 
14 the parties and counsel involved. Thank you for coming. 
15 You are free to go with the bailiff at this time. 
16 (The jury exited the Courtroom at this point in the 
17 proceedings.) 
18 THE COURT: Mr. Blanchard, I am going to 
19 ask you to go ahead and prepare an order reflecting the 
20 jury' s verdict if you will. 
21 MR. BLANCHARD: Yes, sir. 
22 THE COURT: And circulate that order for 
23 proper endorsement. 
I 
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This Court will be adjourned. 
MR. BLANCHARD: Thank you, Your Honor. 
MR. RUTLAND: Thank you, Your Honor. 
MR. WHARTON: Thank you, Your Honor. 
(Whereupon, at approximately 5:19 o'clock p.m., the 
hearing in this matter was concluded.) 
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